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A Story a day keeps the worry away… 

 

Let us listen to any story and let us be our story… 

 

Each one of us is a living story with many chapters a day… 

 

Let us read few of any words and go to our inner worlds… 

One word is the world… 

 

One seed turns the whole earth green… 

 

A story is a secret key to our inner mystery… 

 

You cannot live if you are trying to be richer… you can be richer if you 

live… 

 

Who am I? 

Unless this question is answered… nothing is answered… 

 

Great truth can only be said in parables… 

 

Nobody has been able to kill time… time kills everybody… 

Never get hooked by ifs and buts… 

Make life simple and without ifs and buts… live simply so that everybody 

can simply live… 

 

To be whole is to be healthy… nothing is missing, all the parts are 

functioning in deep harmony with the One… 

 

The body is born, the body will die… but where are we going? 

 

The mind is immature when it is not ready to learn… the mature mind is 

interested in existence… in being… in life itself… 

 

Man’s evolution is from innocence to innocence… first innocence is 

ignorance… the second is luminous… 

 

We are the light, love, life, and laughter… 
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1- LOVE 
 

One man went to a sage and asked… Just in short, give me the very 

essence of religion… I am not a learned man, don’t make it very 

complicated and don’t give me many commandments, because I will get 

confused… you simply say one thing to me just a key word… the sage said, 

then that word is LOVE… 

 

You love and don’t be bothered by anything else… let love be your 

goal, let love be… your only commandment… 

 

Let us love and forget all talk about love… Jesus is saying… Love 

your neighbour as yourself… do I love myself? How can I love you if I 

don’t have love? If I have no water how can I share your thirst? 

 

Lovers are needed to create the peace that was meant to be… 

 

Let us join hands and hearts and live the rope of love… and by loving 

is the living life of light… 

 

Love is God and God is love… 

 

This is who we are… 

 

Be still and know that I am love… 
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2- Give me my daily joy… 
 

The king and his friend were discussing life… the friend asked… 

 

Sir, if you conquer Rome what will you do next? 

 

"Sicily is nearby and will be easy to take…" said the King… 

 

And what will you do after Sicily? 

 

Then we will pass over to Africa and take Cartage… 

 

And after Cartage? 

 

Greece!! 

 

And what do you expect as a reward from all those victories? 

 

Then we can sit down and enjoy ourselves…  

 

Can we not enjoy ourselves now? 

 

Instead of wasting time in making a living let us live the time now… 

 

We are good in waking a living but not in living… 

 

When are we going to wake up? If not now!! When? If not you and 

me? Who else?? 

 

Life is not to conquer but to in-counter… 

 

Let us go in and face our original face… by grace and not by force… 

let us live our choice…  
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3- Let go and let God 

 

As children bring their broken toys with tears for us to mend… I 

brought my broken dreams to God because He is my friend… 

 

But then… instead of leaving him in peace to work alone, I hung 

around and tried to help him with ways that were my own… 

 

At last I snatched them back and cried… 

 

How can you be so slow? 

 

"Oh my guest" he said… "What could I do, you never did let go!!" 

 

Life if basically insecure… true life is always moving from known to 

the unknown… keep walking but trust existence… walk in the water but 

don’t be touched by the water… we are crossing a bridge… why be attached 

to it? 

 

Yes! We are part of the whole, we are not apart… we are living in the 

truth… truth is no news… lies are news… truth you can write on a post 

card… 

 

Just one word is the gate to our inner grace… 
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4- Born to live 

 

Let us listen and imagine about a prenatal baby sitting cozy beneath 

his mother’s loving heart… suppose someone came to this unborn baby and 

said: You cannot stay here long… in a few months you will be born or as 

you may think of it, die out of your present state… 

 

The body of the baby feels the truth… and he might stubbornly say "I 

don’t want to leave here… I am worm, loved and happy, I don’t want to be 

happy in the unknown world… I am happy here, I don’t want to be what you 

call born or what I call die out of this place… I am happy here in a round 

shape egg and a beautiful voice and the outside voices are sometimes 

horrible..." 

 

"But if you stay here it is only for a limit time or you will die here." 

 

"You mean there is no other way?" 

 

"No, unless you die, you don’t go to the other step of your trip." 

 

"So what to do?" 

 

"You will come out of the womb and you will face a beautiful face 

and you will be touched by very worming arms… it is much more better 

place than here… and you will be in great love and bliss… and you will ask 

to remain forever in such a place… this is the way to heaven… be ready to 

come out and live the moment as it is… 
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5- Fighting over words 

 

A great sage had four students whom came from different countries… 

once he told them a story… 

 

A Persian, a Turk, a Greek and an Arab, were on a pilgrimage to 

Mecca… someone gave them five dinars and told them to buy themselves 

some breakfast… 

 

The Persian said "I will buy ANGUR with this money and we can all 

eat some." The Turk said "No, I don’t like ANGUR, I like UZUM." The 

Greek said "I don’t want to buy anything but STAFYLIA" the Arab said "I 

want to buy IBAN… it is the best" 

 

The four travellers began to quarrel, finally a wise man walked by and 

asked why they were fighting, after they had told him the story, the wise 

man said: "Give me your money and I will buy you all of those things so 

much as you want." 

 

He went to the market and bought some grapes… My ANGUR said 

the Persian… My STAFYLIA said the Greek… My UZUM said the Turk… 

My INAB said the Arab… 

These men had been fighting over a difference in language… the need is the 

same… we are fighting for the same truth under different names… 

 

Let us work, on our wake up not our make up! Now is the time to see 

the light in us no the fight for us… 
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6- God has never Left my heart 

 

In India lived a great sage named Hasan… 

 

When he was young he set out on a pilgrimage to Meccan… On his 

way he came upon a derwich, a simple wise being… "Where are you 

going?" Said the derwich… 

 

To Mecca… 

 

How much money do you have? 

 

Four hundred dinars… 

 

What for? 

 

I want to give them to Allah there… 

 

Give them to me here… and look in yourself… in your heart and 

around you… In Mecca you will simply walk around the sacred rock seven 

times as a reminder that God is everywhere and in the heart of every being… 

our heart is the temple of God… take back your money and go look for the 

ones who needs them… Remember!!!  

 

When God created the heart he has never left it… Allah is so near 

don’t go far… the existence is the greatest temple built by God… we are all 

connected with love and compassion… just be who you are and be aware of 

this grace… 
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7- Who is Who 

 

One day a sage and king Alexander went out of town for morning 

walk… they came across a cemetery and the sage started looking at the 

skulls and the bones and there was a big heap… what a pile!!! The king was 

disgusted and said… what are you doing? 

 

I am looking for your father’s skull… he was such a great king… 

come please… because I cannot recognize which one is your father’s skull… 

you may be able to recognize him… and don’t feel so disgusted because 

sooner or later we will be on this heap also and nobody will be able to know 

any one… no one can recognize any bones… 

 

Remember Alexander… you are not the great but the greed… watch 

your mind… this is your only enemy… be the master not the slave and use 

your mind for daily utility but be aware of your being… you are not 

bodymind… but a being… be aware of who you are and why you are here… 

what is your desire? What is your power? The choice is: power of love or 

love of power… 

 

When the power of love overcomes the love of power the world will 

know peace… 
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8- Only I can love you 

 

One day Jesus was walking… moving from one town to another… he 

came across a big garden and under a tree he rested… the garden belonged 

to Mary Magdalene… that is how for the first time she became aware of this 

man Jesus… she looked from her window and saw a divine beauty and she 

forgot who she was… she was a famous prostitute for the rich men and she 

was one of the most beautiful women ever… but now she is no more 

herself… she was amazed by this young man... she came to him and said: 

"Young man, why are you resting here? Come into my house." 

 

She became attracted to him, she fell in love… Jesus said: "Next time 

when I am passing through this road,  I will come into your house but now I 

am rested… and I have to go a long distance… thank you… next time if I 

pass I will come… 

 

She felt offended and said: "you don’t know who I am? Have ever 

heard my name… Mary Magdalena? Jesus said: "I know you, I have heard 

your name, I have looked at you… thank you… now I am with you… next 

time I will come into your house." 

 

Mary Magdalena must have gone mad and said: "I offer you my 

house… I offer you my heart and love… can’t you be a little loving… a little 

compassionate?" and Jesus said… "You are in my heart and this is the only 

place for love… and I love you…" 

 

She followed him… she followed her heart and felt in love with the 

love… once you meet the truth you are no more dead… be still and be 

yourself…  
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9- Where are the walls of my prison? 

 

A lion was captured and placed in a large yard surrounded by a high 

fence… He soon became acquainted with the social life of the others who 

had been there a long time… 

 

The lions had divided themselves into several clubs, political, 

religious and others… each with its own activities, philosophies, dogmas, 

scriptures and ideologies… 

 

One group met regularly to hate and slander the captors… that was 

their whole activity, as if by hating and slandering the captors something 

was going to happen… another group met to sing sentimentally about a 

future jungle having no fences they must have been utopian, imaginary 

people who live in fantasy… they depicted a future jungle with no fences, in 

beautiful colors and they sang about it in as beautiful poetry as possible… 

they must have been very romantic, utopian, imaginary people… and a third 

group met to secretly plan violence against the others… those were the 

conspirators, they were not so much against the captors as they were against 

the other groups of lions… 

 

Each club tried to pressure the newcomer lion into joining, but 

something held him back… his hesitation was caused by observing one 

particular lion who kept to himself and who seemed always to be in deep 

thought and meditation… always alone but not lonely… 

 

The new lion was attracted to this lion… why? He had some quality 

of magnetism around him, a certain power, a certain magic… the new comer 

shyly approached the solitary lion and requested an explanation of his 

apartness, the very apartness must have given him a quality of charisma, a 

glow around him, because people who live in crowds lose their individuality 

and their charisma… people who live alone always gather around them an 

aura of authority, of majesty… this loner lion looked like a king… he has 

something of the imperial in him.. 

 

Join nothing, replied the lion, these foolish creatures do everything but 

the necessary, I am doing what is essential… so one day I will be out of 

here… you are welcome to all the facts I have uncovered… 

- But what is the necessary thing that you are doing? 
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- Listen carefully… I am studying the nature of the fence… that is the 

only essential thing to do in life… to understand the nature of the 

fence… when you understand the nature of the fence then you can go 

beyond… go beyond any bound… beyond any dimensions… be free… 

this is our nature… 
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10- I am not a victim 

 

Hasan had once decided that he would not touch any alcoholic thing 

again in his life… any intoxicant… and he was a drunkard… so just to test 

his own will power he walked on the path where the pub was… Just in front 

of the pub he looked at the pub in a very proud way and said to himself… 

"I have decided that nothing can attract me and nothing can force me to go 

astray…" and he walked a hundred feet away… then he patted his own back 

and he said "Hasan, you are great, now I will treat you… to the pub…" 

 

And on that day he drank twice… 

 

Don't play games with yourself… listen to your mind but listen to 

your self too… you are your own doctor… your own master… listen to your 

heart not to your sick mind… 

 

You know the best for you, go for it, and be a victor not a victim… 

We are all victims of victims… it is time to wake up and listen to your 

heart… the head has emotions… the heart has compassions… what is your 

choice? 

 

Let us live our choice… this is the grace… to live the best bliss which 

is compassion… the highest level of prayer, love and power… 
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11- Entertainment or Enlightment 

 

A Man was travelling through the wilderness when he came across 

some animals having a speech contest… the judge was a lion who invited 

the man to become part of the audience… the man accepted… 

 

A fox stood up and gave a smooth and clever speech… at one point he 

declared "the moon is larger than the sun"… 

 

The next speaker was an elephant whose voice boomed out with 

power and authority… his talk included the sentence… "Summer is colder 

than winter…" 

 

Then came the tiger whose eloquence impressed everyone at one point 

he said… "The river run uphill.." the observing man remarked to the lion… 

"they are superb orators, however I am puzzled, all of them make statements 

which were obviously untrue, not only that but the audience is more 

interested in entertainment than in enlightenment… and if you don't mind 

sir, I would like to you know a secret.. we have picked up this bad habit 

from you human beings.." 

 

Why do we lie? Why do we beg attention? What to do to respect 

myself?  

 

Who am I makes a difference… 
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12- Give me the coat 

 

A tramp knocked at a cottage door and when it was opened he said to 

the housewife… 

 

Beg pardon Mam, but wonder if you would not sew a button on a coat 

for me… 

 

Why not! Yes my friend, come in… 

 

The tramp entered and handed the woman a button… 

 

Very well… now where is the coat? 

 

Ah… I got nothing but the button mam… I was thinking may be you 

would sew the coat on… but people who start searching for God don’t even 

have the button… 

 

God is ready to supply the coast but at least bring the button… at least 

a little thirst of my own, my own hearts' beating, a readiness to risk, a 

readiness to devote something, to dedicated, to sacrifice… to donate… 

donation… is do-a-nation… 

 

It is in us and for us… 

 

Yes! Giving is receiving… from me to me… 

 

From us to us… we are one with the one… with existence… with the 

only mystery there is…  

 

Thank you for your generosity… for sharing your life without any 

hope… any expectation… expectation is frustration… 
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13- The mind and the heart 

 

Two monks were walking across India… they were doing their 

exercise… they came to a place where the road was flooded… on the far 

side stood a young beautiful woman in a long flowing sari… she was in 

distress… how was she going to cross the flooded road? Without hesitation, 

the older monk walked through the water, picked her up, put her on his back, 

carried her across the flooded road, put her down and then continued on his 

way… 

 

The younger monk, who had not moved during all this, now rejoined 

him but he could not return to his practice… his mind was going crazy, for 

two hours he was obsessed by the chatter in his mind… 

Finally he blurted out "my brother, what have you done? We are not 

supposed to even look at a woman and you, you touched her… you picked 

her up… how could you do that? 

 

The senior mink interrupted his walk just long enough to reply… "My 

brother, I put her down two hours ago… are you still carrying her?" 

 

How to let go of my feelings? Let me understand that what I see in 

others is what I am carrying in myself… my judgments are actually 

reflections of what is repressed or rejected with myself… 

 

I am here to be a watcher on my mirror… 
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14- What is the cause? 

 

One day a teacher came into his assembly of students… It must have 

been a great time like now… his students were sitting and waiting for him… 

they were puzzled because this was for the first time that he came with 

something in his hand, a handkerchief, they all looked at it, what was the 

matter? There must be something special in it, and he sat on the platform and 

rather than starting speaking to the assembly he looked at the handkerchief, 

started tying a few knots in it, five knots in all… 

 

The whole assembly watched what is going on!! And then he asked 

them… "Can anybody tell me, is this handkerchief the same as it was before 

the knots were tied?" 

 

A student said.. "this is a tricky question… in a way it is the same 

because nothing has changed… in a way it is not the same, because nothing 

has changed only the five knots have appeared which were not before… the 

inner nature is the same but the form is no more the same… it is the same 

substance but in a different form…" 

 

The teacher said "Now I want to open these knots." 

 

And he started stretching both ends of the handkerchief farther away 

from each other and he asked the student... "What do you think by stretching 

farther will I be able to open the knots?" what was the answer from the 

students? And what is our answer too?? 

 

"NO! You will be making knots even more difficult to open because 

they will become smaller and more tighter…" 

 

The teacher said: "Right, then I want to ask the last question… what 

should I do so that I can open the knots, the tied knots? How can I untie 

them again?" 

 

The student said: "I would like first to come close and see how in the 

first place the knots have been tied; unless I know how they have been tied it 

is difficult for me to suggest any solution…" 
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The teacher said: "you are right and blessed… it is how you got into it 

rather than trying to get out of it… observe the cause and the problem is 

solved…" 

 

Our journey is inside us… in is our only inn… out is the shadow of 

the in… so where do you want to go? Are you the shadow? 
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15- I am the living worshiper… 

 

A sage man was staying in a temple… In the night it was too cold and 

the temple had three wooden statues of Christ… so he took the biggest statue 

and made a fire… the priest was awakened by the fire and was mad and 

said... "What are you doing?!! You have burned my Christ…!!" 

 

The sage took a small piece of wood and started looking and 

searching in the ashes, the statue was almost gone… the priest asked.. "What 

are you looking for?" 

- For the bones of Christ. 

- You must be totally mad… how a wooden statue can have bones?  

- Then, the long night is still there and it is too cold and the soul in 

me is shivering, you bring the other two more states and let us 

warm up… 

 

Of course the priest threw him out but deep in his heart he knew that 

this man is showing him something… in the morning the priest opened the 

door of the temple and saw the old man standing and bowing and saying 

words… 

 

"You are the only one, you are in everyone and everywhere… you are 

the lover and forgiver…" 

 

"What are you doing?" said the priest… 

 

"I am praying, it is my prayer time… I need no bother about a 

temple… need no bother about a statue… the whole universe is the only 

temple there is and every land is a holy land and God's land… and we are 

only a tourist… a guest and he is the Immortal. 

 

If you know this simple truth… everything is sacred… if you don't 

know then nothing is sacred not even the sacred scriptures… 

 

The truth is in us… in the core of my heart… of my being… by 

knowing yourself… you know the selflessness… The existence… the total 

surrender to eternity… 
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16- I am not my shadow 
 

The fox came out of his hole early in the morning… the sun was just 

rising and the fox saw his shadow, very long shadow… and of course how 

do you know yourself? By your shadow… 

 

Fox did not use mirrors but it is the same, we do it in a more 

technological way… I use the mirror or I use other people's eyes as mirrors 

and their opinions, that is how I create my identity… 

 

The fox saw his very long shadow in the early morning sun… and of 

course he thought, oh my God, so I am this big… it seems I will need if not 

an elephant, at least a camel… for the breakfast… and looking at the shadow 

it was perfectly right… and he went in search to see if he can find a camel or 

an elephant for the breakfast, but the poor fox could not find any elephant or 

any camel… 

 

It was twelve o'clock and he was feeling very hungry no breakfast… 

and it was getting closer to lunchtime and not even breakfast yet… he 

looked again at his shadow, he was very much surprised… "What has 

happened? Of course without any food this is going to happen..." 

 

The shadow was small; just underneath him that he thought… my 

God I am very close to death it seems… if I don't find any food… I will 

die… and now there is no need for any elephant or camel even... if I can find 

a big ant that will do at least for the breakfast… 

 

What is a shadow? My shadow changes… my body is the shadow of 

my being… so who am I? 

 

Every race has its own shadow… its own history… but these 

differences are only on the circumferences… the form is different but the 

essence is the same… 

 

Different flowers make the garden more beautiful… the varieties are 

the wave and only on the surface… but the ocean is the same source and 

soul…. 
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So you are not your shadow… you are not your body… your not your 

money nor your power… what is your treasure? 

 

Go in and see your inner treasure… 
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17- What is an enemy? 

 

Once in a far off wintery country lived a rebellion young sparrow… 

when the end of autumn was approaching and other birds were getting ready 

to fly south to the sun, the young sparrow decided not to go with them… 

 

Sooner or later the changes of weather at the door and winter came 

and the little sparrow got colder and colder… finally he decided to fly south, 

knowing he would freeze to death staying where he was… it was so cold 

that ice formed on his wings as he flew and he fell stricken to the earth and 

landed in a farmyard… 

 

A cow passing through the yard did a big dirt all over the little 

sparrow who thought he would suffocate but instead he was warmed up and 

back to his life… thus warm, happy and able to breathe… 

 

The young bird began to sing… a passing cat hearing the joyful 

singing cleared away the cow dirt, saw the happy bird and ate him… 

 

The moral of this story is our story… anyone who dumps dirt on you 

is not necessarily your enemy… anyone who gets you out of the dirt is not 

necessarily your friend… 

 

It is up to you to find out the way out of the dirt… when you are in the 

dirt be alert… keep your mouth shut… may be a cat will pass by… let the 

dirt melt and keep on walking your chosen walk… 
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18- The true truth 

 

Once a rich man decided to build a temple to Vishnu, so that devotees 

of this master could worship their saint… but to his sadness he found that 

only a few worshippers of Vishnu were visiting the temple… 

 

At last he decided to replace the image of this saint with one of 

Rama… now the worshippers of Vishnu stopped coming and some devotees 

of Rama began to visit, but very few came… the man said… "Rama is not 

attractive, anyone else will be better…" And he changed his idol to Shiva… 

now, as you know, the same story… the worshippers of Vishnu and Rama 

stopped coming and devotees of Shiva started to come and of course very 

few of them… and again he build a new temple for mother Shakti and again 

the same foam and the man thought Hinduism does not attract people… so 

he destroyed the temple and built a mosque and then the same shit but with 

different smells… 

 

Hindus stopped coming and few Muslims came… this did not satisfy 

the man either… so he tore down the mosque and built a church and the 

Muslims stopped coming and few christens came… 

 

Finally the man decided that he would have nothing to do with any 

house of worship… instead he built a tennis court and a health club and 

many people came from all the sects of religions… serving everyone is the 

religion of God… but let the serve be from heart to heart not from head to 

head… 
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19- What I need or what I greed? 

 

Once a man was roaming through the city of Delhi, he came upon a 

vegetable and fruit market…  

 

As he stood in the market watching, he noticed that many people were 

buying chilies… 

 

In India people are very fond of chilies but they use them in small 

quantities… the man thought they must be a delicacy so he bought two kilos 

of them and sat down under a tree to eat them… 

 

As he munched the first chili, his mouth began to burn and his eyes 

and nose began to water… he moaned and fanned his mouth and then began 

munching another chili thinking that this one would taste better… he went 

on in this way eating chili after chili and more suffering and hoping that 

each one would taste better than the last… 

 

While he was bravely munching his chilies, a man who had been 

watching walked up to him and asked what he was doing… "I saw a lot of 

people buying this delicacy so I also bought some and began to eat them"… 

said the man… 

 

The watcher said... "Look, these chilies, they are supposed to be eaten 

in very small quantities.." the man went on nodding his head and eating… 

the watcher was astonished "now that you know what they are why don't  

you stop eating them?" 

 

"Well" said the man... "I bought these chilies and I have to finish 

them, I am not eating chilies anymore... I am eating my money…" 

 

This is how we live our lives… we have bought our problems and 

even though we find them quiet hot we have to go on eating them because 

we have made the invest in our bodymind and not in our self-soul and 

spirit… 

 

We have the choice… heaven or hell is in our inner well… what is my 

choice? Let us live our choice with grace… the highway to heaven starts 

from now-here or nowhere else… 
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Let us live our choice… 
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20- Is there a problem? 

 

A king wanted to appoint a prime minister… four great thinkers of the 

country were called… 

 

They were put into a room and they were told that the door was going 

to be locked and the lock was not an ordinary lock… it was a mathematical 

puzzle…. "Unless you solve the puzzle, you will not be able to open it, if 

you solve the puzzle, you will be able to open the lock and come out." The 

one whom comes out first will be the prime minister… 

 

He went out and closed the door… three persons out of the four 

started immediately working… they had brought papers and few guide 

books and they started working hard… 

 

There were a few numbers written on the lock , they watched the 

numbers, they noted down the numbers and started working out the 

problems… the fourth simply sat in the corner… the three others thought 

that he is mad… he was sitting there with closed eyes… after a few minutes, 

he stood up, went to the door, pushed the door and it opened and he went 

out… and all those three were engaged in the cage of the mind… they did 

not even see what has happened, that the one man was already out… when 

the king came with the man he said.. "Now stop your activity, the exam is 

over, I have chosen my prime minister, this is the man…" 

 

They could not believe their eyes… they said... "What has happened? 

He was not doing anything, he was just sitting in the corner, how could he 

solve it?" 

 

And the man said... "The basic thing was to know wither it was locked 

or not and it was not..." and the king said.. "Yes, that was the trick, there was 

no lock, the door was not locked… I was waiting for the man who would ask 

the real first question, you accepted the puzzle and you started solving it, 

that was where you missed… while he knew how to be aware in any 

situation and asked the right question… 

 

You are the quest, the question mark and the thirst that will take you 

to the source… 
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What is our choice? What is my first step for my trip? Or my trap? 

 

One hand clapping is the sound of our silence and the stillness of our 

soul… 
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21- The painter and the prince 

 

There was a painter who was asked by a prince to do a painting of 

Jesus knocking on the door of the human heart… It was the middle ages and 

this was a popular icon at the time… 

 

The painter took his commission and went to his studio and worked 

for two years on the painting… he wanted it to be his masterpiece… when 

he was finished he brought it to the court and placed it in front of the prince, 

the prince looked at it, at first his face lit up, he was beaming and the painter 

was pleased, but gradually the prince's expression changed as he looked 

more closely at one part of the painting… he frowned, his lips quivered… 

the painter grew worried… finally the prince spoke… 

  

It would be truly a wonderful painting, but you have made a terrible 

mistake, look at the door of the human heart, you left off the door handle!! 

The painting is ruined… 

  

The painter sighed with relief… "No, No your highness, there is no 

mistake… the door to the human heart has no handle on the outside because 

the door to the human heart cannot be opened from the outside, the handle is 

on the inside… 

  

The door to the human heart can only be opened from the inside… our 

destiny is in our hands… 
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22- Keep swimming 

 

Last summer, on an extremely hot day, there were two frogs out in the 

back field, they were very thirsty… suddenly they noticed a large bucket full 

of white liquid… it is milk and frogs love milk… 

  

So they hopped into the bucket of milk and began to drink, it was  

heaven… they drunk down a whole lot of milk… after a while the bigger 

frog, the more anxious and pessimistic of the two said… "Hey, wait a 

minute, we are in trouble, How are we going to get out of here? There is no 

way to jump out… we're down low and the walls are sheer… we are going 

to drown… the little frog being optimistic said… "we will figure it out, just 

keep swimming…" 

  

Finally the bigger frog said... "I can't stand it any longer, nothing is 

happening… I am giving up…" and he stopped swimming and sure enough 

he went glub, glub, glub, right down to the bottom of the bucket… 

 

 The little frog just kept swimming round and round in a circle, sure 

that things would get better… and as he swam and swam he noticed that it 

became more difficult to move his legs… why??? 

 

 He was encountering and more facing strong resistance… the milk got 

thicker until it turned into butter and he perched his little feet on the butter 

and hoped out of the bucket… 

Once you are in a trap… remember that this step is part of the trip… 
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23- The keys to heaven 

 

In the beginning there was God and he was consciousness, peace, 

bliss… love… compassion and all… 

  

One day he created creation and as part of it he created human beings 

in his own image, that is out of his own substance… there was only one 

problem… being of his nature these beings were able to merge back into 

him… 

 

 And again God would create human and human would merge back 

into God… everything would be perfect again and God would be bored, no 

movie to watch… 

 

 God called a conference of the angels he had created to help him 

manage things… "We have a problem" God begun.. "These humans are so 

smart that they merge right back into me as fast as I create them… I want to 

watch them grow on their own pace… what can we do?" 

 

 One angel had an idea... "Let us hide the keys to the kingdom of 

heavens, then the humans won't be able to merge back." "Good idea but 

where to hide them?" another angel said... "Let us hide the keys at the top of 

the highest mountain; humans will never get there..." "NO" said God… "I 

won't hide it there… it won't work, I see Hilary at the top of MT. Everest"... 

so what to do now? 

 

 Another angel spoke up… 

 

"Let us hide the keys at the bottom of the deepest ocean..." 

 

 No, No" said God… I see Cousteau and a little robot submarines with 

TV cameras… it won't work either".. Another angel said… "Let us hide the 

keys on the moon..." "No, No, I see high tech and route 128… these humans 

are so smart..." 

  

All the angels started to get panicky; as middle management tends to 

do when the boss is not happy… they started to come up with more better 

ideas…  
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Let us hide the keys in a box of chocolate, ice cream… in alcohol, in 

drugs… in shopping, in travel, in power, in beauty, in sex, in war, in money, 

in politics, in education, in marriage…  

  

At that God was amazed with these ideas and said, "NO, No, No… 

they will tear each other a part… I have got an idea… we will hide the keys 

to the kingdom of heaven in the last place these humans will think to look" 

 

 Where? Where? Asked the angels… and God continued… "They will 

be searching all over outside themselves... We will hide them in their own 

hearts… it will be the last place they will think to look…" and since then we 

are running around the earth looking for happiness. 

 

Why don't we look in… in is our only inn… 
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24- The limitation of the question 
 

If your question is authentic then there is a limit… but if your 

questions are borrowed from books then there are no limits… 

 

If your question is from your being… sooner or later you stop 

questioning and you become the answer… but if they are scholarly then 

there is no limit to it, you keep asking… 

  

The lady was out when her new maid came and rang the bell… the pet 

parrot answered by calling "who is that?" "it is the new maid.." she replied… 

there was a pause, then again she rang and again the parrot asked and she 

answered and she was annoyed… this went on until she fell on the ground 

and fainted… because that was boring and tiring… it was not even his 

question and did not know what it meant… 

 

 Returning home, the lady stumbled across the body and exclaimed... 

"Who is that?" 

 

"It's is the new maid"... Answered the parrot by now he had learned 

it… 

 

 Be aware of who you are… you are the question mark… you are the 

answer and the dance and the dancer… just stop your mind and be with your 

being and wonder and wander... you are the treasure… 
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25- The deer story 
 

The musk deer is a small animal inhabiting central and eastern Asia… 

near the naval of the male, there is a special gland which produces a 

delightful odors secretion known as a musk, used extensively in perfumes… 

 

He thought this secretion is designed primarily to attract the female 

deer, the male himself is so intoxicated by its own aroma but he can't figure 

out where it is coming from… 

 

His first experiences came while he was breast feeding from his 

mother's milk, so he assumed this smell was coming from his mother… then 

as a young deer running through the meadow, he catches the aroma of the 

divine essence from time to time and he thought it is through the wind from 

all the plants… as an adolescent, he watches his father posturing on a 

beautiful hill and once again he thought that this smell is coming for power 

and status… 

 

While munching flowers or sipping sweet water he catches the odor of 

the musk and concludes that it is also connected with food and drink… 

 

As he matures and concludes that it is also connected with food and 

all what he went through but never ever knew where is the source or the 

roots of this smell... the musk smell.... 

 

So he went to the female deer and when he spends his days in all 

kinds of activities he thought that the good smell comes from the wind… his 

desires became more and more fragmented… one moment he is chasing 

after food and the next is sex, power, recreation, this way that way until 

finally he collapsed and his head hangs down until his nose is at his naval 

and then, just when he least expects it, he experiences the most beautiful 

aroma that he has ever had… 

 

He knew that what he has been seeking all his life it has been coming 

from his own being all along… 

 

The pearl is always inside the shell… 

 

All what we see out is a dead seed… 
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Let us go to the roots… no roots no fruits… 

 

Once you know your roots the sharing will shine as the sunshine… 

 

Yes! We know the way but why I am not walking my talk? 

 

Why walls? Why not go to the well? 
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26- Life is with people 
 

There is a story about a monk who went into a cave for many years to 

pray and attain forgiveness… 

  

After several years of deep prayers he sent word to the people in the 

town that he had attained the state of peace… 

 

 The people gathered around and the monk came to give a talk… in the 

crowd a young woman stood and questioned him, "Excuse me brother, but 

do you mean to say that you have moved beyond the rules of all your 

emotions?" "Yes my sister" said the monk.. "Really... you never experience 

feeling upset or angry?" said the lady… "No my friend, I am in perfect 

peace..." said the monk... "But really I mean it is hard for me to believe you 

never be or feel angry" said the woman… 

 

 "How do you dare to challenge my word? Who do you think you are?" 

screamed the monk… 

 

 In that moment he realized that relationship is a teacher… 

 

 Be in the world but remember your inner worlds… be with the crowd 

but you are not a number but a member… I am alone but not lonely… 
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27- In search of strength 
 

A man decided that in order to show the world he was a brave fighter, 

he would have a picture of a roaring lion tattooed on his shoulder… 

however, no sooner did the tattooist prick the man's skin than he yelled in 

pain and asked… 

 

- Where did you start? What part of the lion? 

- The tail 

- Skip the tail… 

 

And the tattooist turned to the lion's ears… 

 

Again the man gave a scream of pain and said… 

 

"The ears are not necessary, skip them…" the tattooist began working 

the lions belly "do we have to show his belly?" asked the man… 

 

At that, the tattoo put down his needles and sent the man away… 

 

This is why the seeker must be patient with the teachings no matter 

how painful they are and you will reach to the source of strength that is 

beyond the mind… 

 

No pain no gain… this is the real birth... 

 

The real death and resurrection… you become a human-becoming… 

never born never died… the river is revering forever and ever… this is the 

mystery of our life… 
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28- Plus God 
 

A lady was going to build an orphanage … and she was a poor woman 

but very loving and serving the whole town gathered, she talked with great 

ecstasy… "A great church has to be built here on this spot… it is a place for 

the orphans to come and live…" 

  

The people said "Good, your dreams are good, but from where is the 

money to come?"the serving lady pulled two small coins from her bag and 

said "Don't be afraid money I have got" there were just two small coins, so 

the people laughed and said "Mother, we always know that you are a little 

too innocent, with these two small coins you cannot purchase even a brick 

and you are thinking to build a great orphanage? 

 

 The mother laughed and said "yes, my hands are small, my coins are 

small, but you don't see, God is with me… two small coins plus God 

everything is possible" 

 

 And on that spot stands a great orphanage, one of the most beautiful 

on this planet… 

 

 Trust in God… God is love and love is God… 

Do what you love and money will follow… 
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29- Bits and pieces 
 

People, people important to you, people unimportant to you cross your 

life… touch it with love, and carelessness and move on… 

 

 There are people who leave you and you breathe a sigh of relief and 

wonder why you ever came in contact with them… 

 

 There are people who leave you and breathe a sigh or remorse and 

you wonder why they had to go away and leave such a gaping hole… 

 

 Children leave parents, friends leave friends… 

 

 Acquaintances move on, people change homes, people grow apart… 

enemies hate and move on… you think on the many who have moved into 

your hazy memory… you look on those present and wonder…  

 

 I believe in God's master plan in life… he moves people in and out of 

each other's lives and each leaves his mark on the other… 

 

 You find that you are made of bits and pieces of all who have touched 

your life and you are more because of it and you would be less if they had 

not touched you… 

 

 Pray to God that you accept bits and pieces in humility and wonder 

and never question and never regret… 
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30- What is the value of a human being? 
 

A seeker asked a sage man "what is the value of a human being?" 

 

 The sage said, "Come back tomorrow and I will tell you..." the next 

day when the seeker returned the sage gave him a ring with the instructions: 

"Take this to the market and have it appraised, do not sell it just take it to 

every shopkeeper and get a price for it" 

 

 The seeker took it from shop to shop, first he went to the fruit seller 

"how much will you give me for this?" he asked… "I will give you two 

oranges" said the fruit seller… Next he went to a potato seller who said I 

will give you four kilos of potatoes… 

 

Then he went to an ordinary jeweler and gave him hundred dollars, 

finally he went to the best jeweler in town and asked him the price of the 

ring… "Oh... brother you cannot sell this ring, it is priceless" said the 

jeweler… 

 

 The seeker came back to the sage and told him what happened… Now 

do you understand the value of a human being? A person can sell himself for 

two oranges or for four kilos of potatoes or he can make himself priceless… 

it all depends on his own vision… 

 

 What is my vision? What can I do to share my seed in life? One seed 

turns the whole earth green… who am I makes a difference… 
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31- The bee and the elephant 
 

Once there was a bee who was young and strong and full of the hot 

blood of youth… 

 

One day he was flying blissfully from flower to flower sucking nectar, 

he kept going farther from home forgetting that it would soon be evening 

and time to return… 

 

 He had just flown into a lotus flower when the sun set and the lotus 

closed, the bee was trapped… he had a sharp stinger and could easily have 

pierced through the petals and flown away, but he was lost in his 

intoxication… he thought "I will spend the night here drinking nectar and in 

the morning when the lotus opens, I will fly home, I will get my wife and 

my friend and neighbors and bring them here to drink nectar, they will be so 

pleased, they will be so grateful…" 

 

 Soon it was midnight, the young elephant came and started tearing 

down trees and plants and stuffing them into his mouth… sure he came to 

the lake where the bee was still in the lotus… yes still drinking nectar and 

dreaming about his future and the young elephant began to snatch the lotuses 

and a loud crunch… "Alas, I am dying… I am dying… I am dying…" and 

the bee is no more dreaming about his great honey factory…  

 

 All the bees plans remained in the lake… 

 

 All his friends remained in their houses... his wife was still at home 

and the bee was inside the elephant's mouth… 

 

 Like that bee, we are going farther and farther in this world imagining 

that we are making greater and greater progress, not realizing that we are 

leaving our source behind… every day the elephant of death comes closer, 

but we never notice his footsteps… 
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32- Gods Religion 
 

King Akbar asked his prime minister "who is greater 'Me or God'" 

  

Without hesitation he said "you are." "How can that be?" the flattered 

king asked… 

 

 O your majesty if you do not wish to accept someone, you can banish 

him from your kingdom very easily, but how can God banish anyone from 

his kingdom? Where can he send him?" 

 

 Most religious people are like Akbar… they accepted only those who 

belong to their religion and banish everyone else, but if a religion excludes 

anyone, then it is not the religion of Allah… 

 

 Allah is all-pervasive, so whom can he reject? 

 

 God accepts everyone and every religion and every thought and every 

good and bad… the devil and the divine… 

 

 Let us be who we are… our awareness is our religiousness… can you 

show me where there is no God… he is the creativity and the creator… 

 

 The act and the actor and we are part of this mystery… the drop and 

the ocean are one… 
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33- The power of thought 
 

Once there was a temple in a town… It was the custom for each of the 

trustees of the temple to put a gold coin in the donation box every month… 

 

 As one of the trustees watched this go on month after month, his mind 

became a little twisted… he kept thinking… "Just once I will put a copper 

coin… Nobody will find about…" so one month he did it… he put a copper 

coin in the box… but at the end of the month, when the trustees opened the 

box… they discovered that there were no gold coins inside, only copper 

coins… everyone else had put in copper coins too… 

 

Thought has immense power… one person who always thinks good 

thoughts can make many people think good thoughts… however if one 

person always thinks bad thought he can make more people think just like 

him… 

 

 This is the power of the mind… the thought is a very active action… 

it is our destiny… 

 

 Our destiny is in our mind… 

 

 Let us move from mind to no-mind… 

 

From head to heart… from heart to the core of our being… 
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34- The priest and the prostitute 
 

In a certain town lived a priest who was very happy with the crowd 

who respected him… kings, artists, scientists and many other important 

people and many so called friends… he maintained very strict rules of 

impurity… he never drank nor smoked… he followed all the rituals on 

time… 

 

 On the other floor where the priest lived was a young woman 

practicing prostitution… the priest would watch her constantly, thinking… 

"Hey, that is the seeong fellow who has gone to her today… look she is 

hugging him." 

 

All day long he watched her, thinking how wicked and sinful she is 

and here I am a pure man watching her, but when she is free or she had some 

spare time she would look towards him and be filled with remorse and she 

would think "what a pure and a sage being he is… and look at me, what a 

sinner I am… Alas there is no hope for me… how can I ask forgiveness and 

clean my life…?" 

  

Many years went by and one day both of them died… the priest died 

surrounded by his friends and his funeral rites were performed with great 

honor… and the prostitute died alone and nobody knew of her death until the 

body started to stink… finally the city officials came and sprayed D.D.T… 

in the house and buried the body without any ceremony… 

 

 Both souls went to the next world to be examined at the passport 

office of righteousness… their files were checked and were given slips of 

papers indicating where to go… 

 

 Her paper said heaven… his paper said hell… 

 

 He was upset and cried what kind of justice is this? A pure person like 

me to hell and a wretched prostitute to heaven!! How do you explain this? 

The official said... "Come this way" and showed him his life and said... "it is 

true that you kept your body very pure and you performed many rites and 

rituals and you never went to her because day after day you kept thinking 

she is a sinner and so wicked and you were counting all those men that they 

came to her… and when you died your body was treated with the highest 
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respect and buried with the greatest honor…" then the official pulled out her 

life… "This is what she thought about, everyday she said to herself… 'O 

priest' you are so pure and honest, please ask God to help me, I am ashamed 

to ask him, help me to same my soul…" her body we treated badly because 

of our ignorance… 

 

 The only sin that there is a sin… let us be aware and alert of what we 

are doing… love what you do and do what you love and why blame and why 

feel guilty… you are born free and you live free and you leave with total 

freedom… no judgment day but a loving day… now is our day… 
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35- Love for prayer 
 

One day a man went for a ride in the forest… when it was time for 

prayer, he spread his mat on the side of the road and began to pray… while 

he was praying a woman passed by… 

  

Earlier that day the woman's husband had gone into the forest and did 

not return yet and she was very anxious about him… she went out to search 

for him and was walking very fast preoccupied by her concern… 

 

 As she hurried along she happened to step on the man's mat, he was 

furious, but he could not say anything until he finished his prayer… 

 

 He looked at her and she was hugging her husband and hand in hand 

started to walk home…  

 

 Soon they reached the place where the man was shaking out his mat… 

when he saw them coming toward him, the fire of his anger came up again 

and he shouted at the woman "what sort of person are you? Don't you have 

any shame?" 

 

 The woman was astonished… she did not know what she had done 

wrong… she was not even aware that she had stepped on his mat… "will 

you please tell me what happened?" she said… And he yelled "don't you 

remember? I was trying to absorb myself in the love of God, but you came 

along and stepped on my mat!" 

 

 Sir, I am terribly sorry, I am rushing to find my man… my husband… 

and I was so absorbed in thought of him that I was not even aware that you 

or your prayer mat were in front of me… but one thing puzzles me… you 

were praying to God, who is so much greater than a mere husband… how is 

it that you were not more absorbed than I? how is it that you noticed me? 

 

 The prayer does not change God… The prayer changes us… prayer is 

losing yourself in the divine… the drop of water meets the ocean and melts 

in the ocean… 

 

 How can I be this amness? This ones with the One? 
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36- The delusion of theology 
 

There was a great seeker in Delhi… for forty years he studied many 

religions and philosophies and many lessons from many teachers… yet he 

did not make any progress… the only thing he attained, a mind full with 

doubts and a head burdened with the knowledge he had received from so 

many scriptures and teachers… 

  

Finally his head became so heavy with knowledge, that he could not 

hold it alright, not straight either… one day a friend asked him what was 

wrong… "Oh friend, how can I describe my condition to you? I am carrying 

all around so much weight and I cannot get rid of it…" the friend said... "I 

know someone who can help you.." and he took him to a sage teacher and 

said "O sir, here is a man who has studied many books and he is carrying 

many philosophies and an enormous weight of learning in his head… if you 

could help him to discard some of it, he would be very grateful to you" "All 

right" said the sage "leave the books somewhere else and spend some time 

with me…" 

 

 After few days being with the sage in the field, in the farm, visiting 

the sick and the old and the lonely, the seeker looked much better and one 

day the teacher touched him and said something in his ears… in that 

moment, all the weight has gone…  

 

 The seeker was a very ripe soul, like the ripe walnut, it needs just a 

tap of a teacher to unskin it and open it and so the seeker turned his 

awareness within and he began to listen to the higher power… 

 

 When he returned home he threw away all his books and began to tell 

everyone that peace and bliss lie within, not in the books… 

 

Turn within and listen and you will find the TRUTH… 

  

When the orthodox teachers heard him they turned against him and 

they said you have been speaking against religion… you have committed a 

great sin, this is heresy and we are going to burn your body because there is 

no sin worse than heresy… 
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The seeker said... "If I have committed a great sin, then surely I 

should be feeling pain, but instead I am feeling joy and all my agony has left 

me… if I have committed a sin God is the only judge and there is no 

medium between man and his creator… 

 

 All of you deceived me for forty years… you made me study various 

scriptures and you forced me to practice techniques and rituals. Yet I did not 

receive anything, no peace and no joy… you used my innocent ignorance 

and filled it with empty words that loaded on my as rocks and what is the 

punishment for such teachers? 

 

 And the teachers agreed that he is right and they have nothing to give 

and they made him work for nothing… 

 

 We are all victims of victims… you can be a victor… let us live our 

choice… no time to blame but to bloom and glow in our glory… 

 

 Read any books you greed… read what helps you to know yourself… 

to be yourself… the key for knowing is meditation and now and here you are 

in a meditative state…  just take a deep breath and be grateful that we are 

still alive to be who we are… 

 

 Awareness is the isness to our stillness... be still and know that I am 

godliness… not a name but a verb… a verse from God to God… 
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37- The man who drew circles 
 

Once a rabai, a priest and a sheikh were talking about God… at one 

point they asked each other what do you offer to God each month? 

 

 The priest drew a circle on the ground and said everything I get I 

throw into the air… whatever falls outside the circle is for me… the sheikh 

said.. "I draw a line and everything I get I throw it into the air whatever falls 

inside the line is for me and whatever falls outside the line is for God"… 

 

 But the rabai said... "Well, I don't do either of those things… I throw 

everything I have into the air and I say oh God… accept whatever you 

want… then whatever falls back on the ground is for me…" 

 

 Many of us are like these men playing with the mind, thinking that we 

are serving God… 

 

 Let us be aware of what we are doing… to whom we are serving?? To 

whom we are a victim? 

 

 Let us listen to our inner treasure… 
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38- God is All 
 

Once a very religious priest was travelling somewhere by sea and in 

the course of his journey he landed on an island… there he came across 

three very simple beings who were bowing to the rocks, the trees and the 

water and praying: "Oh God, you have created all these things for us… 

please accept our thanks and love." 

 

 When the priest heard them he was shocked… "You have not learned 

to pray correctly… what is the point of bowing to nature?" said the priest… 

"O, our friend, we are ignorant, no one have ever come to teach us how to 

pray and what is a prayer… forgive us and be our teacher…" said the men… 

and the priest taught them the art of praying and went back to his boat and 

set sail… 

 

 A little while later he saw the three men rushing towards him on the 

water… when they reached the ship they cried out "O priest, we forgot how 

to pray as you taught us, we forgot how to pray properly… please give us 

another lesson…" 

 

 The priest was shocked… How did you manage to walk on the water? 

Asked the priest… "Before we started walking, we prayed… O God, the 

greatest and the most powerful… please thicken the water for your servants 

so that we can walk on it and learn the prayer, and the water became 

thicker… he answer our call.." said the men… 

 

 When the priest saw the results of their simple devotion his pretention 

left him… "It is you who know the true meaning of prayer… please teach 

me your love to God…" said the priest... 

 

 Prayer cannot be taught but can be caught…  

 

 Prayer is love and not law… 
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39- Let go of the ego… 
 

Once a man went to see a wise king and he found him standing under 

a tree… 

 

 The king loves nature very much, so he had put his elbow on a branch 

and he was resting his head on his hand thinking about something… 

 

 The man asked him, "you are a great king and you have risen above 

body consciousness, I want your help to discard my ego…" 

 

 The kind stood there with his arm around the branch and said… 

"Brother, just wait, I will answer your question, when this branch let me 

go…" 

 

 "But the branch is not holding you, you are holding the branch…" said 

the man… 

 

 "you are in the same situation, it is you who are holding your ego… 

you have make your ego your master and your ego is not you… be 

yourself… be your own master and let go of your ego and let God help 

you… observe your mind and leave it…" said the wise king…  

 

 All of us we are a royal family… we are not loyal to our ego but a 

loving to our God…  

 

 Our kingdom is us… 
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40- Who is God? 
 

Once there was a teacher who had two students… he told them that 

God is anywhere, you can speak to him and hear him and see him through 

everything and every being… He is all and all is He… 

 

 One day he gave them a piece of bread and told each one of them to 

find a place where there was nobody else around to eat the piece of bread 

there… one of them, all he wanted to do is to eat and went outside, hide 

behind a wall and ate it, then he returned to the classroom, feeling very 

pleased with himself… the other student was gone a long time and returned 

back and the teacher asked the first… 

 

 Did you eat the bread? 

 

 "Yes! I ate it and I was the first to eat it… I went over there, behind 

the wall and I ate it…" 

 

 "What about you?" asked the second student... 

 

 "Here is my piece of bread… everywhere I went; I would remember 

you teaching… I felt his presence everyplace…" 

 

The teacher said… 

  

The first student passed in eating and the second passed in knowing 

and in living the wisdom… 

 

 God is in the core of every heart… God is so near why go far? 

 

 God is not a name but a verb… godliness is every isness… 
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41-  A heart of Gold 
 

Once a king went to a sage man and asked him some advise… "Of 

course I will give you something, but first you must give me something" said 

the sage… 

 

 "I can give you whatever you ask for..." said the king... 

 

 "Go and bring me the milk of a lioness" asked the sage… 

 

 The king took a container made of steel and got the milk… but the 

milk of the lioness is very strong, it eats through everything, so the king 

reached the same and said... "Oh, the milk is gone; it ate its way through the 

container..." 

 

 "Go back home and get a golden container and bring the milk in 

that..." said the sage… the king did what he was told and came back with the 

milk… 

 

 Oh, king did you see that? 

 

 Yes! The milk does not stay in the steel but it did in the golden one… 

 

 Your heart is made like that… if I pour any wisdom in it, it will run 

out… change your heart into a golden container to hold what is told… 

 

No one can teach you the truth but you can catch it if your heart is 

ready for it… 

 

Truth cannot be said but can be lived… 
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42- Keep moving on 
 

Once there was a poor woodcutter… All day he would cut down trees 

and take the wood to the market to sell… he did not care about day or night 

or heat or cold… he just did his work every day… 

 

 One day, he was wondering in the forest he saw a gentle being who 

said... "Oh son don't be worried just go farther..." then he left… the 

woodcutter was ready for this advice, he was a wise person and said.. "All 

right, I will.." and he began to walk… he went farther and farther until he 

came to a forest filled with sandalwood trees and he began to sell this wood 

and made a lot of money but he thought I must go farther as the being told 

me… so he kept walking farther and soon came across a copper mine… with 

the money he made, he hired some people and began to mine the copper and 

sell it… 

 

 Now he was earning much more money but he thought to go farther 

and on he went… he came across a mine of silver and later a mine of gold 

and he became a millionaire, but again he went farther until he came across a 

mine of precious jewels… now he was a billionaire… 

 

 People wondered how he had made so much money but he kept on 

going farther, but where to go and one day he met a wise man and told him a 

great secret… 

 

 "O, my son just as you went farther and farther, now go deeper and 

deeper within yourself..." 

 

 In the same way keep going farther within until you reach the mine of 

jewels which is the inner self… 

 

 In the beginning you may have few sparkling lights… but this is just 

the forest of sandalwood trees… you may have some visions of experiences 

or few moment of stillness.. of ecstasy… this is just the copper mine… if 

you want to attain the self you have to keep moving on… from self to soul 

and to the whole and holy spirit and then to the nothingness… to the amness 

of existence…  

 

 No one only the oneness of this stillness… 
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 Be still and know that there is no god but Godliness… Nobody is only 

God is… 

 

 Why waste our life in running after the dust and the lust? Why not be 

who we are? 

 

 Be aware of who you are… 
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43- Let them tease you… 
 

One day a wise man was having a bath in the river… A scorpion came 

floating along with the current… the man out of pity picked it up… the 

scorpion bit him hard, fell off his hand and began to float once more in the 

river… 

 

 Again the wise man picked it up and again it bit him… this happened 

many times… he wanted to help it and the scorpion wants to hurt him… 

 

 A man who had been watching all this from the river bank called to 

the wise man… "Hey, what kind of a person you are? This wicked scorpion 

has bitten you many times and still you want to save its life… why don't you 

let it meet its fate?" 

 

 The wise man replied… "Brother, when its life is at stake, he is not 

acting against its nature, when my life is not at stake, why should I act 

against my nature?" 

 

 So if they cannot give up their ways why should we give up ours?? 

 

 Let them tease you, but do not let their words enter your heart… 

 

 Let the dogs keep barking and you keep on walking… 
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44- See only good in others 
 

A sage used to feed people with great respect every day… one day an 

old man came to eat… 

 

 All the people prayed before they started to eat but the old man 

remained silent… the sage was annoyed "why are you not praying?" he 

asked him… 

 

"I am not a worshiper of God, I worship fire, as I am eating I am 

worshipping fire..." said the old man and the sage asked him to go… 

 

 In the evening, when he sat down to pray, he heard a voice saying "O 

my guest, that old man, is ninety years old… the heaven, the earth, the air, 

the water and all the universe have tolerated him ninety years, but you could 

not tolerate him even for a meal.." 

 

 Let us look at the core of our hearts… 

 

You are me… we are mewe… truth is one in many cups… let us wake 

up now-here or nowhere else… 

 

 Now is our only vow and wow… let us see God in every breath and 

every birth and death… 

 

 Thank you for every pain and every gain… 
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45- Trust in Allah, but tether your camel first… 
 

A Murshid was travelling with one of his students who was in charge 

of taking care of the camel…  they came in at night to an inn and the 

student's duty was to tether the camel… he was tired, he did not bother about 

it… he simply prayed and asked God to take care of the camel and fell 

asleep… 

  

In the morning, the camel was gone, "where is the camel?" asked the 

teacher… 

 

 "I don't know, you ask Allah, because I told him to take care of it and 

I was too tired… so I don't know… and I am not responsible either because I 

had told God twice and you teach me to trust Allah, so I trusted… don't look 

at me with anger" said the student… 

 

 The teacher said "trust in Allah, but tie your camel first because Allah 

has no other hands than ours to use… do what you can and accept whatever 

happens… Allah is the real doer… we are only an instruments in his 

hands… 
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46- Knowledge is very dangerous 
 

Once a man went to a doctor and told him that his wife was not 

bearing children… the physician saw the woman took her pulse and said "I 

can't treat you because I have discovered that you will in any case die within 

forty days..." 

 

 When she heard this, the woman was so worried that she could eat 

nothing during the forty days only water and some dates… but she did not 

die, so the husband went back to the doctor who said that she will die… 

 

 "yes, I know she is still alive and now she will be fertile… your wife 

was too fat and this was the cause of her infertility… so I used this device to 

help her use her energy to lose weight… she is now cured… 

 

 Sometimes lies ear used because they help and sometimes truth cannot 

be used, they hinder… 

 

 Great teachers and sages know how to use a lie as a device to cure our 

life… the knife in the hands of a real doctor will heal the cause of the 

disease… so let us be aware when to use the poison as a potion of power… 
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47- Desire is begging 
 

Once a mystic lived in a small village and the emperor was one of his 

friends and the villagers gathered and they said… "The emperor comes to 

you, then ask him something for us, at least a school is needed or a hospital, 

just by your saying it will be done because the emperor himself comes to 

you..." 

 

 And the village was poor, uneducated and there was no hospital, so 

the mystic said... "OK, but I am not efficient in asking anything because I 

have not asked for so long… but if you say so I will go..." and he went… 

 

 In the morning he reached the palace… he was allowed to enter 

immediately and the emperor was praying so the mystic stood just at the 

back when the prayer was finished he will ask… the emperor was not aware 

that the mystic is standing behind him and he was saying… "God almighty, 

make my empire still greater, give me more power and more wealth..." 

 

 The mystic listened, he turned, when the emperor finished his prayer 

he looked and saw the mystic leaving, he called him… "How you came, and 

why you are leaving?" 

 

 The mystic said... "I came to meet an emperor not a beggar… Look at 

what you have been doing in your life… Look at what you have done to 

yourself… you are just a ruin and the ruin is growing everyday… you think 

you are an emperor and you are a poor beggar… always asking to be given 

more, and more, but of what? More desires, desires from the mind… let your 

heart desire… ask for peace… ask for wisdom… ask for awareness…" and 

the emperor was awake… 

 

 Let us face our fear… … what do I desire? What do I need? What do I 

greed? For what? For whom? Do I love myself? who loves me? What is my 

feeling now? 

 

 Let us face our fear… let us face our original face and see our grace… 

 

 Let us live our choice… a victim or a victor? A beggar or an emperor? 
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48- Whatever God does is for the best… 
 

Once there was a great prime minister who would say "good, 

whatever God does is for the best…" people reacted violently against him, 

they thought he was crazy and were constantly hatching plots to remove him 

from power… 

 

 One day the king was being shaved by his barber and happened to 

doze off, while cutting his nails, the barber accidentally cut off the tip of his 

finger… the minister's enemies thought that this was a wonderful 

opportunity to teach him a lesson, they rushed to him and said "prime 

minster, the barber has cut off the king's finger.." the minister said… "Good, 

whatever God does is for the best..." 

 

 The minister's enemies went to the king and told him what the prime 

minister had said… the king called him and said... "You, fool, you have been 

eating my food and living on my money and now you have the nerve to say 

what it is good for you!!! How can you say this and my finger was cut off?" 

he ordered his men to put the prime minister in jail and to give him only dry 

bread… "Now you will see what god is doing for your best…" said the 

enemies to the prime minister… 

 

The minister sat locked up in his cell… he was not upset … he started 

praying and being very grateful and calmly remembered God's names… 

 

And when people would go to visit him and ask him "how are you?" 

he would say "very good, God has put me here and it is good for me" 

 

A few days later the king went hunting, on his way he met a gang of 

bandits whose leader was a worshiper of a goddess… the leader needed to 

sacrifice an important person to the goddess, so he kidnapped the king and 

dragged him to the temple as a sacrifice… 

  

The bandits examined his body and because it was not whole so it is 

considered impure and not worthy of the goddess and released him… 

 

 Immediately the king realized that if his finger had not been cut he 

would have lost his head… he remembered that the prime minister had said 

the right thing and he went to release him from his cell… 
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 When the minister came before him, he told him the story and then 

asked… "It was good for me that my finger was cut, but how was it good for 

you to have been locked here?" 

 

 The minister said... "If you had not locked me, I would have gone 

hunting with you… I don't leave you alone lost in the forest… and the 

bandits would have also grabbed me, they release you because of your finer, 

but they would have sacrificed me instead because my body is whole… so 

whatever God does is for the best of all of us… 

 

No accident by accident… 
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49- That is why you are what you are 
 

Once there was an Indian sage who always used to say the same 

thing... "That is why you are what you are..." 

 

 One day he went to the palace of the king… at the first gate stood two 

guards holding spears... they seized him rudely and asked him where he 

thought he was going… he said, "That is why you are what you are..." 

slipped past them and went inside... 

 

 The king's prime minister happened to be standing nearby and was 

interested by what he saw, so he began to follow the sage… 

 

 At the second gate a guard stopped him with a pistol… the sage 

said… "That is why you are what you are..." he went farther and came  

across another guard who has a higher position… the only thing that this 

guard said "Stop... Don't go inside..." the sage replied... "That is why you are 

what you are..." he went farther inside and there he was met by the officer of 

the guards who said... "O baba, come here, where are you going?" 

- I want to meet the king… 

- Fine, but take care of yourself… 

- That is why you are what you are… 

 

He went farther until he met the chief of police… the chief came 

forward and asked him politely… "Where are you going?" 

- Inside 

- All right, you may go inside… 

- That is why you are what you are… 

 

Then the sage went farther… the next person has met was the prime 

minister who had hurried to arrive ahead of him… 

 

The prime minister asked where do you want to go? 

- To the king... 

- Come with me… I will take you… 

- This is why you are what you are… 
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When the king saw him, he immediately stepped down from his 

throne… and brought a chair for him to sit on… at this the sage said… "That 

is why you are what you are…" 

 

Now the prime minister asked O Baba, will you clarify something for 

me? I have been following and watching you all this time… whenever the 

guards stopped you, you said "that is why you are what you are… will you 

please explain this to me?" 

- It is very simple… that is why you are what you are… 

- But what is the mystery? 

- The mystery is this… the value of a person depends on his own 

worthiness… whatever attitude he has, that is how he sees and that 

is how he behaves… 

- What do you mean? 

- The guards at the front door had little understanding, look at them; 

they stay at the front door far away from the palace and receive 

only a small salary…  

The guard at the next gate has a little higher position, still he 

stopped me with a pistol... the third guard told me stop… he had a 

little more understanding… 

The fourth asked me... "Oh Baba where are you going..." he is a 

big officer… the chief police had more brain and higher position, 

so he came forward and asked me what I want? And then I came 

across you and you received me with great respect and brought me 

to the one so called the king… the moment he saw me, he stood up 

and offered me a chair… he asked me how I was and was very 

loving and hospitable and that is why he is what he is… a humble 

king… 

 

 People became what they are according to the attitude they project on 

to the world… so you are your attitude… 

 

 Therefore if you want to become very worthy, it is important to 

cultivate a high attitude… an attitude of purity as light… and this is who we 

are… this is our birthrights… we are the family of the kingdom of God… 

we are his children… her beloveds… let us remember that we are a member 

and not a number… 
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50- The greatest diamond 
 

Have you ever heard the story of the greatest diamond… Kohinoor? 

 

 It belongs to a villager In Golconda India… he had found it on his 

farm… a river flowed on his farm and there he had found it… it looked good 

and he thought it would be good for the children, they could play with it… 

so he brought it home, the children played with it and as children are, they 

got fed up with it, so they put it on the window and everybody forgot all 

about it…  

 

 A visiting mystic was passing through the town and he wanted a 

shelter for the night… so this villager invited him… they ate and they 

gossiped about the world and life… 

 

 While talking, the mystic asked him, "What are you doing here?" "I 

cut stones and rocks" said the villager… "I know a place where diamonds 

are found on a river bank, with a little effort you can become the richest man 

and here working with this hard soil you will always remain poor, your 

whole life will be wasted…" said the mystic and left… but he left a seed, a 

desire, an ambition in that poor man's mind… he became obsessed… he did 

not know where that river was, but he became so obsessed that he sold his 

farm and went in search… he told his wife and children… I give you all 

what I have and five years at least you will have to wait, then I will 

return…"he worked hard in many places but after five years, he still had not 

found place where diamonds were so plentiful that they could be picked up 

easily… but in these five years he learnt one thing… what a diamond is… he 

came back home… when he approached his hut, he could not believe his 

eyes… the greatest diamond that he had ever thought of or seen in the 

market was lying there on the window… still is there… 

 

 Then he remembered that the river flowed on his own farm and now 

he had sold it and he had found the greatest diamond… 

 

 That part of the farm became the greatest source of all the diamonds 

in the world, Golconda… and all the greatest diamonds have come from this 

place… and this diamond which the children played with and got fed up 

with and which was lying there uncared for and neglected became the 

greatest diamond in the world… 
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 The man was in touch with himself… his knowing, his feeling… what 

is this sign? Who am I? What is the real diamond? The real jewel? To whom 

is this stone? 

 

 He took it and gave it to the president of India as a gift from mother 

earth to all her children… the president was amazed by the love and the 

wisdom of this poor man… 

 

The president asked him… 

  

"how can you give me your inner diamond, you inner jewel which 

gave me the outer jewel?" 

 

"O my beloved brother… no one can give the inner treasure… unless 

you see it you cannot be it… I cannot teach it unless you catch it… let us 

keep looking at the diamond that does not die…" said the jeweler… 

 

You are the farm and you are the jeweler… don't sell the farm… just 

see it… be it… the greatest diamond is inside us and waiting for us… and 

the only way to be who we are is to meditate… every breath is a path to birth 

and our death… 

 

 Let us be aware and alert… who am I now? Why I am here? 

 

 Who am I makes a difference… 

 

 Let us be who we are and let us share our grace… 

 

Life is a choice… what is our choice?? 
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51- The queen's bed 
 

Once a maid was making the queen's bed, the bed was very beautiful 

and the maid thought "this bed is so soft, how well the queen must sleep." 

 

 Just to give it a try, she lay down on the bed, and the moment she put 

her head on the pillow she fell asleep… just then the queen entered the 

room… 

 

 Now the queen was full of the pride of her own authority and she was 

outraged by the high ego sight of her servant sleeping in her bed… she got a 

whip and gave her several blows… 

 

 Immediately the made woke up and cried out "Alas, alas" but the 

queen would not stop beating her, she was under the control of her anger and 

she had completely lost her discrimination… but as the queen was beating 

the maid, something strange happened… the maid began to laugh… this 

puzzled the queen so much that she put down her whip… while the maid had 

been screaming and weeping, the queen had continued to beat her, it was 

only when she began to laugh that the blows stopped… 

 

 In the same way, if we become satisfied with whatever we receive, 

then immediately we will start experiencing joy instead of sadness… so 

what did the queen do? 

 

 So the queen seeing this scene said to her… "When I began to beat 

you, you cried, but then your tears turned to laughter, why?" 

 

 The maid said, "At first I cried because the blows were so painful, 

then a great understanding came to me… I realized that if I received so 

many blows after sleeping in this bed before only a few minutes, how many 

blows you receive when you sleep here all the time!" 

 

 Awareness is a key to happiness... 

 

 Enjoy all what you have and who you are and share your life with 

every life…  

 

 The other is my mirror… 
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52- I did not tell you not to hiss!! 
 

Once there was a big serpent who lived on the main street of the city... 

he used to bite many many people…  

 

One day a sage came to live on the same street… the snake wanted to 

bite him too, but when he saw the sage, he could not do it, this is the power 

of the stage of nonviolence… when a person is established in that state no 

one can be violent in his presence… 

 

 The sage lived there for a while and he instructed the snake until he 

was inspired to give up biting others… then the sage thanked the snake and 

left… 

 

 The next year, the sage came back again, this time he saw that the 

snake was in terrible shape… his bones were broken, his muscles were torn 

and his tail was twisted… All the children in the neighborhood had been 

pulling his tail and throwing stones at him, so that the snake was half-dead… 

when the sage saw his condition he asked... "My dear snake what happened 

to you?" 

 

 "Should I speak the truth? This is the result of following your 

teaching… All the children pull me and drag me and throw stones on me… 

also the people who lives here they torture me and they treat me worse than 

the children… what can I do… I promised you that I would follow non-

violence, so I don't do anything…" said the snake… 

 

"Now I am going to give you a better instruction" said the sage…  

 

"Please… they should not make things any worse than they are 

now..." said the snake… "No, No, this will be good, I told you not to 

bite, but I did not tell you not to hiss… whenever anyone walks by 

just hiss at him, as if you were about to bite, then no one will come 

close to you" said the sage…. 

  

The snake followed the new instructions and he regained his dignity 

and health… love yourself … and then you love the others as yourself… 
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53- When to tell the truth 
 

Once there was a fakir who had a very good horse… a Calipha was 

living in the same town and one day he saw the horse and told the fakir… 

"This horse does not suit you, sell it to me..." the fakir replied… "I did not 

become a fakir to earn money and this horse is my best friend, I am not 

going to sell it to you"… 

 

 The Calipha liked the horse so much that it became an obsession, it 

seemed that his whole life was focused on that horse… he plotted and 

plotted and one day he wrapped his leg in a piece of cloth and stayed on the 

street where the fakir used to ride… he began to moan, pretending that he 

was in great pain… when the fakir rode by, the Calipha called… "O brother, 

please help me..." 

 

 What is wrong with you? 

 

 I fell on the ground and broke my leg, please give me your horse so 

that I can ride home… 

 

 The fakir jumped off the horse and helped the Calipha mount it, as 

soon as the Calipha was seated, he gave the horse a big slap and it began to 

run… 

 

 As he rode off, the Calipha shouted… "You idiot… yesterday I asked 

you for the horse and you said no… see whose horse is it now?" 

 

 The fakir yelled back, please… I am offering my solution to you, 

listen to my request… just hear me… take this horse… it is your horse…  

 

 Please accept my gift to you and look after him… but don't tell 

anyone you stole it from us or from me… if you tell them they will learn 

how to cheat people… so please don't tell anyone how you got it… 

 

 The moment the Calipha or the ruler heard this, he turned around and 

rode back… he got down and gave it to the fakir and said… "Please forgive 

me, I made a great mistake… this horse belong to a noble soul" 
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 The fakir said the truth at the right moment and sometimes we have to 

keep the truth as a secret in us for us… and sometimes it is best to reveal it... 

It depends on our wisdom… on our awareness… 
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54- The lord's club 
 

Once there was "the lord's club"… this club has a rule that only lords 

were admitted to the members… but on the day of the first meeting when all 

the lords went inside the club, they felt they had entered a dark city… there 

was no one to cook, no one to wait on the tables, no one to wash the cups 

and saucers… 

 

 There was nobody to do any work because they were all children of 

lords… 

 

 Finally they had a committee meeting and made a decision… they 

said… since we allow only lords to come here, we will have to do our own 

work otherwise our club won't be able to function… so they wrote down 

each job on a piece of paper and put all the pieces in a basket… one said 

secretary, one said guard, one said cook, one said president, one said 

treasurer… one said dishwasher… each lord picked a paper…  

 

 One of the greatest lords became a guard… the other one became the 

cook… and so on… next week they changed the words… the president 

became the dishwasher… the treasurer became the toilet cleaner and so … 

nonetheless they were all children of lords and because of their destiny, they 

had to do their own kind of work… so who are we?? 

 

 Yes! We are the children of the kingdom of God… In the same way 

we all do different kind of work, but none of us has a permanent position, all 

the jobs are transitory and we are all one people and one family… 

 

 Let us do what we love to share… let our work be our worship… sing 

nobody is hearing you… dance nobody is seeing you… work nobody is 

paying for you…. 

 

 Do what you love money will follow you… take a deep breath and be 

grateful to this gift of life… 
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55- Right livelihood 
 

Once there was a sage who lived on the money he made from selling 

hats that he sewed… he lived a very pure life and spent his time praying and 

remembering God and spending his money on the poor… 

 

 One day a man with inherited wealth came to meet him and was 

impressed when he saw how he lived, how devoted he was to the one… the 

next day he brought him a large amount of money and asked him to 

distribute it among the poor… 

 

 So the money was distributed among a group of blind, crippled… and 

homeless beggars… soon after the money was given, the sage asked the rich 

man to find out what they had done with the money… he followed the 

beggars and found out that they spent the money on drugs and drinks and he 

came and reported this to the sage… the sage gave him four dinars and 

asked him to go give them to any beggar and find out what he did with 

them… 

 

 The rich man gave the money to a beggar and found out that the poor 

man pulled something from his pocket and threw it away… "What are you 

doing?" Asked the rich man… 

 

"I have been starving for two days and I found a piece of bread in the 

garbage and picked it up to eat it when I go home, but now I have four coins 

and I can buy food for me and for my next door poor man too… thank you 

for your love…" said the beggar… 

  

The rich man reported this to the sage… "This is the difference 

between giving away God's money or man's money… my money is hard-

earned, it also has the power of prayer and the blessings of God…" said the 

sage… 

  

Charity is ugly… but sharing is beautiful… 
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56- Living through the drama 
 

Once there was a wise and a religious princess…  

 

A young man went to her and asked… "your highness, this world is 

full of inequality and disharmony and when I see it my heart is full of pain… 

in one place a new child is born, where somewhere else someone dies… one 

person is dancing another is weeping… some people are happy while others 

are depressed… I have heard that you have attained equality consciousness 

and you are at peace… what is the secret? How can you remain peaceful and 

grateful with all the disharmony around you? 

  

The princess said… "I will explain it to you in a very concrete way…" 

she ordered a cup of water to be put on his head and was ordered to go and 

watch the festival and if a single drop of water fells from the cup, the guards 

behind him were forced to cut off his head… 

 

 The young man accepted the situation and walked through the main 

street with the cup of water on his head… he made sure that not a single 

drop fell from it… then he returned to the palace… he put the cup down and 

the princess honored him and asked… "Did you watch the festival?" "No, 

not at all, my mind was focused all the time on the cup nothing could 

distract me…" said the man… 

 

 "This is my situation" said the princess… "I am focused on God… the 

world is full of change… if there is progress in one direction, there is decline 

in another, increase, and decrease… all is a game of balance and 

complementation…" 

 

 The world is nothing but a play written by God and we are here to 

witness this truth… it would become monotonous if it stayed the same… in 

order for the play to go on there have to be opposing forces and you have the 

choice to chose your way… the best way is to keep yourself focused on 

God… 
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57- The temple of love 
 

Once there was a temple of love, someone went to the door and 

knocked, a voice inside asked "who are you?" 

- I am a philosopher… 

- There is no place in this temple for a philosopher..." said the 

voice… you better go to a university and teach there… 

 

When another person knocked… again the voice asked "who are 

you?" "I am a religious teacher…" "Why do we need a religious teacher 

here? You had better go somewhere else and deceive the people there with 

all your teachings…" 

  

A third person knocked and the voice said… "Who are you?" 

"I am a yogi" 

What do we need a yogi for? Where yoga ends love begins… go 

away… 

 

A fourth person came and again the voice asked "who are you?" 

I am an intellectual, I examine everything with my penetrating intellect… 

what do you need this for? Here we do not need it… it is a mind game when 

you reach the end of your cleverness love begins… go away… 

 

Then a fifth person came and again the same question… who are you? 

"I am a great seeker… I am the great student of a great master…" "Go 

away immediately… we don't need students and masters here…" 

 

Another person came and again… who are you? 

I am I 

Why have you brought your I here? Of what use will your eye and 

your I be in this place…? 

Nothing to see and no seer and no one either… 

 

Another person and again who are you? Who are you? Who are you? 

 

The gate was opened and the being was entered, you are not a 

person… in the society you play you personality but in your being you are 

not; only God is… 
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To find the love of God, you have to leave everything behind… if you 

carry any burden on your heart you cannot reach… no more cross on your 

back just empty your bag… empty your mind… walk your silence and live 

your stillness and you know who you are… 

 

Rid yourself of the ego and let go and let God… the only godliness 

there is… 
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58- Beyond death 
 

Once there was a woman who went to a sage crying and weeping… 

her child is dead and she is an old widow and that was all her hove and all 

her attention… 

 

The sage smiled and told her… "You go into the town and just find a 

few mustard seeds from a house where nobody has ever died…" 

 

And the woman rushed into the town and she went to each house and 

every one said… "we can give you as many mustard seeds as you want, but 

so many people have died in our house and don't be mad, you will not find a 

single house on the earth that can fulfill this condition…" 

 

But she hoped… maybe… who knows? And she went around and 

around the whole day… by the evening a great understanding touched her 

heart… "Death is part of birth… it is normal and natural… all what I see 

dies too… it is not something personal… it is the order of the creator... it is a 

holy creativity…" 

 

 With that understanding she went to the sage and he asked her… 

"Where are the mustard seeds? And she smiled and said… "You did it; I 

would like to know that which never dies... I don't ask for my child back… 

bring me back home… to the truth… that which never dies..." 

 

 Yes my beloved us… from death to deathlessness… from dust to dust 

is the body but where are we going? Am I a body? A being? A self? Soul? A 

spirit? All and more? 

 

Who am I? 

 

Who I am makes a difference… and meditation is the key and every 

breath is a new path to our awareness… our knowing… we have all what we 

need to know our seed… let us wake up now-here or nowhere else… 
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59- Until you die 
 

Once there was a rich and generous man… he did not believe in 

charity but in sharing…  

 

 Every day he gave gold to one category of people, this sick, the 

widow and so on… but nothing was given to anyone who opened his 

mouth… not all could keep silent… 

 

 One day it was the turn of the lawyers to receive their share of the 

bounty… one of them could not restrain himself and he made the most 

complete appeal possible… nothing was given to him… 

 

 This however was not the end of his effort… the following day 

invalids were being helped… so he pretended that his limbs had been 

broken… but the president knew him and he obtained nothing… 

 

 Again and again he tried, even disguising himself as a woman but 

without result… 

 

 Finally the lawyer found an undertaker and told him to warp him in a 

shroud… "When the rich man passes by he will perhaps assume that this is a 

corpse and he may throw some money towards my burial and I will give you 

some of it…" said the lawyer… 

 

This was done, a gold piece from the hand of the rich man fell upon 

the shroud, the lawyer took it and spoke to the generous man… "you denied 

me many times, look now how I got it…" 

 

 "Noting you can have from me until you die" said the rich man… 

 

The gift comes after the death of the ego… 

 

 Die as you are so that you can become that which you really are… 

 

 Die to the ego so that the divine can be born in you… can be grow and 

glow… 
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 Die to the past so that you become open to the future in this now… 

this at-one-ment with the wow... 

  

Die to the known, so the unknown can penetrate in us… die to the 

mind so that our heart can start throbbing again… 

 

Until we die we will never know who we are… 

 

 From mind to no mind… from no mind to heart… from heart to 

heart... Is our only path… let us be in the core of our heart… 

 

Let us soar in the highest sky…  

 

Let us fly in our inner treasure… 
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60- Walking without crutches 
 

Once a man hurt his leg… he had to walk with a crutch… this crutch 

was very useful to him, both for walking and many other things… 

 

 He told all his family to use crutches and they became part of normal 

life… it was part of everyone's ambition to have a crutch… some were made 

of ivory… others adored with gold… schools were opened to train people in 

their use… university scientists were asked to deal with the higher aspect of 

this science… 

 

 A few, a very few people started to walk without crutches… this was 

considered scandalous, absurd… bedsides, there were so many uses for 

crutches…  

 

 Some replied and were punished… they tried to show that a crutch 

would be used sometimes, when needed, or that many of the others will use 

it in other ways… so few listened and many said no and why and so on… 

 

 In order to overcome the prejudices, some of the people who could 

walk without support began to behave in a totally different way from 

established society… still they remain few… 

 

 When it was found that having used crutches for so many generations 

few people in fact walk without crutches… why should I be a follower??? 

 

 Let us be a fellow traveler… I can walk without a crutch… why not 

listen to my body and to my being?? 

 

 But, the majority "proved" that they are necessary and they said... 

"Here is a man, try to make him walk without a crutch! See? He cannot!!" 

"But we are walking without crutches" said the ordinary man… 

 

 "This is not true, it is merely a fancy of your own… no legs without 

crutches…" said the cripples… 

 

 Because by that time, they were becoming blind as well; because they 

don't want to see and sense… 
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 If 50 thousand fly are on a shit… are they right? 

 

 Are we a number? Or a member… remember who you are… don't be 

a follower… be a rebel… a jewel… not a pebble… 
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61- Judge ye not 
 

Once there was an old man in a village, very poor, but even kings 

were jealous of him because he had a beautiful white horse, such a horse had 

never seen before… kings asked for the horse and they offered high prices, 

but the old man would say… "this horse is my friend, how can you sell a 

person?" and her never sold the horse… 

 

 One morning, he found that the horse was not in the stable… the 

whole village gathered and they said… "you foolish old man, we know it 

before hand, that someday the horse would be stolen and you are so poor, 

how can you protect such a precious thing? It sould have been better to sell 

it… you could have fetched any price you asked… now the horse is gone… 

it is a curse… a misfortune…" 

 

The old man said… "Don't go too far…  simply say that the horse is 

not in the stable, This is the fact; everything else is a judgment… Whether it 

is a misfortune or not, how do you know? How do you judge?" 

 

The people said… "Don't try to fool us… We may not be great 

philosophers, but no philosophy is needed… It is a simple fact that a treasure 

has been lost, and it is a misfortune…" 

 

The old man said… "I will stick to the fact that the stable is empty and 

the horse is gone… Anything else is unknown, whether it is a misfortune or 

a blessing…"  

 

How do we judge? Because we only know a part of the truth… who 

knows what is going to follow it?' 

 

People will laugh and will not listen to the truth… but after few days 

the horse returned with a dozen wild horses… Again the people came and 

said… "Old man, you were right and we were wrong… It was not a 

misfortune, it proved to be a blessing. We are sorry" 

 

The old man said… "Again you are going too far, Just say that the 

horse is back with twelve horses… You read one page of a book, how can 

you judge the whole book?" 
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The people kept silent, but inside they knew well he was wrong, he 

has thirteen horses now and he can make more money. The old man had one 

son, he started to train them and he fell and broke his legs... so the people are 

people and again they gathered and judged… Judgment comes so soon… 

They said… "You were right, It was not a blessing, it was again a 

misfortune, look what happened to your only child…"  

 

The old man said… "You are obsessed with judgment… say only that 

my son broke his legs…"  

 

After a few weeks the country went to war and all the young men of 

the town were taken for the military only his son was left… because he was 

crippled… The people came crying and weeping… what else they can do or 

say??  

 

"Yes! You were right… God knows you were right… our children are 

not coming back, it is a lost war, your son is with you and he will start 

walking again, may be a little limp but he will be okay…" 

 

The old man again said… "you go on judging, nobody knows, say 

what you see, say that we don't know or what you see, say that your son 

have been forced to enter into the military and my son has not been forced, 

but nobody knows whether it is a blessing or a misfortune… nobody will 

ever be able to know it… only God knows… with small things you will 

jump to see the conclusions… 

 

Once you judge you have stopped growing…  

 

If I judge… if I blame… I have no time to love and no time to 

bloom… 
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62- The singer and the song 
 

Once there was a great Indian musician his name was Tansen… king 

Akbar loved him very much and one day he asked him… "O great musician, 

you seem to be the best, but sometimes I wonder if you had a teacher or if 

you know anyone better than you… if so please invite him to my palace…" 

Tansen said… "He is alive but he cannot be invited to the court, because he 

is like a wild animal, you cannot invite him to the court… he is not a man of 

the society… he is like the winds or like the clouds… He has no roots in the 

society… a homeless wanderer… and then more ever you can't ask him to 

sing or to play… that is not possible… whenever he feels he sings… 

whenever he feels he dances… we will have to go to him and wait and 

watch…" 

 

Akbar was so enchanted… he was mad after Tanseen… And his 

master is alive, it is worth taking the trouble… 

 

"Wherever he is I will go" said Akbar… 

 

He was a wandering fakir, his name was Haridas, and he was found 

near the Yammouna river in a hut… Akbar and Tansen went to listen to him 

behind the cottage and waiting because if he knows he might not sing… so 

they waited and waited and soon the time came… 

 

And Haridas started singing and dancing… 

 

Akbar was hypnotized… he could not utter a single word because no 

appreciation would have been enough… he continuously cried… and when 

they were coming back, he remained silent… tears continued rolling down, 

when he reached the palace he said to Tansen… "I used to think that nobody 

could surpass you… I used to think that you were unique but now, I have to 

admit that you are nothing compared to your master, why so much 

differences?" 

 

Tansen said "the difference is very simple… I sing, I play, to gain 

something else, power, prestige, money and many other things… my music 

is still a mean to some other ends… I sing to get something and my master 

sings because he has got something, that is the difference… 
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He sings only when he has something inside… then the song flows, 

then the dance shows… it is the result of his being… when he is filled with 

the divine and cannot contain it and it overflows, then only does he sing… 

 

His singing is an end in itself… he celebrates!! 

 

A real love simply celebrates… life is a sacred celebration… 
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63- How you pray? Not how many? 
 

Once a man, a very logical man, never went to the temple, he became 

old and so his father called him and said… "Now it is too much… I have 

been going to the temple praying every day… I have not told you anything 

about it because I was hoping one day you might ask for it… But it is getting 

late and it is time to go and prepare for the other world… when will you go 

to the temple and pray?" 

 

 The old son said… "Father, seeing you going to the temple everyday 

and coming back the same… I have been wondering whether the question 

seems to be of how you pray? The question is of quality… Because I have 

been watching you every day for so many years, five times a day you go and 

you come back the same… the prayer does not seem to work and how is it 

possible? What can I do to be changed? 

 

 Yes! There must be something wrong… I have to try it once… I will 

go tomorrow because it is my birthday… I will go and I will put my whole 

being into it… only once I will, but I will not leave anything inside me… I 

will move totally into it… if something happens it happens… if nothing 

happens, I am finished… then I will never go again because what is the use 

there is no point…" the father laughed and said… "You are foolish, one has 

to do prayer for all his life, it is by the number but let us see you go 

tomorrow and try…" 

 

 He went to the mosque and never came back again… he died… he 

prayed once and died… really he moved totally in it… nothing was left… all 

to the all… meet, melt and merge… the drop and the wave died in the 

ocean… he was no more only God is… his face was transformed… his 

prayer was not by a greedy mind, but by a loving mind and heart… by a 

quality of attitude and depth and truth… 
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64- Selflessness 
 

Once there was a great festival and many people had gathered… there 

was a well without any walls around it and a man fell into it.. He cried 

loudly but the festival was very big and the crowd was very big and it was so 

noisy that nobody could hear… A Buddhist monk came to the well, he was 

feeling thirsty… he looked down, the man was crying and weeping and 

saying save me… the monk said… "Nobody can save anybody else, don't 

wait for it, you have to suffer your own sings, so suffer silently and don't 

complain otherwise you will create more sings…" the man said… "First 

save me and then I will listen to your sermon… at this time it is impossible 

for me to listen…" But the monk went on saying… "We don't have to 

interfere in anybody's else's sins…" 

 

Then came the Hindu monk… he looked in the well, the man said… 

"Save me, I am dying and nobody seems to listen…" the monk said… "My 

master is right… he has said that every well should be made with a wall 

around it… and don't you worry we will create such a great movement and 

we will change the whole society and we will force the government to make 

wall around every well, you don't worry… I will do it…" the man said… 

"But by that time I will be dead and how is it going to help me now?" the 

Hindu monk said… "That is not the point, the individual is not the point, you 

come and go… the society is the main issue… you can die with the deep 

consolation in your mind… that it will not happen again to anybody else…" 

 

Then came a Christian monk… he looked in the well… even before 

the man said anything... he opened his bag, a bucket and a rope were there… 

he pulled the man out of the well who fell at the feet of the missionary and 

said… "You are the only religious monk…" the monk said… "It is through 

service that one reaches heaven… first be Christian and second fall again 

and again in the well… because I am not the only monk… teach your 

children also to fall in the well so we can come and save them, this is how 

we go to heaven…" 

 

The most immoral act in the world to treat a Man as means… all the 

Holy Scriptures said the same truth but it is up to us to see it and live it… 

share if you can share… help if you can help but don't make this help into a 

mean to heaven… 
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Know your being as no-self… then you don't calculate and count… 

then you enjoy it, and celebrate it… then love comes unmotivated, it flows 

spontaneously for no reason at all… it is there… it is natural… 

No one loves you only you… love yourself… love your body and then you 

know who you are and why you are here… 

 

I came alone… I live alone but I am not lonely… this aloneness is our 

only isness… our only stillness… be still and know that the amness is the 

only existence… 
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65- Consciousness enters… Habits falls 
 

Once El-mehdi, a sage man, said… "Man carries the seed of his 

misery or bliss… where? Within himself… whatsoever happens to you it 

happens because of you, your choice and your demands… and unless you 

understand this there is no possibility of transformation…" 

 

Certain people objected to this theory… the sage promised a 

demonstration… when everyone had forgotten the incident… he ordered one 

man to lay a sack of gold in the middle of the bridge… another man was 

asked to bring some unfortunate man to one end of the bridge and tell him to 

cross it… the sage man and his witnesses stood at the other side of the 

bridge… 

 

 When the man got to the other side, Hasan asked him… "What did 

you see in the middle of the bridge?" 

 

"Nothing "said the man... 

 

"How was that?" asked Hasan… 

 

The man replied… "As soon as I started to cross the bridge… the 

thought occurred to me that it might be amusing to cross with my eyes shut 

and I did so…" 

 

If you feel miserable, don't try to find excuses in the outside would… 

it is within us… in me…  

 

I carry my own heaven or hell… just like a spider's web… and 

wherever you go you will create the pattern around you… whenever you are 

going to repeat an old habit become a mindful and suddenly you feel a 

change… you will have a choice…  

 

Let us live in choices… what do I feel now? "Nobody loves me!" 

 

Yes… No-body loves me… I am not a body to be loved by a body… I 

am a being who loves my body… I love myself… I am alone but not 

lonely… I am with the creator… no one loves me only God… and this 

godliness is in mewe… in us… go in… in is my only inn… 
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66- Knowledge and learning… 
 

Once, five brothers have been thrown out of their kingdom to a 

forest… one day they were feeling very thirsty and one of them, the 

youngest, goes to seek some water… he came near a beautiful lake and the 

moment he steps in to fill his pot, he hears a voice saying… "Wait, unless 

you answer my questions you cannot take the water, and if you can't answer 

my three questions you will die here and now…" 

 

 The first question is what is the most important thing about man? The 

young man could not answer and he fell dead… then another brother 

followed and the same happened and then the oldest went to the lake to see 

his brothers… 

 

 Four brothers were lying on the bank and the moment he stepped in 

the water, he heard the same voice… "Answer my questions and if you can 

answer , not only will you be alive, you can also drink from the lake and the 

same water will make all your brothers alive… just sprinkle the water on 

their faces… but first answer my questions…" 

 

"The most significant thing about man that he never learns…" 

  

He was allowed to drink the water and to revive his brothers… then 

the voice said… "Go and learn, you may become very knowledgeable but 

you never learn the knowing… be a knower…" 

 

 Knowledge and learning are different…  

 

 Knowledge is borrowed, it is a parrot like, it fills your memory and 

your brain becomes a computer… learning is totally different, learning 

means learning through experience never repeating the same mistake 

again… becoming more and more mindful and alert and aware… something 

in us continuously frustrates us and unless I catch hold of it and destroy it, 

whatsoever I do will be futile… 

 

Let us hear and listen … look and see… experience and learn… 

  

The universe is the only university… 
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67- This too will pass 
 

Once a powerful king was in a position of such magnificence that 

wise men where his mere employees and yet one day he felt himself 

confused and called his sages and said… "I do not know the cause, but 

something in me tells me to find a certain ring that will enable me to 

stabilize my state… I must have such a ring and this ring must be one which 

when I am happy it will make me sad and if I am unhappy it will make me 

joyful…" 

 

 The wise men consulted one another and threw themselves in deep 

search… finally… they came into a decision that the ring which would suit 

their king is the one upon which was inscribed… 

 

This will pass too… 

 

 If you are sad or happy… it is a new step on your trip… do not fall in 

its trap… be a witness and keep walking your new now… do not be attached 

to any show nor any feelings… 

 

 This too will pass 

 

Be yourself… in the now-here or nowhere else… 
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68- I am my barrier 
 

Once a sage was asked… "Who guided you in the path?" the sage said 

"When you want to study, everything will teach you… A dog, one day I saw 

him almost dead with thirst, standing by the water's edge… every time he 

looked at his reflection in the water, he was frightened and withdrew, 

because he thought it was another dog… finally being very thirsty, he cast 

away fear and jumped in the water at which the reflection disappeared… 

 

 The dog found that the obstacle, which was himself, melted away… in 

this same way my own obstacle vanished, when I knew it was my own fear 

from the other who is only another me… the other is my mirror… my sister 

or my brother… 

 

 Look into you, no other barrier than yourself… you are standing in 

your own way… what is my feeling now? Face your fear… take a deep 

breath… thank you God… I am still reading… breathing… have water and 

bread and bed and I become who I am… good and bad and I face it… sooner 

or later I will face my original face… the face of grace… we are so blessed 

to be in this being right now… 
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69- Wait don't label 
 

Once a student came to a teacher and said… "I have been talking to 

people about you… Jews claim that you are a Jew… Christians respects you 

as one of their own saints… Muslims insist that you are one of the greatest 

Muslims…" 

 

 Maruf answered…. "This is what humanity says in Baghdad… when I 

was in Jerusalem, Jews said that I was a Christian, Muslims says that I was a 

Jew… and Christians says that I was a Muslim…" 

 

 "What must we think of you?" said the teacher's student… Maruf 

said… "Some do not understand me and revere me… others do not either, so 

they insult me… that is what I say… a religious man is always 

misunderstood… they can be accepted only in the loving heart…" 

 

 Be yourself without any expectations from any other… your own 

being does not need any attention from any one… 

 

 Expectation is frustration and any title is only a pebble… be a jewel… 

this is who you are …  

 

Be aware of who you are… 
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70- They are all your reflection 
 

Once a great king made a palace… the walls were covered with 

mirrors… to enter into that palace was very beautiful, you see your faces in 

millions of mirrors all around you… you could have taken a candle and 

millions of candles and the whole palace should be felled with light by a 

small candle… by a small love… 

 

 One night, by accident a dog entered… he looked around and was so 

scared to death… millions of dongs… he was so scared that he completely 

forgot the door he had come in from… he started barking… millions of dogs 

started barking… he became aggressive and millions of dogs became 

aggressive… he crashed with the walls and by the morning he was found 

dead…  

 

 Yes… the other is my mirror… how do I look to myself… let us look 

at our original look… original face… the face that is in the core of the 

heart… the divine face of the divinity… 

 

 You are me… me is we… we are one with the one… 
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71- The mind of the analyst 
 

Once Mark Twain went to listen to a friend who was one of the 

greatest orators and he was very highly appreciated… the speaker knew that 

Twain is coming so he prepared the best of all that was beautiful in his mind, 

so that he can give the best talk ever… 

 

 Twain came to the hall and sat in front and the speaker gave his best 

speech ever… he brought his whole energy to it… it was a symphony… a 

poetry… 

 

 Twin was sitting there as if dead… not even a glimpse of appreciation 

came to his face… the people clapped so many times and were ecstatic and 

Twain remained indifferent… 

 

 The speech was finished and Twain came back in the car with the 

speaker who could not ask and both remained silent… just when Twain was 

getting out of the car, the speaker said… "You have not said anything about 

my lecture… Twain said… It is nothing new, I have a book in my house and 

you have simply copied from it, this lecture is borrowed and you cannot fool 

me… you can fool your people… I am a man of letters and I know…" 

 

 The speaker could not believe it, he said… "What are you saying? I 

have not copied it from any book or anywhere… it is impossible…" Twain 

said… "Every word that you said is there, tomorrow I will send you the 

book…" 

 

 The next day he sent a copy of a big dictionary… and he said… "You 

can find all your words…" 

 

 This is the mind of the analyst… Arab… yes!!! Such ass-holes minds 

don't see the life in the words and in between the words and the light in 

between the lines… such minds can kill a poetry… he can say it is just 

words joined together, he cannot see between the words… 

 

 Words are the outer sounds of the inner silence… look at the cups and 

also drink the wine in it… be in its wake up… 
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 We are the silence and the sound of our stillness… be still and now 

yourself… 
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72- Sleep from birth to death 
 

 Once there was a man who owned thousands of sheep and he was 

always in trouble because wild animals will kill them… so he asked a wise 

man who said… "Keep watchdogs…" so he had the dogs to keep watch on 

the sheep and not allow them to go out otherwise they will kill them… 

 

 By and by they became so addicted to killing that they started to kill 

the sheep and they became very dangerous… so again the man asked the 

wise man and said… "It has become a danger… the protectors became 

murderers… what to do?" 

 

 The wise man said… "There is only one way, I will come and 

hypnotize all the sheep by telling them that you are awake, alert, completely 

free, nobody is your owner" and then all the sheep remained in that hypnotic 

state, they will not go anywhere, they will not escape because this was not a 

prison and they all believed that they are the owners, masters of their own 

self… 

 

 Even if one sheep was killed by the master they will think, "This is his 

fate not mine, I am totally free so no need to escape or rebel…" then there 

was no need for watchdogs and the owner was at ease… why? Because the 

sheep were hypnotized… they live in a semi-sleep state… like our state… 

 

 But nobody has hypnotized us… this is an autohypnosis, we are the 

sheep and the wise man and the politicians… 

 

 Once we realize our stats of being, then the first spark of 

transformation has entered… now you can never be the same again because 

the hypnosis has started dropping… 

 

 A breaking point has come… some awareness has entered in us… 

who is my master? Am I a slave? Am I a victim? Can I be a victor?... 

 

Am I a beggar or an emperor? 

 

What is my choice?? 
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73- Addiction with small things 
 

Once a man was very ill, he felt his eyes are popping out and his ears 

ringing… he became crazy because it is constant, he could not sleep and do 

any work… he consulted doctors, one doctor suggested to remove the 

appendix, it was done but nothing has changed… another suggested to 

remove all teeth, again he did and nothing happened… he became simply 

old, that is old… then somebody said the tonsils… and he removed them and 

again nothing happened… then he consulted the greatest doctor who said 

"nothing can be done because the cause cannot be found… at the most you 

can live six months…" 

 

 The man thought… "If only six months to live, then why not live 

well?" he was a miser, so he ordered the biggest car, bought a beautiful 

house, he ordered thirty suits and shirts… he went to the tailor who took his 

measurements and said… "Thirty six sleeves and sixteen collar…" 

 

The man said "No, fifteen, because I always use 15 collar…" the tailor 

again measured and said "16" the man said "fifteen"… the tailor said  

"Okay, then have it your own way, but I will tell you, you will have popped 

eyes and ringing ears…" 

 

This is the whole cause of our illness… we cannot see… we cannot 

hear because we are addicted to our ignorance… with our small things and 

we are missing the great things… 

 

 All outer kingdoms are ruins, are history of misery, a theory made by 

us… the inner kingdom is the only throne where the only king is immortal… 

 

 Let us look at the truth that does not lie… does not die… 
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74- A pearl of beauty 
 

 Once an oyster said to another one… "I have a very great pain within 

me… it is heavy and round and I am in distress…" 

 

 The other oyster replied laughingly… "Praise the heavens and the sea, 

I have no pain within me… I am well and whole both within and without…" 

 

 At that moment a crab was passing by and heard the two oysters and 

he said to the one who was well and whole both within and without… "Yes, 

you are well within and without, but the pain that your neighbor bears is a 

pearl of exceeding beauty…" 

 

 Growth is painful… it is not easy to drop the ego, it is not like a 

garment… it is like your skin, it has to be peeled and it is painful, but only 

out of this agony is ecstasy born… a pearl of consciousness and bliss… 

 

What are we here for? 

  

Who I am makes a difference… 

  

How can I be myself? 

 

 Truth is very simple and sharp and short… mediation is the only 

key… be aware of this moment… this is the door to mediation… every path 

is a breath of growth… of birth or of death… live your choice… 
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75- The original face 
 

Once a small child went to school for the first time, he came back and 

the mother asked him… "What did you learn today?" 

 

The child said… "For the first time I learned that my name is not 

don't… I have a name… Jony is my name…" 

 

 Don't do this!!! Don't do that… Don't go there! Don't eat this… Don't 

sleep now… Don't be like your friend… Don't love this person… and on and 

on… until he felt that don't is the name… 

 

 The child is not neurotic, the parents are and the neurosis is a chain 

from one generation to another… drop this borrowed masks and the ego will 

disappear… we are all victims of victims… let us face our original face… 

the one we are born with… 

 

 Let us recognize our self as we are… not as the society would like us 

to be… each one of us is a unique individual… a unique mystery… 
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76- Faith can move mountains 
 

 Once a sage man gave a talk on faith, he said that it can move 

mountains… 

 

 An old woman who was worried by a mountain very much said… 

"This is good, I never tried it, it is simple, now I will go and I will have 

faith…" 

 

 Just behind her home there was a big mountain and because of the 

mountain, the sun would not reach… her house became very stuffy… she 

went immediately to her house, she opened the window and looked at the 

mountain for the last time… because now it would disappear, there would be 

no chance again to see it… she closed her eyes and the windows and said… 

"I have faith now, move…" three times she said it, because she thought 

maybe once it may not work… 

 

 Then she opened the window, the mountain was still there… you are 

still blocking the sun and the air… she started laughing and said… "I always 

knew it was not going to happen…"  

 

If you know all the way, then it will not happen, because you have not 

fulfilled the condition… faith is not doubt… and need not say it three 

times… faith will not open the window that you see out… faith is out of 

innocence not out of cunning mind…  

  

Our cunning mind is our mountain… is our wall and barrier… let us 

face our fear and live our faith… what is my great burden right now? Face 

it!! I look at the face of my beloved… and no words to share… he is my 

only light and lover and power… what a great treasure!!! 
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77- Does the ship belong to you? 
  

Once a group were sailing and they had a man with them who was a 

good man looks sage and idiot too… 

 

 The next day there was a great storm, life was in danger, the ship 

would sink any moment, it was chaos, orders for lifeboats, crying and 

screaming and fear everywhere except Hasan was amused…  

 

 He was watching everybody, smiling… he was entertained by the 

whole situation… An old man scolded Hasan by saying… "This is too 

much, the ship is sinking… what are you doing? Amusing yourself?" 

 

 Hasan said… "Why are you getting so excited? Does the ship belong 

to you?" 

 

 This can be a statement of an idiot? 

 

 This can be a statement of a sage! 

 

 It can be both… it is both...  

 

 Let thy will be done… the whole planet is the ship of God… he loves 

us more than anybody else… but where are we going? Or where I am going?  

 

Is this my home? 
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78- I am ignorant 
 

 Once a man knocked at the sage house and said… "Please teach me 

about God… I have come to study with you"… the sage closed the door and 

said… "I am sorry, go somewhere else… I am not a teacher; you can find 

somebody else who can teach you scripture…" 

 

"Why have you denied that man? He looked like a sincere seeker…" 

asked the wife of the sage… the husband said… "People who are interested 

in studying scriptures are almost always stupid; they want to hide behind 

knowledge and books" 

 

 Another day, another man knocked… again the sage asked him… 

"Why are you here? What do you want from me?" the man said… "I have 

come to be near you, to learn how to serve humanity…" 

 

 "Go away… you have knocked at the wrong door…" said the sage… 

 

 Again the wife was very much puzzled and said… "He was not asking 

to study scriptures, he seems to be a great social reformer and wanted to 

serve humanity, why did you refuse him?" the sage said… "Those who don't 

know themselves, they cannot serve anybody else… serve the only within 

you first then try to serve others…" 

 

 If I don't have water how can I share water with you??? 

 

 Another man knocked, the sage opened the door and asked him 

again… "Why did you come here?" the man said… "I am ignorant; I know 

nothing… help me to know myself and to get rid of my stupidity…" 

 

 The sage kissed him and said… welcome, I am waiting for you, this is 

the first step of wisdom… lit first you candle and then try to lit the other's 

candle… 

 

 Don't preach about love… love and it is enough… practice is 

needed… not preaching… the first step is to know that you don't know… to 

be with a real master not a fake guru… just to help you to be a fellow friend 

not a follower to the master… 
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79- the perfect swimmer 
 

 Once a young boy saw a man praying quietly and simply without 

giving any sign of ecstasy… he run to his father and asked him how it was 

possible to be so… 

 

 The father answered… "A poor swimmer has to trash around in order 

to stay up in the water… the perfect swimmer rests on the tide and it carries 

him…" 

 

 Don't be a poor swimmer… you have trashed around too much 

already, you are so tried and the tide is available… trust the river and the 

river will take you to the ocean… and there is no other way to reach to the 

ocean… this is the order of nature… 

 

 Fight and you will lose… surrender and in you surrender is the trust… 

is the victory...  let thy will be done… but with awareness… 
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80- The container and the content 
 

 Once a great master had a great book always by his side and he would 

never allow anybody to look into it… 

 

 When there would be nobody around he would close the windows and 

doors and people thought.... "Now he is reading in the big book…" 

whenever there was somebody, he would put the book aside… and it was 

prohibited, nobody should touch it… of course it became a great curiosity… 

 

 When he died, the first thing the disciples did, they forgot about the 

old master, he was lying dead, now nobody was to prohibit them, just now is 

the time and they opened the book and were disappointed, only was one 

written page and the rest was empty and only one sentence on the page 

which says… "When you can make a distinction between the container and 

the content, you have become wise…" 

 

 If you listen to the container, the words, you will get bored… but if 

you listen to the content, you will be in deep ecstasy… 

 

 "I am not trying to say something… I am trying to show something... 

my words carry my silence, they are alive, they have the throb of my heart… 

because you cannot understand silence, I am forced to use words, once you 

are ready to understand my silence… you are home… 

 

Our home is in the core of our heart… once you live my word, I will 

drop words then I will look into you… but right now you are not at home… 

if I look into you there is nobody, so I have to knock hard… my words are 

nothing but knockers at your doors so that you can come home… come to 

your heart…" 

 

 The disciples remembered these sayings of the masters and they went 

into a deep silence… 

 

 No one loves anyone... only by loving myself I live the love… I know 

the self and beyond any bond… we came alone… we live alone… we leave 

alone… this aloneness is the only isness… keep walking your walk… no 

past… no history… it is a misery… no future… it is a mystery… now-here 

is the only now and wow and vow… let us live this moment with at-one-
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ment with myself… this is the first step of my trip… do I love myself… love 

is not lust… is not pleasure… it is the truth in us and for us… what is your 

truth? What is my truth… look in… listen to your silence… 
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81- A tea cup of love 
 

 Once a mystic was travelling with his students…  

 

 They came to a Saraya… an inn where they rested the whole night… 

in the morning the owner served tea… while they were drinking their tea… 

the owner knew that this is a master, a sage man… "How did you know this 

and we kept it a secret?" Asked the students… 

 

 The inn keeper said… "I have been serving tea and breakfast and food 

for thousands of people and I have never come across a man who has looked 

with such deep love and gratefulness at the tea cup… he is very thankful…" 

 

 This is what a master is… to be in the moment with awareness… you 

and the cup is one… you are a being full of love, light, life and laughter but 

who knows this secret in us? Why don't we go in and be in our inner outer 

coin… 

 

 Yes… I need a master to guide me to be on my own… I have you my 

beloved… no one loves me like you... love is not a relationship… love is a 

fragrance that arises in us… when? When you have reached home... in the 

core of our being… of your heart… and we all know the key to this space of 

grace… when am I going to live my choice?? 

 

If not now? When? 

 

If not here where?? 
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82- Simple water 
  

Once a king felt thirsty and said… "My throat feels dry"… he could 

have simply said… "I am thirsty…" but he has his own way… 

  

 His men ran to the market and consulted what to do for a dry throat so 

they brought lubricating oil… the king drank it and his throat was no more 

dry but he was in more difficulty than before and nauseated… so the greatest 

doctor came and suggested vinegar… it helped a little but it gave him a 

stomach pain… more medicine and again the throat was dry.. 

 

 An old man, who was watching said… "I think you majesty, you need 

water, common water, you are thirsty…" of course the king was very angry 

and said… "This is an insult, a common water for me, can't you see the 

illness… it is so complicated, even the greatest doctors were not of much 

help and you say simple water… who are you to suggest such common idea 

to a king?" 

 

 I am just a common man… I don't know about kings… but whenever 

it happens to me, common water helps… but that may be because I am a 

common man…" said the man… 

 

 The king said… "You are not only a common man you are an idiot…" 

 

 The king was right… amidst idiots, wise people prove to be idiots… 

 

"My dis-ease is very ordinary… only mediation will help… only 

breath… just take a deep breath and relax and be grateful… 

  

When you ask what is mediation…  

 

 It is just putting the mind aside and pray… prayer is not asking… it is 

being in your awareness… in your silence… 

  

Being without mind for a few moments a day is a gift from God… 

then you live your feeling… 

 

 Drink when you are thirsty… 
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 Rest when you are tired… 

 

 Sleep when you are sleepy… 

 

 Be in the now as you are… 
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83- The within is cold 
 

 Once a Christian monk had a beautiful statue of Christ, a wooden one, 

a piece of art, and old antique and very very valuable… one night he was 

staying in a cold hut and the winter was ice cold and he was shivering to 

death… there was no wood for his fire and while he was shivering, he heard 

a voice saying… "Why don't you burn the statue?" the monk became afraid 

and thought this must be the devil and said… "What are you saying? Burn 

the statue of Jesus?" 

 

 The voice said… "If you see Jesus in the statue you miss him… Jesus 

is not an object… he is a worshipper… a lover… look within you and you 

will see the creator… the godliness… the love and the mystery which is 

beyond words… so go in and burn the statue and you won't shiver any 

more… warm your inner Christ…" 

 

 When you focus outside, you see objects… look within… he is in 

us… God is your subjectivity… 
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84- Don't ride on this tide 
 

 Once a wise man asked his friend to look through the window and 

pointed to something outside and said… "Look and see do you see? Do you 

see?" 

 

 The friend looked and saw and danced and sang in a low voice "Oh , 

my friend, O my teacher and brother, you showed me the light… my heart 

was thirsty for the truth and here I am walking in the light…" 

 

 The teacher explains but can't give you his eyes… when you are near 

a person who has become a true sage… it is very easy to ride on his tide… to 

see a glimpse through his eyes… to use his windows and see the whole 

sky… if you are ready to fly high… a glimpse can transform you and help 

you to find your own tide to ride… 

 

No one can teach me truth… unless I can catch it… my thirst will take 

me to the river… 
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85- What a burden 
  

A very rich man asked a sage to come to his palace… a unique palace, 

full of valuable paintings, carpets, antiques, furniture of every kind… 

 

 The sage saw all the palace in and out and listened to the bragging of 

the rich man who said… "Now poor sage, tell me what is your impression 

about me and my palace?" 

 

 The sage said… "The fact that the earth is strong enough to carry the 

burden of such a massive palace plus you… this has impressed me 

tremendously…" 

 

 Everybody has made a palace of the ego… once you become awake 

ego disappears… ego is the sleep once you become awake ego disappears… 

forever… you become empty and God holds you from all directions and fills 

you up… yes fills you up with a great wake up and no make ups anymore… 

no masks… no fake faces… but your original face… the face of grace… so 

let us live our choice… let us be who we are! Why so much weights and 

burdens?? Why not lights and beyond??? 
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86- Death is a lie 
 

Once a man on his death bed said… "Death exists because we cling to 

life…" 

 

 When you know what life is, God waits for you near the door you call 

death… you have been dying many times and missing it… what a gift to 

watch a person dying… don't be scared… he dies as if he is the bridegroom 

going to meet his bide… he dies as if going on a journey that he has been 

waiting and planning… he dies as if the trained period in this world is 

finished… he is accepted… he has become mature… Now he is going home 

from school back to be with mom and dad… to be with God… the 

godliness… the existence… 

 

 We die but death is not there… from death to deathlessness… God is 

waiting for us… it is a let go of our ego… let go and let god… total yes to 

God… total surrender… let thy will be done… do your best and leave the 

rest to God… 

 

 Keep walking your life and don't look back… be aware of this now-

here… when the ship arrives he simply enters and forgets the whole trip… 

we are going to a greater treasure… the greatest of all… to God himself… 
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87- Adam – Adam – Adam 
 

 Once a man came to the prophet and asked… "Who was the first to be 

created in the world?" the prophet said… "Adam" "and before Adam?" 

asked the man… "Adam" said the prophet… "And before that?" again asked 

the man and again "Adam" said the prophet… 

 

 The man was puzzled and the prophet said… "If you ask me to the 

very end of time… I will go on repeating Adam… Adam… Adam… so 

please stop and understand and wake up!!" 

 

 Man has always been the same misery… the same ecstasy… the same 

greed and the same need… 

 

 On the inside the essential man is always the same, on the outside man 

is changing… the life force is the same, from the same substance… but the 

form is changing… 

 

 We have the full freedom to wake up and we know the key and the 

master key… but why are we so dead? So ignorant? Why we ask such stupid 

questions? Why don't we go in and be aware of who I am?? Why we are in 

deep sleep? It is our choice… what do I want? The answer is in the 

question… 
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88- True wisdom 
 

 Once on a rainy day, a wise man was sitting at the window and 

looking out into the street seeing a passer by… he knocked on the window 

and signed to the man to come into the house… 

 

 The wise man asked him… "Tell me, if you found a purse full of 

money would you return it to its owner?" the man said… "If I know the 

owner I should return the purse without hesitation…" "You are a fool…" 

said the wise man and looked at another man and asked him the same 

question who said… "I am not such a fool as to give up the purse full o f 

money that has come my way…" "You have a bad habit…" said the wise 

man, and asked a third one who said… "How can I know what shall I do 

when I find the purse… it depends on my mood and my will and my evil or 

divine urge… and I hope that God will help me to return what I have found 

to its right full owner… to be aware of what to do with this test…" 

 

 "These are good words… good steps towards our trip… you are a true 

sage" said the wise man… 

 

 To be in the now with awareness… to be alert that we are here for a 

reason beyond any season… how to use every now for the best divinity… let 

us watch our mood and go beyond the mind… and use every breath as the 

last gift… and every gift as a grace for our choice… 
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89- The ego goes to hell 
 

 Once an emperor came to see a wise man and asked… "I served God 

all my life… I did all what I was told to do… what will be the benefit?" the 

Wiseman looked at the emperor and said… "You will fall into the seventh 

hell…" the emperor could not believe it, because all the other sages were 

telling him "You are earning such virtue, that you are going to the highest 

heaven…" and this sage said seventh hell… 

 

 Have you gone mad? What are you saying?" Said the emperor… the 

sage said… "yes I am aware of what I am saying… it is not a question of 

doing wrong or right… the question is of the very ego that you have done 

something out of fear or greed… it is through God's grace what you do… he 

is the doer… your ego goes to hell and if you are egoistic you will have to 

follow it… choose what you want…" 

 

 Yes my us… arrogance is our cause of our ignorance… is our cause 

of every pain… so let us be aware of who we are and why we are here… and 

let thy will be done through us…  

 

 Let go of the ego and let God bloom in our being… let us be and 

see… 

 

 Seeing is believing in the things we see and we live… 
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90- Man is a machine 
  

Once Herrigel, a German thinker, was in Japan… he was sitting with 

his friends and he had invited his teacher for dinner… 

 

 Suddenly there was an earthquake… they were sitting on the seventh 

floor of the building… the whole building started shaking and everybody 

started running down the stairs… there was chaos… 

 

 Herrigel himself run forward towards the door… an automatic run like 

a robot… but suddenly he remembers his teacher friend… he looked back… 

the teacher was sitting in his chair in the same way, but now he had closed 

his eyes… not a ripple of fear on his face as if nothing had happened… the 

presence of the wise teacher was so magnetic and peaceful that Herrigel 

said… "I was magnetized… I don't know what happened… I simply came 

back and sat by the side of the teacher… by his side I felt absolutely safe… 

as if nothing could happen…" 

 

 The earthquake came and went… the teacher opened his eyes and 

started to continue his talk, the same place where he had stopped because of 

the earthquake… 

 

 Herrigel said… I have completely forgotten what you were saying 

before and now I am not in a situation to understand what you said or what 

you are saying, let me settle, but one thing I would like to ask… when we 

were all running away, why didn't you move? 

 

 The teacher said: "I also moved, but in a different direction, with 

inward not outward… because running out cannot help… the earthquake 

was out… I went in… where no disturbance ever penetrates… where silence 

is absolute… the ultimate stillness and submission to him… the only shelter 

there is…" 

 

 Practice awareness and virtue will follow it… if you are moving in the 

right direction… sooner or later you will reach home… 

 

 Let us go where there is no birth and no death… from infinity to 

infinity is our only divinity… 
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91- they accepted their prison 
 

 Once a man was going to see his friend the farmer… when he came 

near the house, he saw something which puzzled him very much… he saw a 

small meadow not more than one mile long… but one think was very special 

and disturbing in the meadow… 

 

 Thousands and beyond numbers of many birds and animals were 

staying together and the whole forest around this meadow was empty of 

birds and animal… why are they together in one place? Why they are not 

moving or flying into the sky? The whole vastness is available… they 

looked very nervous… tense… worried not at ease at all… 

 

 Of course everybody needs a certain space to live but when it is 

limited nervousness arises… but nobody was preventing the animals from 

moving and there was no fence either… 

 

 When the man reached his friend's house, the first question was about  

the birds… the friends said… "I don't know exactly because I have not 

seen… but I have heard… in the past many years ago there was a very 

violent land lord… he created a high fence around the meadows… he placed 

guards all around the place and he ordered the guards… "If any bird or 

animal tries to escape kill him immediately…"  

 

 He forced thousands of birds and animals into the meadow, into that 

prison, and for years this was the routine…" 

 

 A routine is a dead rotten life… wherever any bird or any animal tried 

to escape he was killed… so they accepted their prison, they forgot about 

their freedom, because freedom became associated with fear and death… 

then the landlord died, the guards disappeared, the fence fall, now there is 

nobody to prevent them from leaving the prison… but they have developed a 

mental fence, a conditioning… 

 

 Yes… many tried to tell them the truth but who listens??!! In us too 

not only in them and in their children… we are all victims of victims… we 

became pebbles… we are no more a jewel… it is in our blood and bones and 

part of our blue print… 
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 The new generation is born with the idea of the fence… not only they 

don't listen to the truth but the birds have been very angry and the animals 

have attacked good people… they don't want to be disturbed… in fact they 

have created a philosophy that they are in total freedom and the world 

around them is the prison… 

 

 Still good people go on trying but it seems to be almost impossible to 

persuade them that they are free and that there is no fence and that they can 

fly into the sky… 

 

 No one can teach you the truth unless you are ready to catch it… 

watch yourself and go beyond any fence and any force… you are the living 

grace… open the window and fly high in your inner outer sky… 
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92- Male Female 
 

 Once a man asked… "Why do we have teacher? 

 

 Why do we have scriptures?" 

 

 To destroy your fence mentality and back home to freedom… 

 

 But you don't believe them, either you are active or passive and both 

belong to the same fence… the mind… 

 

 Think of a fence made of wood… one square in white… another in 

black… a fence in two colors… that is the mind… one idea is good, the 

other is bad… active and passive… right wrong… good bad… all belong to 

the mind… 

 

 And you go on choosing… white or black… and you get up fed up 

and bored… go with the flow of the river beyond the mind and the 

dualism… take both together and they cancel each other and you become 

neutral… and beyond the duality… 

 

 You are not your mind… you are not your clothes…  

 

 Be in the world and not of the world… move with people, because 

people are your environment but God is your vision… 

 

 This is the revolution of the inner evolution… go in and live the unity 

of the duality and go beyond any being and any seeing… find a guide but be 

a fellow traveler with this master not a follower to any dogma or sect or 

religion but a lover to the real religiousness of the being… 
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93- The middle path 
 

 Once a sage man asked: 

 

 "Why don't you go to the mountain to study? The rivers, the birds, the 

animals and all the nature is a study stage…" 

 

 The wise man said… "My nature is people… trees are good to look at, 

but what they can teach me more than you… people are my environment and 

my test…" 

 

 True sage will live in people not in trees and mountains… enjoy 

nature for your own joy and growth… grow and become wiser through 

experience… life is an experience and not an experiment in the lab… 

 

 A wise man is a childlike and not a childish… he is wise and also 

innocent… God created everything for us to enjoy and be thankful… give 

thanks to the good people and the bad ones too… the devil and the divine… 

Jesus and Judas… day and night… 

 

 If you love only the good friends this is not love… the sun loves us all 

without any goal…so is the love of God… 

 

 Let us love each other as myself… and help you as I help myself… 

we are all brothers and sisters… we are one cosmic family… this is who we 

are… thank you for the pain and the gain… any feeling is a healing touch… 

let us touch the other… he is my soul brother… 
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94- Where to stop 
 

 A parrot was allowed to air himself everyday… it was hot and the 

whole house was fast asleep… the servant came and allowed the parrot to 

move around the room… 

 

 The dog of the house was also fast asleep, the parrot came near the 

dog, near his ear and said… "Rex"… of course the dog became alert, he 

went round and round finding nothing and again he went to sleep… 

 

 The parrot waited… the trick had succeeded… he befooled the dog 

again and again… Rex did the same thing and was very much frustrated… 

 

 Then he felt the trick, that there is nobody, everybody is fast asleep, 

no rat… nothing… only this parrot… may be he is doing something… so the 

dog pretended that he was asleep with one eye half-opened… 

 

 The parrot came again, he tried the trick a third time… the dog 

jumped on him… later on, the parrot was heard saying… "The difference 

with me is that I don't know when to stop… this is my difference…" 

 

 Where to stop? From active to passive… from hate to love… from 

white to black… and you don't know where to stop… there is a point that 

you cross everyday again and again and that point is the middle path… 

 

The middle path is the golden path… where to stop is the growing 

spot… this spot is our eternal path… our eternal birth from death to birth… 
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95- God is nowhere or Now Here 
  

Once an atheist had written on his wall… God is nowhere… 

 

 Then a child was born to him, and the child started growing and 

learning language and one day the child was trying to read the sentence God 

is nowhere, nowhere was a big word for him so he divided it in two and said 

God is Now-Here… suddenly the father heard it and said yes my child it can 

be that too… 

 

 Since then the father thought over it again and again and he could not 

read the sentence in the old way…  

 

 The child opened a new door and the father was transformed… he 

became a theist… the vision of a child transformed him… 

 

 Be here-now and he will seek you…  

 

 Just be and be ready… 

 

 The ocean is always waiting for the wave to come back and meet and 

merge and melt in the roots of existence… the drop and the wave are one 

with the ocean… 

 

 Just be yourself… be your being… your human becoming… a being 

is the ultimate doing… 
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96- Seeing is believing 
 

 Once in the king's court the scholars started debating about God… the 

king started laughing and said… "Listen, collect all the blind men of the 

town…" the blind men came and the king asked them… "Have you all seen 

elephants?" they said "Yes… we saw them by touch…" one blind man 

said… "An elephant is like this…" another said… "An elephant is like this" 

and their statements were very contradictory, because one touched the trunk, 

the other the ear, the third the leg and so on so forth… their descriptions 

were different… 

 

 And the king told his scholars and priests… "Listen, these blind 

people cannot agree on what an elephant is and they all have seen something 

of the elephant… what about you? You are more blind than them… you can 

quote scriptures but you have seen nothing… don't believe in thinking but in 

seeing… in being and in living the truth…" 

 

 Yes! I am blind… I don't know myself… I don't see any seed and 

know it… I expect the others to know me and love me… 

 

 No one loves me like my body… do I love my body? It is the only 

thing that goes with me to the grave…do I love this grace? Do I know any 

sense or any touch by it? No… not at all… so how do I expect the other to 

love me and I don't love this hand and this eye that is serving me? 

 

 My being or this holy being is in this holy body… when am I going to 

wake up and love the cup and the wine??? 
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97- The state of no doubt 
 

 Once a seeker came to a wise man and said… "I have been to many 

teachers and they all failed me, nobody was true to me… I have come with 

great hope to you… this is my last resort… be my shelter… and I know you 

have it… I can see you have it… it is radiating…" 

 

 The wise man said… yes I have it… the light is each one of us… God 

gave us all and loves us all… and I know those people you have been with, 

they also have it… the problem is not whether I have it or not… the problem 

is whether you will be able to take it and see it within you…" 

 

 The seeker said "I am ready to do whatever you say…" 

 

 Then come with me to the well, I am going to bring water, but don't  

ask me any question… just look and see and trust and be a witness"… said 

the wise man…" 

 

 "This is not difficult" said the seeker… but from the very beginning 

he started feeling very uneasy because the master was carrying a bucket 

without a bottom and he is going to bring water??? 

 

 Questions were not allowed but thousands of ideas arose in the mind 

of the seeker and he avoided looking at the bucket, but for how long can you 

hide your mind?? 

 

 The sage started drawing water from the well and of course the bucket 

had no bottom and the seeker is standing there and seeing this whole 

nonsense… what to do? 

 

 He cannot ask but this teacher is crazy and mad and fool… so he 

somehow repressed the temptation… when he saw for several times that the 

bucket came up empty, he forgot all about the agreement and said… "What 

are you doing? This is no way to draw water from the well… your bucket 

has no bottom…" 

 

 The sage said… "You have broken the rule… you were only supposed 

to watch not to ask… go away… I have nothing to do with you…" 
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 The seeker asked for explanation and forgiveness and the sage said…  

 

"I forgive you but you could not resist a small thing… if it was 

absurd, that was my problem not your problem, how were you concerned 

with it? It was only a device to remain non-argumentative only in the state of 

seeing… state of no doubt…" 

  

Once the maturity is there… the transmission becomes possible… the 

sage has it, the seeker can also have it but there are few things that have to 

be seen and dropped to clear the way of seeing the truth and living it… just a 

look within and you are home… 

 

 Whatever I see or I feel… good or bad… is the icon of my inner outer 

treasure… just be a witness of what I am… why I am… what is this 

feeling??... every breath is a path to birth and death… 

 

 Thank you my beloved master… I am so blessed to be who I am and 

where I am now-here… 
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98- The I is a door or a barrier 
 

 Once there was a man who used to pray many many times a day, just 

sitting on the street and before the mosque and he would cry and weep and 

he would look at the sky and shout by saying "God open the door… I have 

been waiting long… it is enough… have I to pass through more tests? Have 

you not tested me enough? Open the door… I am crying and weeping and 

shouting please open the door…" 

 

 That was his constant wish and demand… one day Rabia was passing 

by and she hit hard on his head and said… "What nonsense are you talking 

about? The door is open and God is not deaf… he listens to your heart and 

knows your silence… but you are so much engaged in your shouting and in 

your nonsense talk… you can't see that the door is open and it has always 

been open…" 

 

 Relate, trust and surrender and live your faith and all is right and 

light… Right now! am I in the light? Is there anything else than the light? we 

are the light and the fight and the wrong and the right and all the duality in 

this unity… in this divinity… yes I am a divine devil and a divine evil and 

live… 
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99- A little bit of craziness is sanity 
 

 Once a grandpa came to the temple and brought with him his retorted 

grandson… he was a little worried about the child… he may do something, 

so he was keeping an eye on the boy… 

 

 When the prayer was over, the boy asked his grandpa… "I have got a 

whistle can I play on it?"  

 

 "Of course no… where is it? Give it to me" said the grandpa… the 

boy kept it in his pocket and the grandpa kept his hand on the child's 

pocket… than there was chanting and dancing out of joy and gracefulness to 

God… the boy could not resist anymore… he was full of joy and wanted to 

say thank you to God too, he took out his whistle and blow on it… 

everybody was shocked… but the preacher came, hugged the boy and said… 

"Our prayers are better now because of your spontaneous joy… this is your 

share to God…we pray out of scriptures but your prayer is out of your 

heart… your prayer is heard in the heart of God…" 

 

 A little bit of craziness, is always a great joy… 

 

 A laughter is a door to the heart… in the heart is our inner treasure… 
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100- Beyond Reason 
  

Once a scholar said to a master… "You often say that our logical 

questions are incomprehensible to you… can you give me an example of 

what they seem like to you?" 

  

The wise master said… "Here is such an example… I was once 

travelling by train and we went through seven tunnels… opposite me was 

sitting a peasant who obviously had never been in a train before…  

 

 After the seventh tunnel, the peasant tapped me on the knee and 

said… "This train is too complicated… on my donkey I can get to my 

village in only one day… but by train which seems to be travelling faster 

than a donkey… we have not yet arrived at my house, though the sun has 

risen and set seven whole times…" 

 

 According to the peasant, his statement is logical… this is his 

experience… this is what he knows and sees… but to those who know that 

we have passed through seven tunnels it will be absurd…" 

 

 When a scholar speaks, or any head-book man, his talks are very 

logic, everything is logical according to his learnings and his experiments… 

but to the man of awareness who has passed through all the tunnels of the 

mind and has come into the openness of the sky and the being, it looks 

absurd… a wise person moves beyond the mind and towards awakening… 

nothing is new to a sage… he understands the scholar… he was there and 

still is… isness is the existence… 
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101- Words that have no wings 

 

 Once a great mystic remained standing on the threshold of the house 

of prayer and did not want to enter… they asked him why and he said loudly 

"I cannot enter there, the house is full to the brim… full of teaching and 

preaching… no… don't misunderstand me… this is not to praise you… 

during the day the people come to speak words so called prayers… words 

without love and compassion… words that have no wings… because they 

are spoken without devotion, this is why they don't fly and they remain 

between the walls, they squat on the floor, they grow layer by layer like 

decaying leaves, until the decay has packed the house and there is no room 

for me in there… the house is too full of teaching and prayers without heart 

beat.. those prayers are dead… they cannot fly… they have no wings… they 

cannot reach to God… although it is a house of prayer, I can't enter in it… 

no space for me there…" 

 

 The scholar is like that… too full of words… he stinks of dead 

words… he speaks great words, but with no love, with no devotion… his 

words are like stones hanging around his neck… he is being drowned by his 

words, by his emotions… by his philosophies, by his doctrines, by his 

dogmas… A scholar may even be a man of prayer but without any power of 

the inner treasure… 
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 102- Love is not a law 
 

 Once three mystics lived in the mountain… many people started 

moving towards them and when they come back they share their joy and 

there love with others and they tell stories about these mystics…  

 

 The whole country was aflame with the desire to go and see the 

mystics… naturally the priest also became very much disturbed who are 

these mystics? he was curious… angry and jealous too… he went to see 

those mystics… he had to go in a boat and then climb the mountain… when 

he reached there he saw three simple peoples sitting under a tree… very 

simple villagers… 

 

 They welcomed him and he said…"So you are the people? And you 

have declared that you are saints?" 

 

 "No… how can we declare? We don't know anything about 

sainthood… we are poor people, illiterate… people are creating rumors… 

they don't know… we don't know… we are blessed that you came, teach us 

please…" said the mystics. 

 

 The priest asked them… "What prayer do you say… what scriptures 

do you read? tell me your prayer, you must be praying…" 

 

 They looked at each other, felt ashamed… one said to the other… 

"You tell him…" and the other said to the other "you tell him" and the priest 

said… "Why are you looking so ashamed and guilty? What is your prayer? 

Tell me?" and they had to tell... and they said… "We have made a prayer of 

our own… we are stupid people… forgive us… don't be angry… we simply 

pray "you the only one… the love and the wisdom… please have mercy on 

us teach us how love…" so this is our prayer… "we are ignorant people…" 

  

 The priest laughed and said… "Drop this prayer and I will teach you 

an authorized prayer…" he said a long prayer and repeated it several times 

and they listened but they said "This is too long… we can't remember it… 

please say it once more…" the priest said it again and was very happy and 

pleased and went back into the boat… 
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 Just in the middle of the lake, he was very much puzzled… those three 

villagers were coming running on the water and they said… "Wait, we have 

forgotten the prayer… please once more…" 

 

 The priest was amazed and said… "Your prayer is right… forget my 

prayer and go back to yours… I have prayed so long but I cannot walk on 

water… what did you say? How did it happen to you?" 

 

 "We said nothing special… we looked at the lake and said… O the 

one up there… please have mercy on us and thicken the water… we want to 

go and bring our prayer… and whatever we ask he gives us… he is 

generous… this is how we came…" 

 

 Prayers have wings when they come from the heart... A prayer is not a 

law… not a constitution… it is just the beating of the heart…it is love not 

law… let love be our life and light... 
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103- One with the beauty 
 

Once a king was in love with the beauty of the Himalayas… he called 

all the great painters of his kingdom and told them to make paintings of the 

mountains he loves and whoever painted the best would have half of the 

kingdom and would have the king's daughter in marriage… 

 

Thousands of painters worked, day in and day out, year in and year 

out… three years time was given… many paintings were made and they 

were beautiful paintings… the king was at loss…  

  

"How to choose which one is the best?" 

 

Finally the oldest painter came with his painting, the king looked at it 

and he knew… this is the best… nothing compared to this… it is alive and 

the king watched again and asked the painter… "I see one small foot path 

going behind the mountain, where does it go?" 

 

The painter said… "It goes towards the only painter… God is the only 

painter… and he has created the world and he has disappeared into it…" 

 

The painter went back to the mountain and he rested there all his 

life… in his aloneness... in his silence… he became one with nature. And 

giving thanks to the only painter there is… 
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104- He is the yeast 

 

Once a difficult man lived in a spiritual community… no one liked 

him… he was irritable, messy, fighting with everyone and unwilling to clean 

up or help at all… 

 

No one got along with him… finally after many frustrating months of 

trying to stay with the group the old man left… 

 

The teacher followed him and tried to convince him to return, but it 

had been too hard and the man said no… At last the teacher of the 

community offered the man a very big salary if he returns… how could he 

refuse?? 

 

When he returned everyone was upset and on hearing that he was 

being paid while they were being charged a lot to be there, the community 

was very angry… 

 

The teacher called them together and after hearing their complaints 

laughed and explained… this man is like yeast for bread, without him here 

you would never really learn about anger, irritability, patience and 

compassion… that is why you pay me and that is why I hire him… 

 

Everything and every being is a lesson in our life and is a teacher to 

make us better and better… 

 

It is up to me if I want to learn and ready to live the truth… 

 

Life is a choice… what is my choice now? What is my change and my 

challenge? Thank you for every lesson… 
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105- Be yourself 
 

Once a man was walking through the forest saw a fox that had lost its 

legs and wondered how it lived… 

 

Then he saw a tiger come in with food in his mouth… the tiger ate to 

his heart content and left the rest of the meat for the fox… 

 

The next day Allah fed the fox by means of the same Tiger… the man 

became aware of this and began to wonder at God’s greatness and said to 

himself… "I too shall rest in a corner with full trust in God and he will 

provide me with all what I need…" 

 

He did this for many days but nothing happened and he was almost at 

death’s door when he heard a voice say… "O you who are in the path of 

error, open your eyes to the truth!! Follow the example of the tiger and stop 

imitating the disabled fox…" 

 

Let us use what we have… if we don’t use it we lose it… use your 

brain… no pain no gain… let our work be our meditation… do what you 

love and money will follow but we are here to do and be and see… 
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 106- Live your age hood 

 

Once a judge tells this story about himself…  

 

"When I was a child, I was a pious boy, always holding my prayer 

book and in love for god and prayers… one night I was with my dad, and the 

holy book on my lap… 

 

Everyone else in the room began to sleep and soon was sound 

asleep… so I said to my father… "None of these sleepers are good… why 

don’t they open their eyes or raises their heads to say a prayer… are they all 

dead or bad?" 

 

My father replied… "My beloved son… I wish you to be asleep like 

them than judging them… do you know what is in the heart of each one of 

them?" 

 

Yes! Prayer is not lip service… and judging others does not need 

intelligence… but judging myself is the intelligence itself… just watch 

yourself… be aware and alert about this now… what I am thinking? What I 

am seeing and saying? What I am doing? What is this I? 

 

If I judge you I have no time to love myself… 

 

If I don’t love myself how I am going to love you?? 

 

Love the other as yourself… the other is my mirror… 

 

We are one… 
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107- Searching for the truth 

 

Once an emperor wanted to know the answers to three questions… 

 

What is the best time to do each thing? 

 

Who are the most important people to work with? 

 

What is the most important thing to do at all times? 

 

The emperor asked all his wise men for answers but no one satisfies 

his wish… then he disguised himself and went to see a wise hermit in the 

mountain… when the hermit saw the stranger he greeted him and continued 

to dig… the emperor approached the old man and said… "I have come here 

to ask your help with three questions…" the hermit listened and continued 

digging… the emperor said… "You must be tired… let me give you a hand 

with that…" the hermit thanked him and gave him the spade and sat down to 

rest… 

 

After he had dug two rows, the emperor stopped and turned to the 

hermit and repeated his three questions… the hermit did not answer, but 

instead stood up and pointed to the spade and said… "Why don’t you rest 

now? I can take over again…" But the emperor continued to dig and hours 

later he remembered his questions and again asked the hermit who lifted his 

head and said… "Do you hear someone running over there?" the emperor 

turned his head, they both saw a man running towards them bleeding… the 

emperor cleaned the wound and used this own shirt to bandage it and 

continued to help the man until the flow of the blood has stopped… 

 

At last the wounded man regained conscious and asked for a drink of 

water… the emperor ran down to the stream and brought back fresh water… 

the hermit gave the emperor a hand in carrying the man into the hut where 

they laid him down on the hermit’s bed… 

 

The emperor was very tired and exhausted and fell asleep and forgot 

where he was and what he had come here for… the wounded man also 

looking around him in confusion, when he saw the emperor he said in a faint 

whisper… "Please forgive me" "But what have you done that I should 

forgive you?" Asked the emperor… "You do not know me but I know you… 
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during the last war you killed my brother and took my property… when I 

heard that you are coming here to meet the hermit, I came after you to kill 

you, but I came across your guards down in the valley who recognized me 

and gave me this wound… luckily I escaped and ran here and you saved my 

life… I am ashamed and grateful beyond words… please forgive me…" 

 

The emperor was over enjoyed to see that he was so easily reconciled 

with a former enemy and gave orders to help him and his family…  

 

Before returning to the palace he went to the hermit who was sawing 

seeds in the earth and again asked for the answers of his three questions… 

 

The hermit stood up and looked at the emperor and said… "But your 

questions have already been answered… "How’s that?"  

 

Yesterday, if you had not help me, you would have been killed by him 

on your way home… therefore the most important time was the time you 

were digging in the earth with me to help me who was the most important 

person for you… later, when the wounded man came, the most important 

time was the time you spent cleaning his wounds… so he was the most 

important person who cleaned you too… to forgive is the most important 

time… 

 

Remember: there is one important time and that is now… the most 

important person is always the person with whom you are… who is right 

before you… and the best thing is to make him happy… and if you don’t 

have happiness and love and life… how are you going to give? 

 

So love yourself first and then the other is your mirror your treasure…  
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108- Why run? 

 

Once one of the students in the temple was well known for his 

devotion and effort… day and night he would sit in meditation and prayer, 

not stopping even to eat or sleep… as time passed he grew thinner and more 

exhausted… the teacher of the temple advised him to slow down and take 

care of himself… but the student refused to heed his advice… 

 

"Why are you rushing… what is your hurry?" asked the teacher… 

 

"I am after enlightenment, there is no time to waste…" said the 

student… "And how do you know that enlightenment is running on before 

you, so that you have to rush after it? Perhaps it is behind you and all you 

need to encounter it is to stand still… but you are running away from it…" 

said the teacher… 

 

Running from or running to is not the way… be still and know 

yourself… and walk your way…  

 

Be still and know that this amness is our isness, our existence and 

lives in us… we are one with the one… be aware of who you are now-here 

or nowhere else… 
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109- Everything is relative 

 

Once a poor man came to a sage and said… "O sage, things are in a 

bad way with me and are getting worse all the time!! We are poor, so poor, 

that my wife, my six children, my in-laws, and I have to live in a one-room 

hut… we get in each other’s way all the time… our nerves are frayed and 

because we have plenty of troubles, we quarrel all the time… believe me… 

my home is a hell and I love to die… I can’t continue living this way…" 

 

The sage said… "My son, promise to do as I will tell you and your 

condition will improve…" 

 

"I promise, I will do anything you say…" 

 

"Tell me what animals do you have?" 

 

"I have a cow, a goat, and some chicken…" 

 

"Very well, go home and take all these animals into your house to live 

with" 

 

The poor man went home and brought all the animals in… the 

following day came back and said… "O wise man… what a misfortune has 

you brought upon me! Things are worse than ever! My life was a perfect 

life… the house became a barn! Save me!" 

 

"My son, go home and take the chickens out of your house… God 

will help you…" 

 

The poor man went home and took the chickens out of a few days, 

later, he came again crying… "Help me, save me, the goat is smashing 

everything in the house, she is turning my life into a nightmare…" 

 

"Go home and take her out and God will help you…" 

 

The poor man did take her out and again he came back yelling "Oh 

my friend… the cow has turned my house into a stable?" 

 

"You are right… go home and take her out…" 
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Not a day had passed before he came back and said… "Oh my 

friend… what an advice! You have made life sweet for me… the house is 

quiet… so roomy, and so clean and so peaceful… what a pleasure…!!" 

 

Now we know the moral of this story… now we see how blessed we 

are as we are… face your fear… face your pain… the answer is not far… it 

is soooo near… go in… in is our only inn… 
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110- A sage and a thief… 
 

Once a sage was visited by a thief who said: "I am not here to steal 

anything from you… but you if I can…" 

 

"Why have you come here? Don’t you know that what I have is the 

same as you have in the one who is giving to all of us… next time don’t 

bother coming here… ask from your home and you will receive what you 

asked for…"  

 

"But I don’t want to be a thief any more… being a thief is not very 

easy thing to do… if you talk you have to talk in riddles… if you do 

anything you have to be tricky and look evil… I am very tired of all that… I 

have had enough of it… I want to be something else and what I cannot bear 

is my assistance… and also my helpers all over the country… they nag and 

complain and now they talk about social security, raise, health care and all of 

that, that I don’t care anymore… I want to change my way…" 

 

The sage listened with compassion and said in a quiet voice… "Do 

you think it is fun to be a sage? You don’t know what my students have 

done to me!! Once you know the truth… you are holding fire in your 

hands… you are alone… in your aloness you live your life and your light 

and your path… look at all the followers of the truth… they follow but they 

are not fellow travelers… they put words into my mouth that I never said… 

they build temples and put statues and words in order to attract money for 

themselves… and they package the prophet and his teachings into an item of 

commerce…  

 

Dear friend… if you knew what it is really like to be a sage, I am sure 

you would not want to be one… at least remember one thing… that you are 

worshiper of the only ONE there is… 

 

"Be aware of your true identity… and live your real quality…" 

 

To be a sage is beyond body and age and any stage and any cage… fly 

high in your inner sky and listen to every breath and walk the path… 

 

Our life is a story… more joy and laughters to every seeker and every 

eye and every heart to share and be aware of who we are… 
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Every story has precious gems of wisdoms hidden in it… 

 

A story is a language which will be understood by those who can 

understand it and those who cannot will have the joy to listen to a story… 

 

Our inner child loves to listen and laugh…  

 

A story is a seed for our soil and soul… 

 

A story is a key that decodes our inner wisdom and unlocks these 

treasures within and thus it is a benediction and a bliss to us… 

 

God is the only story there is and we are the laughter… 

 

A laughter is a door to the heart…  
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111- A desire to steal 
 

Once there was a teacher in a cave… many students came to him… 

one day a student was caught stealing… the case was reported to the 

teacher… but the teacher ignored the case…  

 

Later on the student was caught again in a similar act and again the 

teacher disregarded the matter… this angered the other students "we came 

here to study about love and forgiveness and prayers and here we are 

supporting stealing… if you don’t put him out we all leave the cave and your 

teachings" said the students to the spiritual teacher… 

 

The teacher said… "You are wise brothers you know what is right and 

what is wrong… you may go somewhere else to study if you wish… but this 

poor brother does not even know right from wrong… who will teach him? I 

am going to keep him here…" 

 

A river of tears cleared the face of the brother who had stolen… all 

desire of steal had vanished… 

 

Jesus never judged… nor Mohammed… nor any knower… it is all 

one and it is meant to be where we are now… but am I aware of this 

awareness? Who am I? is there any I? or only the amness of existence??  
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112- Perfect marriage 

 

Once a man was looking for the wife of his life… he went to consult 

the wise man in his village… "Oh wise man, I am about to get married and I 

am very excited… I want the best and the perfect woman for me… have you 

ever thought of marriage?" 

 

"I did think of getting married… in my youth I wanted to go for it and 

do it… I waited to find for myself the best perfect wife… I traveled looking 

for her… one day; I met a woman who was both spiritual and worldly, 

beautiful in many ways… I felt I had found the perfect wife… but I did not 

marry her because, unfortunately, she was also waiting for the perfect 

husband… 

 

What perfection? Yes! It is a dead life… no growing and no 

glowing… the river is not a name… not a noun… but a rivering… we are 

here to keep growing up not growing old… we are not a bodymid… not a 

face look… but growing up with a wake up… 

 

The body grows old but the being grows up… now is the time to born 

again a human becoming… keep growing…  
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113- Parroting 

 

Once upon a time there was a cat who would get in the way and 

distract the prayer of the worshipers… 

 

The teacher ordered that the cat should be tied during the evening 

worship… 

 

After the teacher died the cat continued to be tied during evening 

worship… and when the cat died, another cat was brought so that it could be 

tied during evening worship… 

 

Centuries latter it was written by the students of the teacher that a cat 

should be tied up while worship is performed in order to follow the right 

liturgical significance… 

 

We copy what we look at without seeing the insight of the seen… we 

are a copy past look… a follower of the numbers… the crowds… the 

society… the millions who are with this ruler… that king… that emperor… 

be a rebel… not a pebble… be a fellow traveler not a follower… you are a 

unique being… be yourself… once you know yourself you go beyond any 

self… the other is my mirror…  
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114- It is an experience 

 

Once a great sage woman spent years in meditating on the mystery of 

the divine in all things… when the people saw the beauty of what she 

discovered, they asked her to share the truth… yet she was always reluctant 

to answer them, to put it into words… 

 

Pressed for years she finally accepted and with eloquent words gave 

her feelings about her experience… 

 

The seekers took these words with them everywhere… they spoke 

them, wrote them, created sacred texts about them, religious societies were 

formed of those who repeated them, until no one remembered that the words 

were really about an experience… 

 

As her words spread… she became disheartened and said… "I had 

hoped to help but perhaps I should not have spoken at all…" 

 

Truth cannot be uttered… cannot be said… no one can teach but you 

can catch it… don’t ask how and when… go in… take a deep breath… every 

breath is a path…  
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115- Food or freedom 

 

Once a blackbird found a large piece of food in the village and picked 

it and out into the sky… fly high with the food in its beak… 

 

A flock of his brothers chased after him attacked the food… pulling if 

from his beak… 

 

The blackbird finally let go of the last piece and the flock left him 

alone… 

 

The bird swooped and dived and thought… "I have lost the wood and 

the food but I have regained the peaceful sky…" 

 

The forest is full of wood and food… and also the sun and the shadow 

and the sound of the silence… and I still have my wings… we have it all and 

it is free to enjoy… 

 

Give all what you have and be who you are… the mother gives out the 

baby and all what belongs to him… from his milk and mother’s love and 

then the body flies with the being in his inner outer sky with no foot prints… 

only the foot prints of God who is holding us when we are in need… 

 

My books is my only companion and a real friend is always in the 

heart and if you are the richest you have a soul mate nearby any now you are 

in need of such need… I need you because I love you… not I love you 

because I need you…  
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116- Paying or giving 

 

Once a rich man saw a beggar on the street near his house… every 

day the rich man gave the poor man twenty pennies so that the poor and his 

family might buy food… 

 

From that time on, the rich man grew richer and richer and richer… 

the more he had the more he gave the poor man and the more he gave the 

poor the more he had… 

 

But once he remember that the poor man has a spiritual teacher and he 

is a great master and it occurred to him that is what he gave the disciple was 

so great reward to him, he might become even more richer if he made 

presents to the master himself… 

 

So he travelled very far to see the master and gave him a big amount 

of money… from this time on, his business shrank until he had lost all the 

profits he had made before… 

 

What to do? He took his trouble to the master and told him the story… 

the master asked him to ask the beggar and so he went back to the beggar 

who replied "look, as long as you gave and did not bother to whom, whether 

to me or to another… God gave you and did not bother to whom… but when 

you began to seek out to nobles and distinguished recipients, God did 

exactly the same…" 

 

So let us see the difference in giving and in paying… giving is 

receiving but paying is a business… is using each others for a daily 

reasons… 

 

Let us be aware of our life… our sharing… our being in relating with 

each others… this is what we are here for… to be who we are… a human 

becoming, not a business person… but a being beyond any persona… 
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 117- Who runs after who? 

 

Once a teacher entered the house of study and he saw that his students 

were afraid… 

  

"What is the matter?" 

  

"We were discussing something!" 

  

"What about?" 

  

"We were saying how afraid we are that the evil urge and the lusty 

desires will per sue us" 

  

"Don't worry… you have not gotten high enough for the evil to follow 

you and pull you down… for the time being you are still following your 

greeds and your evil urge…" 

  

What am I following now? Evil is live too… it depends how I look at 

it… 

  

Life is a choice and the heart knows what to choose but the mind is 

where our fear is… 

 

Face your fear and will go for and will be no more in the darkness 

because your put on the light… and once we live the light no more 

darkness… day and night is our only light… our only life and only 

laughter… 
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 118- Prayer is not torture… 

  

Once a prophet met a man whose practice consisted of beating himself 

until bleeding… 

  

The prophet asked him… "would you tell me why you are doing this? 

What will this practice do for you?" 

  

The man replied… "Through this practice I am cleaning out my sins, 

it will free me of all my past bad works.." 

 

The prophet asked him… "how much have you worked out so far?" 

  

"I could not say" 

  

"How much sins… do you still have left to work out?" 

  

"I do not know…" 

  

"But how will you know when you have finished working out your 

sins?" 

  

"This I don't know…" 

  

At this reply… the prophet spoke to him… "It is time for you to set 

aside this practice and to understand that God loves you… why so much 

guilt and blame? Just face your fear and love is so near why go so far? Why 

torture yourself? Just let go of this mind… surrender to God and live your 

love to yourself now-here or now here else… now is the time to wake up and 

be aware of who you are…" 
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 119- Hell and heaven 

 

  

Once a man dies and finds himself guided into a real banquet hall in 

which a big table is laid out with rich food… He is seated at the banquet 

table with many others and a choice selection of food is served to him… as 

he picks up his fork, someone approaches from behind and strops a thin 

board to the back of his arms so he cannot bend his elbows… trying to pick 

up the food, he sees that he cannot get it to his mouth because he cannot use 

his stiff arms to feed himself… he has no more elbows… 

 

  

Looking around, he saw that all the others are the same… they have 

stiff arms and can't stuff the food into their mouths… he went to the guide 

who had shown him to this place and said… "This must be hell… but then 

what is heaven…?" 

  

The guide took him into another huge banquet hall in which there sits 

another great table felled with the same energy and the same foods… "Ah, 

this is more like it…" he thinks… 

 

And sitting down at the dinner table he is about to dig in when 

someone comes and does the same as in hell and he cannot bend his elbows 

to feed himself… 

 

Oh! Hell and heaven are the same look… but let us change our look 

and see the answer... 

 

Lamenting that this is the same unworkable situation as hell, he looks 

around and noticed that, at this table there is something different instead of 

people trying to force the food into their mouths, straining against the 

rigidity of their arms, each being is holding his arm out straight to feed the 

person on either side of him… each person is feeding the person next to 

him… 

 

Feeding the other is feeding myself… we are one with each other and 

with the ONE… once we know this truth… no more wars and no more 

mystery… truth is so clear and so sharp and short… 
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You are me… me is we… me we she it… whatever we see is in us 

and much more and beyond any bonds and any dimensions…  
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120- Be your seed… 

 

Once a man found an eagle's egg and put it in the nest of a backyard 

hen… the eaglet hatched with the brood of chicks and grew up with them… 

 

All his life the eagle did not live his being… but did what the chicken 

did… he scratched the earth for worms and insects and he would trash his 

wings and fly a few feet into the air… 

 

Years passed and the eagle grew very old… One day he saw a 

magnificent bird far above him in the sky… it flies very gracefully among 

the powerful wind currents… 

 

The old eagle looked up in awe and asked… "Who is that?" 

 

"That is the eagle, the king of the birds, he belongs to the sky, we 

belong to the earth… we are chickens…" said the neighbor chick… 

 

So eagle lived and died a chicken, for that is what he thought he 

was… 

 

Change your thought and you change your destiny… 

 

A thought is destiny… 
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121- you are what you think 

 

Once the teacher wanted to test his students… he called a well know 

student for his cruelty and ignorance and told him… "I want you to go and 

look all over the city and find me one truly good man…" 

 

"Yes my teacher" and went for his search… he met and spoke with 

many people and after much time had passed he returned to the teacher 

saying… "I have done as you have asked and I did not find one truly good 

person… All of them are selfish and wicked… nowhere you can find a good 

man…" 

 

The teacher sent him away and called a well know good student, 

known for his generosity and good loving heart and said to him… "I wish 

you can find me one truly wicked man…" 

 

The student obeyed and went and met a spoke with many people… 

 

Later on he returned and said… teacher, I have failed you... There are 

people who are misled but I could not find one evil man… they are all good 

at heart despite their feelings…" 

 

Let us not look at the cup… drink the water... and you can change 

them both… we are not a bodymind… but a soul and a spirit which is from 

the one who is in everyone… 

 

Let us look at the heart of the actor not at the hurt of the action… 
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122- You are a being not an angel 
 

Once a little brother said to his older brother...  

 

"I want to be free from care and not to work but to worship God." And 

he went into the desert…  

 

A week later he returned to his brother… and when he knocked at the 

door, his brother asked without opening it… 

  

"Who is it?"  

 

"It is your little brother"  

 

"My little angel has become an angel and is not among people 

anymore…" 

 

Then he begged and said "It is me, your little brother, please open the 

door." But his brother did not open the door and left him there until the next 

morning… And the finally opened the door and said… 

  

"If you are a human being you have to work again in order to live…"  

 

"Forgive me brother, for I was wrong…" 

 

Let us listen to our mind but we are not a bodymind but a being… a 

soul… a spirit… we are here for a reason… for a vision… what is my 

vision? Am I here to plant peace or war? 

 

Who am I makes a difference…  
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123- Noise or silence 

 

Once there was a man searching for the great silence and sure enough 

he met a prophet and asked… 

 

"Would you teach me the great silence?" 

 

"Where do you think it's to be found" 

 

"Deep within me, I suppose, if only I could go deep within, I'm sure I 

would escape the noise at last… but it is hard… will you help me?" 

 

"Well, I've been there… I spent years going in… I did taste the silence 

there… but one day an angel came to me and said… "Come out and listen to 

God and follow him and worship him… "I went out and I've never gone 

back…" 

 

"But what about the great silence?" asked the seeker!! 

 

"I have found the great silence… I have come to see that the noise 

was inside…" 

 

Let us watch our noise… it is in us… all what you see is still 

natural… nature is in silence… worshiping the creator… but we are not 

aware of who we are… be yourself and go beyond it… we are a watcher… a 

witnessing heart… 

 

No God but only God… this godliness is the only existence… the 

only silence… 
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124- Free or Flatter 

 

Once a poor man was eating a diet of chickpeas and bread… his 

neighbor, who claimed to be a wise man was living in a grand house and 

dining on rich meals provided by the emperor… 

 

The rich told the poor… "If you only would learn to flatter the 

emperor and be subservient like I do, you would not have to live on 

chickpeas and bread…" 

 

The poor neighbor said... "And if you only would learn to live on 

chickpeas and bread and be grateful and thankful to God like I do, you 

would not have to flatter the emperor in orders to live…" 

 

What is life and who is alive? Who is a slave? Who is a free being 

beyond any golden cage?? 

 

What is your truth? What is your goal?  

 

What am I here for? What is my choice… 

 

Thank you for living your choice… 

 

Let us be aware and alert of this grace…  

 

The grace of choice… do I eat to live or do I live to eat?? 
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125- Be creative 

 

Once the horse trainer of the king died, he was replaced by a new 

trainer… 

 

Unfortunately this man limped… when he walked in, new and 

beautiful horses were brought to him and he trained them how to run and 

how to be the best horses… but each of the new horses developed a limp… 

 

Finally, the king called the trainer, and seeing him limp as he entered 

the court, he understood everything and immediately hired a new trainer… 

 

We have to be aware of how people tend to imitate their teachers… 

they became copies, prints, castings, like man robots… 

 

We are on the way of copy paste and this is the dead look not the new 

look… 

 

We are all masks and personas… where is our original face? Original 

look? Where is our light look? We have the whole holy body being 

becoming… we became robots and social hangers and dead commodities… 

 

Let us live who we are… we are the divine unity of creativity… 
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126- I am a tourist 

 

Once a tourist went to the desert to visit a mystic… a sage man living 

in a tent… 

 

The tourist was astonished to see that the sage's home is only a simple 

room filled with books… the only furniture was a table and some 

cushions… 

 

"Sage man where is your furniture?" asked the tourist!! 

 

"Where is yours?" asked the sage… 

 

"Mine? But I am only a visitor… I am just visiting here…." Said the 

tourist… 

"So am I" said the sage… 

 

Who is not a visitor? Who is not a guest? This is the only victory to 

know that you are only a visitor… only a guest crossing the bridge of life… 

 

Where are we going? 

 

No one knows… only if we go in and see our inner treasure… from 

death to death or from death to birth? This is our choice…  

 

Go in… in is our only inn… 
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127- I am in prayer 

 

Once it happened, in the sea there was a ship, a ship which was 

carrying many pilgrims… they were on a pilgrimage… they were all 

surprised by one thing, all of them were praying regularly except one man 

who was a mystic…but the mystic was so radiant with joy that nobody dared 

to ask him… 

 

Then one day the sea was very rough and the captain declared that… 

"There seems to be no possibility that we can be saved… so please do your 

last prayer, the ship is going to be drowned…" 

 

And everybody fell in prayer except the mystic… now this was too 

much… many people gathered around the mystic and they were really 

angry… and they said… "You are a man of God… we have watched you… 

you have never meditated…. But we did not say anything… we felt that this 

will be disrespectful… you are thought to be a religious man… but now it is 

unbearable… the ship is drowning and you are a man of God, if you pray 

your prayer will be listened… why you are not praying?" 

 

And the mystic has to say something… they are right and who is not 

right? 

 

What did the mystic say?... "I am praying... I submit to the will of 

Allah… if it is our destiny… to pray out of fear is to demand and nag and 

complaint and you miss the whole point… that is why I am not praying your 

way of praying…" 

 

And then they asked… "Then why you did not pray when there was 

no question of fear??" 

 

He said… "I am in prayer… so I cannot pray.. Only those who are not 

in prayer, they can pray… but what is the point of their prayer? Empty 

rituals!! I am in prayer and my prayers are a continuity of being in prayer but 

in different form and way… each moment is a worship and a prayer…" 

 

Prayer is awareness… be in this being… be who you are and this is 

the connection with the rope of compassion… we are one spirit and one 

royal family from the only kingdom there is… 
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128- See the now 

 

Once it happened that a great astrologer fell into a well, because in the 

night he was studying stars… walking on the road, he forgot that there is a 

well by the side and fell into it… 

 

An old woman who lived in a hut by the side of the road, heard his 

crying and his falling and came out and helped him to get out of the well… 

he was very happy and said… "You have saved my life, do you know who 

am I? I am the royal astrologer… my fee is very great, even kings have to 

wait for months to consult me… but for you I will predict your future, you 

come tomorrow morning to my house and I will not take my fee…" 

 

The old woman laughed and said… "You forget all about it, you 

cannot see even two feet ahead, how can you see my future?" 

 

Relax into your being… be in this now-here or nowhere else… this 

moment we are at-one-ment with the one… 
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129- The political maps 

 

Once there was a madhouse just on the border of India and Pakistan.. 

and nobody was interested in having that madhouse, but it has to go 

somewhere! And because politicians were utterly uninterested, it was 

decided… "Ask the madmen themselves where they want to go?"  

 

A great gathering of madmen and they were asked… "Where do you 

want to go?" and they said… "We don’t want to go anywhere; we simply 

want to remain here…" 

 

Again and again in many ways it was explained to them that.. "You 

will not be going anywhere you will remain here… but still we want to ask 

where you want to go… to India or to Pakistan?" 

 

The madman could not believe their ears… they said… "Now, you are 

creating great suspicion in us… whether we are mad or you are mad!! If we 

are not going to go anywhere, then why should we decide where should we 

go?" 

 

There was no communication possible… the mad people were far 

more right than the so called politicians… 

 

Then the leaders decided , just divided it from the middle and a wall 

was raised in the middle of the madhouse… 

 

They are exactly in the same place, but some have become Pakistanis 

and some Indians and a wall in between… 

 

And they still talk about it… "What happened we are the same, you 

are the same, we don't see any difference! But now we are enemies…" 

 

They still climb up on the wall and they laugh… 

 

Instead of building bridges we are building walls and wars… 
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130- Free mind 

 

Once the prisoners were out of the prison… there was a great 

surprise… the prisoners were not ready to go out and face the world again… 

 

In the Bastille, the biggest prison of France, there were people who 

had been in the prison for thirty years and more… many years living in a 

dark cell with heavy chains on hands and feet… and the food comes at the 

right time, he has not to worry about it… he has no responsibility, he needed 

not care about anything, everything is being done for him… and maybe 

slowly slowly he had started thinking that he is not a prisoner but a king 

whose every need is fulfilled and the guards are not there to prevent him 

from going out but they are his guards… his body guards and one day 

suddenly the revolutionaries came and forced the prisoners to get out… they 

were not ready and fought back… and fifty percent of them came back in the 

night to sleep at least in their cells… where they should sleep? 

 

And one more important thing, they demanded their chains back 

because they cannot sleep without them… this is their heavy music… 

 

Music became part of their life… the music of the chains… who is not 

a prisoner? Who is not in such a pain of many chains? 

 

We are brought to such a way that we only believe that we are free, 

but we are not… freedom means, freedom from the mind… 

 

No past and no future only now-here or nowhere else… live the 

moment… at-one-ment with the one.. but this is very risky, you will have to 

lose all that you have become accustomed and attached to… and that is what 

meditation is all about… no mind… and nobody… only a being… a human 

becoming… 

 

We are born free but we are all victims of ignorance… no innocence 

any more… live your own aloneness… I am alone but not lonely… I do not 

belong to the crowds… to the society… to the numbers… 

 

Remember that you are a member… a fellow traveler not a follower… 

live your own unique treasure… this is the power of love… not the love of 

power… 
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131- Mind loves gossip 

 

Once a priest was giving a discourse to his congregation and almost 

everybody was fast asleep… and that was not the problem, because the 

priest is like the Politian… who listens to them? Who listens to who? 

Nobody!! So only me listens to me if if if I am aware of this awareness… so 

the priest knew, it was his whole life's experience… 

 

But few of us were there who were snoring too and that was a great 

disturbance… me too I am reading or writing and snoring in silence – who is 

aware and alert?? 

 

What did the priest do? So out from nowhere, unconnected with the 

discourse, he started telling a story… 

 

He said "Once it happened, I was passing through a desert… there 

was nobody, just I was there with my donkey, and suddenly the donkey 

started speaking to me" 

 

And everybody was fully awake… everybody, not a single person was 

asleep… and then he dropped the story then and there, started his discourse 

again… one man stood up, "But what happened? What the donkey said?" 

 

And the priest said.. "You are so much interested in what the donkey 

said, but you are not interested in what I am saying… you all became fully 

awake…" 

 

Yes! We can't listen to parrots any more… we are here to hear our 

hearts… but who is ready for this truth? Lies are our wings and if we don't 

lie we are not alive!! Is this the true life? Is this what Christ is saying? 

 

Is this what nature is living? 

 

Why not be natural and nurture our inner lecture and live our inner 

treasure? 

 

Let us face our original face not the masks… 
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The mind loves the masks… lives on lies… loves non-essential… that 

is why we have poor souls and rich minds… you are free to live your life… 
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132- I am awake… 

 

Once a student came to his wise man and said: "Few things puzzles 

me very much and one of the most puzzling things is this, that in the night I 

have watched you many times, it is so beautiful to watch you while you are 

asleep, but you are always sleeping in the same posture, and you maintain 

the same posture from the beginning to the end… 

 

In the night, many times I wake up and look at you and you are in the 

same posture, the hand is resting in the same place, and the feet and the 

head… and in the morning also when I see you, I see you are in the same 

posture… how is this possible?" 

 

The sage said… "Because I remain awake… the body sleeps and my 

own sleep is gone forever… the body rests but I am alert thanking God…" 

 

The man of awareness knows himself even while asleep… we are 

never born and never die… we are just crossing this bridge of life… visiting 

this mother earth… 
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133- Why me? 

 

Once a man was very much burdened by his suffering… he used to 

pray every day to God… that "why me? Why? Everybody seems to be 

happy, just why I am in such suffering?" 

 

One day, out of great desperation, he prayed to God that… "you can 

give me anybody's suffering and I am ready to accept it… but take mine, I 

cannot bear it any more…" 

 

That night he had a beautiful dream and very revealing… he had a 

dream that God appeared in the sky and he said to everybody that… "Bring 

all your suffering into the temple…" 

 

Everybody was tired of his suffering… so everybody gathered his 

own sufferings into bags and they reached into the temple and they were 

looking very happy, the day has come, their prayers has been heard… and 

this man also rushed to the temple… 

 

And then God said… "Put your bags by the side of the walls…" All 

the bags were put by the side of the walls and then God declared: "Now you 

can choose, anybody can take any bag… because if I take your bags you are 

going to gather more sufferings and more new bags of pain… so exchange 

your troubles…" 

 

And the most surprising thing was this… that this man who has been 

praying always, rushed towards his bag… before anybody else chooses it… 

but he was in a great surprise, because everybody else rushed to his own bag 

and everybody was happy to choose it again…  

 

All of them said that everyone has his own bag of miseries and better 

to live with the ones already used to and familiar with… and everybody 

went home happy with the same suffering bags… 

 

In the morning he prayed to God… "Thank you for the dream… I will 

never ask again… whatsoever you have given me is good for me, that is why 

you have given it to me… no pain no gain"… 
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134- Be an artist first 

 

Once a rich man came to a very famous painter and wanted two 

paintings and for sure he paid the high price… but what was the painting? 

 

The artist had only one painting… so he went in cut the canvas in two 

and the rich man thought these are two paintings signed by Picasso… 

 

Few weeks later, the artist had an exhibition and people are 

appreciating his paintings and all the critics have gathered around a certain 

painting which looks the most absurd, hence most appealing and when 

absurd it is a challenge to the intellect and every critic is only a prove that 

we know and we understand what it is… 

 

And Picasso came and said… "Wait, some fool has hung it upside-

down… let me put it right first…" 

 

Who is right? Who is wrong? Life is only a living painting to enjoy… 

why so much talk? Why not walk our talk?!! 
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135- Run to meet not to defeat 

 

Once a woman has two sons, the younger one went to see the 

neighboring town… he saw the most beautiful horse running in the city 

without a rider… when he asked about the owner of the horse, people told 

him that this horse had been let loose so that whoever was able to catch it 

should be made the king of that kingdom… 

 

This tempted the young man and he ran after the horse in order to 

catch him… he continued running a long time and met with nothing but 

disappointment… every time he came close to the horse, thinking now he 

would catch it, it slipped from his hand… 

 

When he reached the point of utter disappointment, he saw his brother 

coming in search for him and he told him… "I don't go back until I catch the 

horse…" 

 

The big brother said… "That is not the way to catch a horse, in this 

way you will run forever and you will not catch it, therefore, instead of 

running after the horse, run to meet him…" 

 

This caused the younger brother to face his own inner kingdom… 

 

We are all a royal family to the kingdom of God… let us run in… in is 

our only inn… the eternal kingdom… 
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136- The power of a word 

 

Once a spiritual man was healing a child that was ill… he was 

repeating a few words and chanting the names of Allah… and then gave the 

child to the parents saying… "Now he will be well, give thanks and grace to 

God…" 

 

Someone who was antagonistic to this said to him… "How can it be 

possible that by a few words spoken, anyone can be healed…?" 

 

From a mild spiritual person an angry answer is never expected, but 

this time he turned to the man and said… "You understand nothing about it 

you are a fool…" 

 

The man was very much offended… his face was red... he was hot… 

the sage said… "When a word has the power to make you hot and angry, 

why should not a word have the power to heal?"... 

 

A thought is a destiny… it becomes a word and the word becomes 

your action and your habits and your characters and more and more… 

 

So let us watch our thoughts and our feelings… 

 

How do you feel now? 
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137- Friendship has no limits 

 

Once there was a man who loved the prophet without seeing him, he 

lived at a great distance from his town… he was always eager and happy to 

get news of the prophet… 

 

One day he heard that the prophet lost one tooth and said to himself… 

"One tooth of the prophet came out… how is he feeling? I will take out all 

my teeth" 

 

Still he would not go to see the prophet for one command of the 

prophet he was following… "if your parents are old, helpless, dependent 

upon you, then even sacrifice your privilege of coming to me and serve 

mother and father instead… serve your parents and he was obeying this 

command… 

 

In the end, before he could reach the prophet he was given the mantle 

of the prophet… Uwais never saw the prophet but loved him and he was his 

friend… 

 

Now, the book is my companion and I have very few friends who are 

on the same path of life… 
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138- The occult laws 

 

Once a man went to a Chinese sage and said to him… "I want to learn 

the occult laws will you teach me?" 

 

The sage said… "You have come to ask me to teach you something … 

but we have so many missionaries in China who came to teach us…" 

 

The man said… "We know about God, but I have come to ask you 

about occult laws…" 

 

The sage said.. "If you know about God you don't need to know 

anything more… 

God is all that is to be known… if you know him you know all… God 

is all and all is Allah…" 

 

Once you know he roots you know the fruits… 

 

By knowing yourself… you know the selflessness… 

 

You know the isness and beyond… by knowing the seed you now the 

tree… by walking the first step you lived the whole trip and you go beyond 

any barrier… 
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139- A thought is a magic wand 

 

Once a child said to his mother… "I would like to have a magic 

wand… where could I get it?" 

 

The mother said… "If you had a magic wand what would you do with 

it?" 

 

The child answered… "I heard that if a person has a magic wand he 

has only to wear it and everything will come…" 

 

So the mother said… "What do you wish?" 

 

At first the child hesitated, because he felt very shy about telling his 

wish, but in the end he expressed his wish… 

 

As soon as the mother knew, she said… "You do not need a magic 

wand… the wish itself is a power if you can think about it…" 

 

The child said… "I always think about it" 

 

The mother said, "think about it… still more" 

 

The thought by itself is a very powerful tool… 
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140- Umar 

 

Once a man wanted to harm Umar… the well known khalifa of the 

Arabs… he heard that Umar did not live in palaces, they know that he was 

like a king, but he spent most of his time with nature… 

 

This man was very glad to think that now he would have every 

opportunity to accomplish his object… 

 

He approached the place where Umar was sitting, but the nearer he 

came the more his attitude changed, until in the end he dropped the dagger 

which was in his hand and said…  

 

"I cannot harm you; tell me what is the power in you that keeps me 

from accomplishing the object which I came to accomplish??" 

 

And Umar answered… my at-one-ment with God… Allah is my 

protector…" 

 

To be one with the ONE is the only goal there is… 
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141- Neuritis 

 

One a lady with pain went from one doctor to another searching for a 

cure… she was temporarily cured, but it always came back, and she asked a 

wise woman for something that would help her… and the sage woman 

said… "is there any person in the world whom you dislike… whom you 

hate… or whose action is troubling your mind?" 

 

She said… "Yes, there are many people whom I dislike, and 

especially there is one person whom I cannot forgive…" 

 

"Well, that is the neuritis, that is the root of disease… outwardly it is a 

pain of the body, inwardly it is rooted in the heart…" said the sage woman... 

 

Yes! My only cause of all what I feel and see is the pain in my heart… 

this is the place of heal or hurt… what is our choice?... 

 

Let us face our fear… our hate… our anger… this is the danger… no 

need to go far… truth is so near… go in… in is our only inn… just now… 

take a deep breath and this is what we need… breathe in-out… and this is 

what meditation is… this is the master key for eternal life… 
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142- The horizon 

 

Once when I was sailing in the boat, a sailor gave me some interesting 

advice… I asked him if he knew any remedy against seasickness, and he 

said… "No, they have tried for a long time to find something, but nothing is 

any good… you must fix your eyes on the horizon that will keep you from 

being sick… 

 

I was greatly benefited by that advice… seasickness and 

seesickness… the wisdom seed was a stimulus to my imagination, showing 

that the wider the outlook, the less are the troubles in life… this is what the 

prophet Abraham did… just look at the horizon… as far as we can see as 

near as we become to our human becoming… the more out the more in… in 

is our only inn… the core of our heart is our eternal home… this is the 

happy home… 

 

Let us look at this mystery… this is in us too…  

 

God is so near why go so far… all what we see is the shadow of the 

truth… the shadow dies but the truth never born and never dies… 

 

Be who you are my beloved eternal star… let your light shine and 

erase all the fight... Why war??... Why so much pain?? 

 

Let us be who we are… and in this awareness is our existence… 
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143- This is trust 

 

Once the prophet became very restless… he used to share all what he 

received… this is his whole life practice… 

 

But the night he was dying, his wife was not at ease and thought… 

"May be in the middle of the night the physician has to be called or some 

medicine has to be purchased… just only five dinars she saved… 

 

In the middle of the night, the prophet, who had never been restless in 

his life became very restless… the wife said… "Should we call the 

physician?"  

 

He said… "It is not a question of the physician… it seems something 

is wrong around me… something that has never been before… what is it? 

Do you know??" 

 

The wife was feeling guilty and said… "I have saved five dinars in 

case we need it in the middle of the night…" 

 

The prophet said…"Then it must be that, you go out and give it…" 

 

She said… "Now! In the middle of the night? There will be no one 

outside…" 

 

"You just go and trust him…" said the prophet…  

 

What did she do?? She went out and a beggar was standing there… 

and he said… "I am lost, I have no money and no food and no place to 

stay…" 

 

She gave him the money and welcomed him to stay… 

 

And the prophet said… "Do you see? If a man can come in the middle 

of the night to take… a man can come to give too… you don't be worried… 

you mistrusted Allah... that was my restlessness…" 

 

He became calm again… ready to go home… he covered his face with 

the blanked and it is said immediately he left his body… in utter silence… in 
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utter grace… that small thing was hindering, something was coming 

between him and God…  

 

Don't be… let God be… 
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144-  Renounce the ego not the world 

 

Once there was a church, a very old one… it had to be supported from 

every side… and the rains were coming and the people were afraid to go into 

it… it could fall any moment, it was so old… just a stronger wind and it 

used to shake.. 

 

But they were attached to it… the nostalgia… the golden past… all 

the memories… but something has to be done, the worshippers had stopped 

coming… the trustees had a meeting under a tree and they passed four 

solutions in sequences… 

 

"The first resolution was that the old church has to be demolished… 

the second one is to build a new church and the third one is that we will 

build the new church exactly like the old, in fact we will use the same 

materials of the old church in the new one… we will make it an exact replica 

of the old… exactly in the same place on the same foundation and the fourth 

resolution is that until the new is built we will not demolish the old…" said 

the trustees… these are the ones who don't trust any change… but change is 

a constant law… look at nature… look at yourself… this is how people live, 

a dull mediocre life, afraid of change… 

 

Religion requires courage, because it is revolution… All other 

revolutions are dead superficial power… they don't touch the inner quality 

of treasure… they leave the man intact… the man remains the same or 

worse… 

 

What is Adam doing now? Yes! Changing cars and not directions… 

 

Religion is here to change the direction from head to heart… from law 

to love… from ignorance to innocence… from law to love… from fight to 

light… we are the light of the world… why war? Why not peace? 

 

Let us live our choice… 
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145- Just watch inside 

 

Once a master woman was asked… "What do you do when it is hot?" 

"I perspire" she said… 

"What do you do when it is cold?" 

"I shiver" she said… 

 

So when hot perspire, when cold shiver… when alive live, when dead 

die… flow with the flow…  

 

Seeing that nothing can be done, surrender happens… let thy will be 

done… nothing has been looked from the very beginning… it is easy that it 

can happen in a single moment… you don't have to do anything… trust and 

relax but by being yourself… who are you? Why we are here? 

 

Yes! We are blessed to be with God… just like the fish is surrounded 

by the ocean… he is all over in the core of our heart… 

 

Let us be who we are and do what we are here for… let us dance with 

all the seasons and keep the harmony of balance in us and in all what we 

see… 

 

We are here to worship every breath and every path and this is what 

peace is… we are one family of one peaceful world… 

 

NO impossible but I-am-possible…  

 

Let us feel more and think less… 
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146- Enjoy all the Climates 

 

Once a farmer asked God… "I know you are the creator, but you are 

not a farmer… and I say this out of my whole life experience and I have an 

advice, give me one year time and just let things be according to me and see 

what happens… there will be no poverty left.!" 

 

God was willing and one year was given to the farmer… now it was 

according to his will that everything was happening… so he asked for the 

best, no thunder, no strong winds, no dangers for the crops… and he was 

very happy, the wheat was growing so high… he had the sun and the rain as 

much as he wanted everything was mathematically right… 

 

The wheat was growing so high that he farmer was very happy… he 

used to go to God and say… "Look! This time the crops will be much better 

and also will be such that for ten years if people don't work there will be 

enough food…" 

 

But when the crops were cut, there was no wheat inside… the farmer 

was surprised, what happened? He prayed and asked God for an answer… 

what went wrong? 

 

God said… "Because there was no challenge… because there was no 

difficulty… because there was no conflict… no fiction… all was good…you 

avoided all that was bad or hard so the wheat remained impotent… a little 

struggle is a must… storms are needed, thunder, lighting is needed, they 

shake up the soul inside the wheat…" 

 

Those sad moments keep us interested in happiness. Something salted 

is a must beside the sugar… we are the salt of the earth Jesus said to us… let 

us be aware of our pain… no pain no gain… 

 

If you are happy and happy you will have diabetes from happiness… 

this is why this disease came to the rich people… now to everyone… it is 

out of our ignorance… we are all victims of victims… let us be victors not 

victims… 

 

The man of understanding goes with the river, flows with the flow, 

moves with the wind and gives thanks… 
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Thanks on you not tanks on you… 
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147- Be in it 

 

Once a man visited a sage woman to learn meditation from her… she 

said… "You just watch me and learn if you can… nothing can be taught… 

all can be caught…" 

 

The man was puzzled… because she was busy digging a hole in the 

garden… he watched her a while and then said… "I have seen enough 

digging and I have done quite a lot of digging myself… I am here to learn 

meditation…" the woman said… "If you cannot learn meditation watching 

me how else can you learn it…??" 

 

Whatever I do here is my worship… this is my work and my 

meditation… observe rightly how I dig and how I cook…" 

 

The visitor said… "Those who told me to come to you said you are a 

woman of great wisdom, but it seems I have come to the wrong person… if I 

had to watch digging and cooking and cleaning I could have done it 

anywhere…" 

 

The woman asked him to watch her few days… in the meantime she 

went her own way… she cooked, she cleaned, she gardened, she did her 

daily services… this is our worship… every work is our worship is our 

meditation if it is from our heart… 

 

In two days time the visitor was annoyed and again said… "I am here 

to learn meditation I have nothing to do with that you do from morning to 

night.." 

 

She smiled and said… "I don't teach doing… I teach being… if you 

see me cooking, then know it is how mediation cooks and so it is in anything 

I do… I don't do meditation… I am in a meditative state all the time and this 

is our nature and our nurture and our birthright…" 

 

Now the visitor became more worried and said… "It seems I came to 

a mad woman… I was always told that meditation is doing... I have never 

heard someone can be meditation itself…" 
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To this the sage said… "It is difficult to decide who is mad you or me, 

let the Judge judge…" 

 

It is not what I am doing now but how I am being in my doing?? Who 

is the master?  

 

The mind or myself? Or the selflessness? 
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148- Only eternity is 

 

Once a frog from the ocean visited his friend living in a small well… 

the well-frog wanted to know what the ocean was like… the visiting frog 

said… "It was much too big to be known from such a small space as a well" 

 

The well-frog jumped half-way across the well and said… "Is your 

ocean this big?" 

 

The other frog… "Excuse me, it is impossible to measure the vastness 

of the ocean by the tiny drop of the well…" 

 

Then the well-frog took a bigger jump from end to end of the well and 

said… "This large?" but when the visiting frog shook his head, his friend 

grew angry and said… "You seem to be angry and crazy… no place on the 

whole earth can be bigger than any well or my well, yet you will try another 

way to know how large your ocean is… "And he made a round of the whole 

well and said… "It cannot be more than this"  

 

But he still failed to convince the visitor who said again… "in 

comparison with the ocean this well is nowhere… it is too small to be 

measured of the ocean…" 

 

How can we convince the dankness that the light exits? How can we 

share the moon with the blind eyes? 

 

The well-frog lost his temper and said to his visitor… "Get out of 

here, I cannot stand this nonsense… have you ever seen anything bigger than 

this well? Even the sky, which is said to be the largest space, is only as big 

as this well, no bigger… I have always watched it from here… it is no more 

than the well…" 

 

We all live in the well of time and space… here everything is 

fragmented, appear and disappear it is up to us… up to me to be what I want 

to be… to know who am I and why I am here? This is our vision and our 

message… 

 

Let us keep walking towards our sage… 
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149- Uncover or discover 

 

Once a famous sculptor was carving a statue from a rock when a 

visitor came to watch him… 

 

The artist is working with a chisel and hammer in his hand… as he 

cuts away his chips of rock with expert skill, a statue begins to manifest 

itself and then a statue of superb beauty appears before the visitor's eyes who 

said… "Oh, you are a great artist… I have never seen another artist creating 

such a beautiful piece…" 

 

The sculptor cuts in… "You understand me wrongly… I don't create a 

statue… I only help manifest it… a little while ago, by seeing a rock in 

which a statue hidden in it… I brought the rock home and with my chisel 

and hammer removed the unnecessary chips from it and the unmanifest 

became manifest… I did not create it, I just uncovered it… I only saw what 

it is… the rock spoke to me and called to be uncovered…" 

 

Not all rocks are pregnant with statues… 

 

Sculptors know where a statue is hidden… 

 

Do I know who is in my body? This bodymind has a being in it… 

who is this mystery? How can we know our real identity? Our real divinity?? 
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150- Who can promise? 

 

Once it was a fine morning and the young man was sitting on the 

porches of his house when a beggar came asking for alms… 

 

The young man told him that since he was busy the beggar should 

visit him the following day…  

 

And the beggar went away… the young man's brother heard him say 

this... he quickly picked up a drum and ran shouting to the village… the 

young man was surprised to see him do this and asked what is the matter 

with you? 

 

"I am going to inform the village that my brother has conquered time, 

because he has made a promise for tomorrow… Are you sure you will live 

tomorrow? Are you sure the beggar will live tomorrow? Do you know for 

sure that tomorrow you will be in a charitable mood? 

 

Is it certain that tomorrow this beggar will remain a beggar? It seems 

you have conquered time and I should tell the village about this great 

event… and I am in a hurry… I don't want to delay… because I am not sure 

that If I miss this hour… this now… I will have it again… so I have to tell 

everyone that my brother is a prophet… he knows beyond time & space…" 

what did the brother say?? 

 

The young man said to his brother… "Wait… wait a minute, I made a 

mistake… God alone can make such a promise… call the beggar so I can 

give him something right now… tomorrow is unknown… now is the only 

moment… now-here or nowhere else" 

 

Let us see this dash of light in our life… a flash is enough to show us 

the true truth in us and for us to live our life and share our joy… giving is 

receiving… thank you all for giving and for - forgiving… 
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151- Live fully and die fully 

 

Once a little bunch of wild flowers lived sheltered in the wall of an 

old city… winds and storms failed to disturb them since they were well 

protected by the high wall…  

 

In the same neighborhood there was a rosebush which created 

jealousy and shame in the life of the wildflowers… 

 

So one fine morning the wildflowers prayed to God… "So long we 

have lived as faceless flowers, now please turn us into flowers of roses…" 

 

And God said… "Why get into troubles? The life of a rose is very 

hard… the storm… the rain, the sun and the people all together pluck it… 

you are protected…" 

 

But the wildflowers insisted… "We have lived a sheltered life for a 

long time… we now wants to live dangerously… please make us roses for 

twenty four hours only…" 

 

Other wild flowers said to them not to be crazy and stay as they are 

and "We are okay as we are, our ancestors had to suffer because of this crazy 

dream to become rose… our racial experience says we should not try to be a 

rose…" said the other wild flowers… but the little plant again said… "I 

know what I want, I want to gossip with the stars and fight with the wind 

and the storms and the sun and the people… I want to be a rose…" so she 

became a rose and a storm came and shook its roots, the rain came and it 

was drawn in water, the midday sun burned its petals… dangers from all 

sides attacked her life… 

 

Once again other elderly wild flowers came around her and said… 

"We had told you so… you have new problems now… you were used to the 

old ones… do you see what a mess you have made of your life??" 

 

The new rose said… "You are fool… I say that is far better to be a 

rose just for twenty four hours and live dangerously then to live a life long 

security wild flower protected by a wall… it was great to breathe with the 

storms and fight with the winds and touch the sun and speak with the stars… 

I lived fully and I am dying fully alive…" 
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Life is a choice… insecurity is our security… jump in the ocean and 

then think… live the adventure… if we stayed in the womb we died… if we 

come out of it we die too but being out we are a living peace pilgrims… 

what are we here for? Keep walking your way in spite of all the thorns… no 

thorns, no roses… take a deep breath and smell the fragrance of your 

choice… 
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152- Love and prayer 

 

Once a wise man took his student to the river to create a situation… 

not to say verbally but to show… 

 

He took the student into a boat, he took the two oars into his hands 

and started rowing… when they were in the middle, he started rowing the 

boat with one oar… and the boat started going round and round… with one 

oar, the boat will go round and round… 

 

The student laughed and said… "What are you doing? What do you 

want to show me? we will never reach the other shore!!" Why? Said the 

teacher… "It is impossible! two oars are needed to take the boat to the other 

shore… if you use only one oar, it will go round and round forever and 

ever…" said the student… 

 

"So you have understood, now I can use both… we will go back to the 

old shore… I have answered your question… Love and prayer are two 

oars… the man who only loves goes round and round… the man who only 

prays, goes round and round… 

 

Nobody in this way can reach the other shore… nobody can reach the 

beyond… love and prayer is one icon… let your love be your prayer and 

your prayer be your love… this is the energy of eternal life… so God gave 

us the two wings of being prayful and of being loving… 

 

Let our work be our worship in a meditative way… every breath is a 

new path toward life… 

 

And once we have learned to use both the oars together, in deep 

harmony, our life will have the quality of benediction in it… and it will be a 

blessing to us and to others too… 
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153- Light and darkness 

 

Once, one day, darkness came to God and said… "I have not 

committed anything wrong against the sun, but the sun goes on and on 

torturing me for no reason at all!! Why is your sun so much against me? He 

follows me and wherever he comes, I have to escape, I am so afraid… he is 

bent upon killing me… and I have suffered for millions of years it is 

enough!! I cannot contain it anymore!! I have come to make a complaint…" 

 

God said… "That is true! Why should he torture you?" And the sun 

was called and he was asked why he was against darkness… 

 

And he said... "What do you mean by darkness?? I have never met 

her… where is darkness?? First please, let me be introduced, how can I 

torture somebody I have not even seen? You bring her here so I can see and 

then there will be no complaint…" 

 

How can you bring light and darkness together? And unless both are 

present in the court no judgment can be given... 

 

So is the same with love and hate… how can a real mother hate her 

treasure…?? 

 

Just see.. God is the light… and my ego is the darkness… God gave it 

to me in order to see the light… once I am aware of the compassion so I am 

beyond any emotion and any passion… this is the divinity of the divine 

unity… 

 

Whenever there is nothing inside us… the godliness... The existence 

starts expressing through us… 

 

Whenever you become a hollow bamboo, you become flute on the lips 

of God… a great sound starts flowing through you… 

 

You are the light of the world… 

 

Yes my friends we are the light… we are the vision and the mission of 

one peaceful world… 
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How? 

 

So easy… 

 

What is our vision? A small boy said it… 

 

Tell-A-vision…. 

 

If your vision is for one year plant wheat… 

If your vision is for ten years plant threes… 

But be aware more now…if your vision is for life time plant people… 

 

Let us be the people who are here to plant peace… 

This is our vision… this is our choice… 

 

Let there be peace on earth 

And 

let it being with me… 
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154- Before and After 

 

Once a sage woman was asked… "What did you use to do when you 

were not enlightened?" 

 

She said… "I used to cook and carry water from the well..." 

 

And the man asked… "Now what do you do since you have become 

enlightened?" 

 

She said… "I cook and I carry water from the well…" 

 

And what is the difference? I don't see any difference… what you 

were doing before you are doing now?" asked the seeker… 

 

The sage woman laughed and said… "Yes, before I was doing it… 

now it is simply happening… now there is no doer, I am no more… food is 

cooked, water is carried… I am only an instrument… a servant… a 

worshiper… God has no other hands than ours to use… so let go of your ego 

and let God…" 

 

Yes! Our mind is a wall… let it be the bridge not the barrier… let us 

be a watcher… a witness… a witnessing… 
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155- What is happiness? 

 

Once a very rich man wanted to become happy… he tried all kinds of 

ways but everything had failed… he went to many wise people nobody 

could help him… then somebody suggested… "You go to the idiot… he 

lives in a certain town… he is the only man who can help you…" 

 

The man went with a bag full of diamonds and he showed him the 

bag… the wise idiot was sitting under a tree outside the town, resting under 

the sun… the rich man said… "I am very miserable… I want happiness… I 

am ready to give anything for it, but I have not tasted even once what 

happiness is and death is coming closer… can you help me? How can I be 

happy? Just an ounce of happiness… I have all kinds of things that the world 

can give to me, yet I am unhappy, why?" 

 

The idiot looked at the man, and it happened so fast that the rich man 

could not understand what was happening… he just jumped on the man took 

away the bag and ran… 

 

Of course the man followed crying… "I have been robbed..." the idiot 

was going zigzag and the rich man had never run in his life and he was 

crying… "Save me, help me, all my money has gone!" and a crowd 

followed… What's going on?? 

 

By the time they reached the idiot, the idiot had come back to his 

place… the rich man's horse was still standing there and the idiot was resting 

under the tree… the rich man came crying and breathing hard and the idiot 

gave him back the bag… the rich man said… "Thank God" and such tears of 

joy and such peace… 

 

The wise idiot said… "Look, I have made you happy… now you 

know what happiness is!! This bag has been with you for years and you were 

unhappy… it had to be taken away from you… now you know what to do 

you know what you feel when you give and you know how you feel when it 

comes back… be aware and share your life and giving is receiving…" 

 

If you are sad… face your sadness… face your fear… face your 

feelings and see the gain in every pain… 
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156- Don't be a workaholic 

 

Once in a Greek myth there was a king who was condemned to push a 

heavy stone uphill and when it rolled down the hill to begin again … 

 

Again and again did this uphill work and his name was Sysyphus… a 

workaholic is a Sysyphus endlessly pushing a stone uphill and beginning 

again when it rolls down… he is now engaged in this task and he never 

comes to know a moment of leisure and joy in all his life…  

 

The workaholics have turned the whole world into a madhouse… 

everyone is mad with running and reaching somewhere and no man knows 

where this "Somewhere" is… 

 

I have heard that a man got into a taxi and asked the driver to drive 

fast and the taxi speed… after a while the driver asked where he had to go, 

and the man said… 

 

"That is not the question; I have to go fast…" 

Everyone in the world is running like him, everyone is hurrying 

through life… "Hurry up" has become our watchword… 

 

But no one asks "Where are we going?"  

 

We work hard, but we don't know why we work hard… One does not 

even have time to think why he is working day in and day out… 

 

He is running just because his neighbor is running… his friends are 

running, the whole word is running… 

 

Everyone is running for fear of being left behind the other runners… 

keep going on – keep running and be the first runner… but where are we 

going? 

 

Let us go out but why not go in too?? 

 

In is our only inn… our only pilgrimage for the truth… 
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157- Make work a celebration 

 

Once a temple was under construction and a few workers are busy 

cutting stones for it… a passerby stops and asks… "What are you doing?" 

 

The worker was sad and angry and said without looking at the man… 

"Don't you see I am cutting stones?" 

 

The visitor moved to another laborer and also looked sad too, but was 

not angry… he put down his hammer and chisel, raised his eyes to the visitor 

and said… "I am earning my bread…" and back to his work… 

 

The visitor moved to the third workman who was happy and 

singing… and said in a very pleasant mood and voice… "I am building a 

temple" and back to his work … and his singing… 

 

All the three workmen are doing the same job but why not in joy? 

 

The third man turned his work into worship not warship… into 

celebration… 

 

Work as if no one is paying you… 

 

Sing as if no one is hearing you… 

 

Dance as if no one is watching you… 

 

You are your own master and your own worker… 
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 158- The formless form 

 

Once a student goes to a sage and requests him to say something 

about God… 

 

The sage laughs and sways… the seeker says… "Why do you laugh 

and sway? Why don't you answer my question? I have travelled a long way 

just to ask this question…" 

 

The sage now begins to dance and the visitor is puzzled – He says… 

"Are you crazy? I want an answer to my questions… but you don't listen…" 

 

The seeker is annoyed and says… "It seems you are going to make me 

as crazy as you are… you have not said a word yet!" 

 

Now the sage remarks… "If I say something, it is going to be 

wrong… whatever I will say… will be untrue… if you cannot understand 

my silence it is better you go somewhere else where truth is spoken in 

words… here the form is formless and the truth is in the silence… be in 

silence and see…" 

 

Silence is the language of existence… be still and know that amness is 

godliness… is the isness… is the emptiness… 
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159– Flow with the flow 

 

Once there was a flooded river rushing towards the ocean with 

tremendous speed and force and two small stalks of same plant are also 

flowing with its currents… 

 

One of the stalks has placed itself crosswise against the currents, it is 

tense and anxious, tries to fight against them… it makes no difference for 

the currents which are too powerful to be resisted… the currents are not even 

aware that a little straw is in their way, trying to resist their triumphant 

advance… but as far as the little stalk is concerned it is fighting for its life… 

and wasting all its energy for light… for nothing…  

 

The other stalk has left itself lengthwise in the current which are 

taking it with them effortlessly… this stalk is relaxed and joyous and 

festive… it is dancing with the ripples of the rivers flow, it has a feeling of 

sharing and celebrating with the great river… the ways of the stalks make 

not the least difference to the river, but make all the difference to 

themselves… why go against the flow… river with the river and trust this 

treasure…  

 

Like the two straws there are two kinds of people in the world… 

 

One is demanding, aggressive and resistant like the first stalk which 

places itself against the river and fights with it and suffers at every step… 

 

And there are people, the other kind of people who say, yes to life, 

who cooperate with it like the other stalk, which places itself in the currents 

lengthwise and move effortlessly and happily with them… these people have 

a sense of deep kingdom of life… of dancing with existence, they move with 

it… with a song in their heart… with total trust to existence… to God… 
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160- He is in the hands of the cow 

 

Once a cowherd is taking his cow from one place to another… a rope 

is fastened around the neck of the cow and the cowherd has the other end of 

the rope in his hands… on his way he meets with a group of students with 

their teacher… 

 

The teacher asks the cowherd… "Is it you who is tied to the cow? Or 

the cow who is tied to you?" 

 

The man said… "The cow is tied to me… I am the owner… why 

should I be tied to the cow?" 

 

The sage man then removed the rope from the cow's neck and leaves 

the cow free and the cow immediately takes off… the owner loses no time in 

running after the cow… 

 

Then the teacher said to his students… "Although the owner thinks 

that the cow is in his hands… in reality he is in the hands of the cow…" 

 

In fact, every bondage is twofold, the driver is bound with the 

driven… sometimes it is difficult to say what is what… 

 

Am I a slave to my car or a free driver and rider? Ask yourself… who 

is the master of my life? 
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161- She always sees right 

 

Once a sage woman was walking and saw a young man smoking and 

smoking was forbidden on that day… 

 

So she stopped and asked him… "Don't you know young man that this 

is a religious day and you should not be smoking?" the young man said… 

"Yes I know and I want to smoke…" still he continued smoking and he blew 

smoke into her face… 

 

Again she said… "Don't you know that smoking is forbidden and it is 

harmful to you and to us and to nature?" the man said arrogantly… "Yes I 

know all…" and he continued… she looked at the sky and said… "Allah, 

this young man is beautiful… he may be breaking the law but nobody can 

force him to lie… he is a truthful man… he knows it is a religious day and it 

is forbidden to smoke and instead of praying he is smoking… he is not 

lying… so please, remember on the day of judgment, that this young man 

could not be forced to lie…" 

 

She looked at him through the heart… in the heart there is no sin… 

love is the only flow from the loving heart… let us see the light in the 

darkness… luminous darkness… 
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162- I am already there 

 

Once an old woman lives outside the town in a cave and she does 

nothing but chanting the names of God and taking care of her goat… 

 

A road passes by her cave and leads to an important place of 

pilgrimage in the mountains… many people walks on that road to go up and 

pray…  

 

Pilgrims passing by her cave are often surprised to see her lying and 

doing nothing… 

 

Two bowls in front of her… water and milk are there to the ones who 

are hungry and thirsty… once in a while they ask her… "Why are you lying 

here? Why don't you go on pilgrimage?" 

 

The old woman says to them… "I am already there where are you 

coming from and going to? Every land is a holy land and God is all and all is 

Allah…" 

 

Yes! She is home… truth is in us… in the core of our heart… she is 

serving in her own way… she is at peace and she is a pilgrim forever and 

ever… 

 

Show me where there is no Godliness no existence!!! 
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163-  Clinging is poverty 

 

Once, on a fine morning, a beggar appeared at the door of a house… 

he was young and healthy and his body was robust and beautiful… 

 

The house wife was pleasantly surprised to see such a beggar… he 

was rare and she gave him food and clothes with an open heart and she 

asked him… "How is it that you are a beggar? You don't seem to be born 

poor?" 

 

The beggar said… "We are all beggars and poors in the eyes of God… 

I gave away my wealth in the same way you gave me food and clothes and I 

have chosen to be what I am now, many of my brothers and sisters are not 

healthy and young enough to earn their food and clothes and shelter so this 

is why I am here and you will not take long to join us… we are only the 

spoon and he is the food… come see where your share is going and join our 

eternal joy…" 

 

Yes… we are here crossing a bridge to join another bridge… why not 

be a guest and rest… work what you love to do and share your love with 

what you have… 
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164- Acting without ego 

 

Once a person boarded a train and took a seat, but the bag he carried 

with him remained sitting on his head… his fellow travelers were surprised 

and asked him why he was still keeping his bag on his head… the man 

said… he did not want to add to the burden of the train which was already 

over loaded… 

 

The travelers laughed and one of them said… "You seem to be a crazy 

person… even if you carry the load on your head it is going to be a load on 

the train… why are you stupid?" 

 

The man burst into laughter and said… "You know it… I carry the 

bag on my head in order to let you see that you are carrying the burden of 

the world on you heads, although you know that like this train it is God who 

bears all our burdens and then he put the bag down and sat on it and said… 

"This is the right way… sit on it… and surrender to the doer… do your own 

work… your own responsibility and let God do the rest and we rest in total 

trust… 

 

Let go and let God… 
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165- Fear of change 

 

Once a sage lived in a forest… he raised monkeys… one day a visitor 

came with a question about change… the sage said… "Watch the 

monkeys… every day I give each one seven banana four in the morning and 

three in the evening… see what happens if we only change the time… three 

in the morning and four in the evening…" 

 

Hearing about this change… the monkeys became wild with rage… 

they insisted on the old system being continued or they are ready to attack… 

 

The sage told them again and again that they will have the same 

amount of bananas… only the change is in time, but they want the same 

pattern… but they were not ready to listen to any new ideas whatsoever and 

they were in rage.., so the sage said… "Back to normal, four in the morning 

and three in the evening…" 

 

It calms down the monkeys instantly… the sage and the seeker looked 

at each other and they got the message… 

 

We too… let us watch our mind… our habits… all comes from a 

thought… think but be aware and awake… what is the effect of this thought? 
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166- Wisdom or knowledge 

 

Once a man had a beautiful house but he got bored, as everybody gets 

bored… whether it was beautiful or not made no difference, living in the 

same house every day, he got bored… the house was beautiful with a big 

garden, acres of green land, swimming pool, a real-estate called him and 

asked him if he wants a new house… just for a change… "Yes! I am fed up 

of my house… it is no more a house but a hell…" 

 

The next day an advertisement appeared in the morning papers… the 

real-estate agent had inserted a beautiful advertisement… the owner read it 

again and again and he was so convinced that he phoned the agent… "Wait, 

I don't want to sell my home, your ad has convinced me so deeply that now I 

know that for my whole life I have been wanting this house, looking for this 

very house… 

 

When you have wisdom, there is no need to demonstrate it… but 

when you have only knowledge you demonstrate it, you convince others, 

and when they are convinced, you are convinced that you are a man of 

knowledge… you know how to play with words for business… 

 

When you have wisdom there is no need… even it not one person is 

convinced, you are still certain that you alone are enough proof…  

 

Whenever the real exists, it is such a light that there is no need to 

demonstrate it… 

 

When your house is lightened, when there is a flame, you need not go 

the neighbors and tell them… look, our house has got a lamp… it is there… 

but when your house is in darkness you try to convince others that light is 

there… wherever you demonstrate, you demonstrate your inner poverty… 

 

Let us walk our talk… let us show our love and live our being… 
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167- Be total 
 

Once a king went to visit a mad house… the manager escorted him to 

every cell… the king was very interested in the phenomenon of madness, he 

was studying it… we are all in a mad house and we are studying… 

 

One man was weeping and crying, hitting his head against the bars… 

his anguish was so deep, his suffering so penetrating, that the king asked to 

be told the whole story of how this man went mad… the manager said this 

man loved a woman and could not get her, so he went mad… and then they 

passed to another cell.. 

 

 

In it there was a man spitting on a picture of a woman… the king 

asked… and what is the story of this man? He also seems to be involved 

with a woman… the manager said… it is the same woman… this man fell in 

love with her too and he got her… that is why he went mad too… 

 

If you get what you want you go mad… you have everything but you 

don't have yourself… 

 

What is the use if you conquer the world and you can't conquer your 

mind?? Start by having yourself first… win the wine first and then look for 

the best cup… we are here to wake up… 

 

If you don't get what you want you go mad too… be aware of what 

you want… what you need… what you desire… 

 

The total remains the same… if you are fragmentary you cannot know 

the total… only when you are total… when you are one with everyone and 

love the one in everyone… 

 

The other is my mirror… is my treasure…  

 

Let us be a victor not a victim… 
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168- Paint the truth  

 

Once a French lady was known for her demanding nature and 

extravagant life style…  

 

Once she visited China, brought home an ashtray from there and she 

decided to have her room painted in the color of the ashtray… 

 

She invited the best painters of the country but no one could match the 

paint for the wall exactly to the color of the ashtray which contained a 

special Chinese pigment available nowhere in France… so all her efforts 

failed… 

 

Then came a painter who said he would do the job on the condition 

that no one should enter the room for the month during which he would be 

painting it… 

 

The lady agreed to his condition and the man began his work in his 

own way… for a whole month the painter came everyday, closed the living 

room from inside and worked there till evening… 

 

After the moth was over, he invited the lady to visit her living room 

and she was immensely pleased to see her desire fulfilled… 

 

The room had exactly the color of the ashtray… how come? What did 

he do?? 

 

The painter went home with the big bag of money and very happy and 

pleased everyone… but what is the secret? 

 

Later the painter wrote in his autobiography that he first painted the 

walls of the lady's living room and then repainted the ashtray in the same 

color and the job was done… 
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169- The miser and the misery 

 

Once a man asked a miser, a great miser… how did you succeed in 

accumulating so much wealth? The miser said… this is my motto… 

whatsoever is to be done tomorrow should be done today and whatsoever is 

to be enjoyed today should be enjoyed tomorrow… this has been my 

motto… 

 

The miser was also miserable… on one hand he had succeeded in 

accumulating wealth, on the other hand also he succeeded in accumulating 

misery… and the motto is that same… no health no wealth… 

 

Whatsoever is to be done tomorrow do it today… right now, get the 

job done and the money in the pocket… don't postpone the money… 

postpone the joy but not the job… 

 

This is the way to enter hell…why not the way to the well of wealth 

and health… job and joy… 

 

Do what you love and the money will come and it will double your 

joy… love is the door of success and wealth… 
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170- The container 

 

Once, a few men were crossing the river… the river was dangerous, in 

flood and the boat saved their lives… they thought: this boat saved us… how 

can we leave it here? We have to thank this boat… what to do? It is our 

savior and it will be ungrateful to leave it!!! 

 

So they carried the boat on their heads into the town…somebody 

asked them… what are you doing?? We have never seen anybody carrying a 

boat… 

 

They said… "Now we will have to carry this boat for the rest of our 

life, because this boat saved us and we cannot be ungrateful… 

 

We have been carrying many types of boats in our minds and heads 

and hearts… many paths and words and logics and laws and fear and much 

more… 

 

Receive the message and thank the messenger… 

 

The prophet insisted again and again… I am only a messenger 

brought a message from God, from Allah to all of us… 

 

Don't worship anyone only the inner treasure… 

 

The creator… the divinity in each one of us… 

 

Go in and be aware of who you are… 
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171- Drain his energy 

 

Once, a small boy was so young and healthy that when the king's 

elephant passed through the village, he would just catch hold of the 

elephant's tail, and it would not be able to move… 

 

The king was very embarrassed and wanted to get rid of this boy… so 

he called his prime minister and said… "Something has to be done… this is 

insulting… I have become afraid to go through that village, and the boy 

sometimes comes to other villages also…" 

 

This boy is strange… anywhere, anytime, he can catch hold of the 

elephant's tail and it will not move… something has to be done to drain the 

energy of the son of the beggar… 

 

The prime minister said… I will have to ask a wise man how to drain 

his energy… he is just a happy beggar… 

 

If he had a shop, that would drain his energy if he was working in an 

office, that would drain his energy… 

 

If he was a teacher that would drain his energy… 

 

But he has nothing to do… he lives for fun and people loves him and 

feeds him… he is happy... 

 

It is not easy to drain such energy… but I will ask the wise old man… 

 

The wise man said: give him one piece of money every day to do a 

small job and this will drain his energy… 

 

This was done, and the next week… when the king passed… the boy 

tried to stop the elephant, but he was failed… he was dragged along by it… 

 

What happened? Anxiety entered in and the fun left out… 

mathematics came in and the energy was out… 
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Let your body mind be in the world… but you are beyond any bond… 

any dimension… 
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172- The cock and the sunrise 

 

Once a crazy old woman left her village in anger and curse… when 

the people asked her why why? Why are you angry at us and why are you 

leaving and cursing us? She said… "I am leaving because you are hard on 

me and you don't listen to my wisdom… but soon you will know what my 

goings means to you from tomorrow… you will learn the lesson of your 

life…" 

 

The people were surprised at her anger and threat… they asked… 

"What is the lesson that you are going to teach us?" 

 

She said… "I am talking with me my cock at whose crowing the sun 

rose here every morning… now the sun will rise in another village where I 

am going…" 

 

And the story says that, when the old woman reached another village 

and her cock crowed and the sun rose, she said to herself… the idiots of that 

village must be weeping bitter tears, because the sun now rising here and 

they are in the dark forever…" 

 

No cocks becomes victims of such ignorance and such illusions only 

their masters… 

 

Cocks knows the natural life of nature… knows the crow happens 

when the sun rises but their masters think otherwise… this label reflects 

human mind… we believe everything happens according to our desires and 

expectations… 
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173- I turn prison into palace 

 

Once a rebel sage was thrown into prison for his love of freedom… 

 

He was going around the country singing songs of rebellion… he was 

a mystic and his captor was a caliph… the sage was put in chains but he 

continued to sing his songs of freedom… 

 

Once day the caliph came to see him and ask if he has any troubles… 

the sage asked… "What troubles? I am a royal guest… your guest… what 

troubles can I have… I was in a hut and here I am in a palace…" 

 

The caliph was amazed and said… "Are you joking?" 

 

"No, I say so became I have turned life itself into a joke…" said the 

sage… "What about the chains?" asked the caliph… the sage looked at them 

and said… "No, they are for way from me… and I listen to their music... the 

body is in the prison and in chains but not me… I can't turn freedom into 

prison… because I know how to turn prison into freedom…" 

 

Yes! Let us see heaven in hell… let us see God in every breath and 

death… in every path... in every now and this is our mystery in life… 
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174- the begging king 

 

Once a king came to a wise fakir and said… "I am thirsty… please 

help me…" 

 

The fakir said… now you have to live with me for a week… this is a 

bowl, go and beg from your kingdom, and return to this place where you 

will get your meal and a place to rest… and on the eight day we will discuss 

God…" 

 

The king was embarrassed to beg from his own people and asked the 

fakir if he can beg from other place… the fakir said… "If you cannot be 

from your family how are you going to beg from your heart?" 

 

The king agreed and for a week he was on the street begging from his 

own people and visiting their houses… after seven days the fakir told him… 

"Now you can ask about Allah…" the king said… "Now I have nothing to 

ask... I found the way to God… just a week's begging destroyed my ego… 

what I attained as a beggar I had never attained as a king… humility is a 

door to the Divine…" 

 

Let us go out and find out what is the real life? What I am taking with 

me to my next bridge…??? What do I need? What do I greed?? What is my 

desire?? 
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175- Devil or Divine 

 

Once the devils were having a conference on how to destroy the world 

fast but easily… they put their heads and tails together to think… 

 

At last there was a stir in the assembly and all eyes were turned to 

anger to stood up to speak… "Let me go and destroy the world… I will set 

brothers against brothers… I will make men angry with each other and they 

will destroy themselves…" 

 

But the leader of the devils was not satisfied… let the lust speak 

next… "I will defile men's minds… I will make love disappear and men will 

be turned into beasts…" 

 

Shaking his head at the answer… greed spoke up… "Allow me to go 

and I will put and plant in man's heart the most destructive of all passions… 

man's own uncontrolled desires will destroy him…" 

 

The twin's drug and drink, told how they could make men's bodies 

diseased ad their minds lost…  

 

Envy, jealousy, and hate… each told how he could destroy man and 

idleness claimed he could do the job… just sit and so nothing… so all the 

negative emotions tried to destroy the world… 

 

But with none of those was the leader satisfied… finally his last 

assistant spoke up… this one said… "I shall talk to man persuasively in 

terms of all that God wants him to be… I shall tell him how fine his plans 

are to be honest, clean and brave… I shall encourage him in the good 

purpose of his life…" 

 

The leader was furious at such talk… but the assistant continued… 

"However I shall tell man there in no hurry, he can do it tomorrow… I shall 

advice him to wait until conditions become more favorable before he 

starts…" 

 

The leader of the devils was pleased and said… "You are the one who 

shall go on earth and destroy man…" 
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Let us be good not do good… be good and then whatever you do is 

good… 
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176- Do not condemn 

 

Once a follower of the prophet went with him to the mosque for early 

morning prayer… it was summer and on the way back they saw many 

people still sleeping in their houses or just on the street… 

 

The man very arrogantly said to the prophet, what will happen to 

these sinners? They have not been to the Morning Prayer… 

 

Today was the first time he himself had gone to prayer… yesterday he 

was also asleep like these sinners… but he wanted to show off to the prophet 

who stopped and said… "You go home, I will have to go back and pray… 

the man said… "Why?"… The prophet replied… "My morning prayer is 

wasted because of you, it was better for you to be asleep like the others… I 

asked you to wake up and come and pray but you are condemning others 

instead… I want to pray and ask God's mercy and forgiveness… your prayer 

has given you the key to judge and condemn others…" 

 

Heaven is not for business minds… not for a trade for fasting and 

prayers… and not coins to bargain with… 

 

Heaven is in our heart… for purity and honesty and loving souls and 

compassion… let us see the love in the hate… 

 

A religious man is gentle but he does not know… he is kind but he 

does not know… he is love, but he does not know… because the lover and 

the knower are not two…they are one with the one… 

 

This is the inner aristocracy… when you are that rich, there is no need 

to exhibit it… the light does not say I am light… who has eyes can see the 

truth… 
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177- Forgiveness of the king 

 

Once upon a time there was a king in a country who was on a tour 

with his ministers including his royal security and others… he was taking 

rest, under the shade of the mango tree at the mango garden with his team 

when suddenly a stone hit him directly on the forehead… immediately he 

started bleeding… 

 

The king has no idea who threw the stone at him, but he did know that 

he was in great pain… the security left right away to find the person who 

threw the stone at the king… after searching they found only one old lady 

there, and they asked if she had through any stones recently… 

 

"Yes! I threw a stone at the mango tree" she said… 

 

They asked her… "Did you through any stone at the king?" the 

woman's face showed how terrified she was, so the guard forcefully told her 

that she should be punished... the woman was arrested and presented before 

the king… 

 

She trembled with immense fear and prayed that they would not kill 

her… after seeing the blood flow down the face of the king, she became 

more upset and felt hopeless… "What will happen to me?" she thought… 

 

The king very calmly asked her… "Did you throw the stone at me?" 

 

She replied, "Your majesty, I threw the stone at the mango tree…" 

 

"Why?" the king asked… 

 

She replied weeping… "Your majesty, my child has been starving for 

two days… I was collecting food for him but could not find any… I hoped 

that when I threw that stone at the mango three, a mongo would fall so that I 

could feed my son… so by mistake the stone hit your forehead and that is 

my unknowing mistake…" 

 

The woman bowed down before the king begging pardon for her 

mistake… the king was a kind heart and understood the situation very 

clearly… 
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He forgave her and ordered his security not to punish her in any 

way… instead of punishment he said to give her money, food, and work, and 

return her safely to her home… 
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178- Do and Don't think 

 

Once a centipede was walking along on his one hundred legs… that is 

why he is called a centipede… 

 

It is a miracle to walk with a hundred feet, even to manage two is so 

difficult… but the centipede has been doing it well... 

 

A fox became curious, he is the symbol of the mind… of logic… the 

fox looked and observed and analyzed and said to the centipede… "Wait, I 

have a question, how do you manage and how do you know which foot has 

to be follow which? One hundred leg and you walk so easy and so 

smoothly… how does this harmony happen? There are others too with forty 

four legs and more and less and also they walk like you… can you tell me 

how do you do it? 

 

The centipede said: I have been walking like this all my life but I have 

never thought about it… give me a little time to figure it out… 

 

So he closed his eyes and started thinking… 

 

The mind as observer and himself as the observed… for the first time 

the centipede became divided… and what happened? 

 

He could not walk as before… no more total trust… no more united 

with nature… it was difficult almost impossible… he fell down… how do 

you mange with many feet? Many legs?? 

 

And the fox laughed and the centipede cried… 

 

Division creates death… 

 

Union creates life and birth… 
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179- Be now 

 

Once a young man came to a sage woman and asked her… "What is 

your every day routine? 

 

The sage woman said… "I don't know what routine is… When I am 

sleepy I sleep… when I am hungry I eat… when I am tired I rest and when I 

am work I work…" 

 

But the young man said… "This is so easy… a child can do it…" 

"Yes! But you are not doing it!! Have you seen any old man doing it?" said 

the sage… 

 

The woman is right… she does not impose any plan on herself… 

when the hunger come she feeds it… it is the feeling of the bodymind… she 

is a witnessing… this grace is for the chosen few… yes we too can be it… it 

is our choice… she is living the moment… at-one-ment with the one… she 

does what is to be done and take life as it is and lives it very naturally 

moment to moment… 

 

We are a strange people, when we feel like sleeping we resist it… and 

when we can't sleep we take sleeping water… so called pills and drugs and 

alcohols… we eat when we are not hungry and we don't eat when we are 

hungry… 

 

Who takes the decisions? Who orders us? 

 

Sure! the doctor does not listen to the voice of the baby nor the mother 

feels with her baby but the pills and the milk of the boxes and the drugs 

company… we follow what others say… we follow the clock… that is how 

we destroy our joy… our inner treasure… inner lecture… inner harmony… 

that is why we are in such a great mess… 

 

A free being will live in accord with the wisdom of the body… with 

the mystery of the being… let us live naturally, easily and just as our 

children… spontaneously… 
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Our life and death is what we are in our mindbody and spirit… now-

here or nowhere… 
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180- Devil on Earth 

 

Once a student of the devil came running to him and said… "What are 

you doing? Have you not heard? One man has found the truth… he will cut 

our root!! Let us kill him…" 

 

The old devil laughed and said… "Calm down please, you are new... 

many of my people have already started working… scholars are there… 

priests, imams, monks, nuns, theologians, power people and many more… 

they know how to stop the truth… these people are my secret agents and 

they are doing very well… soon the prophet will be dead and then my 

people will be his apostles, his imams and nuns and monks and schools and 

books… and they will manage the whole affair… don't be worried… 

 

The so called religious people and teachers and masters… are in the 

service of the devil… not in the service of the divine… in the service of the 

words not in the wisdom f the world… 

 

Listen to your heart… "One should never be afraid of darkness… 

light, howsoever small, is far more powerful than darkness and we as human 

becoming the only truth there is lives in our heart… we represent his 

divinity… we are his family… we are all brothers and sisters… let us live 

this grace…"  

 

It is our choice… 
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181- The middle way. 
 

Once a great prince, who was known all over the country as the best 

musician, came to the prophet and said… I am impressed by your inner 

music… your serenity… please initiate me… I want to be a beggar…" 

 

The prophet knew that this is going to be too much on this young man 

but he initiated him… and the prince moved to the other extreme… 

 

Eating only once in two days… fasting and praying and walking on 

thorns and stones until he became ill and thin and his feet were wounded… 

his brothers came to the prophet and said… "Our brother is torturing 

himself… he has became self-destructive this is not what you are teaching 

us…" 

 

So one night the prophet asked him… "I have heard that when you 

were a prince you were a great musician" "Yes, but that is finished… I have 

completely forgotten about it… that is true, it was my only hobby…" Said 

the man… 

 

"I have to ask you one question… if the strings of your instrument are 

too tight, what will happen?" 

 

"What will happen? It is simple… you can't play on it… they will be 

broken…" 

 

"If they are too loose what will happen" 

 

"That too is simple… no music will be because there will be no 

tension" 

 

The prophet said… "You are an intelligent person, life is also a 

musical instrument, it needs a certain tension… less or more and you miss 

life… first you lived a loose life and you missed the inner music and now a 

very tight life and still you are missing the inner music… is there not a way 

to adjust the strings of your inner instrument exactly in the middle so that 

music can arise?" 
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Don't be dead and don't be mad… the middle way… is the golden 

way… the crossroad… 

 

Don't renounce the world… but rejoice it and give thanks to the 

creator and to this eternal treasure… 
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182- Watch and witness 

 

Once a seeker came to the prophet and said… "When I meditate I see 

flashes of lights and hear sounds… is it true?" 

 

"It is all nonsense… go and pray and meditate again…" said the 

prophet… 

 

One day the prophet came to the hut of the seeker who was sitting in a 

posture like a statue… the prophet shook him and said… "We have enough 

statues in the market place… this is not the way… just by sitting like this is 

not the path of life… just by stilling the body, the mind will not be still… 

anything done by the mind is going to strengthen the mind… it is a 

nourishment for the mind…" 

 

A year passed by, the prophet came again… the seeker was sitting 

almost in a kind of ecstasy enjoying the morning breeze and the sun and 

with closed eyes thinking that he was meditating… the prophet took a brick 

and started rubbing it on a stone in front of the seeker… it was such a 

disturbance that finally the seeker had to shout… "What are you doing? Are 

you trying to drive me crazy?" 

 

"No, I am trying to make a mirror out of this brick… if one goes on 

rubbing it enough… it will become a mirror…" said the prophet… 

 

"But the brick can never become a mirror, you can go on rubbing it all 

your life, the brick will remain a brick…" said the seeker… 

 

The prophet said… "Then what are you doing? You have been trying 

for years to make meditation out of the mind, like trying to make a mirror 

out of a brick… don't expect… just be aware… just be… the being is 

beyond bodymind… watch and witness… it is a state of your being… any 

sound can awaken your heart… come back to the world and be in it… be in 

a state of watchfulness… not of concentration… meditate means watch not 

concentrate..." 

 

Ah! What a gift!! What a grace to be who I am… this amness is us… 

Is existence… yes! We can and we are… just now-here… let me hear 

mewe!!! 
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183- This is my role 

 

Once a sage man asked his students to go and learn the art of 

meditation from a butcher… "You go and see the man lives exactly the way 

one should live, always here now… It does not matter what he is doing… he 

is not the doer at all, he is just a watcher, he is a witness… it is a role that he 

is acting… playing as a butcher…" 

 

He was an ordinary butcher and he works at the kitchen of the king… 

the king asked the sage… "How to be here now…? Please help me…" the 

sage said… "You need not ask me, your butcher is the right person… don't 

ask me how to be here now the butcher knows… look at your butcher you 

majesty…" 

 

The king was amazed and said… "My butcher!! What does he know 

about being here now?" 

 

"You watch him work" said the sage… 

 

And the king watched and it was really an ecstatic experience to 

watch him working… his knife was sharp and shining as if it was new… 

 

The king asked… "From where did you get this knife? It is very 

beautiful??" 

 

The butcher said… "It is given to me by my father who died forty 

years ago… and since then I am using it… it is an art how to use it... it is a 

great gift from my father…" 

 

"Tell me more about this art" asked the king… 

 

Yes! My work is my prayer… my worship… my love… I can't say it 

in words but in cutting animals... I watch what I am doing fully alert and 

aware, conscious, then no rust and no dust and no lust gathers in me and in 

the animal… and not on you but in all of us… I am fresh… my knife is 

fresh… I am young and so my knife… we dance together… we ask 

forgiveness and when I hit a bone, I know how to deal gently with a hard cut 

and not to be hard on both sides… on the animal and on myself and also 

who is eating the meat… my work is my life… 
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I am not what I am doing… I am my being through what I am 

doing…" 

 

This is what worship is… from heart to heart… it heals any hurt… 
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184- Don't compare 

 

Once a young lady came to a sage woman and asked… "Why are you 

always so blissful? Why not me too?" 

 

The sage woman said… "When everybody else has left, then I will 

answer your question… the lady waited and waited and waiting is listening 

and by the time the people started leaving she asked her again and again 

people started coming… 

 

The young lady was getting tired and impatient and many times she 

thought to leave because… "When is this thing going to stop? People are 

still coming" 

 

By the evening when the sun was setting, everybody has left and she 

was alone with Salha, the sage woman, she reminded her of her question… 

"Look outside the window you see this big tree?" 

 

Yes Salha I see it… 

 

Do you see that small bush by the side? 

 

Yes I see that too… 

 

Salha said… "I have never heared the bush saying to the big tree… 

why are you so big and I am so small?? That is why both are happy…  just 

look at the sun and the moon... look at the day and night… the big and the 

small…the tree is big and the bush is small but so what? Both are unique… 

they don't compare themselves and they are perfectly happy… 

 

You are unhappy because you are comparing yourself and I am happy 

because I dropped comparison… I have accepted myself as I am that is my 

simple secret…" 

 

Acceptance is our grace and our choice… 
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185- the best fans 

 

Once a seller of unique and wonderful fans said… "My fans are 

different and guaranteed to last forever and ever even though they are paper 

fans…" he said this even to the king… 

 

The king had the best collection of all sorts of fans from every corner 

of the world and so he was curious and bought one and paid a very 

expensive price for it… 

 

A week later, the fan was broken and the seller came to check on it… 

the king was furious and said… "You liar! Look… there lies your fan… all 

broken into pieces… this is its condition in a week and you said it is 

guaranteed for ever… are you mad or just a super cheat?" 

 

The seller said humbly… "With my respect it seems you don't know 

how to use fans… please tell me how did you fan?" 

 

The king lifted the fan showing the manner in which one fans… "Now 

I understand you should not fan like this…" said the seller… 

 

What other ways is there? The king asked… 

 

Yes your majesty… many ways to use… and I will explain to you the 

royal way of this fan… 

 

Hold the fan steady…keep it steady in front of you and then move 

your head towards left and right… shake your head and not the hand… this 

way the fan will last one hundred years… you will pass away but the fan 

will remain intact and new… nothing is wrong with the fan… the way you 

fan is wrong… the fault is yours, not that of my fan.. why you did not ask 

me how to use it before you bought it…??" 

 

Mankind is accused of a similar faults… not the culture is wrong but 

man is wrong…  

 

Let us saw a new seed of culture and we will harvest a new man… 
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The new seed is in us… if we don't use it we loose it… and lose it… 

new seed… new soil… new soul… 
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186- love is a seed 

 

Once a wandering sage camped in a village…  

 

A man came to him and told him he wanted to realize God… 

 

The sage asked… "Have you ever loved anybody?" 

 

No I am not guilty of such a mundane thing, I have never went so low, 

I want to realize God… Said the man… 

 

The sage asked again… "Have you never felt the thirst of love?" 

 

"No, never, I am telling the truth and I hate love and I don't want to 

love… I want God…" said the seeker… 

 

"Say something, think carefully, not even a little love for somebody, 

anybody… anything… a little love?" asked the sage… 

 

"Why are you insisting? I never did and I will not either…" said the 

seeker… 

 

"Then you will have to excuse me and go and see someone else… my 

experience tells me that if you had loved somebody, anybody, anything or 

had a glimpse of live… or a touch of love, I could help you enlarge it and it 

will grow and glow…" 

 

"I don't understand what you are saying…" said the seeker... 

 

"Yes! If you don't feel love, you don't understand it…" said the 

sage… "But I will share with you few more words… may be one of them 

will touch your… just go out and seek more and may be your will be 

touched by someone else… love is a seed… a door to your heart… without 

the door you cannot go to God… if you have never loved you have no seed 

to grow into a tree… go and ask someone else… in the absence of love, I do 

not see any opening for God…" Said the sage… 
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187- I am not 

 

Once a king asked a sage woman to come visit his palace… 

 

The messenger went to Rabia and gave her the invitation to which she 

replied… "If he wants me I will go… but pardon me, there is no person like 

Rabia here… it is only a name, only a temporary label… but if the king 

insists I will go…" 

 

Rabia arrived on time, in the royal chariot and the king received her at 

the gate… "I am here to welcome you…" hearing this she laughed… "I 

accept your hospitality, but please remember there is nobody named 

Rabia…" 

 

The king said… "You are talking in riddles… if you are not you… 

then who is accepting my invitation? Who is replying to this welcome?" 

 

Rabia looked behind her and asked… "Is not this chariot I came in?" 

 

"Yes!" 

 

"Please remove the horses" 

 

It was done… 

 

Pointing to the horses Rabia asked... "Is this the chariot?" 

 

"How can the horses be called a chariot?" 

 

Where is the chariot? 

 

At a sign from the sage woman, the horses were led away and the 

poles used to tie horses were removed… 

 

"Are these poles your chariot?" 

 

"Of course not, these are poles and not the chariot…" 
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Rabia went on removing all the parts one by one and at last nothing 

remained and she asked the king… "Where is your chariot now? It was an 

assembly a, collection of certain things… the chariot has no being of its 

own… please look inside where is your ego? Where is your I? you will not 

find that I anywhere… nothingness will remain… that nothingness… that 

existence… that stillness is God… is Godliness… is All there is… is 

Allahoo… 
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188- The void 

 

Once in a certain village a man opened a fish shop with a big sign… 

"Fresh fish sold here" 

 

The very first day a lady came into the shop and read the sign and 

laughed… "Fresh fish? Are stale fish sold anywhere? What is the point of 

writing fresh fish?" 

 

The shop keeper decided she was right… the board now read… "Fish 

sold here…" 

 

The next day a man came and read aloud… "Fish sold here?" do you 

also sell fish somewhere else? "here" was erased… Now the board read 

"Fish Sold"… 

 

The third day another customer came and said… "Fish Sold" does 

anybody give fish free? The work sold was erased and only fish was left… 

 

An aged woman came and said… "Fish?" A blind man even at a 

distance could tell from the smell that fish are sold here… "Fish" was 

removed… the board was blank… 

 

Few people started walking and seeing what is there but few of them 

saw a blank board… what to say?? 

 

A passerby asked… Sir… Why a blank board? 

 

The board was also removed… nothing remained after the process of 

elimination… now there is no barrier in the void… a man passed by… what 

do you sell here?  

 

"Fresh fish… or only fish" 

 

Why don't you put a board and write on it… "Fresh Fish sold here…" 
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189- The treasures of life 

 

Once, before sunrise, a fisherman went to a river… on the bank he felt 

something underfoot… and found it to be a small sack of stones… 

 

He picked up the sack and putting his net aside, squatting on the bank 

to await sunrise… he was waiting for down to break in order to start his 

day's work… 

 

Lazily he picked a stone out of the bag and threw it into the water… 

then he cast another stone and then another… 

 

In the absence of anything to do, he kept tossing the stones into the 

water one by one… what else can he do?? 

 

Slowly the sun rose and it became light… by that time he had thrown 

all the stones away except one… the last stone lay in his palm… his heart 

almost failed him when he saw, by day light, what he held in his hand… it 

was a gem!! In the darkness, he had thrown a whole sack of them away!! 

 

What had he lost unknowingly!! It is a great treasure… yes! He felt so 

sad… and so much pain and he cursed himself and his ignorance… 

 

He sobbed and cried and what to do? What is this sign?? 

 

In such grief, yet in a way he saw that there is a gift… a fortunate, still 

one gem was left... the light had dawned before he had thrown it away too… 

 

You are the only gem… the only jewel… 

 

Look through it and no throw it away… 

 

Be aware of this mystery in us… 
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190- The poison within 

 

Once a sage woman went to a hospital where she read a sign… "A 

man stung by a scorpion was treated here… he was cured in a day and 

discharged.." 

 

Another notice read… "A man was bitten by a snake… he was treated 

and went home in three days…" 

 

A third report read… "A man was bitten by a mad dog… he has been 

under treatment for the last ten days and will be well quite soon…" 

 

Then there was also a forth report… "A man was bitten by a man, it 

was many weeks ago… he is unconscious and there is a slim change of his 

recovery" 

 

The sage woman observed that a lot of poison has accumulated in 

man… 

 

What to do? 

 

Yes! You know the answer and you have the cure… 
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191- Divine Devil 
 

Once, many, many, years ago, in a certain country, there was a young 

and a famous painter… he decided to paint a portrait full of joy and love, a 

face whose eyes radiates with peace… 

 

The artist went from village to village and from jungle to jungle and at 

last he came across a shepherd with shining eyes… one look at him was 

enough to convince him that peace was present in this young man… 

 

The artist painted a portrait of the young shepherd… millions of 

copies were made and sold far and wide… 

 

Many years later the artist decided to paint a portrait of Satan… he 

started to search for such a portrait… he went to gambling bars, to mad 

houses… he was searching for a face that represents evil, ugly and sadistic… 

 

After a long search, the artist finally met a prisoner in a jail… the man 

had committed seven murders and had been sentenced be hanged in a few 

days… hell was evident in the man's eyes… his face was the ugliest one 

could possibly hope to find… 

 

The artist began to paint him… when he finished the portrait; he 

brought out his earlier picture and set it by the side of the new painting… 

 

What a great contrast!! It was difficult to see which was better from 

an artistic point of view… 

 

He stood, staring at both of them… and then he heard a sob… he 

turned and saw the chained prisoner crying… 

 

The artist asked him… "My friend, why are you crying? Do these 

pictures disturb you?" 

 

The prisoner said… "I have been trying to hide the secret from you… 

but today I am lost… the first picture is also of me… I have fallen from 

heaven to hell..." 

 

Two faces of everyone are possible… 
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192- being filled with love 

 

Once, a learned traveler came to see a sage man… for some reasons, 

the traveler was upset, may be because of a long journey and he angrily 

undid his shoelaces, tossed his shoes into a corner and pushed the door open 

with a heavy hard push and went in and offered his respects to the sage 

man… 

 

The sage man said… "No, I do not accept your respect… first go and 

apologize to the door and to the shoes!" 

 

"What is wrong with you? Apologize to a door!! And to a pair of 

shoes? Why? Are they alive?" said the visitor… 

 

The sage man said… "You took your anger out on those objects… as 

if they are guilty of something they are only an inner excuse of your 

manner… please go and think about it and after then your apologies…" 

 

The traveler went with folded hands and said… "Friends, pardon my 

anger and it was a mistake to treat you in anger…" 

 

What a moment for him… who does this? But he did it to please the 

sage man… and something new had dawned on him… he felt so calm… so 

serene and peaceful… if I can ask the door and the shoes to forgive me why 

not all the others? 

 

After he had made his apologies, he went in and sat down with the 

sage man who laughed and said… "Now it is okay to talk… now you are 

attuned… now there can be a rapport between us… the principle is not just 

to love human beings alone, it is a question of being filled with love…" 

 

Be good… then whatever you do is good… 

 

First be yourself… be who you are… we are the light… the love and 

the life and the laughter… 

 

All what we see is light from light… 
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193- Room in my heat 

 

Once, there was a fakir who lived in a small hut... one rainy night, 

there was a knack on the door, someone wanted shelter… 

 

The fakir woke his wife… "Somebody is outside, some traveler, some 

unknown friend, please open the door…" 

 

His wife said… "There is no room… there is not even enough room 

for the two of us… how can one more person come in?" 

 

The fakir replied… "My dear, this is not the palace of a rich man… it 

cannot become any smaller… A rich man's palace seems smaller if even one 

more guest arrives, but this is the hut of a poor man…" 

 

His wife asked… "How does a question of poor and rich come into 

this? The plain fact is that this is a very small hut!" 

 

The fakir answered… "if there is enough room in your heart, you will 

feel that this hut is a palace… but if your heart is narrow, even a palace 

would seem small… please open the door… how can we refuse a man who 

has come to our door? up to now we have been lying down… three may not 

be able to lie down, but at least three can sit… there is room for another if 

we all sit…" 

 

The wife had to open the door… the man came in soaking wet… they 

sat together and started to chat… after a while two more people came and 

knocked on the door… 

 

The fakir said… "It seems someone else has come and asked the guest 

sitting nearest to the door to open it… the guest said… "Open the door? 

There is no space…" 

 

The fakir said… "My dear man, didn't I make room for you? You 

were allowed in because there is love here… it is still here, it has not ended 

with you… open the door, please… now we are sitting apart from each other 

so we will simply huddle together… moreover, the night is called and it will 

give us warmth and pleasure to sit so snugly together… and by the way, my 
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wife said what you said when you knocked at the door… but I listen to my 

heart not to my head… so listen to your heart too…" 

 

The door was opened and the two newcomers came in, they all sat 

together and began to chat… then a donkey came and pushed the door with 

his head… the donkey was wet, it wanted shelter for the night… the fakir 

asked one of the men who was almost sitting on the top of the door to open 

it… "Some new friend has come…" the fakir said… peeking outside the 

man said… "This is not a friend or anything like a friend… it is just an ass… 

it is not necessary to open up" 

 

The fakir said… "Perhaps you are not aware that at the door of the 

rich, men are treated as animals… but this is the hut of a poor man and we 

are accustomed to treating even animals as human beings… please open the 

door…" 

 

The man said… "But the space?" 

 

There is plenty of space… instead of sitting, we can all stand… don't 

be upset… if it becomes necessary, I will go outside and make enough 

room…" 

 

A loving attitude is our real being and our birth right and our original 

power… our choice is the power of love or the love of power?? 

 

Let us be our choice… 
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194- change myself 

 

Once a mystic has written in his autobiography… "When I was 

young, I thought and I said to Allah, and in all my prayers this was the base, 

'give me energy so that I can change the world… the whole world' 

everybody looked at me as if I am wrong and mad… I was a great 

revolutionary and I wanted to change the face of the earth… 

 

When I became a little more mature I started praying… this seems to 

be too much… life is getting out of my hand, almost half of my life is gone 

and I have not changed and what is wrong? So why change the whole 

world? My family will be enough… let me change my family… 

 

And when I became old, I realized that even the family is too much 

and who am I to change them and why? Then I realized that if I can change 

myself that will be enough and more than enough… so I prayed to God… 

Ya Allah now I have come to the right point… at least allow me… let me do 

this... I would like to change myself… yes! But why asking? Why not do it 

now? Why not be it… why not walk my talk??" 

 

And God said… "You should have asked in the beginning… even to 

change oneself is not easy… you are the one who is the master and the 

whole world is within you… if you understand the gift of God that lives 

within… any change is possible… Go in… in is your only inn" 

 

Change inward and it will change the outward and we go Godward… 
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195- Balancing 

 

Once a man came to a sage woman and talked about a man in town 

and said… "It is so bad that he is a sinner, a very angry man, a thief…" and 

condemned his in many ways…  

 

The sage woman listened and said… "But he plays the flute 

beautifully…" 

 

Then came another woman and the man was sitting there and the 

woman said… "This man in the town is really a beautiful flute player"… the 

sage woman said… "But he is a thief…" 

 

Both were amazed and said… "What do you mean?" the sage woman 

said… "Just balancing and who am I to judge? He is himself and that is his 

life and God is the only judge…" 

 

God looks at the core of our heart not in the score of our head… 
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196- My body is my clothes 

 

Once a man was dying and saying to his crying wife… "Don't cry... 

because I am not going to die… what the doctors are saying applies only to 

the clothes… the disease is only in the body not in me… I am going home 

and it is our real home… from death to deathlessness… we are only crossing 

a bridge to another bridge… have the courage to cross it with awareness…" 

 

His wife was the only widow who never became widowed and she 

lived her life of faith and prayer thanking God that her husband is alive and 

people thought she has gone mad… but she believed her husband and she 

became aware of the fact that the body is not the real being… 

 

The real being is what God told us to be… and what are we here for… 

 

Who am I makes a difference… 
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197- Receptivity 

 

Once a philosopher went to a sage woman and asked her about God 

and prayer… 

 

The woman listened silently and then she said… "You look tired, you 

have climbed this high mountain, you have come from a very faraway 

place… let me first serve you tea…" 

 

The professor waited… he was boiling with questions and a cup of tea 

might help to relax… 

 

The woman brought the kettle, poured tea in the cup and the tea 

started overflowing in the saucer, but she went on pouring… then the saucer 

was also full… just one drop more and the tea would start flowing on the 

floor… 

 

The professor said… "Stop!! What are you doing? Can't you see the 

cup is full, the saucer is full? Just one drop more and the tea would start 

flowing on the floor… stop it!!" 

 

And the woman said… "That is the exact situation you are in… I 

mean your mind not your being… your mind is so full of questions that even 

if I answer, you don't have any space for it to go in… and I tell you since 

you entered this house, your questions are overflowing all over the place… 

 

Go back, empty your cup of mind and then come… first create a little 

space in you… watch your questions… they are dead words… you are the 

answer… you are the question mark… go in and see your original face… the 

face that does not die…" 

 

When you are empty… when you are a no mind… a nobody… God 

begins pouring from very dimension… from every direction… 

 

In a clean cup you live the wake up not the make up… 
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198- Dropping knowledge 

 

Once a great scholar of a great university fell asleep and he saw a 

dream like a vision… he saw a very old ugly woman asking him… 

 

"What are you doing?" he said… "I am studying?" 

 

"What are you studying?" 

 

"Philosophy, religion, language, logic, peace, love" 

 

The old woman asked… "Do you understand them?" 

 

Yes I do… 

 

Do you understand the word or the sense? 

 

I understand the words… 

 

The woman started dancing and laughing and her ugliness was 

transformed… a subtle beauty started coming out of her being… the scholar 

thought… "I have made her a little more happy so he added yes and I 

understand the sense also… 

 

The woman stopped laughing, stopped dancing… she started weeping 

and crying and all her ugliness was back and much more… 

 

Why? Asked the scholar… 

 

"I was happy because a great scholar like you did not lie… but now I 

am crying because you have lied to me… I know and you know that you 

don't understand the sense…" said the woman… 

 

What did the scholar do? 

 

The scholar woke up… and he was aware of his fear and his 

ignorance… we know about the cup but not the water… unless our thirst 

drinks the best we don't feel the mystery of the water… 
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We are interested in the out look… the attention from the others to 

us… do I know myself? 

 

I don't believe in believing… I am the living book… let us experience 

our being… let us not be a parrot nor a machine… go to your inner treasure 

and face your original face and live the wisdom that is in our inner dome… 
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199- Practicality 

 

Once, two men were lost in the forest on a very dark night… it was a 

very dangerous forest, full of wild animals, very dense, with darkness all 

around... 

 

One man was a philosopher and the other was a mystic... one man of 

doubt, the other a man of faith… 

 

Suddenly there was a storm, a crashing of thunder and great 

lighting… 

 

In that moment of lightening the philosopher looked at the sky… the 

mystic looked at the path... and kept walking… but the philosopher kept 

looking at the sky and asking why? 

 

When you see a light in the darkness don't ask why… keep walking 

your way… and follow your path… don't be lost in the mind and in the 

doubt… live you wisdom… your birthright… your natural innocence… 

don't waste your time in if and buts and doubts… just trust existence and live 

your choice… 

 

Be practical and simple… live simply so that everybody else can 

simply live… we are good in making a living but not in living… 
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200- Self-acceptance 

 

Once a king went into his garden and found wilted and dying trees, 

shrubs and flowers… what is going on here… why are they dying? 

 

The oak said… it was dying because it could not be tall like the pine... 

 

Turning to the pine, he found it drooping because it was unable to 

bear grapes like the vine… and the vine was dying because it could not 

blossom like the rose… 

 

Then he found one plant, heart ease blooming and as fresh as ever, 

upon inquiring he received this reply… "I took it for granted that when you 

planted me, you wanted heart-ease… 

 

If you had desired an oak, vine, or a rose, you would have planted 

them… so I thought since I can be nothing but what I am, I shall try to be 

that to the best of my ability… 

 

The king knew that the others were dying because they were 

comparing… 

 

Be aware of who you are… why compare? Be your seed… the 

mustard seed is the biggest tree… just let your seed sprout and be what you 

need to be… to be or not to be… this is the truth… 

 

Just think of the love… the wisdom… the peace… the compassion 

that God planted in our heart and respect this jewel… you have been chosen 

to carry this mystery… let us be who we are as we are needed by the 

creator.. 

 

We are here as God needs us to be… let us be our best... you can 

enjoy and bloom or you can wither away if you condemn it…  

 

Let us be aware of self-acceptance and self-respectance… 
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201- I am one 

 

Once ten blind men pass through a stream…   the current is very 

forceful, so they hold hands…reaching the other side, somebody suggests… 

"We should count ourselves...the current was so forceful and we can't see… 

Somebody may have gone with the wind, gone with the river…" so they 

count… strangely enough the counting was always at nine… where is 

number ten... it always stops at nine… 

 

One man sitting on the bank of the river starts laughing and those ten 

blind people are sitting there crying because they have lost one of their 

friends…  

 

The man asks them what is the matter?  

 

They explain the situation… he says…"You all stand up in a line… I 

will hit the first person, he has to say one, I will hit the second person twice, 

he has to say two and I will hit the third person three times and he has to say 

three and so on" strangely enough, he finds the tenth man who was lost… 

they all thank him, they touch his feet, they say… "You are a guide to us… 

we thought we lost our friend… but please tell us how he has appeared 

suddenly? we were also counting but what happened?                                                                           

 

The man said… "One tends to forget oneself… one lives his whole 

life without remembering himself… he sees and knows everybody and 

forgets his body…" 

 

This is why you are where you are… are you aware of yourself… do 

you love your neighbour and your enemy as you love yourself?  

 

Do you know that you are love… love is godliness… is existence...  
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202- Like us 

 

Once, in an ancient village there were two wells… one was in the 

palace, which was not available for anybody else except the royal family… 

and the other well was in the market place, which was available for 

everybody else except the royal family… 

 

But one day a witch came into the town and threw something inside 

the well… people watched but they could not understand what was 

happening… but by the time the sun was sitting, everybody had drunk water 

from the well except the royal family and everybody had gone mad… 

 

The whole capital was mad, from the smallest child to the oldest man 

except the king and the queen and the prince… 

 

And a strange thing happened… the whole crowd gathered around the 

palace and they started shouting that the king had gone mad… they were all 

mad, obviously and they all agreed on the point that, "The king does not 

seem to be the same as we are…" 

 

The king immediately asked his prime minister what to do… Even our 

armies have gone mad… they are all dancing and they are drunk in… 

Madness and in joy… 

 

All are asking the king… "Come out of the palace!! We will choose a 

new king who is sane just like your old nature… like us now…" 

 

The prime minister was a wise man… he told the king… "The only 

way is to run from the back door…. I will keep them busy, you drink from 

the well and come back with your wife and son… and you all get drunk, 

unless you are mad, this crowd is going to kill you…" 

 

The advice was correct… they went and came back dancing to the 

front gate and the crowd was happy that… "Our king and queen and prince 

all have become sane…" 

 

Let your personality be with the people but your being with God…
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203- Meditation 

 

Once a great master was sitting on the sea shore, on the beach, and a 

man who was seeking for truth came to him touched his feet and asked… "I 

am not disturbing you … I would like to do anything that you suggest which 

can help me to find the truth…" 

 

The teacher simply closed his eyes and remained silent… The man 

shook his head… 

 

He said in his own mind "this man seems to be crazy… I am asking 

him a question and his closing his eyes…" 

 

He shook the man again and said (what about my question?) 

 

The sheik said "I" answered it,  just sill silently, don’t do anything … 

and the gross grows by itself… you need not bother about it, everything will 

happen… You just sit silently, enjoy silence, witness, give thanks and 

worship hum from your heart and he is the doer and the truth…  

   

The man said… "Can you give me it a name … because people will 

be asking me what are you doing? So he wrote on the sand with his finger… 

 

 Meditation… The man said… "This is too short on answer… Be a 

little more elaborate… The master wrote in big letter… 

 

Meditation  

 

"But there are simply big letters you are writing the same thing…" 

 

 "If I say more than that, then it will be wrong… if you can 

understand, then silence is enough… it is the mother of all languages… go 

inside and see and listen…" 

 

An hour of meditation is better than seventy years of prayer… 

Mediation is the key to the kingdom of god… 
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204- Gratefulness 

 

Once Zainab was on a pilgrimage and she came to a village at sunset 

and begged for lodging to stay the night… but the villagers slammed their 

doors… they threw her out of the village because she was not from their 

sect… 

 

It was a cold night and the old woman with no lodging and hungry… 

she stayed under a tree but she could not sleep well and it was dangerous 

too… wild animals and all kinds of fears… 

 

At midnight she awoke, she was very cold and saw the fully misty 

moon… overcome with the beauty… she got up and looked in the direction 

of the village and thanked you all… of road and the ones at home and the 

whole planet… she said… "I thank you all… the sun and the moon… the 

animals… the trees… and whoever refused to give me place to sleep… here 

I am with this beauty and the silence of the night and the loving light…" 

 

With great gratitude she thanked those people who refused to lodge 

her under an ordinary roof in order to sleep under the dome of the sky with 

all its beauty… 

 

The pain and the gain is one coin… one icon… and to be grateful to 

myself and to my friends and my enemies… we are one book with different 

words and many pages and many messages to live and share… 

 

She is not angry, she accepts it and welcomes it and she feels 

grateful… life is immense… God keeps giving us gifts and we keep refusing 

because w e are so engaged and preoccupied with many of our mind 

desires… 

 

We become who we are the moment we accept all that life brings with 

gratitude…  

 

Thank you God for all the lessons that we are experiencing… 

 

Life is an experience not an experiment… 
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205- The secret is open 

 

Once a scientist was working to find the secret of diamonds… he 

worked hard and almost all the clues were revealed to him except one single 

point… 

 

If he comes to know that single thing he will become the richest man 

in the world… 

 

Then somebody told him that there is a woman who knows all of the 

mountain and she is he wise woman who can help you… 

 

The scientist too off and many times his life was at stake, it was very 

difficult to climb the mountain but he reached and knocked at her door and a 

very beautiful woman opens the door and welcomes him by saying… "Come 

in, you have reached, my husband has gone out and this is the rule and you 

can ask only one question and I will answer it, one question only, no second 

question…" 

 

The scientist asked… "When your husband will be back?" 

 

This is the one question he had come to ask… somewhere deep down 

in the unconscious sex must have been the problem not the diamonds… he 

must be thinking, when I become richest man in the world, all the woman 

will be mine… 

 

What is our treasure? Where it is? How to dig for it? 

 

When the right moment comes the truth will surface and explode… 

but what is my truth? What is your truth… 

 

Trust your nature and flow with it and don't try to swim upstream… 

go with the flow of the glow and grow up… 
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206- Giving is receiving 

 

Once a fakir lived in a cottage on a far away hill… a thief entered, it 

was a full moon night…  

 

The fakir became worried because there was nothing that can be 

stolen, only one blanket and he was wearing that blanket… so what to do?  

 

He put the blanket near the door and hide himself in a corner… 

 

The thief looked around, found nothing, frustrated he was going to 

leave and in the dark night he could not see he blanket… so the fakir 

shouted…. "Wait! Take that blanket and I am very sorry, you came from far 

away and night is cold and there is nothing in this house… next time you 

come lease inform me so I will arrange something so you can steal but now 

have pity on me and take the blanket and don't say no…" 

 

The thief could not believe what is happening but he took the blanket 

and ran away… and the fakir thought… "What a beautiful moon up there… 

I wish I could give it to that thief…" 

 

Then the thief was caught and everybody recognized the blanket…. 

So the fakir had to go the court to testify but he said to the judge… "It is 

mine but he never stole it… he is not a thief… he visited me and I gave it to 

him…" 

 

The thief was amazed and so the judge and everyone… the fakir 

said… "It is true… this is my gift to him and I still feel guilty that there was 

nothing else to give and the blanket is old and he accepted it with 

thankfulness towards me…" 

 

The judge set the thief free… and what did the thief do? he followed 

the fakir and became his friend and his servant and his student… 

 

Our attachment and our possessiveness makes the taker a thief… it is 

a gift to possess but not to be possessed by it… use any utility but don't be 

used by it… share it… 
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207- Transformation 

 

Yes! It is wise to bend rather than to break… those who change will 

get spiritual wisdom… conversely, those who have wisdom will decide to 

change… change is the first law of nature… 

 

Once, accidentally a wise princess was poisoned… it was food 

poisoning… a poor man invited her and the poor man was waiting for many 

years to invite and early one day he came to her palace and was the first one 

to see her and invite her and she accepted his invitation and his long 

longing… 

 

What that man had done? 

 

Poor people gather any things from the earth during the rainy season 

and they dry it and keep it for the whole year… that is their only vegetable, 

but sometimes it goes poisonous… 

 

So the princess when started eating it was poisonous was very bitter 

but that was the only vegetable he has prepared and she did not want to hurt 

him… 

 

She ate and thanked him came home with the poison already in her 

blood and the physician came and said it is difficult and nothing can be done 

in such  a case… if you reveal your secrets to the wind, you should not 

blame the wind for revealing them to the trees… I am responsible… 

 

What can we do? Move into the vastness… into the infinite, and by 

and by, learn to trust it… leave yourself in the hands of life… 

 

So what can the princess do? 

 

The princess gathered her family and friends and her children and told 

them… "This man is not a killer… he is my second mother… my first food 

was and help me given to me by my mother and my last food by my mother 

too… don't punish him… this is God's will… the poor man is only a vehicle 

for me to go to God… love him and help him and thank him …" 
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Poison was given to the sage princess and love came out of her… she 

transformed the poison into love and compassion… 

 

How can we transform our pain into gain… our insult into salt… the 

real fact is that we are a transformer… the heart can change hate into love… 
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208- We are one 

 

Once, behind a temple there was a field where a lot of squashes were 

ripening… one day a fight started… the squashes split into two groups and 

made a big rocket shouting at each other… and of course they used to live in 

a temple, they were growing in a temple, so those two groups must have 

been into the sermons and the talks of the preaching of the priests… they 

heard about Christians and Jews… Jews and Muslims… Christians and 

Muslims… Muslims and Hindus and all the us and the others, something 

like that… 

 

A great theological debate arose… the head priest… heard the 

uproar… he yelled and scolded them saying… "Hey, you squashed! The 

idea of fighting among yourself! And in a temple! Everyone sit silently 

doing nothing!" 

 

The priest taught them how to be still and silent and witness… while 

the squashes were sitting in silence, their anger calmed down and were 

settled… then the priest said… "Everyone put your hands on the top of your 

heads…"when the squashed felt the top of their own heads with their hands, 

they found some weird thing on their heads… it turned out to be the vine 

that connected them together… they started laughing… they said this is 

really ridiculous!! We are one, and we are fighting unnecessarily" 

 

Yes! We are one… at-one-ment with the only one there is… all what 

you see and what you feel is you and in you… 

 

Sitting in silence and in awareness, one finds that the universe is 

one… there is no conflict anywhere, no enemy exist in any place… 

ignorance is our enemy… we are victims of victims… just one single word 

that gives peace is better than a thousand useless words… 

 

Our enmity is just our own illusion, created by us… that tension, 

ambition, struggle is all just a mind game… when you come to know the 

whole is one… we are connected together… that we are members and not 

numbers… we are the royal family in the kingdom of God… once we know 

this truth we are at home… 
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209- Acceptance 

 

Once in a village where an old wise man was living, a girl became 

pregnant… her father asked her for the name of the father or the lover and in 

order to escape punishment, she told him it was the sheik… the master… 

 

The father said nothing and when the time came and the child was 

born, he at once took the baby and put him at his door and yelled… "It 

seems that this is your child!" and piled on every insult and disgrace… 

 

The master only said… "Oh! Is that so?" and took the baby in his 

arms… whenever he went there after, he took the baby in his arms, wrapped 

in the sleeves of his ragged robe… 

 

During rainy days and stormy nights he goes out to beg milk from the 

neighbouring houses… many of his disciples and friends turned against him 

and left and the master said not a word… 

 

Meantime, the mother could not bear the agony of separation from her 

child… she confessed the name of the real father and her own father rushed 

to the master and begged over and over for forgiveness… 

 

The master said only… "Oh! Is that so?" and gave him the child 

back… 

 

Why judge? Why not accept any act as it is? 

 

This is acceptance… whatsoever life brings is okay… all is divine… 

accept life as it is, desires disappear… tensions disappears and you feel 

joyful without any reason… 

 

When joy has a reason it is not going to last long… when joy is 

without any reason, it is going to be there forever… let they will be done… 
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210- Anger 

 

Once a student came to a wise woman and said.. "I have a bad 

temper… how can I cure it?" 

 

"Show me this temper it sounds fascinating…" 

 

"I have not got it right now, so I can't show it to you…" 

 

"Well, then… bring it to me when you have it…" 

 

"But I can't bring it just when I have it or when it happens in me… or 

it arises unexpectedly and I would surely lose it before I got it to you…" 

 

"In that case, it cannot be part of your true nature... if it were, you 

could show it to me at any time… when you were born you did not have it, 

so it must have come to you from the outside… I suggest that whenever it 

gets into you, you beat yourself with a stick until the temper can't stand it 

and runs away… or go and run around the house seven times and afterwards 

sit still and watch and give thanks to where the anger has gone… you have 

not suppressed it, you have not controlled it and not repressed it and you 

have not thrown it on somebody else…" 

 

Anger is like electricity in the clouds… be aware of it… and once you 

are aware of it you are no more holding it… let it go like a could… when 

you are cool, you can enjoy the whole world… 

 

When you are hot you are lost… just face your feelings… right now 

what is I am facing? 

 

I am alone… no one loves me… I have no more enough money to be 

safe… I am growing old… and on and on… 

 

Are you alive now? Be graceful… take a deep breath and be aware 

that breath is all what we need and we have it and no one can stop it… 

 

Let us take a deep deep breathe and how many are not able to breathe? 
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Thank you God… 

 

Anger is danger and is a healing power too… 

 

It depends on me… how do I look at any fact?? 

 

Be the act… enjoy the actor and the action… 
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211- Gates of hell and heaven 
 

Once a warrior came to a sage woman and asked her "Is there any 

hell? Is there any heaven? If there is hell and heaven where are the gates, 

where do I enter from?"  

 

The woman said… "Who are you?"  

 

"I am a big warrior, a great soldier in the army and a leader of 

soldiers, even the king pays respect for me" said the warrior… 

 

The sage woman laughed and said …"You, a warrior? You look like a 

beggar."  

 

His pride was hurt, he took out his sword and was about to kill the 

woman who laughed and said to him "This is the gate of hell with this 

sword, this anger; this ego… here opens the gates…"  Immediately the 

warrior understood… He put his sword back in its sheath and the wise 

woman said "Here opens the gates of heaven…"  

 

Hell and heaven are within us… When we behave unconsciously; 

there is the gate of hell… When we behave alert and conscious, There is the 

gate of heaven…  

 

The mind is heaven… The mind is hell… They are here and now, 

every moment the door opens in a single moment… I can move from hell to 

heaven, from heaven to hell, it depends of what I am here for… Now… 

where is my mind? Fear? Anger? Hate? No trust? Or love and trust and 

enjoy the now as it is… 
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212- Searching for God 

 

I have been seeking and searching God as long as I can remember, for 

many many lives, from the very beginning of existence…  

 

Once in a while, I have seen him by the side of a faraway star, and I 

have rejoiced and danced that the distance, although great, is not impossible 

to reach… And I have travelled and reached to the star, but by the time I 

reached the star, God has moved to another star… And it has been going on 

for centuries… The challenge is so great that I go on hoping against hope… 

I have to find him, I am so absorbed in the search… the very search is so 

intriguing, so mysterious, so enchanting, that God has become almost an 

excuse...  

 

The search has become itself the goal… And to my surprise, one day I 

reached a house in a faraway star with a small sign in front of it, saying 

"This is the house of God…" My joy knew no bounds… so finally I have 

arrived! I rushed up the steps, many steps, which led to the door of the 

house… But as I was coming closer and closer to the door, a fear came!! A 

fear suddenly appeared in my heart… As I was going to knock, I became 

paralyzed with fear that I had never known, never thought of, never dreamt 

of… The fear was: "If this house is certainly the house of God, then what 

will I do after I have found him?"  

 

Now searching for God has become my very life; to have found him 

will be equivalent to committing suicide… Where God is nothing else is… 

no more me… and what am I going to do with him? I had never thought of 

all these things before… I should have thought before I started the search… 

What am I going to do with God? I took my shoes off, and silently and very 

slowly stepped back, afraid that God may hear the noise and may open the 

door and say "where are you going? I am here, come in’… And as I reached 

the steps, I ran away as I have never run before; and since then I have been 

again searching for God, looking for him in every direction and avoiding the 

house where he really lives… now I know that house has to be avoided… 

and I continue the search, enjoy the journey, the pilgrimage…  

 

The home of God is in us… is so near why go far???. 
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213- Wholeness  
 

Once a king came to see a mystic and brought a golden scissors for 

him, very beautiful gift, very valuable… The king kissed the mystic and 

gave him the gift…  

 

Farid, the mystic, too happy… took the gift, looked at it and gave it 

back to the king and said "Many thanks for the gift… it is very beautiful but 

useless for me… It will be better if you can give it to the one who needs it 

and give me a needle… scissors I don’t need, a needle will do."  

 

The king said "If you need a needle you need scissors too."  

 

Farid said "Scissors I don’t need because they cut things apart… A 

needle I need because a needle puts things apart into together… Love put 

things together… a heart is the communication… I need a needle… so that I 

can put people together… The scissors are useless, they cut, they disconnect, 

and I already have one in my mind… next time bring me a needle to sow my 

heart with every heart and every soul."  

 

Let us be the master of our minds and use it but not be used by it… 
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214- Worry 
 

Once, an old woman was travelling on a bus, she was very anxious 

and continually asking the driver what stop it was… the stranger sitting 

beside her said… "Relax, don’t be worried, the conductor will go on 

announcing what stop it is and if you are too worried I will even call the 

conductor… you can tell him where it is you want to get off, so he can keep 

a note of it and you relax…"  

 

He called the conductor and the woman said…"Please remember I 

don’t want to miss my stop… I have to reach where I am going very 

urgently"  

 

The conductor said "Okay, I will make a note of it. Even without your 

asking I will be announcing it and I will come to you and tell you when your 

stop comes… Don’t be worried… Now, where is it that you want to get 

off?"  

 

The woman so tense said "Oh, thank you… you just make a note of 

it… I need to get off at the bus terminal."  

 

Your consciousness becomes narrow when you become tense… Rest 

and relax… Take a deep breath and be grateful that we are still breathing…  

 

Why in a hurry? Where are we going… all of us are towards the life 

terminal… Just relax and this is the secret of surrender and submission…  

 

Let thy be done… We are the drop and the wave and we die in the 

ocean… meet and merge and melt in the whole universe… We are the verse 

and the universe… 
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215- Desire 
 

Once an emperor met a beggar and asked him… "What do you want?"  

 

The beggar laughed and said "You are asking as if you can fulfill my 

desire …"  

 

"Of course I can. What is it? You just tell me!"  

 

"Think twice before you promise"  

 

"I am the emperor; I will fulfill anything you ask… what can you 

possibly desire that I cannot give to you?"  

 

"It is a very simple desire… you see this begging bowl? Can you fill it 

with something?"  

 

"Of course, come my minister and fill this man’s begging bowl with 

money"  

 

The vezir poured money in the bowl and it disappeared … He poured 

more and more and the moment he would pour in it, it would disappear… 

And the begging bowl remained always empty… A huge crowd gathered 

and the prestige of the emperor was at shake… He asked the vezir to put 

diamonds and pearls and emeralds… Everything that was put into it 

disappeared as if it was a bottomless bowl…  

 

The king gave all what he has and admitted his defeat and 

said…"Yes… I am not a king… I am just a lost soul… please just tell me 

one thing, what is this beggar bowl made of?"  

 

"It is made of human mind… There is no secret… It is simply made 

of human desire."   

 

From one desire we go into another desire the mind dematerialized the 

desire… The car is in the garage but there is no excitement any more… The 

excitement was only in getting it… Again the emptiness is there ready to eat 
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you up… Again you have to create another desire to escape from this 

yawning abyss…  

 

The other journey is inwards… move inwards towards Godward… 

come back home… in is our only inn. 
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216- Hope 

 

Once a hunter got lost in a jungle for three days he could not find 

anybody to ask the way out and he was becoming more and more panicky… 

Three days of no food… and three days of constant fear of wild animals…  

 

For three days he had not been able to sleep, he had been sitting 

awake on some tree, afraid from snakes, lions and many other wild 

animals… The fourth day in the morning he saw a man sitting under a tree… 

you can imagine his joy… He rushed up, hugged him and said… "What a 

joy!" and the other man hugged him and both were immensely happy…  

 

Then they asked each other "Why are you so ecstatic?"  

 

The first said… "I was lost and was hoping to meet somebody"  

 

And the second said… "I am also lost and hoping to meet 

somebody… But, if we are both lost… then the ecstasy was for nothing… 

now we are lost together…"  

 

Don’t get lost in the trap of hope… Don’t get caught in the idea that 

help is coming from outside yourself… The other is not going to fulfill 

you… Fulfillment is within… Let us not decorate our prison…  

 

Our minds are prisons until we are free; until we can watch our minds 

works for us instead we are working for our minds… let us be a witness… a 

watcher and live our freedom… We are born free why not live our 

freedom…?? Our birth right!!! Let us hope without any hope… or any 

rope… 
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217- The power of faith 
 

Once, the priest of the town gathered all the people and asked them to 

come to the temple so that they could pray for the rain…  

 

The whole town went and they all laughed at a certain child who came 

with an umbrella… Everybody said… "You fool… why are you carrying 

your umbrella? You may lose it somewhere… rains are not coming…"  

 

The child said… "But I thought that when you pray and ask God, the 

rain would come…"  

 

Only one child was carrying an umbrella… How can rain come? If 

that child had prayed there was a possibility of ran…  

 

Faith can only be total… If you don’t have total faith, then why are 

you going to pray?  

 

Faith is the inner communion with God… No need to ask… no need 

to pray… you are the prayer… you are the acceptance… Just be the witness 

who is watching what you do and what you think and what you feel… 
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218- Walk with your own light 
 

Once a young student said… "During the hours when I devote myself 

to my studies… I feel life and light… But the moment I stop studying it is 

all gone… What shall I do?"  

 

The sage man said… "That is just as when a man walks through the 

woods on a dark night and for a time, another man accompanies him who 

has a lamp… but at the crossroads they part and the first must grope his way 

on alone… But if a man carries his own light with him, he need not be afraid 

of any darkness."  

 

Don’t depend on another’s light… It is even better you grope in 

darkness but let the darkness be yours.  

 

Blind people don’t fall… But try walking with closed eyes; you will 

be in difficulty… But the blind man can walk because the blindness is his… 

not borrowed…  

 

Darkness is never so dangerous as borrowed light… Be aware of who 

you are… You are light but open your eyes and see yourself…God is the 

only light and we are his children… his family… his lovers… 
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219- A light in darkness 
 

Once a blind man, visiting a friend… He was given a lantern to carry 

home with him… "I don’t need a lantern, darkness or light is all the same to 

me…" said the blind man…  

 

"I know you don’t need a lantern to find your way, but if you don’t 

have one, someone else may run into you because everyone in this town 

carries a lantern with candles inside… So you must take it…" said his 

friend…  

 

The blind man started off with the lantern and before he had walked 

very far someone ran into him… "Look out where you are going can’t you 

see this lantern?" he said to the stranger…  

 

"Your candle has burned out, brother… your lantern is only a paper 

back with no light…" said the stranger…  

 

Be aware of your inner light… Let your inner light shine…  

 

Remember who you are now… Life is not in your future, you are 

already alive and perfect… 
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220- A drop of water 
 

Once a wise man asked a young student to bring him a pail of water to 

cool his bath…  

 

The student brought the water and offer cooling the bath, threw on the 

ground the little water that was left over…  

 

"Oh my son! Why waste even a drop of water? Why didn’t you give 

the rest of the water to the plants? What right have you to waste even a drop 

of water? Even if you live beside a river don’t waste water… If you waste 

anything, you serve the devil and by saving and giving in the right way you 

are serving God… We belong to him and nothing belongs to us…" said the 

wise man…  

 

The young student attained peace in that instant and changed his name 

to Nukta which means a drop… And he dropped his ego…  

 

Let go and let God… Let us be aware of our ego and let God be our 

guide… Let thy will be done… 
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221- Plant the seed 
 

Once a king had three sons, and he wanted to choose one to be his 

heir… And it was very difficult because all three were very intelligent and 

very courageous and they were triplets… So he asked a sage man who gave 

him an idea…  

 

The king went home and gave his sons each one a bag of flower’s 

seed and told them that he was going on a pilgrimage… "It will take a year 

or more and you will have to give back to me the seeds and whoever protects 

them best will become my heir." and he left…  

 

The first son locked the seeds in an iron box…  

 

The second son went into the market and sold the seeds and kept the 

money to buy new seeds when his father comes back…  

 

But the third son went into the garden and threw the seeds all over the 

place…  

 

When the king came back, the first son opened the box and the seeds 

were dead but they are the same seeds that had the power and the possibility 

of booming into flowers and perfumes and now are stinking…  

 

The second son went and bought new seeds, his idea is better than the 

first but not as it should be…  

 

What was the gift of the third son…?? The third son took his father to 

the garden and there were millions of plants blooming all around and the 

perfume everywhere and much more seeds are ready for the next season…  

 

The father said…"You are my heir… This is how one should behave 

with seeds…"  

 

The stingy will not understand life and the calculating mind will also 

miss it… Only a creative mind can understand it…  

 

Remember not to hoard your love or calculate… Instead let your love 

bloom and share it and let it grow and glow…   
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222- The one in everyone 

 

Once it happened that a monk went to take his ritual bath in the 

river… On his way back, one leper touched him and the monk became very 

angry and said… "What have you done? I have to go and take another bath 

you have defiled me!"  

 

"Then your river is not worth, because it purifies you and right now 

by my touch you become defiled, as if you are telling me that I am stronger 

and it means that my body can touch your soul and you said body is illusion, 

just a dream and how a dream can touch the reality? Tell me who has defiled 

you?" asked the leper…  

 

"I am a monk and my religion is higher and better than yours and you 

are sick and you can’t touch a healthy soul." said the monk  

 

"Yes! I am different, but the same one is in everyone and he is the 

purity and the health and how the same truth can defiles itself?" said the 

leper…  

 

The monk said "Up to now I was only thinking about the one, it was 

just a philosophy, and you have showed me the right path… Now let me 

follow you to your own teacher… Let me live the oneness…"  

 

And the monk was transformed. What comes out of me carries my 

quality, the fragrance of my being… If anger comes out of me, that shows 

my inside is ill… If love and compassion and light come out of you… That 

shows that wholeness has been achieved… 
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223- Give me the inner 
 

Once a Salha woman was passing and was caught by a murder, a man 

who lived on theft… He caught hold of this enlightened woman who asked 

"What are you going to do?"  

 

"I am going to rob you of all that you have" said the murderer…  

 

The woman said… "If you could do that I would be happy, because I 

have something very inner, rob it you are welcome."  

 

The murderer could not understand it, but he said, "I am concerned 

only with the outward things"  

 

The saint woman said "But they only won’t help much and why are 

you doing this?"  

 

"Because of my family, my mother and my wife and children, they 

will starve… I only know this art…"  

 

So the lady said "You bind me with a tree so I can’t escape and you 

go back and ask your mother and your wife and children that you are 

committing sin for them. Are they ready to share the punishment when you 

will be before God, are they ready to share the judgment?"  

 

The murderer started thinking and said "You may be right I should go 

and ask…"  

 

He went and asked them all and they all said the same thing… "Why I 

should share? I have done nothing… It is your responsibility to feed us and 

give us our needs and our desires…"  

 

Nobody was ready to share with him and he came back to the woman 

and said… "Now give me the inner richness, now make me the robber of the 

inner truth… I am born alone... I will die alone and I am responsible for my 

life, so I must look now who am I and why I am here and where I am going."  

 

The murderer became a soul brother in a second…   
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224- The pearl in you 

 

Once there was a king by the name of Ibrahim… one night he heard a 

noise on his roof… somebody was walking so he asked who is there? 

 

The man said "Don’t get disturbed, my camel is lost and I am 

searching for it…" 

 

The king laughed at the fool and told him to go home… but then he 

could not sleep because when he said " Don’t be worried, Don’t be 

disturbed." there was so much silence and consolation a peace in his voice… 

it cannot be madman… and when he said " my camel is lost", the voice was 

so penetrating, it seemed to indicate something... so the king asked his 

people to search for this man... the whole kingdom was searched and was 

not found because how can you find a man by his voice… 

 

The next day there was much hustle at the door of the palace… and 

beggar came and was saying to the watchman …"Allow me to enter this Inn 

for few days …" the guard was saying that this is the palace of the king… " 

No, no, this is for travellers only, they stay and they go… your king seems to 

be idiot…" said the beggar… 

 

The king heard and was very angry but the beggar said… "Listen, I 

had come before and somebody else was on this throne and he was like you 

and so before him was another one like him too and I will come again and I 

will not find you here and he will say this is my residence… what type of 

residence is this? I call it a traveller's Inn…" 

 

The king knew the voice and asked him if he is the madman... "Yes I 

am the madman and you are also, if you are looking for yourself in the 

riches you are looking for a camel on the roof…" 

 

The king came down from his throne and said to the fakir… "You stay 

in this sarai, in this Inn, but I am leaving it and search for home before it is 

too late." 

 

The king became a mystic and lived outside the capital… he used to 

live outside and people will come and ask him for his residence, he will 

show them the cemetery… this is where people reside… 
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People will go to the cemetery and come back to him very angry... and 

they will say what type of man you are? 

 

We asked about the city… where people reside and you sent us to the 

cemetery…  

 

And he would laugh and he will say… "So we use terms in different 

way it seems... because there in the cemetery once you enter you are a 

resident for ever… that is a real residence… permanent… where addresses 

never changes and you are there forever and ever and ever… so you are not 

asking for this real city… then you are  for this town which is a cemetery 

because people are standing in the queue just to die… somebody’s time has 

come today, somebody’s will be coming tomorrow, or after tomorrow, but 

everybody  is waiting just to die and you call it a home or a residence? I call 

it the cemetery, where people are simply waiting to die, where nothing exists 

except death." 

 

But if you are looking for the eternal, then be like the honest 

merchant, sell all the many and buy the one pearl of your inner being which 

cannot be drowned… if you go outside you may achieve much and much but 

you will miss the one… and that ONE is the very center… unless one attains 

to oneself nothing is attained… 
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225- The mind is a duality 

 

Once a shipwrecked sailor reached a deserted Island… for five years 

he had to live there… no shipped passed… he built a small hut but he was 

always and continuously thinking of the past and the future and the world… 

 

Everything was so peaceful…. Peace was the only problem to him… 

otherwise there was everything he needs… the streams, the fruit trees, the 

birds and the blue sky, but the silence that he always asked for looked 

unbearable…  

 

Being an architect he started building small things, small models, just 

to remain occupied… he made a small street… two churches… one near the 

hut and one at the end of the town… he made  small shops… a school and a 

hospital… he created a whole town… 

 

After five years, a ship came and anchored in the bay and a man came 

out to see him… he ran from his hut and reached the shore very excited and 

now he became very puzzled… the man came out of the boat with a big 

newspapers and said " what the newspapers are for? I don’t care about it…" 

 

And the captain said … "first you go through these, look at what is 

happening in the world and then tell us whether you still want to be 

rescued..." 

 

The man threw those newspapers in the sea and said … "what 

nonsense in your world, come and see my town… my world… my life here 

before we leave…" 

 

So he showed him the town… "But why two churches?" he asked… 

"Oh my friend… this is the church I go to and the church I say yes to and 

this is the religion I say yes to and the other church I say no to… I don’t go 

there…" 

 

So the captain knew that he is still in the world  of duality not in the 

world of peace and oneness… even though the body is alone but still lonely 

with the inner crowd… 
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Be alone in the crowd but not lonely… Live your aloneness… your 

stillness… your witnessing and be aware and alert of this grace… 

 

I am alone but not lonely… I am one with existence… 
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226- I am not doing anything 

 

Once a woman was standing on a hill top alone in the dawn, just like 

the hill, like the tree… and three persons were passing by, they had come for 

a morning walk, they looked at this woman and they had different 

opinions… what she is doing? 

 

"I know what... she has lost her cow... so she is looking for it around 

the hill"… said the first… 

 

The second said "But the way she is standing she is not looking at all, 

she is not moving her eyes… I think she must have come for a morning walk 

with some friends and the friend is left behind and she is waiting for him to 

come." 

 

The third said… "No... she is not waiting for a friend because she is 

not looking behind, that is not the posture of a waiting person, I think she is 

in prayer or meditation." 

 

They were so much divided and they became so excited about the 

explanation what she is doing… so let us go up the hill and ask her… so 

they went and the first asked her… Are you looking for your cow? The 

woman opened her eyes and said… "I don’t possess anything, so nothing 

can be lost, and she closed her eyes"… 

 

The second said… then I must be right… you are waiting for a friend 

who is left behind… she said… "I have no enemies and no friends… I am 

alone"… 

 

Then the third said… then I must be the best right… I hope you are 

praying and asking God what you want… 

 

She laughed and said… I have all what I need… I don’t have any 

object to achieve so how can I ask? 

 

Then what are you doing? 

 

I am just standing... witnessing this beauty… I am not doing anything 

at all… he is doing it all through me… he is writing through me… reading 
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through me… me is we… mewe… he she it… we are one with the One… 

the drop is the small ocean… this is freedom… 

 

We are born a being only to worship not to warship… to celebrate not 

to celibate… enjoy this moment and rejoice this grace… let us live our 

choice… now-here or nowhere else… 

 

Now is the time… here is the place… 
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227- Whole and holy 

 

Once a Chinese teacher had an American student… when the student 

was going back the teacher gave him a  present, a small curved wooden box 

under one condition that you have to keep it in your house facing east… and 

the student promised… 

 

But when he put the box facing east, then he came to understand that 

it is very difficult because his whole arrangement in the drawing room 

became absurd… so he had to change the whole arrangement of the room to 

be harmonious with the box… 

 

But then the whole house became absurd and he had to change the 

whole house… then the garden became absurd… so he wrote to his teacher 

that this box is dangerous…I will have to change the whole world because if 

I change the garden then the neighbourhood... and he was a sensitive man, so 

he felt the flow of harmony… 

 

If you make your life on the now… the moment … now-here, you are 

going to be in difficulty the whole because it will never adjust, it will never 

be harmonious, something or other will always be wrong…  

 

Look at the universe… at the whole and with this vision emerge and 

melt and live your life… accept anything without any expectations…. No 

good and bad… it is a dance of balance… day and night… up and down…. 

And this is the challenge…. This is the change… this is the life of the now-

here as it is with great gratefulness… 

 

Let us dive our divinity in the unity… and your life will be a harmony 

and a melody… otherwise you will always be somehow outlandish 

eccentric… 

 

Everyone is eccentric… means out of the center… out of the heart not 

exactly as it should be because everybody is trying to make life according to 

the moment and the moment is not the whole, it is a fragment of eternity… 

 

But the higher is your consciousness, the greater is your vision… from 

the highest peak of consciousness the whole is visible and it is now-here… 

have a bird’s eye view and fly high… 
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228- Success or bliss?? 

 

Once Mulla was very sad and a friend asked him why… what has 

happened? 

 

Mulla said "Two weeks before, one of my uncles died and he left me 

one million Dollars…" 

 

The friend said... "Mulla, have you gone mad? You should be happy 

not sad…" 

 

"Yes!, but last week my other uncle died and left me two million 

Dollars…" 

 

"Then you should be even happier…" 

 

"That I know, but I have no more uncles… that makes me sad" 

 

That is what happens when a man succeeds and no more to achieve… 

no more uncles in your life… no more challenges and no more 

possibilities… success will bring your neurosis’s up… in a poor country not 

so many madness…. People can still hope for the next step… the faith is 

good towards truth… towards godliness and not towards fail… 

 

But what to do? Leave the impossible aside…   I-m-possible… be a 

rebel… think of the natural, the possible, the easy… don’t see the difficult… 

see now… this beautiful breath… 

 

Take a deep breath and this is our birth and our path of faith… our 

challenge to change… 

 

Change is a constant law, but the ego is the barrier… the wall… go to 

the well… welcome to any Treasure… the treasure of nature…this is our 

nurture… live your light not your fight… this is the real religion… the 

religiousness of the heart… of the being… of the bliss… this is the real 

success... just as you are right now… enjoy the breath… the breeze… the 

sun… the birds… the noise and yourself as you are… 
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229- Hurry slowly 

 

Once two birds were on a tree, one sitting on a lower branch, another 

sitting on a higher branch… the bird on the lower branch thinks, gets 

worried, desires, demands, accumulates, fights, competes, remains in 

anguish, tension, jumps from this branch to another, always moving never 

rests… 

 

The other bird is in silence… relaxed and resting… he has no desires, 

no needs, and no dreams to fulfil, as if everything is fulfilled, as if he has 

attained, nowhere to go… he simply sits and enjoys, he watches the bird 

who is on the lower branch… 

 

These are the two dimensions in me… I am the tree… and the lower 

bird is always disturbed, it is my body and the bodily needs and desires and 

if I forget my being and I become one with my body and its needs and 

desires, I become a great greed… a slave to all my mind’s needs… 

 

The higher branch, the top of the tree, the other bird who is a witness, 

who simply looks down at this foolish bird jumping, moving in anguish, 

anxiety, anger, sex, everything happens to it and not happy… 

 

The higher bird is simply a witness, he simply looks on and on, he is 

just a spectator, he is grateful to the lower bird. Life is our only lesson. 

 

You are the tree, I am the tree, we are rooted in the earth. Take a deep 

breath and let it go down in the roots of our feet. We are rooted in the 

existence and holding the two dimensions of our energy… the two wings… 

the two forces… birth and death… 

 

If we know the two wings we know that we are immoral… we are just 

visiting this planet earth… only crossing a bridge of life to another bridge of 

life… 

 

Close your eyes… go within… leave the body behind... it is only a 

vehicle... a learning lesson... watch and be patient... be the watch person and 

suddenly you are awake... filled with eternal life… 
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230- Resting is now 

 

Once a millionaire visited a primitive tribe... when got down of the 

train he saw a native man just lying on the platform under a tree... 

 

The morning was beautiful, very sunny, air was clean, fresh, and 

cool... birds were singing and the man was resting... 

 

The businessman could not tolerate this... he said... "Hey chief, what 

are you doing there? It is time to go and earn money or do something!" 

 

The man who was resting opened his eyes and asked very sweetly... 

why? 

 

This why cannot be understood by a businessman who became 

annoyed and sail... "Why? To have a bank account... bank balance so that 

you can retire and rest and then there is no need to work..." 

 

The primitive closed his eyes and said... "Why have a long run... why 

not a short cut... I am resting now…" 

 

A man who is religious enjoys his work... do what you love and 

money will come... our daily bread and our nowly breath is available ... why 

run for tomorrow? Enjoy every day as it comes… 

 

The businessman who can’t enjoy the now always postpones the joy 

for tomorrow and does the work of tomorrow now... just live this now as it 

is... 

 

Don’t postpone your life in order to live it in heaven up there 

somewhere... 

 

Heaven is within us and now and here forever and ever... just relax 

and be aware of this now… you are the richest creature on Earth...be as the 

creator created you... 

 

God has no other hands than ours... he is so near... in our heart... why 

go so far??? 
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231- I have not lived yet 

 

I have the life but not lived it... how? 

 

Once a king was dying... he was hundred years already but he did not 

want to die, instead he said to death... "Can you take one of my sons, 

because I have not lived yet, I was engaged in the works of the kingdom... so 

be kind to me and take one of my sons instead." 

 

The death said "okay, you ask your children..." 

 

He asked them and they listened but they will not agree, only the 

youngest who was sixteen... said "okay... I will die instead..." even death felt 

sorry for the boy and asked him ... "why you and not your old brothers?" 

 

The young boy said... "if my father could not live in hundred years 

how can I hope to live? 

 

It is enough for me to understand that my father could not live 

because there must be some other way to live... maybe I will find life 

through death, allow me to go and help me to live through the death of the 

ego and take me now!" 

 

The son was taken and the father lives again hundred years more and 

death came and he was surprised...  

 

"You came very soon and I have not lived yet... tried and planned and 

I was just ready to live and you came... please take the other son…" 

 

And this happened many timers and each time a son donated his life 

and the father lived... and when he was one thousand years old... death came 

and asked... "What is your idea now? Should I take another son now?" 

 

"No, it is my mind not my time... I have become addicted to waste 

existence and my being... so now I am ready to go... life is in the present and 

not in the future" said the king... 

 

Unless you become aware that the mind is the barrier you are going to 

be miserable... be aware of the wall and do a bridge instead… 
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232- I have awareness 

 

Once it happened when Pompeii was destroyed by a volcano, the 

whole city was on fire... buildings were falling and people were escaping... 

everybody was carrying something of their things such as gold, diamond, 

money, furniture, scriptures, books... whatsoever could be saved they were 

carrying... 

 

But only one man who was not carrying anything just his walking 

stick... everybody was annoyed by him, why he is not carrying anything? 

And he was walking as if he was going for his morning walk... whoever 

looked at him said why? You could not save anything? Everything is lost? 

 

The man said "I am enjoying  my morning walk... and I did not have 

anything and all that I have I am carrying…" 

 

Then why are you walking like are going for a morning walk? It is 

such a crisis, and why can’t you see it or feel it… many are dying and many 

buildings are ruined? 

 

The man laughed and said... because whatsoever you have 

accumulated is of this world...and death ruins it, fire burns it all... I have 

accumulated only awareness… It may be a crisis for you, but for me it is 

time gift to enjoy my morning walk..." 

 

This man is a mystic, a witness to the truth... to this now-here… 
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233 - The danger saved me 

 

Once a frog got into a rut on a muddy village road… he went into the 

rut, but he could get out of it... It was so difficult, he tried and his friends 

also helped him but nothing happened... so he has to stay in that state facing 

his fate all alone… 

 

Next day the friends were thinking that he must be dead by now, 

because just on the road in a rut… so they went to see him and they found 

him hopping here and there and they asked... "What happened? How you 

could get out of the rut? It seems impossible, how it happened?" 

 

The frog said… "Nothing... just a truck came by and I had to come 

out…" 

 

The whole effort was night applied when there was no danger… if 

you can see death, the new birth comes with it... when the truck comes, you 

will put the whole effort of your being, you will come out of the rut... you 

have been missing the power because you have been holding back… let go 

and let God...your inner power... just jump with total trust... you have 

nothing to lose... you may win... you do, and you meditate half heartedly, it 

is a like yesno... lukewarm effort... you cannot evaporate through it because 

there is a particular law... A degree has to be attained only then evaporation 

happens...  

 

You want to be free but the rut gives you a certain protection and 

security and out of it is a new trouble... through this pain you gain... from a 

dark room to the sun... and to the open sky... this jump needs all your effort 

to go beyond all walls... all the boundaries into the freedom… 
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234- I am the pearl 
 

Once, Ghalib, a great poet was invited to a dinner by the emperor... 

many other people where invited too but he was the only poor person and 

very famous poet... 

 

Friends suggested that Ghalib should borrow clothes and shoes and 

umbrella and a coat so that he can go to the dinner... but Ghalib said... "If I 

borrow something, I will feel very uncomfortable inside because I have 

never been borrowing from anybody... I have lived on my own feet... I have 

lived in my own way... just for a dinner to break the habit of the whole life... 

is not good..." 

 

So he went to the dinner in his own clothes, at the gate the watchman 

thought that he is a beggar and kicked him out... although he showed him the 

invitation card from the emperor...   

 

So Ghalib went back to his friends arranged some clothes and he put 

them on and went... the watchman bowed down to him and said come in 

sir... and he was allowed to sit just by the side of the emperor... what was the 

next step?? 

 

When the feast started, Ghalib started feeding his coat saying "My 

coat eat it... because really you have entered not me!!" 

 

The emperor said... "What are you doing Ghalib?  Have you gone 

mad?" 

 

"No, I had come before but I was refused... now this coat has come 

and I came with it because the coat could not come alone otherwise I have 

not come…" said Ghalib… 

 

And this is happening to everybody… we are social hangers… we are 

a utility for  the unreality... we are a commodity for money... your coat or 

your car is recognized by others not you... the horse is the boss not the 

rider... so is the car and the house and all the outlooks... 
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Look for the riches within you not for the pleasures that are spread on 

you and around you... many are the riches outside, only one pointed goal is 

within... the inner pearl... the truth that does not die and it is priceless... 
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235- Go Astray 

 

Once a priest arrived in a new town… the taxis were on a strike and 

he had to reach the church to give the speech that evening, so he asked a 

small boy where the church is, the boy led him to the church… 

 

When the priest reached the church he thanked the boy and said… 

"I’m very grateful that you helped me, if you are at all interested to know 

where God is come this evening to my sermon… I am going to talk about 

the way to the house of the Divine…" 

 

The boy laughed and said… "You don’t know the way to the church, 

how you will be knowing the way to the divine? Where is the real church?" 

 

Even if you know the way to the church that makes no difference… 

church is not his home and he has never been… you cannot seek him, 

because you don’t know him or her or any touch from this existence… how 

can a blind men talk about the sun? 

 

Yes! God can seek me if I am looking for him… he knows me and he 

always reaches me… yes whenever you are ready God is ready… 

 

The question is to be ready and wait and become an individual not 

part of the crowd… live your uniqueness and don’t fall a victim to crowd 

and numbers and society… but follow your heart and in millions of way God 

can reach you when you are ready for this mystery… 
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236- Am I grateful to my body 

 

I have heard, a man was going to commit suicide and a master was 

sitting on the river bank from where this man was going to take the jump… 

he said… wait just for a moment! Wait! Are you going to commit suicide?" 

 

"Yes! But who are you to prevent me?" 

 

"I am not preventing you. In fact, I would love for you to commit 

suicide, but before doing it, if you can give me your two eyes… because the 

king of this country has gone blind… and the doctors say if somebody can 

donate his eyes… not the eyes of a dead person but a living person… then 

those eyes can be transplanted and the king will be able to see again… and 

whatever you want as a reward, as a prize, you say it and it is yours… So 

just before committing suicide why not do a little business?" 

 

"How much he will give?" 

 

He forgot about his suicide… we are so business minded… the master 

said: "whatever you want, you just say" I am a poor man, I cannot ask 

much… you suggest something…" "Twenty thousand dollars!" "God… I 

never thought that much…" "Even more… he is the king and I will ask him 

for twenty million dollars" "Twenty million? But then why should I commit 

suicide?" 

 

Just on the way towards the palace, the man started saying to the 

master  "I am having second thought" 

 

"What second thoughts? Have you raised your price again?" 

 

"The price is not the question… I am thinking that just for two eyes, 

twenty million… what about two ears, the nose, the teeth, my whole body? 

How much is the price of the whole body?" 

 

"You can calculate; just for two eyes, twenty million" 

 

"I am not going to sell... I am going home… now for the first time I 

have recognized what God has given me and I have paid nothing… these 

two eyes which have seen all kinds of beauty… these two ears which have 
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heard all kinds of music… this life which has experienced so much… and I 

have not even said thank you..." 

 

"I am so grateful to you" 

 

"I am so grateful to you too… the whole existence… even for the 

whole kingdom of the king I cannot give my eyes, although I am a 

beggar…" 

 

Have you ever realized how much existence has given to you? 

 

It is simply out of love that God gave us so much and much more… 

but are we ready to take it? 
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237- The tale of the sands 

 

Once a stream came all the way from its source and reaches the sand 

of the desert and here also it tries to cross this barrier in order to reach the 

ocean… but the water started to disappear in the sands and was afraid to 

cross… 

 

Now a hidden voice coming from the desert whispered… "The wind 

crosses the desert and so can the stream…" 

The stream objected that the wind fly and this was why it could cross 

the desert… 

 

You must allow the wind to carry you over to your destination… 

 

But how could this happen? 

 

By allowing yourself to be absorbed in the wind. This idea was not 

acceptable to the stream… 

 

Don’t worry said the sand… the wind does this function, takes up 

water, carries it over the desert and then lets it fall again as rain, the water 

again becomes a river and keeps revering… it is a verb not a noun… 

 

How can I know that this is true and can I remain the same? 

 

No two seconds are the same… you cannot in any case remain the 

same, but the essential part is the same… 

 

What do you mean? 

 

Only the form changes and still you will have the same name and 

verb… river is revering… 

 

And the stream raised his vapor into the arms of the wind and went to 

the mountains and lived the experience of flying and falling again as rain 

into a stream towards the ocean… 
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The stream was learning and the sands whispered… "we know, 

because we see it happen day after day and we the sands extends from the 

river side all the way to the mountain." 

 

And the story of the stream is written in the sands… 
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238- The happiness happens 

 

Once an old man was one of the unhappiest man in the world… the 

whole village was tired of him, always grumpy and complaining and in bad 

mood… 

 

And the more he advanced in age the more acidic he became, so 

people avoided him because he became infectious and created unhappiness 

in others too… 

 

But one day on his eightieth birthday, suddenly the whole village 

could not believe it… a rumour spread like fine… "The old man in happy 

today not complaining even smiling and his whole face has changed…" 

 

The whole village gathered and said "What is the secret? What has 

happened to you?" the old man said… "Nothing… I tried to be happy for 

eighty years I could not be… so I thought it is better to go without 

happiness… I let go of tying… I wasted eighty years… now I will live 

without trying, that is why I am happy…" 

 

Try hard and you become unhappy… accept unhappiness and 

suddenly you are happy because the effort is no longer there… 

 

And grace is always available but through your effort you push it 

away… don’t push it… watch the children and be a childlike… 

 

Life is a dance, is a celebration and is inviting us in all its existence 

but we resist… join the dance… 

 

Be happy and don’t ask how? Flow through existence and Allah is my 

innermost care and come not separate from me… 
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239- Reaction and response 

 

There was a prophet who was passing a village… few people who 

were against him gathered and insulted him… he listened silently, very 

patiently and because of his patience people started becoming restless… 

 

His heart was listening to the people who thought something is 

wrong… what is happening? They started looking at each other… then one 

person asked the prophet… "What is the matter? Don’t you understand what 

we are saying?" 

 

"Yes I do… because I can understand… that is why I am so silent… 

had you come years before then I would have jumped on you… now I 

understand and I hear and I listen and I know who you are… how can I be 

angry?" said the prophet… 

 

The people could not understand what the matter was… they said 

"Please explain to us…" 

 

The prophet is a sage man, a master… a loving soul brother… so he 

said… "Sit down and listen to me… I am full… whatever you give me 

comes back to you… you receive what you give… you are reacting and I m 

responding… once I take your insult, I start punishing myself and it is your 

problem and your lesson… so why react? Just watch yourself… you are 

hurting yourself by hurting others… I m here to help you see your mistake 

towards yourself and you solve it… reaction is unawareness… response is a 

fully alert phenomenon… 

 

But you cannot just move from reaction to response… it is not a 

decision… self remembering is needed… awareness is needed… otherwise 

before you have known, you have reacted…" 

 

Know thyself and respond… 
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240- What is life? 

 

Once a man went to a sage woman and asked her what is life? The 

woman said: "Go to the town nearby, visit the first three shops and come 

back and report" 

 

The man was puzzled… what type of answer was this? But I will go 

and off he went… 

 

In the first shop there was so much noise but few people were 

working with some metal pieces… in the second shop few people were 

preparing some strings… the third shop he went, it was a carpenter’s shop… 

and people were working with wood… is this life? He said to himself and he 

went back to the sage woman… and said: "I don’t see any life in these 

shops… what is the point?" 

 

The sage woman said: "now I have shown you the Tarika… the 

path… and you travel it and someday you will see the point… I have 

indicated the way now you go on it." 

 

The seeker frustrated he went away… after many years of wandering 

he came near a garden, it was a full moon night and somebody was playing a 

sitar… he was enchanted… as if pulled by a magnet and went to the player 

and started dancing and singing… 

 

Suddenly he looked at the instrument and saw the three shops… the 

metal, the string and the wood… the clouds disappeared and he said to the 

musician… "I have understood… life has everything… just a new 

combination is needed… an order is needed… everything was in chaos… 

just a unity was needed and a beautiful music comes through it…" 

 

Mind should be the servant… consciousness should be the master and 

then the instrument is ready and a great music is possible… 
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241- Enough is enough 

 

A student went to her teacher and asked to be enlightened… very well 

said the teacher, find yourself a nice cave and wear the loincloth and pray… 

then you will attain your goal… 

 

That’s sounds fine thought the seeker and off she went… she found a 

good cave and began to pray and meditate… hunger came and she looked 

for some fruits, her loincloth needed occasional washing after which she 

would hang it on a tree to dry…  

 

One day a mice came and nibbled some holes in it, so she went into 

the town to ask what to do… a kind lady advised her to keep a cat and she 

gave her one… 

 

Things went along nicely until she realized that the cat needs milk… 

so she returned to town and begged for milk until the town people got fed up 

and told her  "why don’t you buy yourself a cow?" so she took a few weeks 

off from prayer to earn some money to buy a cow… 

 

As it turns out, cows need grassy lands, so she worked harder and 

longer to buy the land… now of course she met a husband who would care 

for more, more than one cow and make more money for a bigger family… 

 

As you can imagine, she soon found herself the busy mother and farm 

manager who could not find time for a moment of prayer… 

 

Years later, the teacher came to the town and asked for 

enlightenment? Yes, teacher, this is me, I am no more the one you met… I 

am not praying anymore… the teacher said possess what you need but don’t 

be possessed by it… don’t renounce the world, rejoice it… renounce the ego 

and live a normal way of life as God told us to be… 

 

Love what you do and do what you love… 

 

Let our work be our meditation… our prayer… 
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242- We cripple our mind 

 

A man went to the tailor to be fitted for a new suit… when the suit 

was ready he stood before the mirror with the tailor for final change… 

 

The men noticed that the right sleeve was just a bit shorter… "I think 

the sleeve is little too short for my arm you may have to lengthen it…" said 

to the tailor… "The sleeve is not short, your arm is too long, just draw your 

arm up into the sleeve a bit and it will look fine…" said the tailor 

 

The man did so… but this threw the collar off the jacket… "there is 

nothing wrong with the jacket, raise your left shoulder a few inches and then 

lower your head and lean forward and there will be no problem in the 

jacket…" said the tailor 

 

Finally the man walked out of the shop convinced of its proper fit… 

he had to walk in a most crooked and incomparable position… he stepped 

into a bus and the man next him laughed… "I will bet you got that suit from 

that tailor" 

 

How did you know that? 

 

Because only that ignorant tailor could fit a man as crippled as you… 

 

God did not intend for any of us to be crippled… it is we who 

crippled… it is we who cripple ourselves with small thinking and ideas of 

limitations and fear… 

 

Let us face our thoughts and our feelings…  
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243- Am I me? 

 

Once a pious and revered sage was lying on his deathbed weeping… 

 

His students asked:  "Teacher, why do you weep, surely if anyone is 

going to heaven it is you…" 

 

The sage turned his head towards the students and began to weep 

softly and said "if when I stand in the heavenly court, I am asked why were 

you not Moses? I shall have no hesitation to say I was not born a Moses… if 

they ask me why where you not a Mohammad? I shall speak with 

confidence… neither am I Mohammad… I weep my friends because there is 

only one question that I fear to be asked, why were you not yourself… to be 

myself is my only pilgrimage…" 

 

There are few in the world who are looking for their original face… 

the face book… and the face look and every new look is not your original 

book… let read our own need… our own greed is to be who am I? 

 

Most of us act like puppets… voicing the popular opinions and 

catching the same diseases… very few who think originally and have the 

courage to live it… they recognize God within and live him without… 

 

We are here for a reason… for a vision to share… what is my choice? 

War or peace? Let us live the choice… the change that we love to see out is 

in us… one seed turn the whole earth green… 
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244- The mind minds 

 

Once a man walks into a dark room and sees a form of deadly snake 

coiled at his feet… he becomes so frightened that he collapses and falls to 

the floor dead… 

 

A few minutes later, another man walks into the same room… turns 

on the light and finds the first man lying there with a coil of heavy rope at 

his feet… 

 

Think a moment, what have been the snakes in your life that turned 

out to be a rope d or ropes? How many times have you worried about that 

never came to pass? And if they did come to pass where they as horrible as 

you imagined them to be? 

 

Yes! Every day I pass through many tests of challenges and fears and 

changes and up to now they are the best steps on my path... in spite of this 

truth I still face many choices and what to do? Where to go? What if? If and 

buts are walls and barriers… I watch this test and I take a deep breath… 

thank you God! I am still alive and you are the only lover to me!!! Let us 

look at our mind… our monkey mind!!! 

 

Once man actually kept track of all that he worried about… he 

discovered that all of his worries 92 percent of them never came to pass, and 

of the 8 percent that he did he was somehow given the strength and the 

ability to deal with them successfully… 

 

Our worries are paper tigers… let us put on our inner light and see… 

seeing in believing in the things we see… 
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245- Think positive 

 

Once a traveller came to a new city and asked the gatekeeper… "What 

this city like? Because I want to move here and stay…" 

 

"What was it like in the city you come from?" asks the gatekeeper… 

 

"It was a rotten place, people were unfriendly, there were no jobs and 

the government was crooked"…said the traveller 

 

"Well, that is pretty much what you will find here…" said the 

gatekeeper and the traveller moves on in a search for better city… 

 

A few hours later, along comes another man with a suit case also 

seeking a new home… 

 

"What was it like in your old town?" 

 

"Oh! It was quiet a nice place, lovely people, nicely kept, a shame I 

have to move because of my job here…" 

 

"Well, that is pretty much what you will find here…" and the man 

happily enters the city… 

 

How we use our mind is our way to life… the rose has a thorn and a 

petal and out of this flower of love comes a great fragrance… 

 

Success and love and abundance are not given to a privileged few by 

God… those who enjoy life and are happy because they have earned it with 

their thoughts and intentions… 

 

They have the faith that God is working for their good and that every 

moment of life is a precious gift… by this thinking they open the door to 

goodness and success… 

 

To thinks is to create 

 

A thought is a destiny 
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Let us watch our mind… let us be the master and not the slave… let 

us be a victor and not a victim… 
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246- The magic mask 

 

Once upon a time there was a cruel and hard hearted king… he was so 

unpopular that he was continuously fighting with all of his friends and 

people… 

 

One morning he realized how miserable was his life and wished for a 

change… he called his wise man and asked for help… 

 

The wise man said… "I can help you, but you must be prepared to 

carry out any idea or instructions I gave you…" 

 

"Anything that will give me peace" said the king… 

 

"Very well, wait three days, and I will give you something to help 

you…" said thee wise man… 

 

After three days a mask was given to the king exactly like his face 

with one exception, instead of the usual flat frowns and fear signs and 

worried lines… this face was smiling with smooth and pleasant features… 

 

"I can’t wear that, it is not my face, and besides, people will not 

recognize me, they know I am not a happy man…"  said the king… 

 

Yes! It is not easy to change our look but let us try… 

 

The wise man said… "If you want me to help you, this is my advice 

and wear it all the times… just try and then see…" 

 

The king began to wear the mask and something amazing happened… 

people began to enjoy looking at his presence… they began to feel safe with 

the king and trust him… the king responded positively to his people and 

began to treat them with more love and respect… gradually peace was 

restored in the kingdom… 

 

There remained one place where there was not a complete satisfaction 

within the heart of the king… but when he took of the mask, his face was the 

real mask… the real face that reveals his new born heart… He was 

overjoyed with the changes in his kingdom… 
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Myself is my only source of life… 

 

But few days later he began to feel hypocritical for he knew that this 

face come from outside from a phoney mask – what to do? 

 

He called the wise man and shared with him his feelings… 

 

"I am very grateful for the changes that I have taken place in my 

kingdom, but I can’t deceive my people any more not even myself… my 

feelings are in fight… ups and down… please what can I do? My smile is 

not natural!" 

 

"All what you see is up to you… natural or artificial… just listen to 

your mind and your heart… look at your people… look at nature and see all 

the seasons… all they dance in harmony… you too… take your mask off for 

ever and look at your face… do not play the game of on and off… All the 

people are seeing your heart on your face and also your mind and this is the 

game of grace… the balance in every one of us… the cross to cross…" said 

the wise man… 

 

Painfully the king stood in front of a mirror and looked at his face and 

at the mask on and off… how come I am both? Oh yes!!! It is true… I am no 

more a personality… no more dead mask but a living being for peace and 

love… let me peel my old face from within… it was not easy for him, but he 

knew he had to do it, he gathered his courage and he opened his heart and 

started seeing his inner kingdom… his love to his inner child… his 

forgiveness to all the past… no more enemies but soul friends… and what 

did he see? Miraculously was a beautiful and joyous visage of a child and a 

sage face… 

 

And this real faces even more radiant then the one the mask had 

represented and through his inner transformation his face had actually 

become a portrait of joy and kindness… 

 

The mask had been only a temporary measure to draw out his real 

inner beauty… it takes only about seven muscles to smile but fifty muscles 

to frown… 

 

God makes it easy for us to smile… look at the baby and bloom your 

being… 
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247- Gambling with Joy 

 

Once a man came running to the prophet exclaiming "A terrible sin 

has been committed! Three men from our neighbourhood were up all the 

night playing cards and gambling! You must chastise them immediately" 

 

"Wonderful" exclaimed the prophet… "I am glad to hear it!" 

 

The man was furious… "How can you say this… why wonderful? Is it 

not a sin to gamble?" 

 

"I am not approving so much of their gambling my friend… but I 

overjoyed that they could stay up all the night to play, for they have learned 

how to overcome sleep to do a game that they enjoy… just think, when they 

learn to love God, they will be able to stay up all the night to serve him…" 

said the prophet… 

 

We came here with a deep sense of sharing, of contribution that we 

would like to help people and planet and planet peace… but it takes a while 

for us to file the rough edges of our life… we must learn to walk before we 

can run… 

 

So what is the first step? Do I know myself? This is the way of 

knowing… I want to know… to experience… and then I share my joy… 

yes! Meditation is the key… reading is the key of knowing where and how? 

 

For the flower does not find itself unworthy because it was a seed and 

does not judge other seeds because it is a flower…  

 

Are we not all flowers in various stages of openings? 
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248- Golden opportunities 

 

Once, there was a Greek man who paid someone a daily wage to 

follow him through his affairs and insult him, so that he, through learning to 

remain peaceful in the face of criticism, would develop strength of 

character… 

 

Considering this example, perhaps we should be thankful that our 

enemy-friends are doing us such a valuable service at no change… 

 

When you want a good game of tennis who do you call for a partner? 

Usually an opponent who is equal or superior to you in skill… it is not fun 

playing with someone who does not challenging you… 

 

When we love our enemies as our teachers they stop to be our 

enemies and they become our best friends… 

 

If someone presses our buttons we only misdirect our energy, if we 

blame them!! For our job in life is not to run from buttons but to find our 

buttons and unplug them… so do not blame them but use the insult as a salt 

to heal our feelings… 

 

Those who bring our irritation to the surface are doing us a very great 

service… how? 

 

For they too are agents of God… that is how they teach us to become 

better and live our greater strength… 

 

The sharpening of our inner game of life is the real value of 

competition… it is within me and not between people… when life gives you 

lemon makes lemonade… 
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249- Guidance 

 

Once two men were walking through a pasture, when a wild bull 

began to charge at them… one man jumped up in a tree while the other stood 

right in the bull’s way… "come on up in the tree, you will be killed there, 

don’t be fool, come up." cried the first man… 

 

"Don’t worry about me, the lord will protect me" said the second… 

 

The bull continued his run and kicked the man and left him wounded 

on the ground… 

 

The man on the tree jumped down and said… "I told you, you should 

have come up on the tree like me…" 

 

"I can’t understand it, I thought for sure that God, the protector, would 

take care of me" said the wounded… 

 

"He was trying to help you, you idiot… why do you have a mind and 

a tree... did not you see the tools for help?" said the wise man…" 

 

Guidance may come through many means and mouths… there is no 

real distinction between inner and outer guidance… we divide the universe 

into inner and outer but the truth is one and in everyone… 

 

When we allow ourselves to be open to all avenues of God’s 

guidance, we find him everywhere… 
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250- Allah is Holy 

 

Once there was a butcher who used the same knife for twenty years 

without having to sharpen it one… the people were amazed and one day one 

of his customers asked him… "How come you do so much cutting and keep 

the blade sharp?" 

 

"It is really very simple, I do not try to cut through bones or hard 

places… when I feel resistance… I move the knife slightly and make the 

necessary adjustment… my knife is always speaking to me and I work in 

harmony with it…" said the butcher 

 

The physical body speaks to us in the same way and if we listen to its 

messages we avoid diseases… illness is not a punishment but a message… 

the physical body is the last place we see the sign of illness… 

 

Health is the easiest thing in the world and dis-ease the hardest… we 

do not need to add anything to our lives to be healed… we need only to tune 

to our  own flow, the very flow that God is always whispering in our ear… 

 

Health is our natural condition and it will always manifest itself when 

we attune our thoughts and actions to the guidance of our inner voice… 

health is our wealth… 

 

No health no wealth… health of our body mind and soul… and it 

starts with healthy breath and whole food and the science for connecting the 

body language with the body diagnostics… 

 

We are how we eat… how we cook… how we look… how we love 

ourself and then every self and keep living the mystery of life… health is our 

whole and holy life… no health no peace…. 
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251- Fix yourself and then the world 

 

Once a young father was beginning to feel a little annoyed with his 

five years old son, who was asking him endless questions while he was 

trying to read the evening newspaper … 

 

Dad was trying to buy some quite time so he found the picture of the 

planet earth in the newspaper, he cut it out, tare it into little pieces and gave 

it to the child to reassemble as a puzzle … 

 

To the fathers astonishment the child was back minutes later with the 

picture perfectly intact … 

 

"Look daddy, the world is back together ." said the child … 

 

The father was amazed at how quickly the boy had finished … 

 

"How did you do it so fast?" 

 

"It was easy dad, first I could not fit the picture of earth together… 

then I looked on the other side of the pieces, and there where pictures of the 

parts of a man... it was much easier to fix the man... to put the man together, 

so that it what I did and when the man was fixed or came together so did the 

earth " 

 

So here where we are… how to fix the world? 

 

First I have to heal myself… to remove the spick from my one eye 

and then I will be able to remove it from my brother… 

 

Let us walk our talk .. let us live the peace in us… let us be who we 

are… then we share our awareness and it will grow more … 
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252- Swimology 

 

Once a young professor was making a sea trip... he was highly 

educated man with a long tail of letters after his name... but he had little 

experience of life... 

 

In the crew of the ship was an old sailor who is illiterate… every 

evening the sailor comes to the professor to listen on many different 

subjects… he was very impressed with learning of the young man… 

 

One evening, after hours of conversation the professor asked... 

 

"Old man, have you studied geology?" 

 

"What is that sir?" 

 

"The science of the earth" 

 

"No sir, I have never been to any school..." 

 

"Old man, you have wasted a quarter of your life... have you studied 

oceanography ?" 

 

"What is that sir?" 

 

"The science of the sea" 

 

"No sir... I have never studied..." 

 

"Old man, you have wasted half your life… have you studied 

meteorology?" 

 

"Never heard of it sir..." 

 

"You have wasted three quarters of your life and you did not study the 

science of wind and water and earth and you live in it what a waste!!" 

 

The next day the old sailor came to the cabin of the professor and 

cried… "Sir .. have you studied swimology ?" 
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What do you Mean? 

 

Can you swim Sir? 

 

"No, I don’t know how to swim"… "You have wasted all your life… 

the ship is sinking and those who can swim can reach the shore... all the 

alogies that you know will sink with you" 

 

Let us know how to live… this is our first and last degree of life… 
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 253- Seeds and fruits 

 

Once a farmer planted two seeds, a sugar cane and a Neem tree which 

is very better… 

 

Two seeds is in the same soil, drinking the same water, sunshine, air 

and nourishment… two tiny plants emerge and short growing and what has 

happened to the Neem tree? 

 

It has developed with bitterness in every fiber ..while the sugar cane 

has developed with every fibre of it sweet .. 

 

Nature only helps the quality of the seed to manifest… all 

nourishment merely helps the seed to reveal the quality that is within… as 

the seed is so the fruit will be… 

 

The farmer goes to the Neem tree and ask her, give me sweet mangoes 

not bitter fruit… but the tree is the flowering of the seed… it has no power 

to do so… 

 

If you want sweet mangoes you have to plant Sweet mango seed… 

then you need not cry or beg for help from anyone … 

 

As the seed is, so the fruit will be… what is my seed? What is my 

need? What is my greed and my desire? Yes let us desire but change the 

object… desire peace, joy … 

 

Our difficulties, our ignorance, is that we remain unaware while 

planting seeds… we keep planting seeds of Neem but when the time come 

for fruits we are suddenly alert, we want sweet mangos and we kept crying 

and praying and hoping for mangos, this does not work … 

 

Plant the seed that you want and you need and you love, so you get 

what you are waiting for…  
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254- The pebbles and the ghee  

 

Once a young man came to a sage woman crying because his father 

died .. 

 

"Well, what can be done? Crying will not bring him back!" said the 

woman… but he said .. 

 

"Yes! That I understand, but I have a special request, you are a sage 

woman, can’t you perform a special ritual for my dead father that gives him 

an entry to heaven …" 

 

The wise woman saw his grief .. his tears, his situation, so she had to 

use a device to help him see the truth and to so she said… "All right, go to 

the market and buy two earthen pots .. fill one pot with oil or butter and the 

other with pebbles and meet me at the river… " 

 

The young man did so and came to the river and she asked him to 

close the pots and put them in the river and he did so and both of them sank 

to the bottom… "Now bring a big stick and break the pots" 

 

He did so… at once the gee, the oil floated on the surface of the water 

and the pebbles remained in the bottom .. then the sage woman said… " 

Well young man, call all priests and miracle worker and tell them to ask the 

butter to go down and the pebbles to come up and see if they can ?" 

 

"No… this is not possible because the pebbles are heavier then water 

and the oil is lighter that water… this is the low of nature..." said the young 

man… 

 

"Oh, my young friend, you know so much about the low of nature, but 

you have not understood the nature low… if your fathers deeds are heavy, he 

is bound to go down and if his actions were light, he is bound to go up… 

who can pull him down or bring him up? Only his actions…  

 

The earlier we start living with God, the earlier we come out of our 

misery…" said the sage woman… 
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Let us listen to our wisdom and come back home before it is too 

late…  
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255- The doctor’s prescription   

 

A man goes to the doctor for help… he was examined and came back 

with a prescription for some medicine… the man has great faith in his 

doctor… so he went home and started reciting it… "Two pills in the 

morning… two pills in the evening…" but still the prescription does not help 

him… 

 

He went back to the doctor and asked for more information about the 

medicine and his disease .. 

 

"Well, this is your disease and this is its cause... if you take the 

medicine it will kill the cause and it will cure you…" said the doctor .. 

 

"Ah, wonderful, my doctor is the most intelligent person" said the 

patient and he started fighting with his friends and neighbours saying "my 

doctor is the best and all other are useless... " 

 

But still this does not help him until he takes the medicine... if we 

develop a blind faith in any teacher or master or prophet we turn teaching 

into a scripture and we start fighting with others and we do many sects and 

no one cares to practice and live the cure of our disease and our ignorance… 

 

Fighting does not bring in the light… walk your talk… to have faith is 

useful but to live the path of faith is the way to awareness and happiness... 

 

It is good to know the cure… to know that meditation is the key to 

awareness but are we living this key? 

 

From medication to meditation is my key and I am doing my best to 

live what I love and what I feel it is true for me… 

 

What is your key to your life? To your awakening? to your healing? 

 

Yes! take a deep breath and eat whole food and nature is our mother 

and our nurture and start reading a book about body mind and soul… and 

read what our ignorance need and eat what your body needs... and live the 

feeling of your body and soul and self and spirit… live the oneness with 

one… 
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Truth is so simple and so easy… it is in our heart... it is so near why 

go so far ?? 
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256- The crooked milk pudding 

 

Once two young poor boys lived by begging… one of them was blind 

from birth who one day fell sick… his companion said "Stay here and rest… 

I will go round to beg for us" and he went off to beg … 

 

That day he was given a very delicious dish, a milk pudding, he had 

never tasted this dish before and enjoyed it very much… but he had no 

container in which to bring the pudding back to his friend, so he ate it all … 

 

When he came back to his blind companion the boy said "I am 

sorry… I was given a wonderful dish, a milk pudding but I could not bring 

any back to you..." 

 

The blind boy asked… "What is this milk pudding?" 

 

"Oh, it is white… milk is white …" 

 

"What is white?" 

 

It is the opposite of black!! 

 

What is black? 

 

"Oh, try to understand white… milk is white.. like this white crane 

that is flying"… he caught hold of the bird and brought to the blind friend… 

"White is like this bird"… the blind boy touched this crane… and said "Ah, 

now I understand what white is… it is soft… soft pudding…" no, no it has 

nothing to do with being soft… white is white.. try to understand" said the 

friend.. 

 

Again the blind boy examined the crane, passing his hand from the 

beak to the neck, to the body, to the tip of the tail... "Oh, now I understand… 

it is crooked… the milk pudding is crooked." 

 

He does not understand because he does not have the faculty to 

experience what white is… in the same way if you do not have the faculty to 

experience reality as it is… it will always be crooked for you… for us... for 
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me we… this seed of life is in every one of us… but who is the farmer? 

Where is the farmer… we have the seed… the soil and the will to our way!!! 

     

Yes! Our seed is growing in the roots and the fruits… 
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257- The two rings  

 

Once a rich old man died leaving two sons… They lived together for a 

while then they quarrelled and they decided to separate, dividing all the 

property between them… everything was divided fifty – fifty and thus they 

settled their affairs… 

 

But after the settlement a small box was discovered in which two 

rings were found… one with a diamond and the other an ordinary silver… 

 

Seeing the diamond, the elder brother felt the greed and asked for it to 

keep it for generations to come and so the younger brother accepted the 

silver ring… on it some words were engraved…  

 

"This will also change" 

 

Both brothers faced all ups and downs of life… when spring came the 

elder brother last the balance of his mind and became depressed and tense 

and used strong drugs to sleep… the younger brother enjoyed his spring and 

looked at his ring and remembered  "This will also change…" the spring will 

change to summer and to fall and to winter and back to the cycle of life…  

 

All the ups and downs used them as a stepping stones… while the 

brother with the diamond ring used his greed as a stopping stone… as an 

obstacle and a barrier or a wall… 

 

Why not build a bridge for us? Why not accept the advice and live the 

moment as it is with joy… every now has its balance and its grace… and the 

source of this choice is in our heart… this is our eternal home… this is our 

guide for our life with God..  

 

Yes! Change is a constant law… let us lives this challenge and be the 

sage that we and here for a peaceful life…  

 

Let there be peace on earth and let it begins with me… me we … 
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258- Workism  

 

Once a mother sent her son with an empty bottle and some money to 

by oil from the market… the boy went and had the bottle filled… and as he 

was returning he fell down and dropped it… before he could picked it up, 

half of the oil spilled out… finding the bottle half empty he came back to his 

mother crying.. "Oh, I lost half the oil… I lost half the oil…" he was very 

unhappy... 

 

The mother sent another son, and he also had the bottle filled and 

again he dropped and came back to his mother happy.. " Oh, look! I saved 

half of the oil... the bottle fell down and could have broken… the oil started 

spilling out.. All of it might have been lost, but I saved half of the oil".. 

 

Both came to the mother with same position, with a bottle that was 

half empty, and half full, one was crying for the empty half and one was 

happy for the full half... one was empty of joy, and other full of joy.. 

 

Then the mother sent another son with another bottle and he also felt 

down while returning and dropped the bottle... half of the oil spilled out… 

 

What did he do? 

 

He picked up the bottle and like the second boy came to his mother 

very happy… "Mother, I saved half of the oil… but this boy was full not 

only of optimism but also of realism… so he said to his mother... "Now I 

shall go to the market, work hard for the whole day, earn the money and get 

the bottle filled again..." 

 

This is our lesson from all the brothers… nothing is good or bad… 

better or bitter… our work is our worship… do what you love and money 

will follow… every act is a fact… life is our lesson… and our best test… 
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 259- Culture is disease  

 

Once a European hunter was lost in a forest in Africa… suddenly he 

came upon a few huts… he had never heard that a village existed in that 

thick forest… it was not on any map.. So he approached the chief of the 

village and he said… 

 

"This is a pity that you are lost in such a place without civilization.." 

 

The chief said "no, it is not a pity, civilization is great but who is 

going to start living it? We are always afraid of being discovered… once 

such power comes in we are lost …" 

 

Nature is lost once you make an effort to improve upon it.. nature is 

our mother… the power of love not the love of power… all what the so 

called civilization is doing… only wars and diseases… they are trying to 

improve upon God… that is why we are crippled… we live but we are not 

alive… we are here to play… to play prayfully… to worship not to 

warship… why wars? Why not hugging arms? Why tanks? Why not thanks? 

 

It is time to wake up and plant peace... One peaceful world.. it starts  

now… if not you and me who else? If not now? When? 
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  260- Faith not belief  
 

Once there was a man who was so disturbed by the site of his own 

shadow and also his footsteps and determined to get rid of both of… 

 

The method he found is to run away from them, so he got up and 

ran… but every time he put his foot down there was another step and his 

shadow kept up with him... what to do and why?? 

 

He attributed his failure to the fact that he was not running fast 

enough... so he ran faster and faster without stopping until he finally dropped 

dead... 

 

He failed to realize that if he merely stepped into the shade, his 

shadow would vanish and if he sat down and stayed still, there would be no 

more footsteps… our faith is our still energy but we run after belief… I 

don’t believe in believing… I want to know… I want to drink the water not 

to read about it… the thirst knows more than the book… 

 

So why are we running after life? Why don’t we stop this race and 

live our choice? Let us live our life… life is by living not by believing…   
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261- No need to kill 
 

Once there was a zoo in which all sorts of animals were living… 

hundreds of cages, and there is a last cage on which there is a notice board 

reads… "the most dangerous animal of all…" but the cages empty… you 

look for the most dangerous animal of all and you will see him in the 

mirror… 

 

Man is the only violent animal… animals kill to eat but man kills his 

own species for the joy of killing… 

 

Zoologists say that every animal carries an in-built mechanism not to 

kill the same species, but it seems something has gone wrong in man…  

No need to go to war… if you are happy you don’t go… see be happy… be 

yourself... once you know the power of yourself than you know the gift that 

God has given to us… only to man… to human beings… the power of 

love… the power of peace… so why kill when we can heal?? 
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262- Looking through the mind 

 

Once three old friends were going for a morning walk and saw the 

mayor’s car pass by and said hello to them... 

 

The first one said… "He said hello to me because I owe him money so 

he reminded me of it"... the second said... "You are wrong... The hello was 

said to me because he owes me money and he is afraid of me... "The third 

laughed and said "You are both wrong. He neither owes money to me nor do 

I owe money to him, why he should not give me clean hello?" 

 

Once you start looking at reality through the mind then everything 

becomes a problem... let us see through the heart... all dimensions belong to 

the heart, all directions belong to the heart... Nothing is rejected... 

 

Everything is, exists, in a total acceptability... 

 

So let our way be the way of the loving heart... moving without a 

mind... 
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263- Be aware 

 

Once a fish came very worried because she had heard about the ocean 

and she wanted to know what the ocean is... 

 

She went from one wise fish to another searching for the ocean... she 

met many teachers and told her to do many rituals in order to purify herself 

before she can see and taste the ocean... 

 

The fish searched and searched and consulted many masters and read 

many scriptures and she reached nowhere and she got more and more 

frustrated...  

 

One day she met an ordinary fish who told her: "Don’t be mad and 

foolish, you are already in the ocean, it is in you and around you, you are 

nothing but a drop in the ocean... in the wave and you die in the ocean... no 

discipline is needed except awareness... there is no distance... 

 

We are one with the ocean... 

 

We are one with the ONE… 
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264- Be grateful to everyone 

 

Once a man came and spat on the face of Buddha... of course his 

friends were enraged and one of his closest companion said... "This is too 

much... give me permission to show him what he has done"... 

 

The sage man wiped his face and said to the man... "Thank you sir, 

you created a context in which I could see whether I can still be angry or 

not... I am not... and I am tremendously happy and also you created a context 

for my friends... now we  can see our feelings and our moods and we are 

thankful and grateful to you... so please you are invited to come whenever 

you have the urge to spit on somebody, you can come to me, to us..." 

 

It was such a shock to the man and he could not eat or sleep... early 

next day he came and fell down and said to the sage... please forgive me and 

initiate me... the sage said: I am not angry... go to all my friends and be with 

them and forgive each other and be grateful to every test in our life... we are 

all the creatures of the only creator there is... we are one royal family... the 

kingdom of God... 
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265- Life is a surprise 

 

Once there was two temples whose masters were against each other 

and so their followers... 

 

Each of the priests had a boy to serve him and were enemies to each 

other and told them that the other is dangerous don’t speak with him... 

But boys are boys... one day the first asked the second "Where are you 

going?" 

 

"Wherever the wind takes me" said the second... 

 

The first boy was offended and told his master who told him what to 

say and ask when he meets him... show him more wisdom and more 

philosophy...  

 

Tell him if you don’t have legs how do you go with the wind? Just be 

smart and more powerful than him and defeat him... 

 

Next time the boys met... he asked him "Where are you going?" 

 

"To the market to buy some vegetables" said the boy... 

 

Now what to do with the new answer... he was ready with the old 

answer... but life is always fresh... is rivering... is living a new breath... a 

new lesson... you cannot prepare of it... it is not a text but a test... a verse not 

a virus... 

 

You cannot be ready for life from the mind but from the heart... that is 

its beauty… it always takes you from knowing to the unknowing and it 

comes as a surprise... 

 

If you have eyes you can see the unseen, and if you have ears you can 

hear the silence of existence... 

 

We are the mystery of stillness…  

 

Be still and know that you are the only truth there is... 
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266- I give up  

 

Once a man went to a master to learn awareness... he spent years in 

searching for the right teacher and he knew that there is one who lives in the 

mountains and he went... and after a long journey, he found him... very 

ancient man living in a cave and eating what nature gives him... 

 

He went in the hut which looks like a tree and saw an old man 

radiating energy of light and peace... he could not speak or ask any 

question... the old master told the guest... "You are tired and you are ready to 

give up... this is the message of awareness... Give up and surrender to God 

and he will take care of you..." 

 

Let thy will be done... and the pilgrimage into the mystery is our 

travel... give up and live the now and he will hold you... 

 

Oh! Yes this is the path from death to deathlessness… total surrender 

to existence... total trust... look at nature... let us be who we are and who I 

am makes a difference... 

 

Let us give up and wake up is our only glow and grow up... the body 

grows old but we grow up... we are a being... 
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267- I am not for the crowd 

 

Once an old man and his grandson took a donkey to the market... on 

the way some people told them "Why don’t you ride the donkey? we know 

you are going to sell it but you can ride on it too!!?" 

 

"Yes! They are tight", and they mounted the donkey... soon another 

gossipers said... "Look at the lazy pair breaking the back of that poor 

donkey!" the old man thought they were tight, he decided to walk while the 

boy rode.. 

 

In a little while they heard... "Look at that child, he rides a while the 

old man walks" and so the old man rode instead and sure enough they heard 

"What a mean old man the child should ride" 

 

By this time both of them did not know what to do... they sat down, 

the donkey rested and then both of them carried the donkey to the market... 

after all he should look happy to be sold... they reached the market 

exhausted... 

 

You can’t please the other... if you try you lose yourself... do not try to 

please anyone... please yourself first and then you go beyond the self... 
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268- The necklace was never lost 

 

Once a woman lost her necklace... it very expensive and she was 

shocked to find that it was not around her neck... she started crying and 

screaming and asking for help... 

 

A woman came to help her and looked all over the place and it was 

not anywhere to find... then one clever woman asked her..."Where was the 

necklace the last time you saw it?"  

"It was around my neck" she said... and touching her chest, she could feel 

the necklace hidden under her sweater... 

 

The fact is that the necklace was never lost and it was never found... 

we look all over the place for the self which is always present within... no 

matter where you are, you can experience the self as it has always been right 

here and now... this is the awareness of the subtle philosophical truth... 

 

The seed becomes the tree because the seed is already that... a stone 

cannot become a tree... so our self is already the spirit and beyond…  

 

So let us live our revelation... our isness... it is not lost... we are lost... 

let us look in.. 
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269- It is a question of seeing  

 

Once a very rich man accumulated much wealth into gold and one day 

all this gold turned into dust, he must have gone mad… so he went to a 

master and he was told to take his gold to the market place and if any one 

sees it as gold bring that one to me… 

 

So he took his dust to the market and people were asking why are you 

carrying so much dust? 

 

And for what, but the man kept quiet.. 

 

Then a woman came and she said to him... "So much gold? From 

where could you get so much gold?" He asked her... "Can you see the gold 

here?" 

 

Oh yes... these bullock-carts are full of gold... he took hold of the 

woman and asked her what secret she had and how can she see... because 

nobody saw... not even I can see that there is any gold... it is all dust... 

 

He took the woman to the master who said "you found the right 

person, she will teach you the art, it is only a question of seeing... the world 

is as you see it... it can be hell or heaven... gold can be dust, dust can be 

gold... it is a question of how you look at it... and the day you know how to 

see rightly the whole world turns into gold... 

 

That is the secret of alchemy... looking is seeing the truth in every 

seen... to see God in every look... this is the ecstasy...  

 

Ecstasy is the greatest revolution... if people become ecstatic... all is 

gold... all is Allah... so why war? Just be blissful and laugh at all the news... 

this is nonsense!! 
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270- Death is there..  
     I am still here 

 

Once a man went to a sage woman and said... "We have heard that 

when one dies for the sake of God he feels no pain and he can say his final 

prayers... it seems these are fantastic stories and hard to believe that a person 

about to be killed could show so much love and compassion... in fact he will 

be killed with anger..." 

 

The sage woman picked up a coconut lying nearby, gave it to him and 

asked him to break it open, but do not break the kernel... but the coconut was 

not ripe so the man said... "Pardon me, I cannot do this, the coconut is raw 

and if I break open the shell, the kernel will break too…" 

 

The wise woman gave him another coconut to open.. "Can you save 

the kernel of this one?" "Yes I can because it is ripe"... said the man.. "Then 

start learning how to be separate, the kernel from the shell now while you 

are alive…" 

 

So with the awareness of the distance between the body and the 

consciousness then you know what death is and who lives in the body? 

 

There is a body but you are a being in this temple... dust goes to dust... 

where do you go? It means only that which you are not will die... the mind... 

the body-mind... and that which you are will survive... the consciousness... 

the existence... the awareness... the nameless... so make the best of who you 

are... 
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271- Misery in life 

 

Once a man became very upset by his troubles and he saw big smiles 

on other faces... so one night he prayed to God  and said... "I see others 

laughing and you give me suffering… I know they have some unhappy 

moments so please let me exchange with them..." 

 

That night he had a strange dream... he saw a huge mansion and many 

people were coming in, holding so much bag of sadness... Seeing so much 

unhappiness he was scarred and puzzled... the bags were very similar to his 

own... even his smiling neighbours were carrying bags of troubles… he saw 

politicians, wise and ignorant... old and young rich and poor... priests and 

monks and nuns... sick and healthy... all carrying the same amount of 

unhappiness as his own... 

 

Suddenly a loud voice said... "Hang up your bundles and exchange 

bags" 

 

Our friend man took back his bag, his familiar miseries and he found 

that everyone else did the same... they took back their own miseries... they 

know them and they are used to them and they live with them... why carry 

unknown pain… 

 

Who knows what the other bags have? Why fall into new miseries?? 

 

The fakir knew that each one has a smile and a tear to learn lessons of 

life... no pain no gain... 

 

He woke up and thanked God for letting him have his own miseries 

back and asked him to give him the power to accept God’s gifts with great 

gratefulness… 
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272- Whatever is... is God  

 

Once a man renounced everything and went to the door of the divine... 

he had renounced wealth, wife, house, children, society, games, everything 

and having renounced all, he came to the door of the divine... but the guard 

stopped him and said... "You can’t enter yet, first go and leave everything 

behind"... "But I left all what I have behind and came here".. "No, you have 

brought your I with you, we are not interested in the rest, we are only 

interested an concerned with your eye which loves the I, your ego... go drop 

it and then come back." 

 

The man said… "I have nothing, my bag is empty, no money, no wife, 

no children, and no possession..." 

 

Your I is still in the bag... go drop it, these doors are closed to those 

who bring their I along" said the guard... 

 

But how to drop the I? it will be like trying to lift himself up by his 

shoelaces... 

 

Even after dropping everything… the I will still remain.. then what 

should a man do? 

 

It is not by doing... there is nothing difficult about it... don’t drop 

anything.. don’t do anything.. the I, he ego becomes stronger because of all 

the doing... go within and look it the I exists or not... if you look inside, it is 

not anywhere, then what you find is what remains forever without 

separation... there is no wall that divides the space... all is one... I will only 

be seeing the divine... not the atom... 

 

Whatever is... is God... 
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273- The Temple is inside 

 

Once a religious man built a temple in his house and he prays 

according to the teachings... but his wife never prays, so he asked his teacher 

to convince her to pray... so one morning the teacher came and the husband 

was in the temple and the wife was sweeping the courtyard and speaking 

with the birds and feeding them... The teacher stopped her and said... "I 

heard that you don’t pray and you don’t worship God and you never enter 

the temple that your husband built" 

 

The wife answered... "I don’t recall my husband ever going to the 

temple and praying…" 

 

The husband heard her and grew red with rage, he harries to finish his 

prayer so he could come out and repair such a lie... 

 

The teacher began scolding the wife and the husband began reciting 

his prayers loudly... "See, how he is praying!" said the teacher... laughing the 

wife said.. "I can hardly believe you are taken in by this loud prayer of 

course he is chanting God’s names loudly but as far as I can see and feel, 

this is only lip service, he is not in the temple, he is at the shoemaker’s 

haggling over the price... his body is in the temple but he is not in the 

temple..." 

 

The husband came out telling her, "Don’t you see me in the temple?" 

she said. "Look in yourself a little more closely, were you really praying? 

Where you not bargaining with the shoemaker? And did not you get into a 

fight with him?" 

 

The husband said "Yes, you are true... but how did you know this? 

 

The wife said… "Last night before going to bed you told me the first 

thing you would do this morning is scolding the shoemaker, he owes you 

money and I know from my experience, the last thought before going to bed 

is the first thought the next morning... so you were at the shoe store not at 

the inner temple..." 

 

The teacher said... "I am also like your husband... my heart is not in 

the temple nor my mind... you are praying in every act you are doing and 
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both of us are only dead words and nothing from our hearts... forgive us my 

sister..." 

 

Be the prayer... and once you are good... no matter what you do is 

good... let us be good and God id in us... in our inner temple... inner 

treasure… 
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274- Mind is an activity  

 

Once an emperor went to a sage woman and said "Why mind is very 

uneasy, very disturbed... tell me what to do to put my mind at peace.." 

 

The sage woman said "You don’t do anything... first you bring your 

mind to me..." the emperor could not follow and said. "What do you mean?" 

"Come in the morning at four O’clock when nobody is there come alone and 

remember to bring you mind with you..." said the sage woman... 

 

The emperor could not sleep the whole night "This woman seems to 

be mad... what does she mean to come with my mind? Where is my mind?" 

at four O’clock he jumped out of the bed and said... "I must go... her eyes 

says that she has something real… she looks a little crazy but so what? Still I 

must go and see what can happen…" 

 

So he reached and the woman was sitting with her bring staff and said 

"So you have come... where is your mind have you brought it or not?" 

 

The emperor said... "You talk nonsense... it is in me..." she said 

"Okay... close your eyes and find it, where it is, and if you can find it out 

immediately indicate to me... I will put it at peace..." 

 

So the emperor closed his eyes, tries and tried… looked and looked 

and he became aware there is no mind... mind is an activity not something 

you can pin point it... so noting can be done about it... don’t do the activity, 

that is all… if it is like walking, don’t walk look within and see where that 

uneasiness is taking me... the very look is antimind... because looking is not 

a thinking... it is a witnessing... be a witness to the only truth there is and 

you are at ease... 

 

So let us take a deep breath and be grateful that we are breathing... we 

are reading... we are seeing... we have all what we need and what we 

desire... just to be in this now-here...  

 

Who knows about the next breath? Or next hour? Or next day? So 

why listen to my mind... enjoy this moment... next moment comes from this 

moment... now is the seed and the tree... now is our wow and vow... 
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275- Man lives in dreams  

 

Once a peasant carried away by his imagination found himself in a 

vegetable garden stealing cucumbers... 

 

I will carry off this sack of cucumber and with the money I get for 

them, I will buy a hen... the hen will lay eggs, she will sit on them and hatch 

lots of chicks and I will feed the chicks till they grow, then I will sell them 

and buy a suckling pig... I will feed the suckling pig till it grows into a sow I 

will breed her, and she will have a group of pigs and I will sell them.. 

 

With the money I get from the pigs I will buy a house with a garden... 

in the garden I will plant cucumbers and I won’t let anyone steal them... they 

are mine... I will keep guard over them... I will hire a strong watchman with 

dongs and from time to time I will go out to the garden and shout out 

loudly... "Hey you!! Take care..." 

 

He shouted to himself from the top of his voice...  

 

The peasant was so carried away by his thought that he shouted at the 

top and the watchman heard him and came running...  

 

He caught the peasant and woke up... and gave him a good thrashing... 

"Wake up and go to your work"... said the guard... 

 

The head is part of the body, it belongs to the body, it is good... watch 

yourself... once you know that you are beyond, you are out… the head 

belongs to the body not to you... 
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276- Being is a prayer 

 

Once there was a priest in a small village and whenever there will be 

some trouble, he will go to a certain spot under a certain tree and there he 

will pray to God and the trouble in the village would go… 

 

The priest died and his successor came and also the trouble and the 

people asked him to go to the forest and pray to God... 

 

The priest did not know the exact tree, but he went under any tree, did 

the rituals and prayed and said to God... "I don’t know the exact spot, but 

you know, you are omnipotent, omnipresent... so there is no need to seek for 

the exact spot... my village needs healing... so please do something to heal 

us..." and the calamity was gone...  

 

This priest also died and the successor came and also the problem... 

the village was under a certain crisis and so the people came to the priest and 

asked help... so he went into the forest, chose any place and without any 

rituals... no prayers... no chants... nothing... 

 

He said to God... "I don’t know how to pray.. I don’t know how to 

burn the ritual fire, I don’t know the exact spot, I have forgotten all the 

prayers of my mother... but you at all knowing and merciful.. so you do what 

is needed" and the crisis went away... 

 

Then he also died and the successor came and also the crisis and all 

the people came to him for help and he was sitting in his chair and said...  

 I don’t want to go anywhere, you are everywhere... I don’t know any rituals 

and does not matter... my knowing is not the point, you are the knower and 

the doer... do what you want… whatever you do is right and I am grateful 

and this is enough" 

 

And the crisis disappeared... 

 

A though is our destiny... where is my mind now? My heart? My 

feelings?  wherever I am God is… it is up to me see… 
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277- Autobiography in five short chapters 

 

І 

I walk down the street 

There is a deep hole in the side walk… 

I fall in… I am lost… 

I am helpless… it is not my fault… 

It takes forever to find a way out 

 

ІІ 

I walk down the street… there is a deep hole in the side walk… I pretend I 

can see it... I fall again... I am helpless… it is not my fault… yes not my 

fault… it still takes a long time to get out… 

 

ІІІ 

I walk down the street… there is a deep hole in the side walk… I see… it is 

there… I still fall in it …. It is my habit… my eyes are open... I know where 

I am... 

It is my fault... 

I get out immediately... 

Thank you 

 

ІV 

I walk down the same street... 

There is a deep hole in the side walk... 

I walk around it... 

 

V 

I walk down another street... 

Why not see before we step?? Why not learn from my mistakes and 

your mistakes too? 

Every stone is a stepping stone or a stopping stone... let us make our 

walk a meditative step… life should not be taken as a problem… once you 

start that way you are lost… 

Life is a mystery... the more you are in your heart, the more you will 

be divine and blissful... and you become the mystery... 
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278-  Life is an opportunity 

 

Once a king called his clever jester and gave him a staff in front of all 

the court saying...  

 

"Take this staff as a wand of office and keep it till you find a greater 

fool thank yourself... if you find one give this wand to him..." 

 

Sometime later, the king was sick and lay dying... he wanted to see his 

jester to whom he said... "I have called you to tell you that I am going on a 

long journey…" 

 

"Where are you going?" 

 

"To a far country... to another world..." 

 

"Oh your majesty, have you made provisions for your journey and 

your stay there?" 

 

"None my little fool man" 

 

"Have you any friends to welcome you there?" 

 

"No one"... replied the king... 

 

Then the jester shook his head sadly and put the staff into the king’s 

hand and said... 

 

Take this staff... Your majesty, this belongs to you... you are going to 

another world without preparation... surely this wand belongs to you and 

nobody else… 

 

Life is an occasion to prepare for death... and the beyond... if you 

don’t prepare you are a fool... 

 

Once you knew what life is then you know that there is no death... no 

birth and no death... we are only crossing a bridge of life to another bridge of 

life... 
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Life is not a problem to be solved... 

 

Not an experiment in the lab, but it is an experience to live... to be 

alive forever with the infinity... with the divinity... and the immorality... 
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279- Interdependence 

 

Once a princess asked a master if he could show us a simple 

demonstration of our relationship with God and his creatures... how to be 

together all of us... the master built a room with mirrors stood at the eight 

points of the compass and the ceiling and the floor, and a candle was 

suspended from the ceiling in the center of the room...  

 

The princess came in and the master lit the candle and showed her the 

reflections of the flame on the mirrors... "this is the relationship on the ONE  

and the many and see how each mirror not only reflects to one flame in the 

center, each mirror also reflects reflections of the flame in all the other 

mirrors until an infinite number of flames fills them all... 

 

This shows the true relationship of each being to the neighbor, to all 

that is... 

 

Then the master covered one of the reflections of the flame and see 

how it affects the whole organisms of our world... then he hold up a small 

crystal ball and said... "Watch how all these large mirrors and all the myriad 

forms are mirrored in this little sphere… see how  in the ultimate reality... 

the small contains the large and the large contains the small without 

obstructions... man is not an island... everything is so deeply connected and 

interdependent...  

 

If you can understand a small rose flower in its totality, you will have 

understood the whole cosmos… 

 

Disappear as a separate entity as the ego... and the whole universe and 

all that it contains is your immortality in you and in everyone... 

 

To live in separation is hell... to live together is heaven and freedom... 

 

ONE in ALL  … ALL in ONE 

 

ONE in ONE  … ALL in ALL 

 

Let us be aware of this cosmic dance and this is our grace and our 

choice to live… 
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280- Absolute Patience 

 

Once a sage saw a tiger following him, so he started running in 

smooth and harmonious way and if the tiger is enjoying his running why not 

I? 

 

And the tiger is following him... then he comes near a cul-de-sac... so 

to escape the tiger he hangs to a tree and looks around and down... 

 

And saw a lion in the valley waiting for him and the tiger near the 

tree... he laughs... then he saw two mice cutting the branch, one white and 

one black and he laughs very loudly... "This is life, day and night, and 

wherever I go death is waiting…" 

 

Wherever you go death is waiting and even if you don’t go anywhere, 

day and night are cutting your life… 

 

Now there is no worry... when death is certain what is the worry… 

only in uncertainty there is worry... when everything is certain there is no 

worry… now it has become a destiny...  

 

Destiny is in our hands... so he looks for these few moments how to 

enjoy this now-here or nowhere else... 

 

He became aware just by the side of the branches some strawberries, 

so he picks a few of them, eats them, they are the best of his life... he enjoys 

them and he became liberated in that moment... 

 

He has become a free man because death is so near even then he is not 

in a hurry, he can enjoy a strawberry... it is sweet... 

 

He thanks God... in that moment everything disappears, the tiger, the 

lion, the mice and himself and only Allah is everywhere... 
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281- The purity of the word 

 

Once Tagore translated his own book from Bengali to English and 

asked his friends, the best of the English people, to check the translation... 

 

Andrews was not a poet, who was the best one who checked, he was a 

well educated English teacher, so on four spots he told Tagore to change 

certain words because they were ungrammatical and so Tagore changed the 

four words... then he went to London for a poets gathering and Yeats a well 

known English poet read for the first time the translation... 

 

After the reading Tagore asked "Have you any suggestions? Because 

this is just a translation and English is not my mother tongue..." 

 

And it was very difficult to translate poetry, but Yeats said... "only 

four points, something is missing there"... And exactly those were the four 

words Andrews has suggested... 

 

Tagore could not believe it and said " how you could find it? Keats 

said... the whole poetry is a flow, only these four words are like stones in the 

flow... the flow is broken... it seems somebody else has done the work... 

your language is your stage and your sage… 

 

It is not your mind who said the poetry nor your famous name... I am 

not Keats or Yeats or any name they call me it is the yeast in me... in us... so 

your language is not in the words as letters but in the music of the gap in 

between the words... the words are the cup and the gap in between is the 

wine that wakes us up... so the only four words have come from a school 

master... so put your words back and let your river keeps rivering in every 

earring and hearing…" 

 

Only Yeats became aware that something is wrong because he was a 

poet of the same caliber as Tagore…  

 

There were many others present in the gathering, no one was aware, 

masses are deads... Let the deads bury the deads... be alone with yourself but 

not lonely... by knowing who you are you become aware that no one knows 

this treasure... but you know that no matters how much you know or you 
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say... the truth no one can say it and no one can know it... but knowing that I 

don’t know is trusting the trust and existence knows the secret of now-here... 
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282- Truth cannot be transformed like property 

 
Once a seeker came to a sage woman and asked her... "I have heard 

that you know... show me my path… my way to be enlightened... to be with 

God..." the woman said...  "I don’t know your way but look at me and feel 

your feelings and what you see..."  

 

"I feel nothing... just show me the path to find my own master: said 

the seeker... 

 

The woman said "you go first to Mecca, have the Hajj... the 

pilgrimage and search for such and such woman, her eyes are light and she 

smells like musk and you feel love around her..." 

 

He went to Mecca and started his search for that woman... he met 

many teachers but none was like that woman that he was looking for... 

 

After twenty years he saw an old woman, her face very innocent, she 

smells like musk and very loving, her eyes are full of compassion... so he 

knew this is my teacher and kissed her head and said... "Mother, I have been 

searching for you for twenty years..." 

 

"I am also waiting for you twenty years... look again" said the sage 

woman… 

 

He looked and saw the same woman twenty years ago and said "what? 

Twenty years wasted!! Why? Why could you not say that then?!" 

 

She said... "that would not have helped, because unless you have eyes 

to see and senses to feel... how do you know? This twenty years of search 

rubbed you hard, the dust has fallen, your mind is clear… this fragrance was 

there… but you were not capable of smelling it, your heart was not beating 

and your eyes were not seeing... so contact was not possible... 

 

Seeking prepares you; so that you can feel and see... seeing needs the 

inner eye... the eye of God...  
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He is in you and once we know this mystery... we are no more, only 

the godliness is alive... Until you die... you are not alive... the drop dies in 

the ocean… 
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283- Name is a game 

 

Once a priest was visiting a Zen master who never heard about Jesus... 

so this priest thought... "It will be good... I should go and read some parts 

from the Sermon on the Mount and I will see how the master reacts..." 

 

So the priest went and said "master ... I am a Christian and I have got 

a book and I love it and I would like to read something from it just to know 

how you respect and respond and react"… 

 

So he read few lines and translated it to Japanese... meanwhile the 

whole face of the master changed… and tears started flowing from his eyes 

and he says... "These are the words of Buddha..." 

 

The priest said... "No, no, these are the words of Jesus"... but the 

master said... "whatsoever you give the name but I feel these are the words 

of a prophet, because I know only Buddha and those words can come only 

through an awakened one, and if you say they have come through Jesus... 

then Jesus was a prophet... that does not make any difference... then I will 

tell my students that Jesus was a great grace… a Buddhist…"  

 

Then the priest went to a Muslim master and the same happened 

where the master said... "I will tell my student that Jesus is a Muslim 

prophet..." 

 

Then the priest went to a Jewish Rabai and the same thing happened 

where the Rabai said... "Christ and Moses are one... we are all one with 

God... he is the creator of all the creatures..." 

 

So let us look at the wine and the cups too... but the wine is the same... 

the cups are different... look at the mystery of the wake up... 

 

We are not the names... nor the body... we are bound to be different 

but not the state of being... any experience does not belong to any culture or 

mind... it belongs to you... 

 

Seeing visions are signs... feeling of presences is a real contact... 
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284- Give thanks and live  

 

Once it happened a bottle of whisky fell down from a table and was 

broken and sure the whisky was spilled all over the floor... 

 

Three mice in the night lapped the whisky... one mouse immediately 

said "now I am going to the king... to the palace, to put him right in his 

place." The other said "I am not worried about kings... I am myself going to 

be the emperor of the whole world"... and the third said... "do what so ever 

you like, I am going upstairs to eat the cat..." 

 

The whole personality has changed... a mouse thinking of making a 

feast by eating a cat… it can happen… it happens every day... what so eve 

you eat changes you... what so ever you drink changes you… because body 

is a great part... the way you treat your body is a situation for something 

higher... the body is the home... the temple... the medium... it is from dust... 

from mother earth and a great mystery beyond science... whatsoever you 

eat... the body is the sacred machine that changes the food into blood... 

bones... flesh... and life... 

 

How can you be loving if you are not eating with love... Jesus is 

saying to us... "This is my body and this is blood for new birth" bread and 

blood and new birth... 

 

If we are eating without gratefulness the violence is there... and with 

such a deep violence how can you be loving... 

 

Let us be aware when we are eating... let us say thank you God and be 

in the bliss and eat and share his gift so you become a grace and an 

instrument for peace and love… 
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285- Practice without preaching 

 

Once a dog told his friend "stop barking, we waste our energy 

unnecessarily, that is why we have not been evolving… stop barking..." 

 

But it is difficult for dogs to stop barking, it is their nature... but their 

leader was thinking of having a kingdom of informed dogs, no fighting and 

living in silence... 

 

But dogs are dogs and they said to the leader dog... "you are a great 

man and whatsoever you say is true, but we are helpless, poor dogs... we 

don’t understand such big things..." 

 

So all the dogs felt guilty and whenever there is a chance they will 

bark and they thought that dog is a great man, and we cannot follow him..." 

 

And the leader was true to his world and word and never barked... in 

front of them… 

 

But one day everything failed... all the dogs decided to follow the 

leader... at least once a year at his birthday... complete silence and no 

barking. No matter how difficult we are going to do it... 

 

And on that night not a single dog barked, the leader went from this 

corner to that to watch because when they bark he will preach... what is 

going on?! They have to bark... 

 

The leader started feeling very miserable because nobody is barking 

as if no dogs exist... 

 

He went many places and watched and not one bark, it was bizarre, he 

had to move in a dark corner and barked... 

 

The moment the dogs heard that one has broken the vow they said... 

"Now there is no problem and he whole city barked... the leader came out 

and started preaching..." 

 

This is the situation of us and our reformers…  
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286- See the good 

 

Once in a small village a man was thought to be stupid and he was 

tired of his foolishness so he asked a wise man what to do… 

 

The wise man said... "Nothing, when something is praising somebody 

you condemn... you say no... I know well that man is sinner not a saint...if 

somebody says... this book is great, you say, this book is rubbish... I have 

read it... if somebody is saying this painting is one of the best, simply say it 

is just a canvas and colours, a child can do it... criticize, say no, ask for 

proofs and after seven days come to me! 

 

Within seven days the town started feeling that this man is a genius, 

an analyst, he knows and shows all the faults... on the seventh day he came 

to the wise man and said... "Now there is no need to take any advice from 

you... are you ready to tell you that you are a fool..." 

 

The whole town used to believe in that sage and they all said "our new 

genius- has said that he is a fool, he must be..." 

 

We believe in the negative easily because to disprove a no is very 

difficult... 

 

Within seconds Jesus was proved to be a sinner and since two 

thousand years theology has been proving that is not... 

 

You can say no to a virtue, but you are harming yourself and you fall 

down in misery because you are miserable out of choice... 

 

Let us live our choice… 
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287- A queen or a beggar or  It all depends on you 

 

You can choose your choice... what do you want to be? A slave? a 

free being? 

 

Once two students of a master were walking in his garden... both were 

smokers and wanted to ask for the permission of the master... so they both 

decided to ask him even if he says no you can’t smoke... 

 

The next day they met in the garden... one was furious because the 

other was smoking and he said "What happened?" I also asked him but he 

simply refused and said no... and you are smoking... you are not abiding by 

his orders… 

 

"Yes I am... because he said yes to me... " said the second... 

 

"This looks unjust, I will go and ask him why... why he said no to me 

and yes to you?" 

 

"Before you go, wait a minute and tell what you have asked?" 

 

"I asked him a simple question... can I smoke while meditating? And 

he said no and looked very angry..." 

 

The other started laughing and said... "now I understand what is the 

matter... I asked him...can I meditate while smoking? He said yes and was 

very happy..." 

 

Just a little difference and life is a totally something else... 

 

Life is neither misery no bliss... life is an empty canvas and one has to 

be very artistic about it… 

 

You can look at the window and say God. Good morning or you say, 

my God! It is morning again!!!! 

 

It all depends on you... 
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Every work is a prayer... a meditation... a worship or a warship... what 

is your choice... how is your character? What is your thought? And thought 

is a destiny…  
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288- Share your jewel 
 

Once upon a time dwelt an old princess in a palace… 

 

In the center of a golden table in the main hall, there, there shone a 

large and magnificent jewel... each day of the princess’s life, the stone 

sparkled more and more… 

 

One day a thief stole the jewel and ran from the palace, hiding in a 

forest... as he stared with deep joy at the stone, to his amazement the image 

of the princess appeared... yes! On the stone… 

 

"I have come to thank you, you have released me from my attachment 

to earth... I thought I was freed when I acquired the jewel, but then I felt I 

was wrong… I learned that I would be released only when I passed it on, 

with a pure heart to another, and each day of my life I polished that stone, 

until finally this day arrived, when the jewel became so beautiful that you 

took it and I have passed it on, and I am released said the princess to the 

friend who took the jewel… 

 

The princess and the thief are human becoming... so is us and each 

human being. We are a verb... an action... Glowing and growing every 

moment with oneness in each one of us… 

 

The jewel is the understanding we hold... we cannot add to its beauty 

by hiding it nor by wearing it by vanity... its beauty comes out of the 

consciousness in our being... in our mystery… 

 

By knowing myself I know the selflessness… I know that I don’t 

know … this I does not exist only the amness is our existence … our only 

isness…. 

 

Yes my friends… we are one with the drop and the wave and the 

ocean… one with the at-one-ment- with the One… 
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289- A queen or a beggar 

 

Once an enlightened woman used to call herself Queen and people 

would laugh because she had nothing... they would ask again and again why 

do you call yourself a Queen and you are poor? 

 

"Because I am utterly contented, because I don’t need anything, 

because there is no desire left and desires makes us beggars… and 

contentment that makes one crowned…" 

 

Yes she is so right and light… why be beggar? You are all 

emperors… we are all a royal family in the kingdom of God… not loyal to 

the money but to the One... we are a holy members and not a dirty 

numbers... not consumers… 

 

It is our decisions to be who we are … a victim or a victor?? Let us go 

in and be in our inner world… 

 

Be in love with the inner power and this is the only power there is… 

 

The power of our inner treasure…. 
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290- The teacher and the dog 

 

Once a sage man, walking along a road with a student, at the comer a 

ferocious dog came... the student was afraid and cries out… "How dare you 

approach my teacher in such a bad manner?" 

 

"He is more consistent than you are" said the sage… "why? And 

how?" said the student... 

 

The sage said... "Because he barks at anyone, this is his habit, while 

you regard me as your master and are many good beings as our friends and 

the bad ones too and are on our way that you did not even notice and you 

dismissed them without a second glance…" 

 

If you love the one in you and everyone else... then you are in love... 

you are the love… 

 

Then you love all what you see and you don’t see... look at the sun... it 

shines on all of us and on everything... 

 

Let us be who we are... with awareness there is no war... only arms to 

hug... 
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291- Hardship or heartship 

 

Once upon a time there lived an eminent scholar... he was a gentle 

man of eighty and was said to have no equal in the learning and 

understanding…  

 

Then a rumour arose that faraway a new doctrine had sprung up and 

was even deeper than his knowledge... the old gentleman found this 

intolerable and decided that the issue had to be settled one way or the other... 

 

In spite of his age he set out on a long journey...after months of 

hardship on the road... he arrived at his destination, introduced himself and 

told the purpose of his visit... 

 

His host, who was a sage woman who merely coated... "To avoid 

doing evil, to do as much good as possible, this is the teaching of all the 

masters... plant peace... the seed is in you..." 

 

On hearing this, the old man said... "I have come up here in spite of 

the dangers of such a long and rough journey and my old age… and you just 

coated a little jungle that every three-years-old child knows it by heart... are 

you mocking me?" 

 

Yes! He was angry and lost so much time and energy to be in such 

dead answer!!! 

 

And the sage woman said... "No! I am not mocking at you... thank you 

for being here... please remember that though it is true that every three years 

old child knows this verse yet even a man of eighty fails to live up to it!!" 

 

Religion or truth is not a question of knowing but of living up to it… 

 

The lab of the scientist is outside... but the religious person’s lab in his 

own being... 

 

Life is not an experiment in the lab but an experience in our life… 

 

The hair in my head has a mystery that is not in the science but in the 

soul… 
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292- The game of the name 

 

Once upon a time there was an innkeeper who, strange to say, was 

unable to make both ends meet... 

 

Nothing that he tried was of any effect… he tried to put his house 

under an entirely new and good management, but that too was in vain... so in 

despair he consulted a wise woman... "It is quite simple, you must change 

the name of your inn" said the woman. 

 

"It has been the golden lion club and pub... for centuries" he replied 

 

"You must change the name, it must run with the mind of the now... 

you must have a row of seven bells as the sign" she said... 

 

"Seven? But this is absurd, what will that do?" he asked... 

 

"You must call it "the eight bells" and put only seven bells... just do it 

and come back and let me know the result" said the woman 

 

So he went home and did as she told him... and straight away every 

passer by poured his mind and paused at the mistake on the sign... a great 

wrong mind action!! 

 

Everyone looked at the bells and then hurried into the inn and point 

out the mistake, each believing to be the only one who had noticed it... and 

all wishing to refresh themselves for their trouble... 

 

And the innkeeper made his fortune... the name of the inn is enough to 

make the people curious and occupied without going anywhere or be in a 

passionate search... 

 

A name is a game if you know how to place it and play it... 
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293- Can I help? 

 

Once four angels came to the creator while creating the world and the 

first asked … 

 

How are you doing it? 

 

The second asked why? 

 

The third angel said... "May I have it when you finish?" 

 

The fourth one said "Can I help?" 

 

The first was the scientist... the second was the philosopher and the 

third was the politician and the fourth was the question of the religious 

one… 

 

The scientist has to be objective, to remain uninvolved... 

 

The philosopher only speculates, he never experiments, it leads 

nowhere, the politician wants to possess the world, not to know the truth of 

life… 

 

The religious person participates, he dances with life, he sings with 

existence... he helps life he surrenders to the oneness… 

 

Where is such a religious being? If not you and me who else? If not 

now when? 

 

Truth lives in us... very near... why go very far?? 

 

Let us go in... in is our only inn... inwards is Godward… 
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294- Unconditional prayer 

 

Once Rabia, the mystic woman, was seen in the market place carrying 

a torch in one hand and a pitcher of water in the other... people asked her 

why and she said... "I am going to burn heaven and douse the flames of 

hell... I am going to destroy the obstacles that block your path to God"... 

 

God is love and love is God... it is in heaven and hell... we pray out of 

fear and out of greed and need... prayer is an act of loving for life itself not 

for any good or any greed... heaven and hell are state of our inner being 

now-here or nowhere else... 

 

Morality based on fear is dead, it is through love... the unconditional 

love that purity and morality will be reborn... 

 

Let us trust our love... let us do what we love and our daily bread and 

breath is in every now... this is our wow and vow... 

 

Trust existence and this is the only isness… 
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295- Be the light 

 

Once a blind man visited his friends... it was dark when he left, and 

they gave him a lantern… 

 

Thank you, but I don’t need it, light or dark... it is all the same to me... 

 

Yes! But curry it any way so people won’t bump into you... 

 

Off he went and soon someone collided with him and shouted... "Why 

don’t you look where are you going?" 

 

"Why don’t you see my lantern?" said the blind... 

 

"Sorry brother your candle went out..." 

 

That is what has happened to humanity at large... people have the 

Gita, the Bible, the Koran... these are lamps of immense value but our eyes 

are blind... when the master dies the light goes out and the truth becomes a 

dead institutions… but we go on carrying the scriptures hoping that they are 

full of light... the book is a cup but where is my wakeup??  

 

The message is only words... it is only a weight unless we live its 

light... we have to be thirsty in order to enjoy the mystery of the water 

power... 

 

If we know the power of the word then we live the world in the 

word... let us wake up and know our amness... our awareness... and live our 

life... our religion which is an experience to be it... to be or not to be... live it 

and don’t believe in it... 

 

I don’t believe in believing... but in living... in knowing... yes! You 

are a knower... 
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296- Be aware 

 

Once mystic beggar came at the door of the palace where the queen 

gave him a golden begging bowl and took his wooden bowl to keep... a thief 

saw this seen and followed the mystic to his cave in the ruins outside the 

capital... 

 

The thief waited outside... waiting for the night to come so he can go 

inside and steel it...  

 

The saint saw the thief following him and knew his intentions so why 

force him to wait... he ate the food and threw the bowl out of the window... 

the thief could not believe it and he was attracted by this beggar and said... " 

Sir, why did you do this? Can I come and have a little chit-chat with you?" 

 

The mystic said... "I did this because I want you to come in as a friend 

not as a thief." And the thief came in and said "can I be detached and so free 

as you are from every possession?" 

 

"Yes my friend... now is the time ya mewe... do not renounce but 

rejoice and transcend... go beyond the body and enjoy everything even 

stealing..." said the mystic... " but all the Teachers told me to stop stealing, 

only then I can be a good man." Said the thief... 

 

"This shows that you have never been to a real master up to now... go 

on stealing but consciously, do it with full awareness and why you are doing 

it and come back after ten days and report to me..." 

 

By the seventh day the thief came back and said... "I was not able to 

steal, why stealing thing which will be taken away from me... If I become 

aware I can’t steal... If I steal I lose my awareness... both cannot go 

together... and I have tasted awareness... I can’t drop it... I have chosen to be 

aware and awake..." 

 

Awareness is the key of transformation... where is the real treasure? 

So go in and face your original face... 
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297- Forgive and then pray 

 

Once it happened when Michel Angelo was working in the Sistine 

chapel... he was making a painting of Jesus... the painting was almost 

complete... just the last finishing touches but he was finding those last 

finishing touches very very difficult... Jesus was not coming out Jesus like... 

something was missing in his face... 

 

That softness that peaceful looking was not there... that love quality 

was not there... that love quality was hidden... Michel Angelo tried for days 

and then remembered that he had quarreled with a friend and he was 

carrying it in with his heart and he felt it and remembered the Saying of 

Jesus... that if you go to pray and you are not feeling good about anyone... 

any friend or enemy... or a brother or a sister... then first go and ask 

forgiveness… 

 

He left the Chapel, went to the friend and asked forgiveness... and told 

him the whole story and said... " for days I have been working but I can’t 

bring out Jesus’ face as it should be, something angry remains in it" 

 

Why? Because the anger was in the painter... your doing reflects 

you... 

 

Every work is our prayer and our worship... whatever we are doing is 

our prayer... let our writing and our reading be from our inner flow... inner 

treasure... 

 

And the day he asked forgiveness and was forgiven, he came into a 

totally different mood... and just a few minutes work and the painting was 

complete... and it is one of the most beautiful painting of Jesus because the 

painter’s heart was in tune with love and with God... 

 

Forgive me... Forgive and forget and we learn from our new mistakes 

every now and then... 
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298 - Truth cannot be transferred 

 

Once an owl was sitting in a tree and a swan flew up and sat there 

too… Oh, it is hot brother owl… the sun is bright and I am all hot and 

sweaty… "What? What are you talking about? Sun? Hot? Darkness gives 

hot? What is this sun you are talking about? Are you mad? There is no sun, 

we have never heard about it… or light or hot… and all our scriptures also 

say so and all our friends..."  

 

The swan was confused how to explain light to this blind owl and 

said… "I can see the sun and the light and I feel it and I am positive…" the 

owl answered… "Let us go to the big tree where many owls are there and 

ask them, some of them are great scholars too…"  

 

They flew over and met many owls and they discussed the subject and 

said to the swan… "Our fathers and their fathers and nobody in our history 

ever seen a sun… You are either mad or fraud fellow… Don’t try to corrupt 

our religion…we have always lived in darkness… It is the foundation of our 

life… you are here to destroy us and we will take a majority vote on it…" 

 

 One owl got up and said "What is the truth? Does darkness exist or 

light?"  

 

"Darkness and darkness alone," they all cried "and it is so hot because 

of it is so dark… heat is a foundation of darkness… don’t let the other stay 

here… he will spoil our life… he is totally blind or mad… drive him away 

immediately…"  

 

The experience of the blind owl is denying the truth…  

 

Be original being and not a second hand parrot person… 
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299- Resist nothing and you are free 

 

Let us accept this now as it is… all is from God why not see the 

beauty in the ugliness…  

 

Why not see the different ideas in our minds?  

 

The philosophers, theologians and doctors of law were drawn up at 

court to examine Mulla Nasrudine… This was a serious case, because he had 

admitted going from village to village saying "The so-called wise men are 

ignorant, irresolute and confused…"  

 

He was charged with the security of the state.  

 

"You may speak first" said the king…  

 

"Have paper and pens brought" said Mulla…  

 

Paper and pens were brought…  

 

"Give some to each of the first seven savants." 

 

They were distributed… "Have them write separately an answer to 

this question: what is bread?"  

 

This was done… the papers were handed to the king, who read them 

out… 

   

The first said … "Bread is a food…"  

 

The second said… "It is flour and water."  

 

The other answers… "A gift of God" "Baked dough" "Changeable, 

according to how you mean… bread." "A nutritious substance." "Nobody 

really knows"…  

 

"When they decide what bread is, it will be possible for them to 

decide other things" said Mulla…  
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"Yes! that is the solution of our so called… philosophers, theologians, 

doctors of law and all the power people… all the learned people… they are 

parrots… Is it not strange that they cannot agree about something which they 

eat each day, and yet are unanimous that we are heretic?" said Mulla… 

  

 What to do?  

 

Just be yourself as you are… know yourself… let us face our mystery 

as it is… resist nothing and you are free to be your amness… your 

stillness… 
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300- A little bit of sky 

 

Once some hunters went deep into a dark forest and found a hut in 

which a hermit was praying… Good after noon, brother, you look very 

happy in this lovely hut, we have everything and we are not happy…  

 

Where did you find happiness? "I found it here in this cave… look 

through that hole and you will catch a glimpse of my joy and my 

happiness…" And he showed them a small window…  

 

"You have deceived us… for all that we can see are some branches of 

a tree… talk more to us…"  

 

"Take another look…"  

 

"All we see are some branches and a little bit of sky…" That is the 

reason of my happiness… heaven is behind the eyes… go in and see it… the 

key to our kingdom is meditation… look at the real life… that which is 

never born and never dies… we are immortal… what are we here for? What 

is our vision…??  

 

Let us plant peace and live in joy…  

 

Who am I makes a difference… 
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301- When death is life 

 
Once a man was believed to have died…  
 
He was put in a coffin and the funeral party set off for the cemetery… 

just as they arrived at the grave, he regained consciousness, lifted the coffin 
led and cried out for help…  

 
"It is not possible that he has revived, because he has been certified 

dead by competent experts" said the mourners… "But I am alive" shouted 
the man… He appealed to a well known scientist who was present "Just a 
moment" said the expert…  

 
He then turned to the mourners counting them "Now we have heard 

what the dead man said, you fifty witnesses tell me what you regard as the 
truth…"  

 
He is dead said the witnesses… the truth is in the voice of the 

majority…  
 
Bury him said the expert…  
 
And so he was buried… Let the deads bury the deads… Christ said…  
 
Truth came for the chosen few… The ones who are alive and aware… 
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302- Why I am here… 

 
Once a Murid asked his Murshed "Master… why do I forget that I am 

here to worship God? What is worship in action?"… "My beloved 
students… we are here to learn and serve… learn about our being and 
serving others is serving our self… So work is our worshiping… Please go 
down to the village and bring me a nice cool cup of water…" "Yes my 
teacher" and off he went…  

 
He knocked at a door and said to a young lady "May I have a cool cup 

of water for my hermit teacher in the cave… we are wanderers?…" "Ah! 
You must serve that religious man… please come in and meet my friend…"  

 
"No… No… I am in a hurry… my master is thirsty and I am in a 

hurry and I love him very much…" please come in… Teach us few words 
about your experience… We are searching and your teacher can wait and he 
won’t be angry at you, he is a holy man…"  

 
So he entered the house, blessed the food, and ate and shared wisdom 

and since it was so late, he slept there and in the early morning while leaving 
the house back to his master the cows were in pain and he helped them for 
the sake of Allah and days became weeks and still he remained and married 
and had kids and worked for the life of his family and built schools and 
hospitals and temples and peace… He watched his children grow and have 
their own children…  

 
One day as an old man watching all this, a great flood came to the 

village and all was gone and he saw the face of his master smiling and 
saying… "I am still waiting for my water…"  

 
This is our story… we forget why we are here… what to learn and 

what to earn… who we are and from where and to where… It is not the 
doing but how we are being and doing… and before death comes let us see 
the face of God everywhere waiting for our love… Now-here is the only 
place and the only space… 
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303- Drop all defences 

 
Once, Hasan, Malik and Farid… three sages came to see Rabia when 

she was ill… Rabia is one of the greatest women mystics of the world… and 
these sages came to see her… Hasan said "None is sincere in his claim to the 
love of Allah unless he patiently endures the blows of his God…"  

 
Rabia said "This is a smell of egoism…"  
 
Malik said… "None is sincere in his claim unless he gives thanks for 

the blows of his hand and his hard…"  
 
Rabia said… "This must be still bettered… still something of 

egoism…"  
 
Farid said… "None is sincere in his claim unless he delights in the 

blows of his creator…"  
 
Rabia said "Good, but still need to be improved… a very subtle ego is 

still hiding here like a shadow…"  
 
Then they all said "Please do speak… you yourself say…" She said…  
 
"None is sincere in his claim unless he forgets the blows in witnessing 

his God…"  
 
Just total acceptance without any judgment…  
 
God has to hit to make openings in our being… you have grown a 

hand crust around yourself… He has to cut many chunks of your being… of 
our China wall and armour because they are not really part of you…  

 
Be ready to drop all defences and it is very painful and it hurts but it 

heals your life…  
 
Sometimes we need a hammer not a feather to wake up and see… 
 
No pain no gain… 
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304- First see and then say 

 
Once a king asked his three sons to accompany him with bows and 

arrows on a ride into the country…  
 
Pausing at a spot, the king pointed out a vulture sitting on a tree and 

asked his eldest son "I wish you to shoot at that vulture, but tell me first 
what do you see?"  

 
"I see grass, clouds, the sky, the river, a tree and…" enough said the 

king and asked his second son to make ready to shoot… The son was about 
to do so when his father again said… "Tell me first, what do you see?" "Ah! 
I see the horse, the ground, a field of wheat, and an old dead tree with a 
vulture on it" answered the son…  

 
Never mind shooting it said the king and turning to his youngest son, 

ordered him to hit the vulture and again repeated the question… "First, what 
do you see?"  

 
The son replied deliberately, not taking his gaze for an instant from 

his intended victim as he drew the bow and aimed and said "I see the point 
where the wing joins the body…" And the youngest son let fly the arrow and 
the bird fell on the ground…  

 
The third son became the king…  
 
See your aim and you see your goal… but not by killing any 

creature… let our aim be on our feelings… hate… anger… ego… fear… 
misery… the balance of our energy… of our power and this is our treasure 
and our vulture…  
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305- The animal school 

 
Once the animals got together in the forest and decided to start a 

school… a rabbit, a bird, a squirrel, a fish, and an eel and many more and 
they formed a board of directors…  

 
The rabbit insisted the running has to be in the curriculum… The bird 

asked for flying and the fish for swimming and the squirrel for climbing 
trees… and on and on…  

 
They put them all together and insisted that all of the animals take all 

of the subjects…  
 
Although the rabbit was getting an A in running, tree climbing was a 

real problem for him… He kept falling over backward… Pretty soon he got 
to be in pain… a brain damage and he could not run anymore… He found 
that instead of making an A in running he was making a C and of course he 
always made an A in his way and now an F in climbing…  

 
The bird was really very beautiful at flying but when it came to 

burrowing in the ground he could not do so well… he kept breaking his beak 
and wings… pretty soon he was making a C in flying… as well as an F in 
burrowing and a hell of a time in climbing trees…  

 
The moral of the story is that the person who was the first in his 

subject is a retarded in the other’s way…  
 
Being yourself is the real self proof… but the educators were all 

happy… why? Because everybody was taking all the subjects and it was 
called a board… all based on education and information…  

 
Intelligence dies in imitating others…  
 
Be yourself and transformation is our formation…  
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306- Accidental or Existential 

 
Once, before the sage man Farid passed away, another sage man, 

Hasan, visited him and said…  
 
"Shall I lead you on?"… Farid replied… "I came here alone and I go 

alone… what help could you be to me?"  
 
Hasan answered "If you think you really came and you are really 

going, that is your delusion… let me show you the path on which there is no 
coming and no going…"  

 
What is this secret? With his words Hasan had revealed the path so 

clearly that Farid smiled and said… "There is only Allah" and passed 
away…  

 
To a man who is in search of truth, even death is an occasion… To a 

man who is not in search even life is not an occasion to learn… They pass 
through life but without gaining any maturity through it, they remain almost 
a sleep…  

 
People live like sleepwalkers, they remain drunk, they don’t know 

what they are doing??  
 
They don’t know why they are here? We don’t know from where, we 

came and to where we are going?...  
 
We are simply like driftwood at the mercy of the winds… our life is 

accidental and unless I take hold of my life and start changing it from 
accidental to the existential, there is going to be no transformation…  

 
Don’t say… it is impossible… just see it from your beard and say I-m 

-possible… Truth came for the chosen few… 
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307- Let God be through you 

 
Once a Zen master was chopping wood…  
 
A man came to visit him from far away and seeing the woodcutter he 

asked… "I have heard about a great master who is enlightened… where is 
he?" And the master said "Look at me… I am that man… what do you 
want?"  

 
The seeker thought this man is mad… still to be polite with him 

because he is mad and he has an axe in his hand and looked bizarre… and so 
he said… "So you are the great master… what did you do before 
enlightenment?"  

 
"I used to chop wood and carry water from the well" said the master…  
 
"And now what do you do?"  
 
"I chop wood and carry water from the well…"  
 
And the seeker said "Then what is the difference? Then what is the 

point of your enlightenment if you are doing the same thing?"  
 
And the master laughed and said… "Before enlightenment… I used to 

chop wood and used to carry water… now water is carried and wood is 
chopped… I am not the doer… God is doing it through me… that is the 
difference…"  

 
Who is reading? Who is writing? What is the level of our love… of 

our consciousness… Is my work is my worship?  
 
Let God live through you… Let God use our hands to carry the water 

and chop the wood… and we become very active and very alive…  
 
God has no other hands than ours… 
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308- Rules are not for you 

 
Once there was a Muslim mystic who used to play music five times a 

day… That was his prayer…  
 
This was absolutely anti-religious… but nobody could say anything to 

him… many times people come to tell him so and he would start singing and 
playing music and the song would be so beautiful, they would forget 
completely why they had come even scholars and priests come to object but 
when he plays and sings they forget what they came for…  

 
His fame spread very wide and people started coming… One great 

mystic came from Baghdad to see him and find out about his music… The 
musician knew that Hamid is an orthodox Muslim and it will not be good to 
play such music to him… so only for that day in his whole life, he decided 
he would not play and not sing…  

 
Hamid came and sat with Mamlouk and both sat in silence… The 

instruments started to make music; the whole room was filled… The mystic 
became very puzzled over what to do and what to say to his visitor… he had 
hidden them and such music is coming that he had never known before…  

 
Hamid laughed and said "Rules are not for you…You need not hide 

your instruments… your angels are playing and how can you hide your soul? 
Your hands may not play, you may not sing from your throat, but your being 
is a musical instruments for Allah and He knows how to use it… rules are 
for ordinary people… You are no more… God is the only isness in you and 
through you… Let us both listen to His music… within and without"  

 
I am the instrument and He is the music… 
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309- Now is enough 

  

Once a driver suspected that he was moving in a wrong direction so 
he asked a beggar… "Does this road lead down town?" "I don’t know" said 
the beggar… "Does this road lead to the white mountain?" "I don’t know 
either!" "Does it lead me to the river?" "I don’t know!"  

 
The driver who was already irritated said… and said it in anger… "So 

you don’t know much" The beggar laughed and said… "But I am not lost…" 
So the question is not of knowledge… The question is whether you are lost 
or not… when I am lost, a map is needed… When I am not lost, what is the 
point of carrying a book or a map?  

 
Once you become aware that you are the goal… You cannot be lost…  
 
Let us be who we are and with this awareness we are enjoying our 

walk and we walk our talk… 
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310- The chains and the prison 

 
Once when the French revolutionaries freed the prisoners from the 

great French prisons of Bastille, they were surprised that many prisoners 
were not ready to go out…  

 
They lived there for years and became their home and nothing to 

worry about and half of them came back the same day at least to sleep in 
their cells, they even asked for their chains because they are used to sleep 
with heavy loads of chains and the music of the chains…  

 
This is the situation of all human beings… we only believe that we are 

free but we are not… we are in a prison of transparent walls… These walls 
are created by our priests and our politicians and we gave them the 
permission to be chained…  

 
What is our chain? Am I free? Or I am the prison!!  
 
Just watch the crowd in the mind… who is my master? Am I a slave? 

A victim? A beggar? Or a free being…?  
 
Let us live our choice… our birth right… our childhood… Innocence 

to wisdom is our way… 
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311- Not bodies but beings 

 
Once a great king came to see a master… his visit was for a political 

reasons… because the rumour was spreading that all people love the master 
except the king… So out of fear came with his prime minister to see the 
master…  

 
When the king saw the master sitting with his ten thousand students in 

deep silence, he became very much afraid and pulled his sword out and 
asked the minister… Is there some conspiracy? Something against me?  

 
The minister laughed and said "You don’t know his people, put your 

sword back, you need not be afraid, they are not going to kill you…"  
 
But very suspicious, holding his hand on the sword, the king went to 

the meeting and he was surprised… Ten thousand people sitting under the 
trees silently as if there was no one…  

 
He asked the master "This is a miracle… Ten thousand people, even 

ten people together create noise… What are these people doing? What has 
happened to them? Has something gone wrong? Are they still alive? 

 
They look like statues and what they are doing sitting here? They 

should do something… 
 
And the master said… "They are doing something… but it has 

nothing to do outside… they are doing something in their inner world… they 
are not in their bodies, they are in their beings… at the very core of us… of 
our stillness and our existence…" 

 
Be still and know that I am the Godliness… 
 
And these are not ten thousand people… not a number right now… 

they are all part and members of the universal power… 
 

Of the infinity of divinity… 
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312- The silence 

 
Once two great mystics of India... Kabir and Farid met for two days... 

they were in silent communion...  
 
The students were very much frustrated, they wanted them to talk so 

they can listen to these two great mystics’ wisdom...  
 
The students were yawning and waiting to hear something and the 

masters were hammering on their students through silence... 
 
After two days they hugged each other and said good bye and in 

silence too... now the master was with his students who were waiting for the 
big why??  What went wrong?  

 
These two days have been hell to us... why you did not speak?? They 

asked Kabir…  
 
And Kabir laughed and said... "But there was nothing to say, he can 

understand silence, if I had said anything, he would have thought me 
ignorant, because then silence is there and silence can say it, what is the use 
of words?" 

 
And the students asked him "What happened? Why you did not 

speak? Are you mad?? We don’t understand the language of silence… if 
both of you do, we don’t…" 

 
"Listen!" said the master, "We are at the same space, we looked at 

each other and the dialogue finished and we were enjoying each other’s 
space and grace… 

 
We were guests to each other and we gave thanks to the only one 

there is in everyone and we thanked you all for being with us and we danced 
and we sang… but it all happened in silence and smiles... when silence can 
speak, what is the need of language?" 

 
Look at nature… Look at your baby... Look at the sky… Listen to 

your inner lecture… 
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Love is the only language… 
 
Once you are in love... you are alive... no need to say I love you... you 

are sharing your loving… 
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313- How much have you renounced? 

 
Once a man came to a sage woman praising her very highly saying 

"You are a great sage, you renounced the world." The woman laughed and 
said wait, you are going too far… the truth is just the opposite... I have not 
renounced you nor myself nor the world, you have renounced, you are a 
great man…" 

 
Are you kidding? I am a great worldly man... I indulge in things and 

in my greeds, I am very ambitious and money oriented… how can I be 
called great... no, you must be joking... I renounced nothing.." 

 
And the sage woman said "No, there were two possibilities before me 

and the same before you, you have chosen the world and renounced God... I 
have chosen God and I renounced the world… who is the great renouncer??  
You have renounced the greatest!!! More valuable and chosen the 
meaningless... you are very strong to do this choice... to say no to life and 
yes to death.. you are very strong... and I have done the opposite… 

 
I have renounced the meaningless and I have chosen the valuable... no 

to the pebble and yes to the jewel... I am eager to the stronger... 
 
If there is a great diamond and a stone, you have a choice… what is 

your choice? Who is the greatest renouncer? You can indulge in your lover... 
God or dog? Evil or live..? 

 
The sage celebrates existence… we, who are running after ordinary 

stones, we are the great renouncer… there are only two ways either renounce 
the mind and choose the heart or renounce the heart and choose the head… 

 
It is up to me to make the choice and live it... 
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314- Be in order 

 
Once in a province, no rain had fallen for a long time.. everything was 

dried up... 
 
At last the citizens decided to ask the wise man… 
 
They went and asked for help... 
 
The old man promised to do so and asked God for rain on one 

condition, that he remains all by himself in his little cottage for three days 
and no food and no drink would be required, then he would see what could 
be done... his requests were met... 

 
He remained all by himself in total silence and at the of the third day 

abundant rain fell and full of praise... a grateful crowd came to his cottage 
and asked… 

 
How did you do it? tell us!! 
 
"It was quiet simple..." he said… "For three days all I have done is to 

put myself on order... for I know, that once I am in order, then the world will 
be in order... and the draught must yield place to the rain… change comes 
from within myself... this is the challenge.. what is out is in… 

 
I am the cup and the water... I have to clean up my body, mind and 

myself so I can be one with the order of the universe... then whatever I need, 
it comes… we become one with all the seasons…" 

 
So let us remember this seed of life... if I am in order then the whole 

world is in order for me... if I obey God... then everything obeys me.. I am 
the boss of nature... I take care of our mother earth... we are the children of 
this mother and the children of the kingdom of God... we are one family... a 
royal family...  

 
When you are in harmony, then the whole existence is in harmony for 

you… 
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315- Don’t be too hard on people 

 
Once the prophet went to the mosque for his morning prayer... and he 

took a young man with him who had never gone to the mosque before... 
 
While coming back, the young man said to Mohammed... "Look at 

these sinners, still asleep, is this a time to sleep? This is a time to pray!" 
 
And this was the first time that he himself has gone to pray... Do you 

know what Mohamed did? Looking at the sky he said... forgive me... I am 
sorry… 

 
The young man said: "To whom are you saying this?" 
 
To Allah... To God... I will have to go back to the mosque and pray 

and please don’t come this time... it was good that you had not gone to the 
mosque before... I have done something wrong by taking you... It was good 
that you were also asleep at least you would not have gathered this ego... 
now you think you are a Muslim just because you have made one prayer and 
these people are sinners... and I am the cause... 

 
I took you with me… your heart is not ready to join Allah... the real 

prayer is a sacred power that comes out from a heart who is ripe and ready to 
grow and glow... you will go when you are awake and alert... God will guide 
you if you want to, not me... forgive me..." 

 
And he went back to pray and ask forgiveness from Allah and not to 

push anyone for anything… 
 
It is up to us to decide... where is my way? Which side? 
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316- What is enlightenment 

 
Once a very beautiful young woman enjoyed nothing but looking at 

the mirror… and one morning, she saw herself in the mirror without her 
head… she became hysterical and rushed around yelling… "My head is 
gone... where is my head? Who has my head? I shall di... please find my 
head... I shall die if I don’t find it..." 

 
Even though everyone assured that her head was on her shoulders.. 

she refused to believe them... every time she looked in the mirror, her head 
was not there, so she continued to be crazy and crying for help... then fearing 
for her sanity, her friends tied her to a pillar so she would not hurt herself... 

 
Her friends continued to reassure her that her head was still on her 

shoulder but she was more crazy and suddenly one of her friends gave her a 
sharp blow on her head... she cried out in pain and her friend said "This is 
your head, there it is…" and she saw the head and she saw that she always 
had it.. 

 
This is enlightenment... you have never been out of it... it is our 

original face and being… 
 
Light is our birthright... it is in us... light from light... like the wave is 

from the ocean and so is the drop of water... and so is the grain of sand from 
the desert... so each one of us from God... this godliness is our isness… We 
are in God and you are in this mystery... you have just to become a little 
more alert...  

 
The head is there, you can’t see it because you are looking in the 

wrong direction or in a wrong mirror... holiness is in each cell and fibre of 
your being... Just a remembrance is needed... 

 
Remember that you are a member and not a number...  
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317- Child like looking 

 
Once Kabir was meditating under a tree... and a few young men from 

the city came to the forest to have a night of delight... they had brought 
much wine and a beautiful woman and sat very close to Kabir... 

 
They ate and danced and were drunk and so they stripped the woman 

naked... seeing them all drunk... the woman escaped.. 
 
In the middle of the night they became aware that the woman was not 

there, so they started searching for the woman... 
 

They could not find her... but found the master under a tree... they 
asked him... 

 
"Have you seen a naked woman? This is the only way of her to go... 

did you see her?" 
 
The master said... "There is no other one to see... somebody did pass 

but it is very difficult for me to say to you whether the person who passed 
was a man or a woman... I am no more interested in the body... that desire 
has disappeared in me... I am sorry... somebody has passed but it is difficult 
for me to tell if the person was young or old... ugly or beautiful... because 
these are no more my concern... this too is difficult for me to tell whether the 
person was naked or clothed for the same reason... I am sorry..." 

 
What the master was saying? 
 
That now nothing is repressed on him, all repressions have been 

dissolved... he is no more in the thinking of forms and qualities…  
 
He has become again a small child... innocent... total trust... 
 
Jesus is saying... unless we live our childlike… childhood... the 

innocence... to total trust... we are not in the kingdom of God... 
 
Take a deep breath… who is giving us this life? This breath? Also 

gives us our daily bread and bed... 
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The thirst will take us to the water... 
 
The hunger will show us the food... 
 
The tiredness is the best mattress... 
 
We are so blessed… 
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318- Religion is life itself 

 
Once three young men, after completing their university education, 

prepared to return home... they were examined in all their subjects except in 
religion... 

 
When they left the school, night was beginning to fall... as they 

walked along they came across a thorny branch on the road... 
 
The first student jumped over the branch... the second student walked 

around it... but the third picked it up and placed it safely out of the way... 
 
The others asked... "What are you bothering with that for? It is getting 

dark and we should hurry if we want to be out of the forest its pitch black."  
 
"That’s exactly why I am removing the branch, if anyone else comes 

along in the darkness he won’t be able to see it and might step on the thorns" 
he said... 

 
At this point their teacher stepped out from behind the tree to the third 

youth he said... "My son, you may go, you have passed your religion exam, 
but the other two are failed and must come back to the school to complete 
their education."  

 
Can there be any other examination for life except life itself? Religion 

is life itself... those who think they are educated simply because they have 
passed some exams are living in illusion... 

 
Where examinations end, one real education begins, because the end 

of schooling is the beginning of life... 
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319- Live the love 

 
Once a student came to a sage woman and said... "Please help me to 

love God..." the woman asked... "Well my son, tell me first if you love 
anyone or anything..."  

 
The student said... "I love no one... I only want to love God... this is 

my only purpose"... then the woman said "My son, think well, search your 
heart, don’t you love your parents, friend, wife, children, nature?"  

 
"No, I don’t, my only wish is to love God"  
 
The sage woman with tears in her eyes said... 
 
"My son, if only you loved someone... I could transform that into the 

love of God... But if there is no love in you... it means you have no seed... 
 
This seed of love leads to God... Love is the direct door to heaven… 

when love really ripens it knows no frontiers... it goes straight to its home... 
 
Let your love increase and multiply... 
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320- An emperor or a beggar 

 
Once a king met a sage woman and asked her "What are you doing in 

the name of freedom?"  
 
The woman said... "If you were lost in a desert and for days you were 

thirsty and I was there to offer you a glass of water, how much would you be 
ready to pay for it?"  

 
The king said... "In that situation I would be ready all what I have to 

save my life... all my kingdom and all my power... and not die of thirst..."  
so your kingdom nothing more than a cup of water... why you are so 
attached to it? Why don’t you go in... to your inner kingdom and see your 
real self... your soul and your spirit... your immortality... if you see this truth 
in your heart, you have all, and if not, you have nothing... even if you have a 
kingdom, you are a beggar... 

 
All what you see is only a shadow and don’t be attached to the 

shadow but to the real vision... 
 
Go in and in is our only inn... inward is Godward 
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321- The farmer of the inner land  

 
Once a farmer asked a mystic "Why don’t you do something? I 

cultivate the land, I create something, you simply sit under the tree with 
closed eyes, doing nothing... I have been watching you, people come to you, 
you talk to them or something, they sit silently by your side... why don’t you 
do something?"  

 
The farmer was curious, he had been watching the mystic, the 

khalifa,... or the master sitting under the tree just by the side of the farm and 
many people coming and going to him and no visible work happening... 

 
The mystic farmer said to the ordinary farmer... "Can’t you see that I 

am also a farmer? I have time for the outer land and time for the inner land... 
I grow the crop of bliss, I sow the seeds of bliss, the people who come 
around and who sit silently and to whom I talk, they are my work... my inner 
farm and my seeds for the future crop... 

 
I am sowing seeds, seeds of consciousness, seeds of bliss... in the right 

season they will bloom... each one of us is a sacred seed from God... and one 
seed turns the whole green... 

 
And look into my eyes, I have bloomed, I have cultivated my inner 

soil, my soul, now it is full of flowers... look and see the seeds and smell the 
fragrance..."  

 
The framer looked into the mystic’s eyes and said "yes!"  
 
Who have eyes can see... who have ears can hear... truth is in us now-

here or nowhere else... 
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322- It ends where it begins 

 
Once a king had a fool in his court to bring balance... that was a part 

of great wisdom, because sometimes the wise man might not say the thing 
that was needed... he might think about whether to say it or not... about how 
it is going to affect him, his future... but the fool would not bother and he 
would simply say it...  

 
The king was standing in the court talking to his courtiers and the fool 

was standing by his side... 
 
He did something or said something and the king was very angry so 

he hit him on the head... 
 
Now the fool wants to hit the king back although he was fool but 

instead he hit the person who was standing by his side who was the vizier, 
the prime minister of the king... 

 
But why are you hitting me? Asked the vizier... "I can’t hit the king 

and I have to hit somebody else" said the fool... that is how it happens in the 
world... you pass it on... and so it moved on... 

 
At night the queen hit the king... what? Why are you hitting me? 

Asked the king!! 
 
"It ends where it has started" said the queen... 
 
This is how from generation to generation anger passes, hatred passes, 

jealousy passes... all kinds of poisons go on accumulating and one 
generation gives it as a heritage to another generation... 

 
Take time to look at this pattern and you have the freedom to change 

it... 
 
By changing myself I am changing the world... 
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323- What a master does? 

 
Once a sculptor was working on a marble piece, chipping and 

chipping... a boy from the neighbourhood would come and sit there and 
watch, slowly slowly the figure started coming up... 

 
Weeks afterwards, the figure was absolutely visible... the more weeks 

went by and the child would come every day and would sit there and 
watch... he had seen the whole process... 

 
After months of work it was no more just a block of marble... it was a 

beautiful image of a child...  
 
When it was finished the boy asked the sculptor... Sir can I ask a 

question? 
 
How could you know that  a child was hidden in this block of marble? 
 
Just as a sculptor can see a child in a block of marble... the master can 

see in people what is hidden in them... of course we will have to go through 
much chipping, many chunks will have to be cut off… and it is painful 
because we have always thought of them as our being and they are not... 
they will have to be taken away... many things will have to be taken away... 
slowly slowly the new man emerges... this is the function of a master... to 
see in people the potential, the possible, and to help them to realize it... 

 
Alone we can do a little... we need a real master who can help us to be 

who we are... not to be a follower to anyone but to be a fellow traveler with 
the true free human becoming... 
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324- The pile of masks 

 
Once two policemen were walking on the street and they came across 

a man who has been bitten by a dog and the man is beating the poor dog 
badly... 

 
One policeman catch hold of the man and says... "What are you 

doing? Do you know whose dog is this? It is the dog of the inspector general 
of the police... and he hits the man..." 

 
The other policeman picks up the dog and starts patting the dog... 
 
Then the first policeman looks at the dog and says "No, I am wrong...  

this is not the dog of our boss..." So he is immediately thrown down and the 
policeman hits the dog saying... "These dogs have to be killed and that man 
was doing a good job... these dogs create trouble for people..."  

 
But the first policeman goes on looking at the dog and he says... "No, 

it seems... it looks like it is the dog... the dog that belongs to our boss..." they 
again pick the dog up and again start patting him... this way the story 
continues and we keep changing our masks... 

 
A person is a mask... a personality... a fake face... he is here to please 

the others for his own trade and own pocket and mind power... he is a slave 
to his boss… A plastic person... 

 
While in reality we are a presence... a growing and a glowing beam of 

being... being of light and love and life... 
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325- From head to heart 

 
Once a man was limping as he walked down a street... a doctor 

stopped him and said... "If I were you I would get the appendix out" so he 
had his appendix out... this did not help and was put on a course of 
tranquilizers,... diets, And exercises… Some weeks later he had to go to 
another doctor and he had to remove his tonsils... the problem remained the 
same... he changed doctors but the pain remained the same... and more parts 
disappearing from his body... then one day he was in the market and one of 
the doctors saw him and said... "Glad to see you, you look better, you look 
perfect... How did it happen? Who helped you finally? because we had all 
failed... Was it my service that helped you?"  

 
"None of you... it is my eye who did the service... both the pain and 

limp went away the moment I took that nail out of my shoe..." said the 
man... 

 
Sometimes things are very small but if you go to head people they 

look from the head... 
 
From the knowledgeable information... from the experiments in the 

lab... they magnify everything with magnifying glasses... they are clever and 
efficient in creating problems because they know the solutions. It is the book 
who decides not the being... 

 
The real problem is really small!! The problem is that we live in the 

head... come down to the heart… the head can become knowledgeable and 
the heart become wise... 

 
The heart is not a process of knowing... it is an opening of an eye... 

the inner third eye... the insight of our vision... 
Once we start knowing ourself... we know this now and we live its mystery... 
not its history... 
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326- No fear, no greed, but gratitude  

 
Once a sage came into a town… he saw a few people sitting very sad 

in deep agony... he asked "What has happened to you?"  
 
They said "We are afraid of hell... we are trembling... we don’t know  

we can save ourselves from hell... that is our fear, that is our constant agony, 
we cannot sleep, we cannot rest, unless we have found a way..."  

 
The sage walked away from those people just a little further ahead... 

he found another group sitting under a tree, very sad, in great anxiety, just as 
the first group... 
The sage was very puzzled and asked them, "What is the matter? What is 
happening in this town?"  
They said... "Nothing has happened to us, we are afraid that we may lose 
heaven, we may not be able to enter it and we have to get it, whatsoever is 
the cost... that is our anxiety and that is our tension..."  

 
The sage left those people too... he walked and found a third group in 

a garden, a small group who were dancing, singing and also very grateful to 
be in such a joy... he asked them... "What ceremony is going on? What 
festival are you having?"  

 
They said "No special ceremony... just our gratefulness to God, 

gratefulness for what he has given us... we were not worthy of it..."  
 
The sage said "To you I will talk, with you I will stay... you are my 

friends... together we grow... 
 
Who is my friend? Where is my master? Where is my communion... 

my commune? 
 
Yes! Thank you existence... I have my beloved master... and one of 

his books is a seed for my soul... 
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327- God is compassion and love  

 
Once a man has just got married and he is coming home with his 

wife... they are crossing a lake in a boat and suddenly a storm arises... the 
man is a warrior, but the woman becomes very afraid... it seems that life if 
finished, the boat is small and the storm is really huge, and any moment they 
are going to be drowned... 

 
But the man sits silently, calm and quiet as if nothing is happening... 

  
The woman is trembling and says... "Are you not afraid? This may be our 
last moment of life... it does not seem that we will be able to reach the other 
shore... Only some miracle can save us... Otherwise death is certain... Are 
you not afraid? This may be our last moment... are you mad? Do 
something!!" 

 
The man laughs and takes the sword out of its sheath; the woman is 

even more puzzled, what he is doing? He brings the sword close to her neck 
so close that just a small gap is there, it is almost touching the neck... he 
said... "Are you afraid?"  

 
She starts giggling and laughing and she says... "Why should I be 

afraid? If the sword is in your hands, why should I be afraid? I know you 
love me..."  

 
He put the sword back and he said... "This is my answer... I know God 

loves us more and the sword is in his hands, the storm is in his hands, so 
whatsoever is going to happen is going to be good... if we survive, good, if 
not is good, because everything is in his hands... and he cannot do anything 
wrong..."  

 
Such trust transforms our whole life... 
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328- Watch without judgment 

 
Once a group of people came to master’s a house and saw people 

sitting and doing mad gestures... "What is going on? This sage man is 
leading the people towards madness and there was discussion between 
them..." some of them said... "We don’t know what is happening, it is not 
good to judge..." a third group said "Whatever it is, it is worth enjoying... we 
would like to watch... it is beautiful... why can’t we enjoy it? Why be 
bothered what they are doing?"  

 
After a few months the same group came to the sage to watch... now 

everybody was silent like statues... again there was discussion... a group 
said... "Now they are useless... what to see? Nothing... the first time we came 
it was beautiful, we had enjoyed it but now they are just boring... "The other 
group said... "But now we think they are meditating... the first time they 
were simply mad... this is the right thing to do this way for meditation... it is 
written in all the scriptures, described in this way..."  

 
A third group said... "We don’t know anything about meditation... 

how can we judge?"  
 
After a few months the group came and there was nobody... only the 

master was sitting, smiling... all the students had gone... so they asked... 
"What is happening?  

 
The first time we came there was a mad group, next time they were 

silent... where they have gone?"  
 
The master said... "the work is done, the students have gone and I am 

happy because the thing happened and you are the fools, the effort that you 
have taken to come here for three times and discuss, would have been 
enough for you to become mediators... you are still at the same place 
watching and judging from outside... come in and watch from inside... listen 
to your inner lecture... watch your inner treasure... just see and be what you 
see... and feel what you feel... and be who you are... who I am makes a 
difference..."  
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329- Giving is receiving 

 
Once a poet used to live in a very old house... in a very primitive 

condition... no modern facilities, no electricity... no running water, the house 
had a beautiful well with very fresh water, very pure... 

 
When electricity came to the town, they closed the well, hoping that if 

some day it was needed it could be reopened... 
 
After fifteen years, just out of curiosity, the man opened the well. Just 

to see how it was... it was one of the most ancient wells in that locality and it 
had never dry... when all the other wells were dry the whole town had come 
to drink from this one... when he looked in... it was completely dry... he 
could not find an explanation... so he asked the experts... they said that if 
you don’t go on carrying water out of the well sooner or later it dries up 
because the small springs that feed it with water become closed...  

 
If you do not use it... you will lose it so use what you have and it will 

grow... 
 
If we don’t use it, then by and by the well will dry up and the water 

evaporates...  
 
Each day the well needs to share... then it is always flowing... with 

new water always coming in... 
 
Each of us is a well of energy... love means that you allow someone to 

throw a bucket in you... 
 
Share more and let sharing be the only law and much will come... 

giving is receiving... and one drop of water will join the ocean if it is 
running... let your river be a verb not a noun... rivering... 
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330- Drop it 

 
Once a great king came to see a sage woman, So he brought a very 

precious diamond... but the queen said to him... "The sage woman renounced 
all her own treasures, give her something else... this morning in our pond, 
out of season, a lotus has blossomed... give her the lotus..."  

 
The king said... "We will take both and the sage woman will 

choose..."  
 
First, the king offered the diamond and the mystic woman said... 

"Drop it" ... it was hard for the king to drop it, but he had to because she is a 
saint woman... then he offered the lotus and the woman said... "Drop it" and 
the king did so... then he was standing there with empty hands and the sage 
woman said "Drop it"... 

 
One student of the woman started laughing and the king said... "I 

don’t understand what is the joke? Because I don’t have anything now to 
drop and why this man is laughing and his laughter seems meaningful..."  

 
The sage woman said to the king... "You ask the old man... he is 

laughing because he knows... he is laughing because he had dropped..."  
 
And the old man said... "Brother, when for the first time the sage 

woman said drop it, she did not mean the diamond and second time she did 
not mean the lotus flower and the third she told you to drop the ego... that 
you are special, that you are a king, that you are this or that. Drop yourself... 

 
A great insight happened to the king and asked the sage woman to 

teach him towards freedom... 
 
To become a free being is dropping the ego... dropping the very idea 

that I am... 
 
Only God is... 
 
God is all what you see and beyond any bonds and any dimensions... 

this godliness is in us... in the core of our heart and in our beingness... why 
go far...  
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Truth is now-here and so near... 
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331-  I am never alone 

 
Once the prophet was followed by his enemies... he has only one 

friend with him and both were trying to escape into the hills... they come 
into a cul-de-sac... the road ends... they cannot go ahead... a great abyss! 
They cannot go back, the enemy is coming closer and closer... they can hear 
the sound of the horses. There seems to be no escape... they hide in a cave... 
the friend is trembling, perspiring, but the prophet is perfectly calm and 
quiet as if he is sitting in his home... 

 
The friend becomes aware of the difference... he asks him... are you 

not afraid? we are only two and the enemy at least hundreds... we don’t even 
have arms with us... our death is sure... are you not afraid? 

 
And the prophet starts laughing and he says... "You don’t count 

rightly, we are not two... the real is the invisible one... you, me and Allah 
and that is our protection... here I am quiet and calm because wherever I am 
he is... so what does it matter if the enemy has a big strength? It cannot be 
bigger than God and it is up to him to guide us and protect us... I trust him... 
the moment the prophet said I trust him... he must have said it with his 
totality without holding anything back... he said... "I trust him... it is up to 
him to protect or not to protect... that is not my worry"  

 
Yes! Let thy will be done... and immediately the noise became lesser 

and lesser because the enemy saw a spider web on the entrance of the cave 
so they kept on going to search in another place... 

 
What a great miracle!! The weakest creature came and protected the 

strongest creature!! 
 
What a lesson to us... to trust Allah in every now-here... 
 
Take a deep breath and thank you for your love to all of us... 
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332- Explore  

 
Once you know who you are and what you have and how to use your 

gifts... you are awake... 
 
Nobody is spiritually blind... there are blind people but the inner light 

is there... 
 
A man is dying, starving and he has everything but he does not know 

how to cook... he has all the ingredients... All that he needs is a little art of 
how to cook... and that is what a master teaches us... 

 
Everyone comes perfectly equipped but how to use that equipment? 

How to arrange our life? 
 
How to give it order and discipline? Then the noisy mind becomes an 

orchestra and the constant inner war is transformed into your own energy, it 
becomes your nourishment... 

 
Meditation is the art to create light... that is why the ultimate 

realization is called enlightenment... one becomes full of light... one 
becomes light... 

 
God is light and all of us are light from light... why fight? Why don’t 

we see our true self?? We are light and peace... why fight and war?? 
 
Remember constantly that all that is needed we are already given... 

nothing is missing... just look at your body... your senses... your energy... 
your grace... 

 
Your eyes are there, the oil is there, the lamp is there, the matchbox is 

there just you have to use it with little effort and the light is on... no more 
darkness lit your candle and you are a jewel not a pebble... 

 
But one may go on living in darkness, not knowing how to use the 

matchbox... 
 
Meditation is nothing but how to use the matchbox that is already 

inside us and becoming a pure witness just seeing and not getting hooked 
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with anything... then all the questions disappear, a great silence descends... 
that silence is seeing... seeing the truth as it is...  
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333- Now is a prayer 

 
Once there was a ship carrying many pilgrims to Mecca... each person 

was praying all the five prayers except a mystic... but the mystic was so 
radiant with joy that nobody dared to ask him... 

 
Then one day the sea was very rough and the captain declared that 

there seems to be no possibility that we can be saved so please do your last 
prayer, the ship is going to be drowned... 

 
Everybody fell in prayer except the sage man... now this was too 

much... many people gathered around the mystic and they were really angry 
and they said... "You are a man of Allah, we have watched you, you have 
never prayed, but we did not say anything, we felt that this will be 
disrespectful, you are a holy man and we can see this on your face, but now 
it is unbearable... the ship is drowning and you are a man of God... if you 
pray your prayer will be listened... why you are not praying?? 

 
And the mystic said... "To pray out of fear is to miss the whole point, 

that is why I am not praying... I am only watching and witnessing..."  
 
And then they asked... "Then why did not you pray when there was no 

question of fear?"  
 
He said... "I am in prayer... so I cannot pray... when you are in the 

ocean you don’t look and ask for the ocean, only those who are not in prayer 
or prayering... they can pray... but if their prayer is not from the heart, it is an 
empty ritual... lip service... I am in prayer... a living prayer... a 
thankfulness... each moment is a prayer of at-one-ment with the one... 

 
Prayer is a love communion not a law communication... our life is a 

verb... is action... now we are in prayer by writing and reading... every work 
is worship…  
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334- Misery and bliss 

 
Once a mystic was dying and he was enjoying death as he enjoyed 

life... a man asked him... 
 
"You puzzle us... now you are dying... why are you smiling and 

laughing? What is there funny about it? 
  
 We are feeling so sad... we wanted to ask you many times in your life 
why you are never sad... but now confronting death, at least one should be 
sad... you are still laughing!! how you are managing it?"  
  
 And the old sage said... "It is a simple clue... I was seventeen and 
miserable and my master was old and laughing... sitting under a tree and 
happy for no reason at all. So I asked him... 
  
 What is the matter with you? Old and happy and me young and 
miserable" and he said... "I was also as sad as you are... then it dawned on 
me that it is my choice... it is my life... it is up to me..." when I heard him 
saying this I knew what to do... since that day every morning when I get up 
the first morning step is to decide what I want for this day... to be happy or 
to be sad? I ask myself... what do I want... misery or blissfulness...? and it 
happens that my heart always chooses blissfulness..."  
  
 It is a choice... try it... when the first moment in the morning you 
become aware that you are awake ask yourself what do you choose, misery 
or bliss?  
  
 Who would choose misery and why? It is so unnatural unless one 
feels blissful in misery but then too you are choosing bliss not misery... no 
pain no gain... watch your pain... what is this sign? What is my body telling 
me? what is my feeling telling me? 
  
 So let us live our choice... it is our grace... 
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335- Don’t expect thanks 

  
 Once a student decided to go to a new city and preach about God... the 
teacher told him... before you decide answer three question... if the people 
insult you how are you going to respond? What will happen in your heart 
and the student said to his sage teacher...  
 
 "You know who lives in my heart... if they insult me... I feel thankful 
to them that they only insulted me, they could have beaten me..."  
  
 The sage said... "What happens in your heart if they beat you... then 
what you will think?"  
  
 And the student said "You know perfectly well I will be thankful to 
them, because I will think they are only beating me, they could have killed 
me?"  
  
 The sage said... "They can kill you and if they kill you what you will 
think in your heart?"  
And the student said... "If they kill me while I am being killed I will be 
thankful because they have given me a beautiful opportunity, the greatest 
challenge... and the truth is that we are the instrument of the creator, it is his 
will through them... I will always remember them with tremendous gratitude 
in my heart..."  
  
 The sage said... "Now you can go... you are alive... go wherever you 
want, you will be able to radiate God’s love and compassion and make 
people alert and aware... you are ready to serve him..."  
  
 Be thankful even if something wrong is being done to you... 
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336- Deaf dialogue 

  
 Once there was a temple in Japan run by two brothers... the tradition 
was if a wandering monk can win an argument about God with one of the 
resident he can stay the night, if not he leaves... 
 
 One evening a wandering monk came to ask for lodging... the elder 
brother, who was very learned was very tired... so he asked his stupid 
brother to take the debates in silence...  
 
 A little later, the traveler came to the elder brother and said... "What a 
clever brother you have, he has won the debate, so I am leaving..."  
 
 "Before you go relate the dialogue to me..." said the brother... 
 
 Will, first I hold up one finger to represent God, then he hold up two 
fingers to represent God and his teachings... then I hold up three fingers to 
represent God, his teaching and his worshippers... then your clever brother 
shook his clenched fist in my face to indicate that all three came from one 
realization..." and the traveler went... 
 
 The younger brother came in looking very distressed...  "I understand 
you won the debate" said the elder brother... 
 
 "Won nothing... that traveler is a very rude man..." said the younger 
brother... "the moment he saw me, he held up one finger insulting me by 
indicating that I have only one eye... but he was a stranger and I thought I 
would be polite so I held up two fingers congratulating him that he has two 
eyes... but the impolite stranger held up three fingers to show that we had 
three eyes between us... so I go mad and threatened to punch his nose, so he 
went... 
 
 The elder brother laughed... yes! This is the language of so many 
people... and you them all and you listen to them too... 
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337- Alone but not lonely 

 
 Once a man reached a wise woman and asked her about the truth... she 
said... "Come after one year because right now you are ill... your inside is in 
a turmoil and I cannot utter the truth, because you will not understand it, you 
will misunderstand it, so for one year try to be healthy, silence, meditative 
and then come... if I feel that you can listen then I will tell you... otherwise 
you go to somebody else..."  
 
 The man listened and went back, in one year made every effort to be 
healthy, silent, peaceful, but never came back again... 
 
 The wise woman inquired what happened to that seeker... somebody 
said... "We asked him... why you are not coming?" he said... "Now there is 
no need to come because I can understand from here, where I am... what the 
sage woman can say... I hear her love and her silence... truth is one in every 
one..."  
 
 This is the health... no health no wealth... 
 
 This is the paradox in life... when you are not ready, the truth is not 
ready... when you are not ready you ask, but then nothing can be said and 
you can’t hear either... when you are ready, you don’t ask, but only then 
something can be said to you... 
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338- Where am I going? 

 
 Once a man awakens suddenly in the cabin of a ship and realizes that 
he has no memory of boarding the vessel, nor knowledge of where he is 
bound... hoping to find someone who could enlighten him… he leaves the 
cabin and goes to the deck and asks the crowd... 
 
 The people where playing various deck games and know nothing 
about the destination of the ship... 
 
 The man asks other group and again received negative answers and 
blank looks... no one knew from where the ship sailed and to where is 
going... 
 
 Suddenly one of the players is pulled to the side by some invisible 
forces and vanishes and the seeker told the people about this incident that 
one of their number has been fallen over the side... the players shrug, telling 
him that it happened before and all the time and went on playing...  
 
 The man goes on further along the deck only to see other players 
falling suddenly to the deck by disease or accident... what a bizarre situation 
to be in... 
 
 Here is a passenger that knows nothing from where the ship sailed or 
going to... other passengers are absorbed in games and have no idea of how 
long they will be aboard... 
 
 The invisible force could sweep them away at any moment or they can 
be struck down by painful diseases … 
 
 The whole set-up is illogical, yet it has been accepted by the logic 
games...  
 
 This is what is going on here... the earth is the ship and we go so 
called living and vegetating in line for death to come... 
 
 And if someone starts searching he looks abnormal and nobody is 
interested in your search and your questions... 
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 I am the master of myself... I am the question mark... my thirst will 
take me to the river and I jump in the ocean... 
 
 Existence knows its timing and let thy will be done and we do our 
duty in our unity... 
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339- Silence is the language 

  
 Once Rita’s cat died so she went to a sage woman and asked "What 
happened to my cat? where did he go?"  
   
 Where do you come from Rita? 
 
 From my mother’s belly...  
 
 Where does your mother come from? 
 
 The little girl was silent... 
 
 The sage woman said... 
 
 Everything in the world comes from the same one thing... it is like a 
cookie factory... many different kinds of cookies are made... lions , tigers, 
houses, trees , people... different shapes and names but the energy is the 
same... all lights from lights... so look at us as cookies... we give names 
because of thinking... all things are the same... people make the words and 
cat does not say I am a cat... so is the sun and the tree but the man gives 
names and titles... so when someone asks you what is a flower? You laugh... 
what are you? What is the sun? the answer is a smile or a laugh... 
 
 Do you have any other question Rita?? 
 
 You have not told me where my cat went? 
 
 The sage woman leaned over, looked into Rita’s eyes and said... "You 
already understood"  
 
 "Oh yes "and  she laughed... 
 
 Very good Rita... that is how we have to answer any question... that is 
the truth...  
 
 Rita bowed and left... as she was opening the door... she turned to the 
sage woman and said... 
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 "But I am not going to answer that way when I am in school... I am 
going to give regular answers..."  
 
 And the sage woman laughed... 
 
 A communion is different from a communication  
 
 Truth cannot be said but can be lived...  
 
 No one can teach it but you can catch it... 
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340- Deciding 

 
Once a great philosopher was robbed on his way home and he did not 

have any money left… 
 
He went to a farmer and sad: "I am hungry and I have been robbed… I 

would like to work for you so that you can give me food and shelter…" 
 
The farmer felt pity on him and had no work but he could see his 

pride and said: "O.K… look at this big pile of potatoes and sort them out… 
make one pile of the biggest another  pile for the smallest and one pile just in 
the middle… three sizes of the potatoes and he left… 

 
Few hours later the farmer came to check and not a single potato had 

been moved and the philosopher was perspiring and was very anxious… the 
farmer asked: "What has happened, you look so tired and exhausted and no 
work has been done. 

 
"What are you talking about? The deciding… all this deciding is 

driving me mad… which one is the bigger and which one is the smaller and 
which one is just in the middle… all this deciding is driving me mad… I 
have not been able to decide…" said the philosopher… 

 
If you want to push the river you become insane… Relax, let God do 

it… don’t be a doer… be a witness… be a being… a worshipper… no one 
can push the river… it is revering… you are growing up or old? It is up to us 
to choose… growing old is natural but growing up is optional… 
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341- A watching 

 
Once a king was troubled by some philosophical problems… in the 

middle of the night he came out of his palace, the road was empty and he 
started walking up and down… 

 
A guard saw him and asked… "What are you doing here at this time?"  
 
"The same question I wanted to ask you…" said the king… 
 
And the man said…"I am a watchman…" the king hugged him, 

thanked him, but the watchman asked "For what" 
 
He said "I have found the key I was looking for… I was worried how 

to get out of this worry… the word watch gave me the key… you are my 
teacher…" 

 
The watchman said… "I don’t understand what you are talking 

about…" 
 
He said "Whether you understand or not, does not matter, but you are 

my master, you have given me the key… I also want to become a 
watchman…" 

 
The watchman said…"If you want that I can find you a job…" 
 
The king said… "You need not be worried about it, it is not a question 

of finding a job… my watchman ship is totally different… I want to watch 
my thought…" 

 
The process of watching is very simple… watching the body… the 

thought… the emotions and when all these have disappeared through 
watching them your watchfulness goes through a radiant transformation… it 
watches itself… it returns to itself… 

 
A thought is a destiny… watch it now… 
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342- Inner intelligence 

 
Once Rabia, the mystic woman, was searching for something on the 

street in front of her hut… they gathered together… the poor old woman was 
seen worried so they asked her: "What is the matter? What are you looking 
for?" 

 
"I have lost my needle…" she said and they started helping her… 
 
Then someone asked her… Rabia… the street is big and it is night and 

a needle is such a small thing… can you tell us exactly where it has fallen? 
May be it has fallen in the house…" Rabia said… "Have you gone mad? If 
the needle has fallen inside the house why are we looking out…? 

 
"But, tell us ya Rabia… where it has fallen… we are lost by your 

words!" 
 
"Yes! The needle has fallen inside the house" said Rabia… 
 
They said "Have you gone mad? If the needle has fallen inside the 

house, why are you searching here?" she said "Because the light is here… 
inside the house there is no light…" 

 
So somebody asked… even if the light is here, how can you find the 

needle if it has not been lost here? The right way would be to bring light 
inside the house so you can find the needle there…" 

 
And Rabia laughed and said… "You are such clever people about 

small things… when are you going to use your intelligence for your inner 
life? I have seen you all searching outside and I know perfectly well from 
my own experience, that what you are seeking is lost within… use yourself 
to look for things where they are instead of where they are not, even if it is 
dark, look in… in is our only inn… look within… the bliss is inside… your 
intelligence is the key… use your power to see your inner treasure… 
meditation is the key to compassion… to be who we are… and to share who 
we are… 
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343- Holding a dead mouse 

 
Once a bird was flying with a dead mouse and many birds were 

chasing him… the bird was very much worried… and said… "I am not 
doing anything with them or to them… I am just carrying my dead mouse… 
they are all after me…!! What can I do?" 

 
And they hit him hard and in the conflict, in the struggle, the bird 

opened his mouth and the mouth was free of the mouse… when it dropped… 
immediately they all flew towards the mouse, they all forgot about the 
bird… 

 
Then the bird sat upon a tree and started singing… 
 
They were not against him, they were also on the same trip… they 

wanted the mouse… 
 
If people are hurting you open your mouth… you must be carrying a 

dead mouse… drop it and then sit… if you can sit on the tree or under the 
tree and sing and meditate and watch your monkey mind.. and suddenly you 
will see that they have forgotten about you… 

 
No one loves you only you… love yourself and then you love 

everyone as yourself… 
 
The ego is our dead mouse… let go and let God… the godless that is 

in us… let us live this mystery and we will be alive… 
 
Once you know yourself you go beyond the self into the silence and 

the stillness of existence… 
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344- Detach and be 

 
Once a man’s house caught fire… many people gathered, but there 

was nothing that could be done… the fire had become so big and you can 
understand that man’s fear and feelings… tears were coming from his 
eyes… it was his whole life’s work burning in front of him… and suddenly 
his son came and said… "Dad, why are you worried? We sold the house 
yesterday; it is no more for you…" 

 
The man stopped crying and became a spectator like the others… it 

was his house and now no more… there was no pain, no misery… no 
problem at all and he was happy… soon a new home is coming and he was 
relieved… 

 
And then a second son came running and said "Dad! It is true that we 

had sold the house but the papers are not signed yet and the worry of the 
money is still here… the money has not been transferred… so it is our house 
that is burning and you are looking at it as if you are just a spectator… it is 
your house…" 

 
Again the fears and the tears came back… and again the pain came 

back in the head and the heart and the body and nothing has visibly 
changed… the house is burning and the man is standing there and what to 
do? 

 
But these people who are bringing messages are changing 

everything!! When he becomes identified "My house" he is burning with the 
house… when he gets unidentified, he is relieved and it is somebody’s else 
house… 

 
By nature, you are already out… the whole sky is for you… your 

attachment… watch your mind… remember… you are outside of any 
attachment… not even your body… 

 
Where I am now? This now is my place and my space and my grace… 

look at it... and be aware of it… 
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345- Just watch 

 
Once a dying father called his nine year old son and said… "I have 

nothing to give you as your inheritance… I am a poor father and so was my 
father, but he gave me one thing that made me the richest in the world… 
although the outside poverty remained… 

 
I can only transfer the same to you… it is an advice... perhaps you are 

too young and you may not be able to do it right now, but remember it, when 
you are able to act accordingly it will help you… 

 
The advice is simple… I will say it and you will repeat under my 

control to make sure that you got the message... this advice is from my 
father’s father to me and to you… from father to son for centuries… 

 
The message was simple… the father said… "If somebody insults 

you… irritates you, annoys you, just tell him… thank you!" 
 
I have received your message, but I promised my dead father that I 

will answer only after twenty four hours… I know you are angry… 
 
I will come after twenty four hours and I will answer you… and the 

same with anything… give a gap of one day to feel the feelings…. If the 
insult is true and right go thank him… if it is a lie… why waste your time 
with such mind… just be a watcher on yourself… be aware of your being…" 
and the father died peacefully… 

 
The son engraved the message in his heart and started practicing it and 

it transformed his life totally… he did not react but responded… and by 
watching his mind for twenty four hours he created a new kind of 
crystallization in himself where he could see the problem and the cause and 
the clarity of it… 

 
Life is the only test and the only book… 
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346- Remember the inner 

 
Once it happened that after the war a small airplane was left in the 

forest… a tribe saw the airplane… they have seen it in the sky but never on 
land… this is why they could not connect the two things… in the sky they 
called it… the "Big bird".. They tried to figure it out… what is this? It has 
wheels… so one thing is certain… it is a vehicle… 

 
They used it with two horses as a bullock cart and it was working well 

and they were very happy… this is a great gift… 
 
Then somebody who had been to the city said: "You don’t know… 

this is not a car… not a bullock cart… it is a car… just I don’t understand 
why these wings are there… but let me try and he tried and it started… and 
they used it as a car and the man suggested: "You will need fuel… so 
somebody who goes to the city should bring fuel no horses… no bullocks 
are needed, just fill it with fuel and use it as a car…" 

 
And they were immensely happy… they are driving a car… 
 
Then the man who had been in the army passed by and said… "What 

are you doing? Are you using a small aircraft as a car? This car can fly…" 
 
They could not believe it, they asked… "Is it a great bird?" 
 
He said yes and he was a pilot so he showed them how to fly it… 
 
You are a bird in the inner sky… mediation is the mean… the key, to 

reach to awareness and unburden all the dust… remember the forgotten 
empire… 
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347- Freedom in the cage 

 
Once a man had a canary in a cage… day and night the canary sang 

the most beautiful songs… one day he came home and the first thing he 
heard was the lovely song of his canary… he went and stood by the cage and 
thought to himself… "God, I can’t understand it… I always feel so sorry for 
this poor bird… whose whole life is spent in a cage, but he is singing with 
such joy…" 

 
He bent down to the canary and said: "Could you answer a question? 

How could you be so happy in this cage?" 
 
The bird stopped singing and said "My friend, be reasonable… I am in 

a cage, but since I know I am a bird, it is good to sing…" 
 
The bird knows his identity and is doing what he is here for… do I 

know who am I? And what am I here for? Where I am going? Why do I feel 
angry? Why do I expect the other to be good even if I am good with him? 
Expectation is frustration… the sun shines on all of us and so the fragrance 
of the rose without any expectation… 
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348- The skeptical man 

 
Once a very skeptical man was walking down the street when he saw 

a gold coin lying on the road… he picked it up… looked at it and thought…  
"It certainly looks like gold… but he was not sure… he tried biting it, 
rubbing it, examined it in every way… everything indicated it really was 
gold… but still he doubted his luck… "If it is gold why has not someone 
taken it already? Let me see what someone else think?" 

 
So! What did he do? 
 
He put the coin back in the road and he hide to watch… pretty soon 

another man came and saw the coin, picked it up, raised his hands up to the 
sky and shouted… "Oh God, thank you." And he put it in his pocket and 
walked away… 

 
What is the moral of this story? 
 
Yes! You know it… let us live it… 
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349- Bread and water 

 
Once a poor man wanted to invite an important guest to his house for 

dinner… he usually ate very simply, grinding his own flour, making bread 
and fetching water from the stream for tea… but the thought may be he 
should get something better to serve his special guest… 

 
He went to town thinking… "I will get some cheese for my guest" he 

went to the man who sold the best cheese and asked… "Do you have a 
special cheese?" 

 
Oh, yes my cheese is as rich as butter…  
 
Thank you very much, I rather buy butter… 
 
So he went to the women who has butter and asked her…. 
 
Do you have butter that is very special? 
 
Oh yes my friend, my butter is so wonderful, it is as smooth as olive 

oil… 
 
Thank you very much I rather buy olive oil… 
 
When he found the olive oil seller he asked him… do you have olive 

oil that is special…. 
 
Yes I do… my olive oil is as pure as good as spring water… 
 
When the simple man heard that, he said…"Thank you very much… 

and went home to prepare for his guest, the best meal… because he knew 
that he already has the most special meal… the best bread and water… what 
is this story about? 
Yes! The last and best supper with Christ… we have all what we need at 
home… in our heart and in our earth …. 
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350- The lonely doctor 

 
Once a doctor opened an office and stayed there constantly but no 

patients came… one month passed… no one… two months passed, no 
patients... three months… six… a year went by… finally he went to his next 
door neighbour and said… "What am I doing wrong?" 

 
Well your clinic is for sick people… that is why no one comes… 
 
What kind of town is this? 
 
"This is the town of wisdom... People eat when they are hungry and 

they eat  only as much as they need not they greed… one third food, one 
third water and one third air… this is what the stomach is for and they give 
thanks before and after each meal… their life is a prayfull life… every act is 
a prayer…their work is worship… this is their secret… and this is our 
birthright as human beings… eat when hungry… rest when tired… sleep 
when sleepy… live simply so that everyone can simply live…" 
If you eat right, no doctor is needed…. If you eat wrong, no doctor can 
cure… be your own doctor… 
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351- This is mine 

 
Once two people were fighting with each other because they did not 

agree on the boundary of their properties… each kept saying… "This is 
mine, this is mine." 

 
A sage was passing by… they looked at each other and said "Well ask 

him…" they grabbed the sage and of them shouted: "You see this part is 
mine and over there is mine…" "And no" the other yelled "This is mine up 
to that stream and beyond that tree…" "Wait both of you… I don’t know and 
you don’t know, why don’t we ask the earth?" said the sage and he put his 
ear on the ground and tapped the soil gently who is right? He asked… "They 
are both wrong, they belong to me…soon they come under the earth… this 
is my home… I gave them food and now they are my food… from dust to 
dust… and the soul goes to where the mind is… or where the heart is…" 

 
Ask yourself…. Where I am going, not my body but me… the being 

in the body… where we are going? This is the only pilgrimage… 
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352- A thousand tongues 

 
Once there was a man in Iran, his name was Hezarzaban… it means 

thousand tongues… he always had something to say… people always said… 
"Don’t ever ask him a question…" 

 
One snowy night Aziz ran into him on the street around nine O’clock 

and asked him… 
 
Tell me what is the difference between beeseh and peeseh? 
 
Look at it, it is a word in a poem… the difference is very small… 

beeseh means a dot… peeseh means a spot… that is all… 
 
Well, Hazarzaban started talking and explaining how the words came 

into existence… he loves to explain the words came into existence… how 
they were actually related to each other, what their latin roots mean and their 
sanskrit roots and so on… 

 
When Aziz looked at his watch it was past midnight… so he left… he 

had to get up early to go to work… 
 
At seven O’clock he left his house, and as he was walking, he saw the 

man standing in the same place... he was still leaning on his umbrella and 
saying… "Any way… peeseh is…" 

 
So Aziz put his head down and ran past him… he ran all the way to 

work and took a different street on his way home… when he reached 
home… his wife asked him to describe her… so he said… 

 
You are: "A B C D E F G H I J K." 
 
What do you mean? 
 
Adorable, Beautiful, Cute, Delightful, Elegant, Foxy, Gorgeous, Hot " 
 
OOOOhhh that’s so lovely but what about I J K? 
 
I am just kidding… 
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353- Who loves the Queen 

 
Once the Queen was very sick and the only medicine that could save 

her was in a far city and the journey would take many days… 
 
The king asked for help and said: "The man who could reach the 

Queen fastest with the medicine would be rewarded with the half of the 
kingdom." 

 
Ali volunteered and all the country agreed that he is the only man for 

the task and his horse is the best… 
 
But Amine, a twelve year old boy asked his father, the king’s 

gardener, to help him go for the task… 
 
The gardener saw that words are useless, he brought his son to the 

palace and he told them that his son never mounted a horse and he knows, if 
he fails, death is the reward… 

 
The royal guards gave him a horse and off he went… 
 
Meanwhile Ali rode through the kingdom like a madman… towns 

passed in a blur, he did not stop to drink nor to eat and his horse ran without 
pause… finally he galloped in through the gates and ran up stairs to the 
queen’s chamber with the medicine in his hands… 

 
The queen was smiling and looking completely healthy and on the rug 

sat Amine… 
 
How is this possible? Asked Ali 
 
Amine answered: "As you rode, you probably thought of the kingdom 

that would be yours… and the new rich life with rich people… and maybe 
you felt fear of death if someone else arrive first… but I saw the queen long 
ago when I was playing in the garden as my father was working there… I 
saw her and I loved her as my mother… when I knew she is sick… I felt 
only one thing… that I had to help the queen… so the horse took me and I 
got the medicine…" 
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Yes! His love was the only push to help her and love is the only 
power that heals our hurts… 
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354- Work is worship 
 
Once I was walking down the street when I saw a man waving his 

arms all around… "what are you doing?" I asked him… 
 
I am balancing the energy of the planets and the milky way of the 

stars… you see a couple of stars were in a fight, but now I have patched 
things up… said the bizaar men… 

 
A few days later I met another men who touched the ground with the 

tip of his index finger and then touched his finger tip to his palm… when I 
walked over, he held out his hand and asked me what do you see? The way 
he asked and the way he was looking at his palm, I knew he wanted me to 
say something… I was afraid to say I only saw a little dust or something… 
what is it? He asked… "I… I really see nothing…" "How nothing? Billions 
of stars, the whole universe is here in my palm… in this grain of dust… 
can’t you see it" said the dreamer… 

 
Then later, I passed a man who was sweeping the side walk in front of 

a big office building… I stopped to watch him… there was something so 
pleasing about the way he swept… he caught every crap of dirt too… "Why 
so careful?" I asked him… "I like it to be really clean… sometimes God 
sends his lovers and his worshipers here and you know I want them to be 
welcomed from my heart… 

 
Work is a practical worship… it is a living prayer when it is from the 

heart… 
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355- A pearl of beauty 

 
Once one oyster said to a neighbouring oyster… "I have a very great 

pain within me… it is heavy and round and I am in distress" and the other 
oyster replied with great arrogance "praise to the heavens and to the sea… I 
have no pain within me… I am well and whole both within and without…" 

 
At that moment a crab was passing by and heard the tow oysters and 

he said to the one who was well and whole both within and without: yes, you 
are well and whole, but the pain that your neighbour bears is a pearl of 
exceeding beauty…" 

 
Growth is painful, and the greatest pain comes when you have to drop 

your idea of the self… the ego has to be dropped and it is not easy… the ego 
is not like a garment but like your skin… it has to be pealed and it is very 
painful… it is a great agony… but only out of this agony is ecstasy born… a 
pearl of great beauty… a state of consciousness… of utter benediction… this 
is a born again a human becoming… 

 
The prophet said… until you die you are not alive… this is the real 

resurrection… 
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356- The education of the inner 

 
Once a mystic was celebrating the coming back of his son from the 

school… 
 
The son came, the father received him at the door but felt something 

was missing in his son… something was present which should not be 
present… a subtle arrogance and ego… the son became a great scholar and 
he won great awards but his father was unhappy and asked his son… 

 
"have you learned about the ONE? The son said… "I have learned all 

that was available there… history, language, philosophy, arts, science, bible, 
Vedas, Koran, and much more…" 

 
"But have you learned about the ONE who created all?" asked the 

father… 
 
The son was annoyed and thought that his father knows nothing and 

this is why he is speaking mystery… and the father said… "Do you see that 
tree over there? Go and bring a seed..." so the son brought a seed and the 
father asked him… "Where does the tree arise from? from the seed of course 
and the seed comes from that creative emptiness… from that ONE… the 
One I am talking about… it is out of that creative void that all is born and 
one days dissolves into it… go back and learn about the source… forget 
knowledge and learn knowing… learn awareness, and understanding…" 

 
The universe is the big tree… the void is the seed… the seed is the 

container of that creative force… of that isness called God or Godliness… or 
existence… 

 
God cannot be thought but he can be experienced… the master can 

create a situation in which you can start catching glimpse of truth…  
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357- Greed or need 

 
Once a potter found a diamond, knowing nothing about diamonds he 

thought it would be good for children to play with or it may look good 
around the neck of the donkey… 

 
So he hang it around the neck of the donkey… a  jeweller was passing 

by and saw it, he had never seen such a big one… he asked the poor potter 
for its price and the man said… "One rupee… yes one rupee will do…" the 
greedy jeweller knew that the potter knows nothing what the donkey is 
carrying so he gave him half the price… the potter refused and went on… 

 
Another jeweller passed by and asked the potter "For how much do 

you sell this diamond?" the man said: "Now it is two rupees…" and the 
jeweller bought it… 

 
And the first jeweller came back to give him the one rupee, but the 

potter said: "The diamond is sold" "You are mad… I came now to give you 
ten rupees…" said the jeweller… "You are late and never be too greedy… I 
knew that it is worth many rupees… but two rupees for me will give me 
great help to my work… and it is enough for my needs" said the potter… 
"You are so stupid… you are an idiot you sold your diamond which worth 
millions of rupees for two rupees…" said the jeweller… 

 
"In fact, you are the idiot… you knew it was a diamond and you did 

not buy it for one rupee… I am a poor man and one rupee is enough for 
me… who is the idiot… go home and cry over the spill… for me two rupees 
are too much and I m greedy for the inner treasure… the inner diamond…" 
said the wise poor potter… 

 
Yes! let us be greedy and let us desire… but what is the object? What 

is the goal? 
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358- Why thank you? 

 
Once a wealthy man decided to send a gift to the king… he got ten 

handmade bottles and filled them with the finest rosewater made from the 
most beautiful roses and he wrapped them in silk cloth, then he laid them on 
their sides in a silver basket and he sent his most trusted servant to the king 
with this gift…. 

 
The servant was very excited because he was a great patriot and he 

loves the king… on his way, the bumpy ride loosened the corks and the 
rosewater dropped out of the bottles and evaporated not a drop was left…  

 
He presented the bottles to the king who opened the empty bottles one 

by one, turning each one upside down to be sure there was really nothing in 
it, then he looked at the servant and said "Thank you..."  

 
The servant returned to his master who asked... "Was the king 

pleased?" "I don’t know..." said the servant, "Because the bottles were 
empty, the rose water leaked out, but I did not know it until the king 
unwrapped the bottles…" 

 
But this is terrible, did you explain things to the king?... 
 
I could not… I was told not to speak unless questioned by the king...  
 
What did the king say? 
 
Only thank you… 
 
The question remains for us… why did the king say thank you? 
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359- The seed story  
 
Once, some friends came and asked the seed... what are you doing 

here, all wrapped up in a hard shell? 
 
Well, with my shell I feel secure... when the seed was in the soil, they 

asked what are you doing here? 
 
I am very comfortable because my grandfather says that darkness is 

the beginning of the light… 
 
When the seed started to grow in the soil they asked… 
 
How are you? 
 
Good, because the soil is hard and growth is difficult, this will make 

me strong, so that when I am in the sunshine I will not whither... and 
wither… 

 
When the seed sprouted above the ground and grew very quickly they 

asked why are you growing so fast? 
 
Because I have been waiting a long time…. When it became a tree... 

they asked… what are you doing? 
 
I am growing branches and leaves to pay back my mother by giving 

her some shade… 
 
When it was full of leaves they asked what are you doing 
 
I am making flowers to improve atmosphere... 
 
When it was full of flowers they asked what is it you are doing?   
 
I am making fruit in order to help others… 
 
When it was a seed again they asked what are you doing? 
 
The seed said "Isn’t it obvious?" 
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Man is the seed of God… 
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360- Life and death 
 
Once a man stopped at tea house and sat next to a lonely man and 

asked him... 
 
Are you from this town 
 
Yes I am  
 
Could I be your friend? 
 
You are  
 
May I ask your name? 
 
My name is angel… 
 
Angel of what? 
 
Angel of death... 
 
Oh, even though I like you... I don’t know if I could be friends with 

you… 
 
That depends on you 
 
If I will be friend with you... Would you tell me my death time? Or 

help me... 
 
What kind of help? 
 
Can you leave me here or give me extra time to live? 
 
No… I can't 
 
Could you tell me a head of time when is my time or what is going to 

happen to me? 
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Yes… that I could do… I will tell you… be aware when I tell you 
your time… 

 
And based on that they made a great friendship, and years passed and 

one day the angel came to Hasan… 
 
Why are you here? We did not have any plans? 

    
 It is time to go!! 

 
Now!!! 
 
Yes! Now came the order... 
 
Did not you promise me you'd tell me ahead of time? 
 
Yes, but I told you many times… 
 
Did not your neighbour die? Did not that woman's roof collapsed on 

her... and the car accident that killed your friend... and the young man who 
drown in the river? And the one who had heart attack? 

 
In which language do you want me to tell you? 
 
Now... here… are you ready? 
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361- Cook for within 

 
Once in my adulthood I was sent to a master, a master cook… she was 

the best in the town and she was in love with cooking and the kitchen was 
her home… her whole life consisted of being close to the pots and pans and 
grains and vegetables… 

 
When I went to her, I wanted to learn cooking… she looked at me and 

said "But there is no way to learn cooking… I can just throw you in the 
kitchen and then cooking comes of its own accord… there is no way to learn 
it… it cannot be taught… it can be caught… it is a knack not a knowledge..." 

 
And that is what she said… she left me in the kitchen and I started 

looking at each form as a friend... as life call… I touched the knife as a tool 
for painting food on a plate… the pots and the plates and the table and 
everything was a body and beyond any boundaries… 

 
The master cook did not even try to help me but her presence is a 

master key to my inner cook… I started stretching my hands and felt a warm 
hugs to everything I touch… and dancing came from within and the food 
that was eaten by everyone has life in it… we eat to live we don’t live to 
eat… the creator is cooking us through us… food is our body and being… 
Christ said… eat this bread… it is my body and drink this water.. it is the 
wine of life… 

 
I started feeling that mother earth is our master cook and the real book 

is... look and cook and throw the book… and now... I know that I am not the 
cook... I jump to any kitchen and to any garden and I keep dancing and 
serving life… 

 
It is not a question of cooking, it is only a question getting in tune 

with the mother earth and it is our healer and our protector… we are all 
connected with the creator…  

 
And since then I have been with many people to the river of life and 

the cure is the kitchen… 
 
If we eat good food, no doctor is needed... if we eat junk food... no 

doctor can cure us… be your own doctor and your own healer… 
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362- Don’t wait 

 
Once a man was a great seeker of knowledge and accumulated all the 

books that were possible… far and wide he travelled and he made a big 
library… he had no time to read, he was all the time travelling... he was 
thinking... "Next year I will stop, now I have enough books, but when am I 
going to read it?" 

 
He became nervous and to avoid his feeling he started to move faster 

and collect more books and soon he became sick and the doctor gave him 
seven days to live… 

 
"But this is unfair… I have collected all this library in seven days 

what can I do?" said the seeker... but a seer said... "Find many scholars, they 
read the books and they will summarize it and you can go through the 
summary." 

 
 All sorts of scholars came, and reading and summarizing and it was 

so difficult and has no life in it… they are doing a job from the head… a 
business… 

 
On the seventh day, the scholars came with a big file... "But there is 

no time for me to read... the life… summarize it!" said the seeker... and the 
evening when they had make it a smaller file, the man was dead… 

 
This is how things happens… more waiting and wasting our time and 

not living our life… live now-here or nowhere else... commit to live the 
present, to this moment... don’t waste time… start now… do not give dead 
excuses… take a deep breath and start living… 

 
All tomorrows are imaginations… the past is a memory... a history… 

the future is a mystery and imagination... only this moment is true… this 
present is our only present… let us live it… only this moment is the door to 
the divine is open… let us be still and go in… inward is Godward…  
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363- Try to be authentic  

 
Once a young man said to his mother…"Now the time has come and I 

would go to the master, so can you tell me to whom I should go? Because I 
want to know what truth is?  

 
So the mother said… "I know only one man who is really 

enlightened... You go to him…" 
 
So he was sent… he reached to the master who asked... "What is your 

father’s name?" 
 
The young seeker said "Sir, that is very difficult… I asked my mother 

this question before I came because I knew this is a formal question… so my 
mother said… 'Listen when I was young… I was working as a call girl so I 
used to serve many people… I don’t know exactly who is your father... Your 
name is Saleh and my name is Salha... So you can go and tell the master 
neither you nor your mother know who was your father…'" 

 
The master looked at the young man and tears came to his eyes and 

said "Then you are a noble, only a noble can be so authentic... so true... and I 
don’t see any guilt and any shame on your face, so you are accepted, my 
son" 

 
To be authentic is the method to reach truth... Wait with passion but 

wait with patience… that is the quality of a seeker… we are here to seek and 
once we know the seed it will grow into a big tree...  

 
One seed turns the whole earth green…  
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364- Very close 

 
Once a small child was threatening to leave the house again and 

again… so one day the mother said... "Okay, go..." so he packed his small 
things, a little suitcase, but he took a very long time… 

 
He was waiting, maybe somebody would persuade him not to go, but 

nobody came so he had to go… 
 
So he took one round of the house, then he waited outside for 

somebody to come but nobody came... he had to come in by himself because 
he was feeling hungry… then he waited for the mother to ask "Where have 
you been? You had been gone for so long?" but nobody came and nobody 
asked… 

 
He was thinking that he had been very far and for very long... as if 

many years have passed and they have passed for him.!! 
 
He waited for some opportunity to bring up the subject… but no one 

came and no one was interested either… then the family dog came in and the 
little boy said to the mother… "How big the dog has grown since I left!! 
Mum, is this the same dog or have you changed him since I left?" 

 
Man also never goes very far and we are never far from God… very 

close… God is near… in the core of our heart why go far? 
 
Close your eyes, take a deep breath and look in and see who is in… in 

our only inn… 
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365- Pray for every thing  

 
 
Once a very famous musician was very much applauded in the 

theatre... for minutes together people were clapping and he was appreciated 
like anything... 

 
He came back home and he prayed to God and thanked God with 

great enthusiasm… 
 
His friend asked him... "If they had insulted you and humiliated you 

and ignored you, would you have prayed to God and thanked God?? If you 
had done that, only then would you have understood what prayer is." 

 
It is very easy to thank God when we are happy and very difficult to 

feel his love when everywhere you see misery and darkness and death… but 
that is the point to remember that he loves... love is God…  

 
Even in the darkest night it is his love… love is the only way… the 

only life... that is what trust is... not knowing exactly what is happening but 
knowing that God is and only God is the isness… 

 
The wind, the trees, the rivers, the people, all are his expression, and 

he is reaching us from everywhere… in millions of ways… these are his 
hands… he is seeking me and searching for me we… 

 
Man is seeking God and God is seeking man… like mother and 

child… it is a love play... we can seek in a limited ways… he can seek us in 
unlimited ways... we have two hands and millions are his hands... all are his 
hands... he is holding us in every step… 
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366- Ignorance is innocence  

 
Once a seeker asked a master "How to pray?" the sage man said... 

"Just do one thing, take this sheet of paper, a big sheet of paper and write on 
it whatever you feel grateful about... Don’t miss even a single and don’t take 
anything for granted… look around and from morning to the night go on 
writing on it all your love..." 

 
And by the evening, when he had completed the list, the seeker felt 

tremendously happy and prayful... and he had not prayed at all, he was just 
writing on that paper... 

 
We too are doing the same… writing and reading what the heart 

knows and flows... but so many things we take them for granted… 
somebody smiles at you and you take it for granted... a flower opens for you 
in your garden or on the street and we take it for granted… the moon comes 
and hang just above your roof and you take it for granted… a bird comes and 
sing a song and the sun shines and the stars… and what are we doing?? 

 
Millions of things are happening all around me and I have not earned 

them… everything is so mysterious... just to feel the mystery of our body... 
our senses... and the gratefulness for one moment… is a prayer...  

 
Wonder is the door and wonder means one is ignorant… does not 

know but very innocent… a child like... I don’t know what is the right 
answer and the universe is the right teacher… what a sacred grace!!!  
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367- Who loves me? 

 
If I don’t love myself… I don’t know what love is… if I love myself I 

love you as I love myself and then love goes on loving and living and 
riviring this mystery beyond any self and any love into the selflessness and 
the sinless of existence… 
  
 Yes! We are not the bodymind… nor the self and nor the soul and nor 
the spirit… we are this now… this here… here now is our only life light and 
love and laughter… this oneness is our isness… is our total acceptance with 
a great gratefulness… 

 
An aging Hindu master grew old and tired of his student complaining 

and so, one morning, sent him for some salt… when he returned, the master 
told the unhappy young man to put a handful of salt in glass of water and 
then to drink it…  

 
"How does it taste?" the master asked… 
 
"Bitter" spit the student… 
 
The master asked the young man to take the same handful of salt and 

put it in the lake… the two walked in silence to the nearby lake and once the 
student swirled his handful of salt in the water, the old man said... "Now 
drink from the lake…" as the water dripped down the young man’s chin...  

 
The old man said… "How does it taste?"  
 
"Fresh" remarked the apprentice... 
 
"Do you taste the salt?" asked the master... 
 
"No" said the young man… 
 
At this the master sat beside this serious young man, who so reminded 

him of himself... and took his hand and said… 
 
"My beloved friend… the pain of life is pure salt... no more, no less… 

and every nowhere I face this pain… and my mind tests me... "Who loves 
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me?" no one loves me… I love them all... but all are not good... I blame the 
salt that I carry in my hands... the amount of pain in my life remains growing 
bigger and bigger… more fear, more doubts… more blames.. more guilts 
and more lost… however, the amount of bitter we taste depends on the 
container we put the pain in... so when we are in pain, the only thing we can 
do is to enlarge our sense of things… stop being a cup... become a lake… a 
wake up…" 

 
God is bigger than my hands… than my cup... than my mind... the 

bigger lover is bigger than any bitter.. so when the fear comes face it… 
when the pain comes feel it… no pain, no gain… let go and let god… the 
ego is our wall… let us break through and go to the well… and welcome to 
be one with the all… with Allah… this is our only lover.. our only 
treasure… 
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368- How to use the insult? 

 
Insult is an in-salt… use any pain for your gain… 
 
Once, a great warrior, though quiet old, he still was able to defeat any 

challenger… his people loves him so much and his reputation extended far 
and wide and many students came to study with him… 

 
One day a young warrior arrived at the village... he was determined to 

be the first man to defeat the great master… along with his power, he had an 
ability to exploit any weakness in an opponent… he would wait for his 
partner to make his first move…  

 
Much against the advice of his concerned students, the old master 

gladly accepted the young warrior’s challenge… as the two squared off for 
battle, the young warrior did throw insult at the old master... he threw dirt 
and spit in his face… for hours he verbally assaulted him with every curse 
and insults known to mankind… but the old warrior merely stood there 
motionless and calm... finally, the young warrior exhausted himself… 
knowing he was defeated, he left feeling ashamed… some what disappointed 
that he did not fight the dirty young warrior… the students gathered around 
the old master and questioned him...  

 
"How could you endure such an indignity? how did you drive him 

away?"  
 
"If someone comes to give you a gift and you did not receive it, to 

whom does the gift belong?" said the master… 
 
So all the insults went back to him… the echo of our sound comes 

back to us… it is up to me to choose... I love you or I hate you? What is your 
choice…  

 
Let us live our choice… we deserve the best bliss… go in and face the 

original face… the treasure of the inner lecture…  
 
If someone gives you a lemon… do a lemonade or gives you an 

insult… use it as a salt... Jesus said… we are the salt of the earth... so let us 
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be aware of who we are... and we have to use the best of our awareness in 
the best way to wake up…  
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369- Where is God? 

 
God is nwheor... in these litters... in our inner treasure in this word 

nowhere or where? or nowhere else now-here… this dash is a flash of 
light… this place and this space is where God is… in our inner stillness... be 
still and know that I am God… this I am is our amness not our ego... not I 
but our eye... our third eye… this insight... is our birthright... our vision... 
our only compassion… not passion... nor emotion… but the highest power 
of prayer… of lovingness… of living godliness… of the living mystery of 
our unity… we are one with all what we see and what we feel… and what is 
beyond any boundaries and any dimensions… the inner core of our being is 
the temple of the nameless jewel… the nameless truth… truth cannot be 
said... but can be lived... can be experienced in our being not in the lab... no 
one can teach it but you can catch it... 

 
Once you become yourself... you see this mysticism in every ism you 

see God in every seen... and in every seed... you see... only God is... and 
existence is in this isness… in such suchness and no one else only God… 
this godliness is the only truth… I don’t exist… I am only the shadow of the 
only isness… the only deathless… all what you see and you do not see is 
God… is the only kingdom of God… 

 
Once we know that the real home of Allah is not in the highest star 

nor the deepest of the ocean but in the core of our being… so why go far 
when the truth is very near? 

 
From head to heart is our first step of our own pilgrimage… out of the 

cage... out of the stage… fly high in our inner sky and no footsteps are left… 
it is the way of the white clouds… you see the stars in between the steps and 
you keep flying... enjoy the journey… rejoice… be grateful.. alone we come 
and alone we live and alone we leave but we are not lonely… 

 
Our alones is our only miracle… our only mystery... now-here is our 

only time and space… to be at-one-ment with the only one… the only 
truth...  

 
Once the drop meets the wave and the wave meets the ocean... this is 

the unity… meet… merge and melt in the depth of the ocean... of the only 
one... the only existence there is…  
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Now, my only search is to find a commune... a place where you are 

accepted as you are… acceptance is the only climate... because everybody 
else is accepting you... in such a real commune, no sin, no guilt, no man 
made God… no heaven and no hell... it is a place for peace… and this is the 
bliss of the grace... 

 
Let us be who we are... let us live our choice… 
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370- I want to be a stone  

 
Once, there was a man who cuts stones from the rock… this work was 

very hard and he makes a little money and he was not happy… 
 
Who is happy? not even kings are content... so he asked God "Oh, I 

wish I were rich so I could rest on a couch with a corner of silk..."  
 
And an angel came and gave him his wish... and he saw the king with 

horseman in front of his carriage, and behind the carriage there were also 
horsemen, and a gold parasol was held over the head of the king… so he 
asked God to be a king and he became what he asked for… but he was not 
happy… the sun burned his face and cried and wished to be the sun because 
it is stronger than the king and the grass… and what happened? A cloud 
placed itself between him and the earth… he complained that the cloud is 
more powerful than him, and he wished to be the cloud, which was so 
powerful and the angel gave him his wish… 

 
The cloud rained large drops on the earth, causing the rivers to swell 

and carry the houses away, he fell upon a rock, which did not move and 
said… the rock is stronger than me… I wish to be a rock… and the angel 
gave him the wish…  

 
Soon he saw a man with a pick and with a chisel and with heavy 

hammer… what is this for?? and the man started cutting the rock into 
stones… and the rock said…  "How can it be that this man has power that 
exceeds mine and cuts stones out of my lap?" and he was not content… he 
cried... "I am weaker than him… I wish to be that man..." 

 
And the angel came from heaven, saying, "You are what you have 

said" 
 
And he was a stone cutter again... and he cuts stones from the rock 

with hard labors, and he labored very hard from small wages and he was 
content…  

 
Our daily bread… our here now breath... our joy is this mystery that is 

in us… God is in our heart... very near to us... why go far from us... in is our 
only inn… 
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Let go of our ego and let god be in our being… 
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371- Where is my book? 

 
A lover of life wrote these beautiful words... let us understand the 

deep meaning of it... 
Prayer is not a "Spare wheel" that you pull out when in trouble, but it 

is a "Street wheel" that directs the right path throughout… we are the living 
prayer… 

 
Why the car’s wind shield is so long and the rear view mirror is so 

small?  
Because our past is not as important as our future... so, look ahead and 

move on…  
 

Friendship is like a book... it takes few seconds to burn, but it takes 
years to write... 

 
All things in life are temporary… if going well, enjoy it, they will not 

last forever... if going wrong, don’t worry, they can’t last long either… 
 

Old friends are gold, new friends are diamonds!! If you get a 
diamond, don’t forget the gold! Because to hold a diamond, you always need 
a base of gold!! 
 

 Often when we lose hope and think it is the end, God smiles from 
above and says... "Relax, sweetheart, it’s just a bend, not the end..." 
 

When God solves your problems, you have faith in his abilities… 
when god doesn’t solve your problems he has faith in our abilities... Oh! 
What a grace!!.. 
 
         A blind person asked Jesus... "Can there be anything more worse than 
losing eye sight?" he replied: "Yes, losing your vision!" 
 
       When you pray for others, God listens to you and blesses them, and 
sometimes, when you are safe and happy, remember that someone has 
prayed for you…  
 

Worrying does not take away tomorrow's pain of troubles, it takes 
away today's peace and grace... 
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     Thank you for reading what is flowing from our inner treasure… thank 
you for supporting us to be part of the peace pole for all… this is our living 
book… we are here to plant people for peace..  
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372- Now is your book 

 
A curious kid comes to an elder man, who is reading a book, and asks 

him: What are you reading? The elderly man answers: "A history book" 
 
The kid looks at what the elderly man is reading and says, "But that is 

a book about sex!"   
 
Old man said: 
 
"Yeah, but for me it is history!" 
 
Why don’t we read our now? the power of now... this is our now… 

yesterday is history, tomorrow is mystery... now is the present... open it and 
read it and be it… it is not an accident but a coincidence... let us change it… 

 
A chicken farmer went to a local bar… sat next to a woman and 

ordered a glass of champagne… the woman perks up and says… "How 
about that? I just ordered a glass of champagne, too!" 

 
"What a coincidence" the farmer says... "This is a special day for 

me… I am celebrating" 
 
"This is a special day for me too... I am also celebrating!" says the 

woman... 
 
"What a coincidence" says the farmer! As they clinked glasses the 

man asked, "What are you celebrating?" "My husband and I have been 
trying to have a child and today my gynecologist told me that I am 
pregnant!"  

 
"What a coincidence" says the old man... "I am a chicken farmer and 

for years all my hens were infertile, but today they are all laying fertilized 
eggs!" 

 
"That’s great" says the woman. "How did your chickens become 

fertile?" 
 
"I used a different cock" he replied... 
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The woman smiled and said, "What another coincidence... would you 

believe the same thing happened here too?" 
 
Yes my friends! Let us change the book... then we change the look... 
 
Change is a constant law of life... 
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373- I am the prison 

 
A man gave to a Sufi mystic a present, a golden bowl with a beautiful 

fish in it… the Sufi looked at the bowl and the fish and felt very sorry for the 
fish, because the bowl is in prison… 

 
He went to the lake and he was very happy and the fish was in the 

ocean… the great freedom, the space that really belong to her… a golden 
bowl… but it is a prison… 

 
Then he thought, what will he do with this bowl? So he threw it in the 

lake… the next morning he went to see how the fish was… he was 
surprised… the fish was in the bowl and the bowl was in lake… what had 
happened to the fish? She had again chosen the bowl!! 

 
Yes! She has lived so long n the bowl, it is her home… she is afraid of 

the freedom… 
 
Are we afraid of the freedom? You will be surprised to now that 

people talk about freedom, but when freedom is really given to them they 
become afraid, frightened, scared, because freedom is vast, you cannot 
dominate it… slavery is small, it is smaller than you… you feel good with 
it… you seem to be big compared to your slavery… 

 
But compared to your freedom you are nobody, a nonentity, a 

nothingness… and wants to be a nothingness? 
 
Everybody wants to be somebody, even though one has to live in 

prison, one is ready… if you can be made the head of the prisoners… a 
president, a prime minister, or something like that you would like, you 
would love to live in the prison rather than be free and nobody… 

 
The first requirement for attaining to truth is the capacity to be free, 

the capacity to be nobody… the ego is the greatest barrier… the ego can 
exist only in a golden bowl, it can't exist in a like… it is bound to melt, melt 
totally and merge and disappear… 

 
Lies are good for ego… in fact, the ego is the greatest lie, it feeds on 

other lies… although truth has a way of coming up again and again… 
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Howsoever repressed, it surfaces, because it is truth, you can repress it 

only for the time being… and to repress truth you will have to be constantly 
on guard… of course you will get tired, you will need a little rest, and 
whenever you are resting the truth surfaces… the truth comes in your life 
again and again, you can go on denying it, but it never denies you… you can 
deny God, but God never denies you… 
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374- live your choice 

 
A beggar asked Ibrahim for charity… "I'll give you better than that… 

come with me…" said Ibrahim… 
 
So he found a job for the beggar, gave him some goods to sell in 

another city… a few days later, the beggar still miserable… Ibrahim asked 
him why? 

 
The beggar informed him… "While travelling, I found a blind eagle in 

the desert, and I was very curious how it got food though it was blind… I 
observed it for some time, and, at my big surprise, another eagle came with 
and fed it… thus I said to myself… it's who took care of that eagle in this 
desert, will also take care of me… I returned to the city and gave the 
merchant back his goods…" 

 
Ibrahim, after reflection, asked him… "But tell me, why did you 

choose to be the blind eagle, not the other one, who could fly, chase, and 
take care others?" 

 
What is our choice? 
 
With each one becoming conscious will raise the world into a higher 

level of life… we need more Christs… more Buddhas… more prophets… if 
not you and me? Who else? If not now! When?? 

 
Yes! It is very easy… it is our nature… our natural birthright... we are 

light from light not fight from fight!! 
 
There should be no force… no should or should not, imposed upon 

any one… we will be loved and respected as we are in any way we are 
growing… 

 
We are the family of God… we are all brothers and sisters… we 

support each other… 
 
We help each other to wake up and be aware of who we are… 
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Let us put our total energy into meditation, into awareness… it is our 
only priority in our life… let us be who we are… let us live our joy… share 
our vision…  

 
What is your vision? 

 
Tell-A-Vision 

 
If your vision is for one year plant wheat… 

 
If your vision is for ten years plant trees… 

 
If your vision is for life time plant people for peace… 
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375- I am a thief 

 
There was a master, his name is Fareed… a thief came to him… the 

thief had fallen in love with the master because he had never seen such a 
beautiful face, such infinite grace… the thief asked him… "Is there a way 
for me to grow?" "Yes for sure…" said the master… "But I am a thief and I 
love stealing and I can't stop it… let it be clear…" 

 
"Why are you afraid? Who is going to talk about your being a thief?" 

said the maser… 
 
The thief said… "But whenever I went to a monk or to a priest or to a 

saint, they always say, first stop stealing…" 
 
Fared laughed and said… "Then you must have gone to thieves, 

otherwise, why? Why should they be concerned? I am not concerned!" 
 
The thief was very happy, he said… "Then It is okay… it seems that 

now I can become a disciple… you are the right master…" 
 
The master accepted him and said… "Now you can go and do 

whatsoever you like… only one condition has to be followed… be aware! 
Go, break into houses, enter, take things, steal, do whatsoever you like, this 
is of no concern to me, I am not a thief but do it with full awareness…" 

 
The thief couldn't understand that he was falling into the trap… he 

said... "Then everything is okay… I will try…" after three weeks he came 
back and said… "You are tricky… why? Because if I become aware, I 
cannot steal, awareness disappears, I am in a fix…" 

 
Fareed said, "No more talk about your being a thief and stealing… I 

am not concerned… I am not a thief… now, you decide! If you want 
awareness, then you decide… if you don't want it, then too you decide…" 

 
The man said… "But now it is difficult… I have tasted it a little, and 

it is so beautiful… I will leave anything, whatsoever you say… just the other 
night for the first time I was able to enter the palace of the king… I opened 
the treasure…I could have become the richest but I was aware… when I was 
aware, diamonds looked just like stones. When I lost awareness, the treasure 
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was there… and I waited and did it many times… the whole thing looked 
foolish stupid… just stones… what am I doing? Losing myself over stones? 
but then I would lose awareness, they would became again beautiful, the 
whole illusion… but finally I decided that they were not worth it… I am the 
real treasure… the amness in us is our isness.." Yes! Let us look for the best 
bliss for our being… 
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376- Happiness happens in me… 

 
A man of 92 years, short, very well-presented, who takes great care in 

his appearance, is moving into an old people's home today… 
 
His wife of 70 has recently died, and he is obliged to leave his 

home… after waiting several hours in the retirement home lobby, he gently 
smiles as he is told that his room is ready… 

 
As he slowly walks to the elevator, using his cane, I described his 

small room to him, including the sheet hung at the window which serves as a 
curtain… "I like it very much" he says, with the enthusiasm of an 8 year old 
boy who has just been given a new puppy… 

 
"Sir, you haven't even seen the room yet, hang on a moment, we are 

almost there…" 
 
"That has nothing to do with it…" he replies… 
 
"Happiness is something I choose in advance… whether or not I like 

the room does not depend on the furniture, or the decor… rather it depends 
on how I decide to see it… it is already decided in my mind that I like my 
room… it is a decision I take every morning when I wake up… I can 
choose… I can spend my day in bed and see what I love to see and feel what 
I love to feel… I give thanks to all the pain and the pleasure… every day is a 
gift, every now is a wow and a vow… and as long as I can open my eyes… I 
will focus on the new day, and all the happy memories that I have built up 
during my life… old age is like a bank account… you withdraw in later life 
what you have deposited along the way… so, my advice to all of us is to 
deposit all the happiness we can live in our bank account of memories… or 
in our being… in the core of our heart… thank you all for your part in filling 
my account with happy memories, which I am still continuing to fill…" 

 
Let us remember these simple gifts for happiness 
 
Free our heart from hate 
 
Free our mind from worry 
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Live simple 
 
Give more 
 
Expect less 
 
Thank you all for sharing this with all of us… it is the way we touch 

each other with simple truths that spread goodness in the world… who 
know, a miracle is at the gate of grace… this is our choice… 
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377- Which one I chose? 

 
Let us read these four choices… 
 
If you love, love openly!! 
 
Twenty monks and one nun, were practicing meditation with a Zen 

master… the nun was very beautiful… several monks secretly fell in love 
with her… one of them wrote her a love letter, insisting upon a private 
meeting… she did not reply… the next day the master gave a lecture to the 
group, it was about honesty… and when the talk was over… the nun stood 
up and she said to the one who wrote her the letter… "If you really love me 
so much, come and embrace me now…" 

 
I need to poison my husband!! 
 
A nice, calm lady went into the pharmacy, asked the owner, "I would 

like to buy some cyanide…" "Why in the world you need this?" asked the 
pharmacist… "I need to poison my husband…" "I can't do this… it is against 
the law…" said the men… 

 
The lady showed him a picture of her husband in bed with the 

pharmacist's wife… 
 
The man looked at the picture and replied… "Well now that's 

different… you did not tell me you had a prescription…" 
 
What is my prescription? Killing myself… and others… and nature… 

let us see why? 
 
Six golden rules for fxxxing… 
1- Fxxxing one a week is good for your health, but it is harmful if 

done everyday… 

2- Fxxxing relaxes your mind and body,  

3- Fxxxing refreshes you 

4- After Fxxxing don't eat too much go for more liquids… 

5- Try Fxxx in bed because it can save your energy 

6- Fxxx can reduce your cholesterol level… 
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7- So remember fasting is good for your health… 

 
Peace with myself… 
 
One great Sufi mystic was dying… his old grandmother was always 

worried about his life… he never went to the mosque... never prayed like the 
mohammedans… he laughed at all the laws and the rituals… as he was 
dying, his grandma came close to him and whispered… "There is still time, 
make peace with Allah…" 
And he did with a great laughter, saying… "I don't need to, because I have 
made peace with myself…" 
 

What is my choice? What do I see in each one of this seed? 
 
What do I need? What is my desire? How do I see the true in the 

wrong and the light in the darkness? 
 
Thank you all for your love and support… 
 
We are one in the one… 
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378- Dead excuses!! 
      

After a few days, the lord called Adam and said... "It is time for you 
and Eve to begin the process of having children so I want you to kiss her…"  

 
Adam said, "Yes lord, but what is a kiss?" so the lord taught him and 

took Eve nearby a tree and came back… "Thank you lord, that was 
enjoyable." 
 

And the lord replied, "Yes Adam, I thought you might enjoy that and 
now y'd like to caress Eve." 
 

And Adam said "What is a 'caress?'" and the lord again gave Adam a 
brief description and Adam went behind the bush with Eve…. 
 

A few minutes later, Adam returned smiling, and said... "Lord, that 
was even better than kiss." 
 

And the lord said "You've done well Adam, and now I want you to 
make love to Eve." 
 

And Adam asked… "What is love?"  so the lord again gave Adam 
directions and Adam went again to Eve behind the bush,  but this time he 
reappeared in two seconds… 
 

And Adam said, "Lord, what is headache?"… truth cannot be taught... 
I cannot say it… I cannot teach it but you can catch it… It is in us… Go in… 

 
No one can teach the fish to swim… let us be our being… our nature 

will nurture us… Stop asking and listen to your inner treasure… Inner 
light... Inner net… It is our own birth right… 
 

Take a deep breath and every breath is a new birth… no need to 
read… No need to ask… No need to go out… Go in... In is  our  only  inn... 
meditation is the only key to be in a meditative state any now... Here now… 
Hear your silence... be still and know that you are the eternal god… the 
godliness... The awareness... 
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Stop giving dead excuses… Don’t be used by your mind… Our mind 
is our ego… Our devil… Our evil… watch it and change it… from evil to 
live… yes! Shift happens… 
 

Let us shift our shit… Into he-she-it… He-shit…  
 
Let us shit our past and our future and live our inner lecture... Our 

inner treasure… 
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379- Stop thinking  

 
A little bear cub was confused about how to walk… "What do I do 

first?" he asked his mother… "Do I start with my right foot or my left? or 
both front feet and then my back feet? or do I move both feet on one side 
and then both feet on the other?" 
 

His mother answered, "Just quit thinking and start walking." 
 

The more we think the more we sink and we stink… jump in the 
ocean and then think…  Don’t tank but thank... look at our planet earth!!  
Why wars? Why not warm arms to hug?!!  

 
Why so much talks about peace and we are into pieces…?? just look 

and see… Be aware of what you are seeing… to be or not to be is the only 
question and you are the question mark... Who are you? why you are here?  
Evil or live…?? 

 
One evening an old man told his grandson about a battle that goes on 

inside people… He said: "My son, the battle is between 'two wolves' inside 
us all.. one is evil... it is anger, envy, jealousy, sorrow, regret, greed, 
arrogance, self, pity, guilt, resentment, lies, inferiority, false  pride, 
superiority, ego… and much more else… 

 
The other is live… it is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility, 

kindness, generosity, truth, love, faith and compassion… 
 
The grandson thought about it and then asked his grandfather "Which 

wolf wins?" 
 

The old man simply replied... "The one you feed…" let us be aware of 
our food… what are we feeding our body? Our mind? Our self?  

 
If we eat good, no doctor is needed… if we eat bad, no doctor can 

cure us... Who is responsible for my bodymind? for my life? just feel your 
fellings... a thought is a destiny... what is your thought now? 

 
Watch your thought they become words  
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Watch your words they become actions  
 
Watch your actions the become habits  
 
Watch your habits they become characters  
 
Watch your characters they become your destiny  
 
Our destiny is in our mind... In our heart… in our awareness… in our 

freedom… Thank you for being aware and alert…  
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380- Are you the king or the crown? 

 
One night in Baghdad, the king heard somebody walking on the roof 

of his palace… he shouted "Who is here?" the man was not a thief... he said 
"Don’t shout, I am looking for my camel... don’t disturb others, go to sleep." 
 

The king could not believe this mad man and asked the guards to 
catch him… he came by himself to tell the king that his palace is only an 
inn… 
 

The Sufi mystic was called in and the king said… "You seem to be a 
very strange fellow… I recognize your voice… you were the man on the 
roof searching for your camel and now you are calling my place, my home, 
an inn.'' the man laughed and said "You seem to be a man of some 
understanding . It is possible to talk with you… yes it was me who was 
looking for the camel on the roof of the palace… don’t think that I am 
insane… if you can look for blissfulness sitting on a golden throne, if you 
can look for God while you are killing a burning people, what is wrong in 
searching for a camel on the roof of the palace? you tell me! if I am wrong 
you are wrong too! and what right have you got to call this place your home, 
because I have been before here and met your father and his father on this 
golden throne and now they are home… in the grave... you too soon and so 
your son… so what kind of home is this where people go on changing? it is 
only a bridge… only an overnight stay and then to the grave…" 

 
The king was shocked but was silent… The court was silent… the 

man was right… and the mystic finally said… "If you really want to know 
where your home is, go to the graveyard where finally you will have to 
settle, where your grandfather is, where your father is... that is the real place 
that you can call your home, but not this palace... here I am going to stay as 
if it is an inn… just one night and move on." 

 
The king was certainly not an ordinary man… he stood up and told 

the mystic… "Forgive me, I was wrong... you are right... you can stay as 
long as you want… I am going in search of my real home… this is not my 
real home." 

 
This world is only a hotel… a guesthouse… a bridge to cross… use 

it... but don’t be used by it… cross it and enjoy every step on your trip… 
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In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity... life is always full of wary 

broken places... but there are those who become stronger at the cracks… 
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381- What I value most  

 
 It has been some time since Jack had seen the old man who used to 

live next door... college, girls, career... life itself got in the way... in fact, 
Jack had little time to think about the past and often no time to spend with 
his wife and son… he was working for his future and nothing could stop 
him... 
 

Over the phone, his mother told him... "Belser died last night... the 
funeral is tomorrow..." memories flashed in his mind remembering his 
childhood... "Jack , did you hear me?" "Oh, sorry, mom, yes I heard you, but 
I thought he died years ago…" Jack said... "He loved you so much and 
always tolled about your love, and after your father died, he stepped in to 
make sure you had a man's love in your life... come soon…" she said.. "Yes! 
he's the one who taught me carpentry… I wouldn't be in this business if it 
weren't of him… see you soon…" Jack said...  

 
Jack caught the next flight to his home town... the funeral was small... 

he had no children... and most of his relatives had passed away… 
 
Jack and his mom stopped by to see the old house next door… the 

house was as it was... every step had memories... every picture, every piece 
of furniture... "But where is the box?" asked his mom... "There was a small 
gold box that he kept locked on top of his desk… I asked him many times 
what was inside… he always says… the thing I value most" Jack said... it 
was gone… he figured someone from the family had taken it... "Now I will 
never know what was so valuable to him..." Jack said... "I better get some 
sleep… I have an early flight home, mom…" 
 

It had been about two weeks since Mr. Belser died… returning home 
from work one day Jack discovered a note in his mailbox… "Signature 
required on a package... no one at home... please stop by the main post office 
within the next three days"... the note read... 

 
Early the next day Jack took the package... the small box was old and 

look like it had been mailed a hundred years ago… the handwriting was 
difficult to read, but the return address caught his attention "Mr. Harold 
Belser..."   
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Jack opened the package... there inside was the gold box and an 

envelope… "Upon my death, please forward this box and its contents to Jack 
Bennett… it's the thing I valued most in my life…" a small key was taped to 
the letter...  
 

His heart racing, as tears filled his eyes, Jack carefully unlocked the 
box… there in side he found a beautiful gold pocket watch... 
  

Running his fingers slowly over the cover... inside he found these 
words engraved… "Jack, thanks for your time! Harold Belser."  "The thing 
he value most... was… my time.." 
 

Jack held the watch for few minutes, then called his office and cleared 
his appointments for the next week... "Why? Janet, his assistant asked…"  I 
need sometime to spend with my son and wife and friends…" he said... "Oh, 
by the way, Janet, thanks for your time!"  

 
Do I have time for myself?? 
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382- Who is the boss?  

  
Junaid was going through the marketplace of the town with his 

disciples… and it was his way to take any situation and use it… a man was 
dragging his cow by a rope, and Junaid said "Wait" to the man, and told his 
disciples… "Surround this man and the cow... I am going to teach you 
something."  

 
The man stopped… Junaid was a famous mystic... and he was also 

interested in what he was going to teach these disciples… teaching all of 
us… so he asked them… who is bound to whom? is the cow bound to this 
man or is this man bound to this cow? of course the disciples said… "The 
cow is bound to the man... The man is the master, he is holding the rope, the 
cow has to follow him wherever he goes… he is the master and the cow is 
the slave…" 
 

And Junaid said… "Now, see…" he took out his scissor and cut the 
rope... and the cow escaped… 
 

The man ran after the cow, and Junaid said, "Now look what is 
happening! now you see who is the master, the cow is not interested at all in 
this man… in fact, she is escaping…" and the man was very angry, he 
said… "What kind of experiment is this?" but Junaid said to his disciples… 
"And this is the case with your mind... All the non-sense that we are carrying 
inside is not interested in us... we are interested in it…  

 
We are keeping it together and gather more junk and more cancer and 

more problems... we are becoming more mad in keeping it together... let go 
and let God... but we are in love with our shit and its smell... 
 

The moment you lose interest, the moment you understand the futility 
of it, it will start disappearing… like the cow it will escape... it will run 
away… 
 

Be aware of the rope… the rope of God… this will unite us… we are 
a royal family not a loyal family… let us grow up and be aware of this 
awareness… 
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The moment the mind stops bothering you, you, for the first time, are 
really born, you are free from imprisonment of thoughts and fears… 
 

For the first time you have attained to the most delicious phenomenon 
in existence… freedom… 
 

No past... no future... only here now… live this present…     
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383- Where are we now? 

 
It happened: Mulla Naseruddine was in the coffee-house telling about 

his generosity... then somebody said... "If you are so generous why do you 
have invite us to your home? not even for a single meal? " 

 
Mulla was so excited he forget about his wife... so he said "Come on, 

right now!" 
 
The nearer he reached home, the more he remembered his wife and 

then he became afraid… thirty persons are coming… just outside the house 
he said... "You wait! you all know I have a wife… you also have wives so 
you know... just wait... let me go and tell her... then I will call you in…" 

 
He went in and disappeared… they waited and they waited and he did 

not come... so they knocked…  Mulla had told his wife exactly what had 
happened, and he was caught… his wife said… "But we don’t have anything 
for thirty persons, and nothing is possible, what to do?" "You do one thing… 
when they knock you simply go and tell them that Nasruddine is not at 
home..." 

 
So she did it… they did not see him coming out and kept waiting… he 

must be in… "You go in and find him" they shouted… so what to do? 
 
Nasruddine became excited… he said… "Wait!" he came out and 

said... "What do you mean? he could have gone out by the back door!" 
 
This is possible, this is happening every day to us... to you.. to him.. to 

her... we forget our self completely… 
 
In the logic he forget himself… the logic is right, the argument is 

right, but what do you mean: "You are waiting at the front door, he could 
have gone by the back door?" the logic is right but Mulla has completely 
forgotten that he himself is saying it… you are not present… you are neither 
in the present to the world, nor to yourself… me too.. I am writing this word 
but I am not in its world... I am lost in my mind… this is the sleep... then 
how can we hear? then how can we see? then how can we feel? if you are 
not present here now, then all doors are closed.. I am a dead person, I am not 
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alive... that’s why Jesus again and again says to his hearers… listeners… "If 
you have ears, hear me, if you have eyes, see me!" 

 
Yes! we listen but we don’t hear... we are not here... the master is not 

at home… eyes are looking, ears are hearing, but the master is not present 
inside... eyes are just windows, they can’t see unless you see through them… 
how can a window see? you have to stand at the window, only then you 
see... how? if you are there and aware then it becomes totally different… 
you look and you see.. you hear and you listen… you feel and you become 
the feeling… you become the existence... but we are asleep… let us be 
aware and wake up now here or nowhere else... watch the mind… it is 
always travelling… be still and know… knowing that I don’t know…  
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384- Where is the greatest treasure… 

 
Long ago lived a young man in Istanbul, turkey… because he was 

poor, he had only a single room, sparsely furnished with few books and a 
small cot for a bed... one night the young man had a dream… a vision… 
really alive… 

 
In it, he saw himself walking on a street in what he realize was the 

city of Cairo in Egypt, a place he had never been… he could clearly see the 
name of the street and the house that lined the road … 

 
In the vision, he walked up to one particular house, noting the 

address… he entered into a tiled courtyard and then into a main house… an 
open door drew him to a particular room within the house… in this room sat 
an old man surrounded by treasures beyond anything the young man had 
ever imagined... diamonds, emeralds and more... gold and silver bars lined 
the walls... carpets and furniture and all this is for him… 

 
The young man woke up and went to Cairo in order to claim his 

treasure… after several months of hard work along the way to pay for food 
and lodging… he arrived at the right place he had seen in the dream…  

 
As he went in, everything seemed familiar... the street the house, the 

old man and his treasure was precisely where the young man expected it to 
be... knowing his way, he entered into the tiled courtyard and then into the 
room of  treasures where he planned to make his claim… 

 
There sat the old man, but there were no jewels, no gold or silver, no 

carpets… and said to old man… "Since everything else in my vision has 
been accurate, I assume that the riches are hidden here… where are they?... 
please hand them to me!" 

 
The old man was silent for some time, looking intently at the young 

man, his eyes glistening... after a while, he spoke… "It is strange…" he 
said... "I, too, had a dream… I dreamed of a young man in Istanbul who 
looked exactly like you..." "Yes, go on" said the young man… 
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The old man described the street and the house and the mother and the 
father, his friends at work and his books on the walls of his simple room...  
"In my vision, the greatest treasure, more precious than all the shiny rocks 
and metals of the world, was there on a small cot in that room…" Said the 
old man the young man suddenly realized what the old man meant… he 
bowed to the wise man, and taking his leave, returned home to Istanbul 
where he lived out his quiet days…  

 
The real treasure is in our inner lecture… let us go in and be the jewel 

not the pebble… be the emperor not the beggar… let us be aware of who we 
are and share our shiny star…  
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385- What is my energy? 

 
You have much energy and you had not been using it creatively… 

whenever energy is not used creatively it becomes destructive, stagnant, and 
by and by prison of solid rock is created around you…  

 
There are two types of people… those with high energy and those 

with low energy…  
 

If the high energy people don’t use their energy there will be 
problems: aggression, anger... anger for no reason at all, and against any and 
everybody… violence, hatred, jealousy… 

 
Low energy people have a different type of problems… sadness, 

lethargy, no interest in life… and a dragging and dull attitude… so the 
problems of a low energy person need to be tackled in a different way… he 
needs more relaxation, and methods which don’t use energy, but rather allow 
him to relax into the non-tense so that energy is not dissipated in any way… 

 
Buddhist methods, vispassana, are for low energy people… for a high 

energy person such methods will be a problem… he would not know what to 
do… so much energy nothing to do, so the energy becomes suppressed… 
dynamic methods and catharsis are for high energy people… 

 
The east basically low energy: poverty… malnutrition and centuries 

and centuries of passivity… the west is high energy you can divide it into 
male and female, yin and yang… 

 
Male means a high energy person, and female means a low energy 

person… it has nothing to do with man and woman… so you are a high 
energy person, remember that always… whenever you feel any problem 
arising, that is simply an indication that you need more work, more 
creativity… it does not matter what you do, but do something physical… 
anything physical is beautiful… if you don’t, then the mind uses the energy 
round and round in circles… so swim or dance… do something with the 
body… body movements are going to help you tremendously… it has been 
good, and you look perfectly well… but remember, don’t forget!! Your 
energy is needed… when the power of love overcomes the love of power… 
the world will know peace… 
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386- Are you ready and ripe? 

 
Rabiya, a great Sufi mystic, was passing… it was the street she used 

to pass every day on her way to the market place, because in the market 
place she would go every day and shout the truth that she had attained… 
And for many days she had been watching a mystic, a well-known mystic 
Hassan, sitting before the door of the mosque and praying to Allah… "Ya 
Allah, open the door! Please open the door! Let me in!!" 

 
Rabiya could not tolerate it that day… Hassan was crying, tears were 

rolling down, and he was shouting again and again "Open the door! Let me 
in! Why don’t you listen? Why don’t you hear my prayers?" 

 
Every day she had laughed, whenever she had heard him she had 

laughed, but it was too much today… tears… and Hassan was really crying, 
weeping, crying his heart out… she went, she shook Hassan, and said… 
"Stop all this nonsense!! The door is open... in fact you are already in!!" 

 
Hassan looked at Rabiya, and that moment became a moment of 

revelation… looking into the eyes of Rabiya, he bowed down, touched her 
feet, and said… "You came in time; otherwise I could have called my whole 
life! For years I have been doing this… where have you been before? And I 
know you pass this street every day… you must have seen me crying, 
praying..."  

 
Rabiya said, "Yes, but truth can only be said at a certain moment, in a 

certain space, in a certain context… I was waiting for the right, ripe 
moment… today it has arrived… hence I came close to you… today you are 
ripe… yesterday if I had told you, you would have left irritated, you may 
have been angry, you may have reached antagonistically… you may have 
told me… ‘you have disturbed my prayer!’ and it is not right to disturb 
anybody’s prayer." 

 
Even the king is not allowed to disturb the prayer of a beggar… even 

if a criminal, a murderer, is prayer in any Islamic countries, the police have 
to wait till he finishes his prayer… only then can he be caught… prayer 
should not be disturbed… 
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Rabiya said… "I had wanted to tell you this… that ‘Hassan, don’t be a 
fool, the door is open… in fact, you are already in!’ but I had to wait for the 
right moment…" 

 
Beloved reader… we are ready now and every now to be in our wow! 

Our inner treasure… we are light from light… this is our birth right… just 
know that you are the eternal truth… we are one with the only oneness… 
this is our isness… our amness… thank you our beloved reader and 
readyness… 
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387- Who is here to hear? 

 
There is a story about Bayazid, a Sufi  mystic… he was passing 

through a cemetery and he came upon a heap of skulls … out of curiosity he 
took one skull … he had always been of the thought that all skulls are almost 
the same, but they were not the same… 

 
There were a few skulls whose ears were joined together, there was a 

passage… there were a few skulls whose ears were not joined together; there 
was a barrier between the two… there were few skulls both of whose ears 
were joined to the heart but not joined together; there was a passage running 
to the heart… 

 
He was very surprised. He prayed and asked God… "Ya Allah… what 

is the matter? What are you trying to reveal to me?"  And it is said he heard 
a voice… an inner touch… who said… "There are three types of people: 
One, who hear through one ear… it never reaches anywhere… in fact they 
don’t hear, just the sounds vibrates and disappears… there is another type… 
who hear but only momentarily… they hear through one ear, and through the 
other ear it is lost into the world again… there are a few souls, of course, 
who hear through the ears and it reaches the heart..." 

 
Yes! God speaks to us all the time… this godliness is in our heart… 

very near… why do we go so far?? Let us listen to his silence… his 
stillness….  

 
And god said "Bayazid, I have brought you to this heap of skulls just 

to help you remember it when you are talking to people… talk only to those 
who take what so ever you say to their hearts… from heart… from being… 
this is the mystery of our hearing… otherwise don’t waste your energy, and 
don’t waste your time… your life is precious… you have a message to 
deliver… let peace be our message…" 

 
Yes my friends… this is why the prophet asked Bilal to chant the 

Qoraan… just one voice from the heart heals our heart… 
 
When are we going to walk our talk? If not now when? If not you and 

me who else? Who am I makes the difference…   
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388- You are the only miracle 

 
One day a Sufi mystic, went to Sufi woman. He had just learned how 

to walk on water… she too knows this and beyond… but he told her… "Let 
us go and walk on water and have a little spiritual talk a discussion…" that 
spiritual discussion was just an excuse to show her that he could walk on 
water… 

 
She said, "On the water? That does not appeal to me… let us go to the 

clouds, we will site on the clouds and we pray and we will have any talk up 
there..." but he said… "I don’t know how to go to the clouds and sit on the 
clouds" she said … Neither do I? But what is the point? We are better than 
birds and better than any fish… we are the only royal family of the kingdom 
of God… the mystery of creator is in us not in any other creature… why 
can’t we have a religious discussion here? Why go to the water or the 
clouds?  

 
All great mystics have been against miracles, and all fools are 

interested in miracles…  
 
The only miracle is not to do miracles… just be yourself… listen to 

your inner child… and share your joy… yes! a joy is our choice… is our 
grace… let us hear this innocence… kids they have it…  

 
Teachers: what kind of wife do you like Jonny? 
 
 Jonny… I want a wife like a moon… 
 
Teacher; wow what a choice! do… do you want her to be beautiful 

and calm like the moon and like your Mom? 
 
Jonny: no, I want her to come at night and disappear in the morning… 
 
Good night and good morning… why nagging??? 
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389- Why judge? 

 
I have heard about a Sufi mystic… he used to sell small things in the 

village, and the people of that village became aware that he had no 
judgment… so they would take the thing and give him false coins… he 
would accept them, because he would never say… "This is wrong and this is 
right…" most of the times they would take things from him and they would 
say… "We have paid…" and he would not say … "You have not paid"… he 
would say "Okay" he would thank them 

 
Then from other villages also people started coming. This man was 

very good, you could take anything from his shop, you need not to pay, or 
you could pay with false coins, and he accepted everything!! 

 
Then death came near to this old man… these were his last words… 

he looked at the sky and said... "Ya Allah… Ya God I have been accepting 
all kinds of coins, the false and the true… I am also a false coin and you love 
me as I am… help me now to accept death as birth… no birth and no death 
and no sin and no guilt… your love is in our heart… you are so near to us… 
how can I fear death and you are in depth of my being… help me to be 
grateful to all my friends… to all the people… to mother nature and to this 
moment…" 

 
Jesus says… "Judge ye not… so ye may not be judged." 
 
If judgment disappears, you have become innocent… 
 
If we don’t divide things into good and bad, ugly and beautiful, 

acceptable and non-acceptable, if you don’t divide things, if we look at 
reality without any division our eyes will be one with existence… we see the 
truth in oneness… thank you for your love and your support… be still and 
witness that we are one with existence… with that suchness… that which 
is… the namelessness… the nothingness…    
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390- What can I say? 

 
What can I see? What can I share? Let us read and feel the seed… the 

soil is ready… is my soul ready? 
 
Once a little girl and her father were crossing a bridge… the father 

was kind of scared so he asked his little daughter, "Sweetheart, please hold 
my hand so that you don’t fall into the river…" 

 
The little girl said, "No, dad. You hold my hand…" 
 
"What’s the difference?" asked the puzzled father… "There is a big 

difference" replied the little girl… "If I hold your hand and something 
happens to me, chances are that I may let your hand go… but if you hold my 
hand I know for sure that no matter what happened you will never let my 
hand go…" so let us trust the hand of God… the hand of existence… of 
creativity that created us… the bigger will take care of the smaller… the 
seed is so small but the soil will hug it and help it to grow and the spring 
comes and the grass grows by itself… one grain is ten thousand grains it is 
the mystery of our history which is in this now… no past and no future now-
here or nowhere else is our present... Let us live our grace… let it be our 
only choice…  

 
So let us trust in trust and rest in peace… the pain is also a gain and 

the pleasure is a treasure it depends on us… on our seeing and being … 
 
Remember the two friends who were walking through the desert… 

you and me… during some point as the journey, we had an argument and I 
slapped you on your face… but without saying anything, you wrote in the 
sand: 

 
"Today my best friend slapped me in the face" and we kept on 

walking, until we found an oasis, where we decided to take a bath… you got 
stuck in the mud and you started drowning but I saved you… after you 
recovered you wrote on stone… "Today my best friend saved my life" but I 
was amazed and asked him why… "After I hurt you, you wrote on the sand 
and now you write on a stone, why?" 
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My friend replied, when someone, hurts us we write down in sand 
where the wind of forgiveness can erase it away, when someone does 
something good for us, we must engrave it in stone where no wind can ever 
erase it…"  

 
Love lives forever and ever… it is our only treasure… 
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391-  Horizontal & vertical 

 
Why Mohammad said: earth is your mother… the palm tree is your 

aunt…?  
 

In sleep you are not aware of what goes on around you, but in your 
waking hours are you aware of what goes on around you? 

 
Much research has been done… 98 percent of messages coming to 

you but your mind never allow to enter… only 2% is allowed and the mind 
interprets it… the master says something but you interpret it in such a way it 
does not disturb your sleep… that is why we go on missing the truth from 
any Christ and any prophet… we have our own tricks to live in our traps…  

 
We have categorized the truth that suits us… we have our own 

horizontal and our own vertical energy… we go into the logic not into the 
mystery… the mind is our master not the heart… 

 
Life is a paradox… life is a mystery… but we are asleep and we have 

our own interpretations… our own harmony… 
 
The prophet said… when somebody listens to my teaching without the 

mind, he becomes enlightened… and light is our birth right… but if 
somebody listens through the mind, then he finds his own explanations… 
which have nothing to do with the truth… 

 
So where to go? To whom we listen.?? Yes! to your own being… 

your own heart… not to the crowd… to a real master who gives your own 
key… your own path and you walk your way… you follow only yourself 
and then the being and be the mystery which is beyond words… then you 
are a mad man… a unique individual… 

 
Be aware of your own amness… of the harmony in your power… the 

horizontal and the vertical… and if the majority laughs at you, only then you 
are saying the truth… Mohammad is beyond all the universities and so 
Christ and every master… we are victims of logic, not mystery… 
everywhere we are taught to be heads… to be rational, not mystic… 
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Everybody is being trained to be clear cut… if you want to be clear 
cut you have to move on the horizontal… there A is A… B is B… and A is 
never B… but in the mysterious abyss of the vertical… the wisdom of our 
soul… boundaries meet and merge into each other… 

 
Man is woman… woman is man… right is wrong… wrong is right… 

dark is light… war is peace… life is death… death is life… all boundaries 
meet and merge… hence Allah is a mystery… not a syllogism… 

 
Those who give proofs for God are simply doing the impossible… no 

proof can be given for God… proofs exist on the horizontal… like mother 
earth… but the vertical power is beyond mind… beyond words… this is 
total faith… total trust… total surrender… let thy will be done… you fall in 
the abyss… you experience the cave… you simply disappear in the ocean… 
and you know… you know only when the mind is not… never before… this 
is what witnessing is… be aware of the awareness… you are no more only 
God is… 
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392- Why we shout? 

 
A Hindu saint who was visiting river Ganges to take a bath found a 

group of family members on the banks, shouting in anger at each other… he 
turned to his disciple and asked… "Why do people shout in anger? Disciples 
thought for a while, one of them said… "Because we lose our calm, we 
shout…" 

 
But why should you shout when the other person is just next to you? 

You can as well tell him what you have to say in soft manner…" asked the 
saint… they gave other answers but none satisfied them… Finally the saint 
explained… 

 
When two people are angry at each other, their hearts distance a lot… 

to cover that distance they must shout to be able to hear each other… the 
angrier they are, the stronger they will have to shout to hear each other to 
cover that great distance… 

 
What happens when two people fall in love? They talk softly… 

because their hearts are very close… so is the mom with the baby… mainly 
the breast fed ones… they are one with oneness… with God… with the 
mystery of unity… the more we love… the more we are in silence… we 
only look at each other and that’s all... so when you argue do not let your 
hearts get distance… do not say words that distance each other more, or else 
they will come a day when the distance is so great you will not find the path 
to return… they may end up in divorce courts and the hurt remains in the 
heart… or you can heal it by a joke… the best mother-in-low joke!  

 
A married couple was in a terrible accident where the man’s face was 

severely burned… 
 
The doctor told the husband that they could not grow any skin from 

his body because he was too skinny… so the wife offered to donate some of 
her own skin… however, the only skin on her body that the doctor felt was 
suitable would have to come from her buttocks… the husband and wife 
agreed and also the doctor to keep it secret… 
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After the surgery was completed, everyone was amazed at the man’s 
face…  

 
He looked more handsome than he ever had before!! All his friends 

and relative just went on and on about his youthful beauty!! 
 
One day, he was alone with his wife, and he was overcome with 

emotion at her sacrifice…  
 
He said, "Dear, I just want to thank you for everything you did for 

me… how can I possibly repay you?" 
 
"My darling" she replied, "I get all the thanks I need every time your 

mother kiss you on the cheek…" oh! What a cheek!!!  
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393- Who is generous? 
 
There is a saying in classical Indian poetry that a lake, a tree, a saint 

and the rain are all symbols of benevolence, i.e, they are constantly giving to 
others… if we spend some time to think about this, we can learn much about 
the act of benevolence from such elements of nature… how can we learn 
from mother nature? 

 
There is a true story… one day the king was relaxing in the garden of 

his palace… there was a high wall separating the garden from the outside 
road… just at that time, a poor boy with his father were walking on the 
road… it was very hot, and the young child was hungry… he saw a high 
mango tree across the wall and there were ripe mangoes on the outside 
branch… 

 
The boy picked up a stone from the road and threw it on the tree and 

he caught a ripe mango… but the stone hit the king who was sitting in the 
garden… the guards caught the boy and his father… when presented in front 
of the king, they asked for forgiveness… they were trembling with fear… 

 
The king politely asked them both not to worry… "But why did you 

do this?" asked the king… 
 
I was hungry… I threw the stone to drop a mango from the tree"… 
 
"What happened when you threw the stone?" asked the king… 
 
"A mongo fell from the tree… this is what I have in my hand… please 

forgive me… I did not throw the stone to hit you…" 
 
The king immediately ordered his prime minster that both father and 

son be released and additionally be given 500 coins! All the ministers and 
soldiers were surprised and wandered why the king was rewarding them 
instead of ordering punishment… 

 
The king was amused to see their astonishment and explained with a 

simple… "When the stone struck the tree, it gave the boy a mango… the 
same stone struck me… wouldn't I be meaner than a tree if I did not give 
anything? 
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If a tree can be loving to a young body, why cannot I, a human being, 

do the same?" 
 
Such are the lessons we can learn from simple elements of nature that 

constantly give us all we need without any expectation… 
 
The sun, the mountains, the rivers and lakes, the earth and the wind, 

they are beautiful symbols of love and benevolence… perhaps we too can 
evolve to become symbols of love, life, light and laughter… this is who we 
are… let us be aware of who we are… 
Who I am makes a difference… 
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394- What is my challenge? 

 
The Japanese have always loved fresh fish, but the water close to 

Japan has not held may fish for decades… 
 
So to feed the Japanese population, fishing boats got bigger and went 

further than ever… the further the fishermen went, the longer it took to bring 
the fish… 

 
If the return trip took more time, the fish were not fresh… to solve 

this problem, fish companies installed freezers on their boats… they would 
catch the fish and freeze them at sea…  

 
Freezers allowed the boats to go farther and stay longer… however, 

the Japanese could taste the difference between fresh and frozen fish… and 
they did not like the taste of frozen fish… 

 
The frozen fish brought a lower price… 
 
So, fishing companies installed fish tanks, they would catch the fish 

and stuff them in the tanks, fin to fin… after a little thrashing around, they 
were tired, dull, and lost their fresh-fish taste… 

 
The fishing industry faced an impending crises!!  
 
But today, they get fresh-tasting fish to Japan…  
 
How did they manage? To keep the fish tasting fresh, the Japanese 

fishing companies still put the fish in the tanks but with a small shark… the 
fish are challenged and hence are constantly on the move… 

 
The moral of the story!! 
 
The challenge they face keeps them alive and fresh!! 
 
Have you realized that some of us are also living in a pond but most 

of the time tired and dull?? 
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Basically in our lives, sharks are new challenges to keep us active… if 
you are steadily conquering challenges, you are happy… 

 
Your challenges keep you energized… don't create success and revel 

in it in a state of inertia… 
 
You have the resources, skills and abilities to make a difference… put 

a shark in your tank and see how far you can really go… 
 
Read impossible… I-m-posssible… 
 
Let us put a shark to sharpen our power… 
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395- Dedication for one peaceful world 

 
When we meet people,  
 
Let us see them as brothers and sister.... 
 
And remember that we have all come from the infinite universe 

through our parents and ancestors… 
 
And let us pray as one with all of humanity for universal love and 

peace on earth… 
 
When we see the sun and the moon, the sky and stars, mountains and 

rivers, seas and forests, hills and villages, birds and animals, and all the 
wonder of nature, let us remember that we have come with them… all from 
the infinite universe… 

 
Let us be thankful for our environment on earth, and live in harmony 

with all that surrounds us… 
 
When we see farms and villages, towns and cities, art and cultures, 

societies civilizations, and all the work of man, let us recall that our 
creativity has come from the infinite universe, and has passed from 
generation to generation and spread over the entire earth… 

 
Let us be grateful for our birth on this planet, with intelligence and 

wisdom, and let us vow with all to realize endlessly our eternal dream of one 
peaceful world through health, freedom, love and justice… 

 
Yes! We are not seeking for any paradise… we are seeking how to 

create the paradise herenow… we are not interested in things after death… if 
we can create a paradise here-now… certainly we will be able… We can 
change hell into heaven… 

 
All great masters are nothing but gardeners of humanity… 
 
One seed turns the whole earth green… 
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The seed has to be broken, the seed has to merge into the soil so that 
those flowers which are hidden in it as a potential, start becoming actual… 
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396- Self-mastery 

 
A famous Sufi story: Mulla and two saints went for a visit to Mecca… 

on the way they bout a certain sweet called Halwa, but it was enough only 
for one of them… so everybody started begging about himself that… "I am 
more important to live, so my life has to be saved…" said the first… the 
second said… "Yes I know you… you are great… but I know the mystery in 
heaven… so the Halwa has to be for me…" Mulla said… "I am an ordinary 
sinner… and I have heard that Allah is compassionate to the sinners… the 
Halwa is to me…" they could not come to any conclusion… "Well, let us all 
sleep without eating the Halwa… and let God decide himself… so 
whosoever is given the best dream by God, will eat the Halwa…" 

 
In the morning the saint said… "Nobody can compete with me 

anymore… because I kissed God's feet…" the scholar laughed and said… 
"That is nothing… God came to me and hugged me and kissed me… it 
belongs to me… I will eat it…" 

 
They looked at Mulla… "What is your dream?" 
 
I am a poor sinner, my dream was very ordinary… not worth even 

telling… but because you insist and because we have agreed, I will tell 
you… in my dream and God appeared, and he said… you fool!! What are 
you doing? Eat the Halwa… so I have eaten it… why? How can I say no to 
his order!! So there is no Halwa left now!" Mulla is free from self-control… 
but has self-mastery…  

 
Self-mastery is a totally different phenomenon… it has no self in it… 

it has understating… it is not mind control at all… 
 
You can control anger, you can repress it, you can sit on top of it… 

and you will always be praised by people but this is only on the surface of 
your face… 

 
Understanding is a sunrise inside us… like a flame inside you and 

darkness starts disappearing… this is what meditation is… be watchful… be 
a witness… in choicelessness… in total acceptance… 
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397- The man who orders three beers… 

 
A man walks into the pub and orders three beers… the bartender 

raises his eyebrows, but serves the man three beers, which he drinks quietly 
at a table alone… 

 
An hour later, the man has finished the three beers and orders three 

more… this happens yet again… the next evening the man again orders and 
drinks three beers at a time, several times… soon the entire town's 
whispering about the man who orders three beers… 

 
Finally, a week later, the bartender asked him the cause of this 

order… 
 
Yes! It is odd… it is strange… I have two brothers, and one went to 

America, and the other to Australia… we promised each other that we would 
always order an extra two beers whenever we drank as a way of keeping up 
the family bond…" 

 
The bartender and the whole town was pleased with this answer, and 

soon the man became a celebrity… then one day… he came and ordered 
only two beers… the bartender pours them with a heavy heart… this 
continues for the rest of the evening… he orders only two beers… word flies 
around town… prayers are offered for the soul of one of the brothers… now 
what to do? How to know the truth? So let us ask him… so the next day, the 
bartender says to the man… "Folks all around here, me first of all, want to 
offer my condolences to you for the death of your brother… you know… the 
two beers are… the two brothers…" 

 
The man ponders this for a moment, then replies, "You will be happy 

to hear that my two brothers are alive and well… it is just that I, myself, 
have decided to give up drinking for lent… 

 
What can you say? What can you see? What is this mind game? It is a 

joke but beyond joke too… this is how the mind is the master who can twist 
the best to worst… and let us be aware of this dance… of this choice… 

 
I just read a bumper sticker… 
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"God give me patience… and make it Quick!!" 
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398- Who is my enemy? 

 
A great story that I love to read it again and again… thank you for 

being with me… let us read…  
 
Once in a far off wintery country lived a rebellious bird… a rebel… 

when the end of autumn was coming and other birds were getting ready to 
fly south to the sun, the young bird decided not to go with them… sooner or 
later the changes of weather at the door and winter came and the little bird 
got colder and colder finally he decided to fly south, knowing he would 
freeze to death staying where he was… it was so cold that ice formed on his 
wings as he flew and he fell stricken to the earth and landed in a farm yard… 

 
A cow passing through the yard did a big dirt all over the little bird 

who thought he would suffocate but instead he was warmed up and back to 
life… thus warm, happy and able to breathe the young bird began to sing… 

 
A passing cat, hearing the joyful singing cleared away the cow dirt, 

saw the happy bird and ate him… 
 
The moral of this story is our story… anyone who dump dirt on you is 

not necessarily your enemy… anyone who gets you out of the dirt is not 
necessarily your friend… 

 
It is up to us to find out the way out of the dirt… I am my own master 

and disciple… 
 
No one loves me only me… once I know what love is then I know the 

real lover… the real treasure… 
 
So when you are in the dirt be alert… now I am in a great shit… I use 

it as a shift… no one loves me… no one helps me… but I am the cause of 
this… why expectation ya me? Ya Mariam?... 

 
Work as if you have no need of the money… 
 
Love as if nobody ever made you suffer… 
 
Dance as if nobody is watching you… 
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Sing as if nobody is hearing you… 
 
Live this now as it is the only paradise… 
 
Nature is nurturing us without any judgment… 
 
Without any expectation… expectation is frustration… keep 

walking… 
 
Let the deads be with the deads and keep walking your path….. yes! 

Keep your mouth shut, may be a cat will pass by… keep your dirt on and 
take a deep breath and live your path… be alone but not lonely… my 
beloved is in my heat… very near… why go far??? 
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399- Yes! I am who I am… 

 
What is this amness? Not the I! not the ego… but the amness… the 

isness… the stillness… let us listen to this us… 
 
There was a Sufi mystic, Zenoun… he had a disciple… who is 

persistent, asking again and again… one day, the master gave him a stone 
and told him to go to the market, to the vegetable market, and try to sell it… 
the stone was very big, it looked beautiful, but the master said… "Don’t sell 
it, just try to sell it… observe, go to many people and just report to me how 
much we can get for it from the vegetable market…" 

 
The man went… many people looked at it and they thought… it can 

be a good show-piece, our kids can play with it, or we can use it as measures 
for our vegetables… so they offered, but just few coins or few onions or 
carrots… the man came back and said to the maser… "At the most, we can 
only get few coins or few kilos of vegetables… and the prices was from two 
dollars to ten…" 

 
The master said… "Now you go to the gold market and ask people 

there… just enquire how much…" from the gold market he came very 
happy, and he said… "These people were wonderful… they are ready to 
give thousands of dollars… from 500 to 2000$" 

 
The master said… "Now you go to the jewellers, but don't sell it…" 

he went and he could not believe it… they were ready to offer fifty times 
more… and when he wouldn't sell, they went on increasing the offers… they 
reached to millions… but the man said… "I am not going to sell it…" 

 
They said… "We offer more and more, or what so ever you say… but 

sell it!" the man said: "I cannot sell it… I just want to know…" he could not 
believe it… these people were mad… he himself thought that the price that 
was offered in the vegetable market was enough… 

 
He came back… the master took the stone and said… "We are not 

going to sell it, but now you know that it depends on you, if you have the 
touchstone, the understanding… you go on asking questions and you live in 
the vegetable market… 
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You live in the vegetable market and you have the mind of that 
market… then you ask for valuable secrets… you ask for diamonds… and 
you keep asking… so!! First become a jeweller… not a beggar… nor an 
emperor… be your own being and then come to me… then I will teach 
you…" 

 
If the student is ready… the master is ready… our thirst will take us to 

the river… 
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400- Finding a shift in the shit 

 
Kabeer was the emperor's teacher of his time… nevertheless, he used 

to travel alone as a wondering beggar… wonder and wonder… Oh!! What a 
great treasure to the knower!!! 

 
Once when he was on his way to Basra… he approached a little 

village named Samarra… it was evening and a heavy rain was falling… he 
was thoroughly wet… his straw sandals were in pieces… at a farmhouse 
near the village he noticed four or five pairs of sandals in the window and 
decided to buy some dry ones… 

 
The woman who offered him the sandals, seeing how wet he was, 

invited him in and asked him to remain for the night at her home… Kabeer 
accepted her gift and thanked her… he entered and recited a verse from his 
sacred book and the woman felt a sign in her heart… 

 
He then was introduced to the woman's mother and to her children… 

observing that the entire family was depressed, Kabeer asked what was 
wrong… he gave them a chance to talk their pain… 

 
"My husband is a gallon of drugs… a gambler, and walking drunkard 

and much more…" the house wife told him… "When he happens to win he 
drinks more and becomes more abusive… when he loses he borrows money 
from others… and sometimes when he becomes totally drunk he does not 
come home at all… what can I do?" 

 
"I will help him… here is some money… get me a gallon of fine wine 

and something good to eat… then you may retire… I will meditate…" said 
Kabeer… 

 
When the man of the house returned about dawn time… quite drunk, 

he shouted… "Hey, wife, I am home… have you something for me to eat?" 
 
"I have something for you" said Kabeer…" I was caught in the rain 

and your wife kindly asked me to remain here for the night… in return I 
have bought some wine and fish, so you might as well eat them…." 
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The man was delighted… he drank the wine at once and laid himself 
down on the floor… Kabeer sat in meditation beside him… 

 
In the morning when the husband awoke he had forgotten about the 

previous night… how can he remember?? Totally lost in his lust… 
 
"Who are you? Where do you come from? Why in my home?" he 

asked Kabeer, who was still in the meditative state… 
 
"I am Kabeer and I am going to Basra…" replied the Sufi master… 
 
The man was utterly ashamed… he apologized to the teacher of his 

emperor… 
 
Kabeer smiled… "Everything in this life is impermanent… all will 

die… life is very brief… just now-here… only this moment… if you keep on 
gambling and drinking, you will have no time left for your life… for 
yourself… and you will cause your family to suffer too… why are you using 
your power for this world… why not follow your heart and be with the love 
of Allah… it is up to you to chose… what is your choice? I will help you!" 

 
The perception of the husband awoke as if from a dream… he was 

ripe to ride on a new horse and live the sacred choice… the grace of God… 
"Yes! You are right" he said to Kabeer "How can I ever repay you for this 
wonderful lesson? Let me help you and walk with you and carry your things 
a little way… yes my master… you are right..." 

 
"It is my joy to be with you" said Kabeer… the two started out… after 

they had gone three miles Kabeer told him to return home and be with his 
family… "Just another five miles…" he begged Kabeer… 

 
They continued on and in… "You may return now" suggested the 

master… "After another ten miles…" the man replied… 
 
"Return now…" said Kabeer, when the ten miles had been passed…  
 
"I am going to follow you all the rest of my life…" declared the 

man… you are with me to follow yourself… to be who you are… to do what 
God gave you to share… we are fellow travelers… this is our way to our 
inner home…inner treasure… Trust God and keep on helping yourself and 
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others… we are all brothers and sisters… and we are the family of one 
peaceful world…" 

 
Said Kabeer to his soul brother who became a great mystery in the 

Sufi history… he became the successor of Kabeer… his name was Rashid… 
the man who never turned back… 

 
This is the real pilgrimage… beyond any age.. any cage… any stage.. 

just be who you are… and eternity is in our unity with the one… you are a 
unique star… let your light shine… why fight? Why war? Why army? Why 
not a hugging arms to warm our heart and heal our hurt?? 

 
Let us be still and listen to our inner lecture… inner treasure… let us 

be with the one that does not die… 
 
From death to deathlessness… is our only isness… no birth… no 

death... no sin, no guilt, no heaven, no hell… we are only victims of 
victims… let us be a victor… let us wake up now!! No makeup any more… 
no persona… no mask… but our original face… the face of God… of the 
godliness in us… why so much ignorance? Let us be a childlike… not a 
childish… let us live our spontaneous feelings… this is our birth right… let 
us live our wisdom seed… it is in us… in our soul and the soil is ready… 
plant your seed and the spring will come and it will grow on its accord… 

 
Thank you my beloved us… thank you for reading and for writing and 

for sharing… 
 

We are here to share our vision… 
 

Tell-A-Vision 
 

If your vision is for one year plant wheat 
 

If your vision is for ten years plant trees 
 

If your vision is for life time plant people 
 

Thank you for your being… for planting people for peace… 
 

Thank you for every story… for every word it is the door for God's World… 




